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Abstract 

We developed a process to address terrestrial wildlife species for which management for 

ecosystem diversity may be inadequate for providing ecological conditions capable of sustaining 

viable populations. The process includes: (1) identification of species of conservation concern, 

(2) description of source habitats, and other important ecological factors, (3) organizing species 

into groups, (4) selection of focal species for each group, (5) development of focal species 

assessment models, (6) application of the focal species assessment models to evaluate current 

and historical conditions (7) development of conservation strategies, and (8) designing 

monitoring and adaptive management. Following the application of our species screening 

criteria we identified 209 of 700 species as species of concern on National Forest System lands 

east of the Cascade Range in Washington State. We aggregated the 209 species of conservation 

concern into 10 families and 28 groups based primarily on their habitat associations (these are 

not phylogenetic families). We selected 36 primary focal species (78 percent birds, 17 percent 

mammals, 5 percent amphibians) for application in northeastern Washington State, based on 

risk factors and ecological characteristics. Our assessment documented reductions in habitat 

capability across the assessment area compared to historical conditions. We combined 

conservation strategies in individual species with other focal species to make multi-species 

strategies that can be used to inform land management planning efforts currently underway on 

the Okanogan-Wenatchee and Colville National Forests in northeastern Washington. 
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Summary 

Regulations and directives associated with enabling legislation for management of national 

forests require maintenance of viable populations of native and desired non-native wildlife 

species. Broad-scale assessments that address ecosystem diversity may cover assessment of 

viability for most, but not all, species. We developed a process to address those species for 

which management for ecosystem diversity may be inadequate for providing ecological 

conditions capable of sustaining viable populations. The process includes, (1) identification of 

species of conservation concern, (2) description of source habitats, and other important 

ecological factors, (3) organizing species into groups, (4) selection of focal species for each 

group, (5) development of focal species assessment models, (6) application of the focal species 

assessment models to evaluate current and historical conditions, (7) development of 

conservation strategies, and (8) designing monitoring and adaptive management. Following the 

application of our species screening criteria we identified 209 of 700 species as species of 

concern on National Forest System lands east of the Cascade Range in Washington State. We 

aggregated the 209 species of conservation concern into 10 families and 28 groups based 

primarily on their habitat associations (these are not phylogenetic families). We selected 36 

primary focal species (78 percent birds, 17 percent mammals, 5 percent amphibians) for 

application in northeastern Washington State, based on risk factors and ecological 

characteristics. Our assessment documented reductions in the viability outcomes for all focal 

species compared to historical conditions. The species for which current viability outcomes are 

most similar to historical viability outcomes include the golden eagle, harlequin duck, northern 

goshawk, peregrine falcon, and Wilson’s snipe. Species for which current viability outcomes 

have departed the most from historical viability outcomes and are of greatest concern included 
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the eared grebe, fox sparrow, sage thrasher, western bluebird, and white-headed woodpecker. 

To address such changes, we developed conservation strategies for each focal species that 

included habitat protection and restoration, and amelioration of risk factors. We combined 

conservation strategies in individual species with other focal species and with management 

proposals for other resources (e.g., recreation, fire, and fuels management) to develop a multi-

species, multi-resource management strategy. The information generated from our approach 

can be directly translated into land management planning through development of desired 

conditions, objectives, and standards and guidelines to improve the probability that desired 

population outcomes will be achieved. However, it should be noted by practitioners that a 

conservation planning process such as ours cannot remove all uncertainty and risk to species 

viability, warranting an adaptive management approach. 
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PART 1 - Terrestrial Species Viability Assessments: Process and 
Overall Results 

Introduction  

The National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA; Public Law 94-588) and the Multiple-Use 

Sustained-Yield Act of 1960 (Public Law 86-517) require maintenance of diversity and 

sustainability of plant and animal communities on National Forest System lands throughout the 

United States (Marcot and Murphy 1996). Associated regulations and directives call for 

providing viable populations of native and desired non-native wildlife with an emphasis on those 

species considered to be at risk (Suring et al. 2011). The assessment of population viability for 

species of concern are one component of an evaluation of ecosystem sustainability (Linder et al. 

2004). Comprehensive analyses of ecosystem sustainability may be accomplished through a 

hierarchical approach that addresses ecosystem diversity and species diversity. Guidance on the 

assessment of species diversity within the Pacific Northwest Region of the USDA Forest Service 

was developed to help improve efficiencies, reduce costs by eliminating redundancy in analyses, 

provide a forum for a rigorous science review of the process, and provide consistency across the 

Region as national forests or groups of national forests revise their land and resource 

management plans (USFS 2006). This document presents the application of the Regional 

guidance to the northeast Washington State assessment area, a cluster of two national forests 

that are among the first in the Pacific Northwest Region to revise their land and resource 

management plans. We defined the assessment area to include all of the watersheds (5th Code 

hydrologic unit code [HUC]) that contained any amount of Forest Service Land under the 

management of the Okanogan-Wenatchee or Colville National Forests (fig. 1). 
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The initial focus of our application of the assessment process was an evaluation of ecosystem 

diversity which considered the maintenance of functioning native ecosystems within the plan 

area, and the extent to which maintaining ecosystem diversity will also sustain populations of 

animal species within their ranges in the plan area (Samson 2002, Samson et al. 2003). This is 

referred to as a “coarse filter” approach to conservation (Baydeck et al. 1999, Hunter et al. 

1988, Landres et al. 1999, Samson 2002, Samson et al. 2003). The coarse filter evaluation of 

ecosystem diversity generally compares the amount and distribution of existing vegetation 

communities to a set of reference conditions (e.g., pre-European settlement, historical range of 

variability) to evaluate current representation of vegetation communities across the plan area 

(Samson 2002). For national forests located within the Interior Columbia Basin, coarse-filter 

assessments were completed as part of the Interior Columbian Basin Ecosystem Management 

Project (ICBEMP) (Hann et al. 1997, Hessburg et al. 1999a). These assessments included 

evaluations of existing vegetation communities compared to historical range of variability and of 

changes that have occurred in the amount, effectiveness, and connectivity of habitats for focal 

wildlife species (Hessburg et al. 1999a, Lehmkuhl et al. 2001, Raphael et al. 2001, Wisdom et al. 

2000). 

A complementary approach to a coarse filter analysis is necessary for species for which 

ecological conditions needed to maintain populations may not be completely provided by 

maintaining ecosystem diversity (Samson 2002). For example, species associated with fine-scale 

ecosystem components (Samson 2002) or habitat generalists influenced by human activities 

such as roads (Carroll et al. 2001) may not be adequately addressed by a broad-scale 

assessment of vegetation conditions (Cushman et al. 2007). In these cases, a species-specific 

approach to the analysis and establishment of plan direction may be necessary. The assessment 

of individual species is a “fine-filter” approach to conservation (Andelman et al. 2001, 2004; 
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Holthausen et al. 1999, Holthausen 2002, Samson et al. 2003). Holthausen (2002) and Andelman 

et al. (2001) provide valuable suggestions on how to conduct assessments of species diversity. In 

addition, Forest Service regulations and directives, and Regional guidance (USFS 2006) provide 

guidelines for conducting assessments of the viability of species of conservation concern.  

This document details the terrestrial species assessment process, results of the assessment, and 

the management implications for the conservation of key elements of terrestrial diversity. The 

document is divided into four parts: Part 1 presents the assessment process and summarizes 

overall results, Part 2 presents results and management recommendations for the individual 

focal species, Part 3 brings together results of the individual focal species assessment into multi-

species conservation strategies, and Part 4 discusses priorities for monitoring based on 

assessment results, general monitoring methods, and how results can be used in an adaptive 

management framework. 

Terrestrial Species Viability Assessment Process 

The process we used to assess the viability of terrestrial species included the following major 

steps (Suring et al. 2011): 

• Identification of species of conservation concern 

• Definition of source habitats for species of conservation concern  

• Grouping species of conservation concern 

• Identification of the ecological relationships of species of conservation concern 

• Selection of focal species 

• Development of focal species assessment models 
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• Assessment of viability outcomes for focal species 

• Evaluation of habitat conditions for conservation planning. 

Identification of Species of Conservation Concern 

The process for identification of the full set of species for a geographic area that may be at risk 

because of future management actions is very complex and a universally accepted approach is 

not available (Holthausen et al. 1999, Raphael and Marcot 1994). Numerous approaches are 

applied by natural resource management agencies to classify species according to their risk of 

extirpation or extinction at regional (Breininger et al. 1998, Lunney et al. 1996, Millsap et al. 

1990), national (Czech and Krausman 1997, Molloy and Davis 1992), and international (IUCN 

2000) scales. Andelman et al. (2004) recommended using the global species ranks from the 

Natural Heritage Program (Master 1991, Master et al. 2000) as a system appropriate for use by 

the Forest Service to address their legal requirements (Holthausen et al. 1999, Raphael and 

Marcot 1994). They recommended using these rankings because many of the species that occur 

on National Forest System lands have been evaluated, the database with species ranks is readily 

available, and the Natural Heritage Program process may be most suitable of the existing 

protocols for identifying species of concern. However, Andelman et al. (2004) noted that the 

initial protocol used by the Natural Heritage Program to rank species (Master 1991, Master et al. 

2000) did not explicitly incorporate weightings for threats. We developed a process to identify 

species of conservation concern based on the following criteria (Suring et al. 2011): 

1. Species listed as endangered, threatened, candidate, or proposed under the U.S. 

Endangered Species Act. 

2. Species that have been petitioned for listing under the U.S. Endangered Species Act and 

have received a determination of “may be warranted” or “warranted but precluded”. 
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3. Species with the following ranks from Natural Heritage Program as documented on 

NatureServe (2009): 

a. G-1 through G-3 

b. Infraspecific (subspecific) taxa with ranks of T-1 through T-3 

c. S-1 through S-3 

4. Species listed by Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife as threatened or 

endangered. 

5. Species on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service birds of conservation concern national 

priority list (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2002). 

6. Bird species in the Partners in Flight (PIF) species assessment database 

(http://www.rmbo.org/pif/pifdb.html) with scores indicating a moderate to large 

population decline or severe to extreme threats to populations (Carter et al. 2000).  

7. Species identified as a ‘terrestrial vertebrate species of focus’ from the Interior 

Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (Lehmkuhl et al. 1997, Wisdom et al. 

2000). Species from the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project 

(ICBEMP) list were included unless they met one or more of the following criteria: 

a. Wisdom et al. (2000) concluded a positive or no change in source habitats in the 

ecological reporting units overlapping Washington and no other published 

reasons for concern were found. 

b. If a more recent assessment of populations (e.g., breeding bird survey data), or 

expert opinion was available that indicated there was not a current reason for 

concern.  

http://www.rmbo.org/pif/pifdb.html
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8. Species described by Raphael et al. (2001) as having fragmented populations that are 

currently vulnerable to extirpation or extinction, especially if they were abundant 

historically1. 

9. Species listed by Washington State as strategy species in their comprehensive wildlife 

conservation strategies. 

The focus in the application of this process was on species that are of regional or local 

conservation concern as indicated by documented risks to populations or habitats. All native 

terrestrial vertebrates known to occur on land managed by the Forest Service east of the crest 

of the Cascade Range in Washington were evaluated. Accidental species were not included, nor 

were extirpated species without near-term plans or opportunities for reintroduction. It is 

important to note that this process does not include species of public interest for hunting, 

trapping, or other consumptive or commercial uses unless their populations were determined to 

be at risk (e.g., bighorn sheep). 

Definition of Source Habitats 

Concerns have been raised about using habitat as an indicator of how populations may respond 

to environmental changes. For example, Cushman et al. (2007) evaluated the use of cover type 

and/or successional stage to predict the abundance of birds in a forested environment and 

found that either variable used alone was a poor predictor. When they used cover type and 

successional stage in combination, as we did, they found more reliable predictions, although the 

accuracy varied among bird guilds. They concluded that while habitat-relationship models are a 

                                                           

1 Species with a population outcome of D or E under the current condition scenario, or outcome C with a 
decline from an historical outcome of A or B on National Forest System or Bureau of Land Management 
lands as defined in Raphael et al. (2001). 
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necessary guide for management and conservation, they do not provide an effective surrogate 

for measuring population levels. We addressed the concerns raised by Cushman et al. (2007) by 

including variables, such as fine-scale habitat variables (e.g., snags, downed logs) and risk factors 

(e.g., roads, invasive species), in addition to cover type and structural stage in our evaluation of 

focal species viability. We evaluated our models using independent data on species distribution 

and abundance (for those species we could), and we included recommendations for monitoring 

of species populations and distribution for focal species with poor viability outcomes. We concur 

with Cushman et al. (2007) that monitoring habitat alone may not be an effective replacement 

for monitoring species population size and distribution. 

We defined source habitats as those providing characteristics of macro-vegetation that 

contribute to stationary or positive population growth (Wisdom et al. 2000). Source habitats are 

distinguished from habitats simply associated with species occurrence; such habitats may or 

may not contribute to long-term population persistence (Wisdom et al. 2000). The macro-

habitats used by each of the species considered in our assessment were described using cover 

type and structural stage. We included habitats used for reproduction, movement, and cover 

(e.g., protection, thermoregulation) as described by Johnson and O’Neil (2001), other primary 

literature, and professional judgment. 

Vegetation for the eastside of Washington was classified using a combination of cover types and 

structural classes (tables 1 and 2) similar to those described in Johnson and O’Neil (2001). Some 

of the Johnson and O’Neil (2001) cover types were combined to better match the vegetation 

classification used by the Forest Service (Ohmann et al. 2010). Also, a post-fire cover type was 

included to identify vegetation that occurred immediately following stand-replacing fires. Six 

types of riparian habitat were also described. 
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The 26 classes of Johnson and O’Neil (2001) were condensed into 12 to reduce the types to a 

manageable list for our assessment (table 1). Two canopy closure breaks, open (equal to or less 

than 50 percent canopy closure) and closed (more than 50 percent) were used because they 

most effectively characterized the habitat relationships of wildlife species of conservation 

concern based on extensive review of the literature. Structural condition classes were described 

only for upland forested habitats. 

Table 1–Cover types used to describe source habitats and their relation to the Johnson and O’Neil (2001) habitat 
type classification 

 

Table 2–Structural stages used to describe source habitats and their relationship to the Johnson and O’Neil (2001) 
structural condition classes 

 
Grouping Species of Conservation Concern 

While managing species habitats and populations using a species-by-species approach has 

intuitive ecological merit, the sheer number of species of conservation concern often makes 

such an approach untenable. In many cases, the ecological understanding and resources needed 

to manage all species on an individual basis are not available. More importantly, attempting to 

manage for species of concern on an individual basis may not result in holistic management of 

the needs of all species because management focus is often fine-scale, piecemeal, and without 

explicit understanding of the commonalities and differences in species needs among large sets 

of species (Wisdom et al. 2002).  

Tremendous efficiencies are gained from managing groups of species. The idea that efficiency is 

gained while maintaining effectiveness in accounting for all species needs is a central premise to 

grouping approaches (Coppolillo et al. 2008, Suring et al. 2011, Van Horne and Wiens 1991). 

Grouping species based on one or more ecological factors provides a strong foundation for 
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developing conservation strategies for species of conservation concern, because the 

conservation strategies are ordered around ecological principles.  

Species were grouped primarily based on habitat associations using cover type and structural 

stage (Suring et al. 2011, Wisdom et al. 2000). A cluster analysis was performed to describe 

groups of species based on their habitat associations. In the cluster analysis, 53 habitat variables 

were used consisting of six forest cover types, five tree size classes, and two canopy closure 

categories; three non-forest land cover types; six riparian/water land cover types; and a cave 

category.  

We sequentially examined sets of clusters, with increasing numbers of clusters in each set, to 

find an aggregation that was consistent with our understanding of species ecological 

relationships at the macro-habitat scale (as done by Wisdom et al. 2000). We also evaluated 

similarities among species and clusters using the Ochiai index of similarity (Ludwig and Reynolds 

1988). 

Based upon our knowledge of ecological relationships of the species evaluated, we chose the 

smallest number of groups possible that still allowed a meaningful aggregation of species and 

habitats. Groups were then combined into families (categorical not phylogenetic) to help 

describe how similar groups of species are related to each other2. Families include one or more 

groups that were associated with similar broad-scale macro-habitat conditions. These 

generalized habitat conditions were often used by managers to interpret broad scale patterns 

and trends (Suring et al. 2011, Wisdom et al. 2000). By using a hierarchical evaluation of species, 

                                                           

2 Note that the term “Families” does not have a taxonomic meaning, but instead identifies robust 
similarities in habitat requirements among large groups of species, regardless of taxonomic relation 
(Wisdom et al. 2002). 
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groups, and families, the analysis process addressed single and multi-species needs as well as 

identifying patterns of habitat change similar to the process followed by Wisdom et al. (2000). 

Identification of the Ecological Relationships of Species of Conservation 
Concern 

We reviewed scientific information, in addition to defining source habitats, to more thoroughly 

understand the ecological requirements of the species of conservation concern. Additional 

information was compiled on risk factors, fine scale habitat features, home-range size, and 

species ranges for each species of conservation concern. We followed the recommendations of 

Andelman et al. (2001) when determining what ecological information to compile for each 

species. Compiling this information was important for determining which species were best 

suited to be focal species, and to model relationships between species, habitats, and risk 

factors. 

Risk Factors 

Through literature review, we identified factors  for species of conservation concern that 

potentially increased the risk of reductions in: 1) habitat availability, 2) habitat effectiveness 

(e.g., roads that reduce the probability of use of a habitat), and/or, 3) population size and/or 

fitness (table 3). 

The reviews by Wisdom et al. (2000), and Singleton and Lehmkuhl (1998) that addressed road-

related factors, and Gaines et al. (2003a) that addressed recreation-related factors, were 

expanded to include risk factors associated with the management of vegetation, fire, grazing, 

and invasive species.  
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Table 3--Risk factors assessed for each focal species through literature review and used to develop focal species 
assessment models 

 

Fine Scale Habitats 

In addition to broad-scale habitat relationships, we noted from Johnson and O’Neil (2001) 

whether a species used specific fine-scale habitats such as water features (e.g., springs and 

seeps), topographic features (e.g., talus slopes), within-stand features (e.g., logs, decayed trees), 

or other physical features (e.g., serpentine soil). 

Home Range and Dispersal Information 

Both the typical size of home range used by a species, and the species’ dispersal capabilities, 

influence which species best represent ecological requirements of other species (Coppolillo et 

al. 2008, Lambeck 1997, Noss et al. 1997). This information was compiled for all species of 

conservation concern. 

Species Range across the Assessment Area 

Range information is helpful in determining which species may best represent the ecological 

requirements of other species across the assessment area (e.g., species with non-overlapping 

ranges will poorly represent each other’s requirements). We define a species’ range as the 

polygon or polygons that encompass the outer boundaries of a species’ geographic occurrence 

within the assessment area. In addition to actual boundaries of species ranges, we categorized 

the extent of the species distribution within the assessment area as shown in table 4. 

Table 4—Categories used to describe a species distribution within the assessment area 
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Selection of Focal Species 

Wiens et al. (2008) summarize the pros and cons of using surrogate species as proxies for a 

broader set of species when the number of species of concern is too great to allow each species 

to be considered individually. In addition, they describe the spatial scale at which a surrogate 

approach is likely most effective. They suggest that with small size planning areas (hundreds of 

acres) the number of species may be small enough to allow individual species to be assessed, 

while for very large areas (regional or continental); surrogate species may not adequately 

represent the variety of taxa or habitats present. The area in-between was termed the surrogate 

zone where a surrogate species approach may be most useful (Wiens et al. 2008). They also 

suggested that the most appropriate use of the surrogate approach would be when the 

management objective was to conserve or recover many species (e.g., >50) or when biological 

diversity conservation was broadly considered (Wiens et al. 2008). We met both of these criteria 

in that the size of our assessment area fell within the surrogate zone (intermediate between 

hundreds of ha and regional) and the management objectives were to address a broad array of 

species as required under the National Forest Management Act (about 200 species of 

conservation concern in our case). Wiens et al. (2008) then went onto describe a process for 

selecting focal species, which we closely followed in our selection of a set of focal species.  

The focal species approach is an attempt to streamline the assessment of ecological systems by 

monitoring a subset of species and is a pragmatic response to dealing with ecosystem 

complexity (Noon 2003, Roberge and Angelstam 2004). It is a rigorous way to deal with 

assessments that involve large numbers of species (Adelman et al. 2001, Roberge and 

Angelstam 2004). The key characteristic of a focal species is that status and trend of habitat 

conditions provide insights to the integrity of the larger ecological system to which it belongs 
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(Andelman et al. 2001, Lambeck 1997, Noon 2003, Noss et al. 1997). Focal species may serve an 

umbrella function in terms of encompassing habitats needed for other species, are sensitive to 

the ecological changes likely to occur in the area, or otherwise serve as an indicator of ecological 

sustainability (Andelman et al. 2001, COS 1999, Lambeck et al. 1997, Noss et al. 1997, Wegner 

2008). In addition, it is assumed that a focal species has more demanding requirements for 

factors putting other group members at risk of extinction than the rest of species in the group 

(Andelman et al. 2001). Focal species are intended to represent ecological conditions that 

provide for sustainable ecosystems, and it is not expected that the population dynamics of a 

focal species would necessarily represent the population dynamics of another species. 

The concept of focal species differs from management indicator species (MIS) described in the 

regulations written to implement the NFMA (36 CFR 219.19). The use of MIS was considered a 

means of evaluating the effects of management actions on a suite of species in that their 

population trends were assumed to reflect the changes in habitat amount and quality due to the 

effects of the management actions (Suring et al. 2011). The MIS concept was questioned in the 

literature over the last two decades (Andelman et al. 2001, Landres et al. 1988). The MIS 

concept evolved to the concept of surrogate species, including focal species, in the late 1990s 

(Lambeck 1997). Surrogate (focal) species are considered a more appropriate approach in 

addressing species viability (Wiens et al. 2008). 

Lindenmayer et al. (2002) pointed out some of the limitations of the focal species concept, 

including that the approach is data-intensive, that scientific understanding is lacking for many 

species, and there is a lack of testing to validate the approach. Lindenmayer et al. (2002) were 

concerned that the focal species approach not be the only approach used to guide landscape 

restoration. The focal species approach has recently been tested for wide-ranging carnivores 
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(Carroll et al. 2001), birds (Drever et al. 2008, Watson et al. 2001), and fish (Wenger 2008). In 

addition, Roberge and Angelstam (2004) recently reviewed the umbrella species concept and 

concluded that the focal species approach seems the most promising because it provides a 

systematic procedure for selection of umbrella species.  

However, the risks and uncertainties involved in using the focal species concept must be 

recognized and acknowledged (Ficetola et al. 2007, Freudenberger and Brooker 2004). 

Development of a logical foundation for focal species selection is critical but poorly developed at 

this time (Noon 2003); however, advances have been made (see Freudenberger and Brooker 

2004). In some cases, the use of focal species may fail to account for key requirements of 

individual species (Ficetola et al. 2005). This risk is highest when focal species identified through 

a process at a broad-scale, are then used in finer-scale applications (Wisdom et al. 2002). 

The goal for our assessment was to have a manageable number of focal species (about 30) to 

assess while still maintaining a reliable inference for providing appropriate ecological conditions 

for non-focal species. After species were clustered into groups based on habitat relationships 

and other environmental factors, a single or small set of focal species was identified within each 

group. The intent was to select a set of species that represented the full array of potential 

responses of species to management activities (Raphael et al. 2001). We used the following 

criteria to select focal species: 

1. Represent source habitats: Species habitat use represents others in the group and in 

some cases the family. If there were important differences in used source habitats 

among species within a group, multiple focal species were selected to represent the full 

array of source habitats used by the group.  
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2. Risk factors: species were selected that were affected by all or key combinations of risk 

factors identified for the group or family. 

3. Fine scale habitats: species were selected to represent fine scale habitat features 

identified for the group or family. For example, if some species within the habitat-based 

group used snags, then a species with the most demanding or limiting snag 

requirements was selected as a focal species. 

4. Home range and dispersal information: we selected species with large home space-use 

requirements (Gaines et al. 2003b, Noss 1990). Knowledge of dispersal capabilities was 

lacking for most species, though where possible we selected species with the most 

limited dispersal capability as focal species. 

5. Species range across the assessment area: species with the widest distribution across 

the assessment area were given priority in the selection of focal species. 

Four types of focal species were identified: 

1. F Indicated a focal species for the group that should be addressed in the development of 

management actions. 

2. F* indicates that there was a choice of which focal species to use. Managers from different 

areas may choose different species primarily based on the distribution of the species. 

3. f indicates species that had localized populations that were confined to very specific 

habitats. Proposed management recommendations for these species were applied only to 

local areas. 
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4. CS indicates a conservation strategy or recovery plan was in place, usually developed by the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species Act. In some cases, the 

conservation strategy encompassed the range of other species in the group, and therefore 

other species in this group with similar source habitats and risk factors benefited from the 

conservation strategy. 

Development of Focal Species Assessment Models 

Assessing the viability of each focal species required the development of credible and 

repeatable analysis processes. This was accomplished through the use of Bayesian Belief 

Networks (BBNs) (Marcot et al. 2001, Raphael et al. 2001, Rieman et al. 2001). The use of 

Bayesian statistics, specifically BBNs, is one way to combine scientific data and information with 

expert knowledge and experience (Lehmkuhl et al. 2001; Marcot et al. 2001; Marcot 2006; 

Marcot et al. 2006a,b; Wade 2002; Wegner 2008). This is especially important when trying to 

assess a multitude of species, many of which have limited empirical data available. A BBN is an 

influence diagram that depicts the relationships among ecological factors (such as habitat and 

risks) that influence the likelihood of the outcome of some parameter(s) of interest, such as 

forest condition or wildlife species viability (Marcot et al. 2001). This approach provided a 

conceptual model outlining the interconnections among ecosystem components and how a 

species was anticipated to respond to risk factors. This represented an important step in the 

application of the focal species approach intended to provide insights into ecosystem processes 

and functions (Noon 2003, Ogden et al. 2003, Wegner 2008).  

We followed the guidelines suggested by Marcot et al. (2006a) to develop our focal species 

assessment models. Briefly, this included the following steps: creation of an influence diagram 

of key factors affecting the viability of a species; development of an alpha-level BBN model from 
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the influence diagram; revising the model with input from expert reviewers; testing and 

calibrating the model with case files to create a beta-level model; and evaluation of the model. 

Focal species assessment models were used to assess response of focal species to changes in 

habitat conditions and risk factors resulting from proposed management actions. BBN models 

provide a structured tool for integrating several sources of information to make comparisons 

among management alternatives on how well the conservation of focal species was addressed 

(Marcot et al. 2001). The BBN modeling approach was selected for the following reasons 

(Marcot et al. 2001, Marcot 2006, Raphael et al. 2001): 

1. Major influences on population persistence and/or quality of habitat is displayed. 

2. Linkages between features of a proposed management action and the predicted response of 

a species are represented. 

3. Empirical data and expert judgment are combined. 

4. Models are easily re-run with different management actions or new model assumptions. 

5. Predicted outcomes are based on probabilities and are presented as probabilities. 

6. Model results included measures of uncertainty and sources of variation. 

7. Model results are spatially explicit. 

Focal species assessment models were developed for application at two spatial scales: the 

watershed (5th Field Hydrologic Unit Code) and the entire assessment area using information 

from each watershed. At the watershed scale we developed the watershed index (WI), and a 

weighted watershed index (WWI). The WI provided a measure of change of source habitat 
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(historical range of variability compared to current conditions), and the influences of habitat 

quality (e.g., patch size) and risk factors (e.g., road density) for each watershed. The WWI was 

calculated from the WI by weighting it with the amount of source habitat that was currently 

available in each watershed. The WWI provided a measure of the capability of each watershed 

to contribute to the viability of the focal species. At the scale of the entire assessment area, we 

developed a viability outcome index (VOI) for each focal species. The VOI calculated an overall 

index of the potential capability of the assessment area to provide for the viability of the focal 

species. The VOI model used aggregated data from the watershed-scale models and for some 

species, an assessment of how well habitats are connected (how this was assessed is described 

later) across the assessment area. 

Once the focal species assessment modeling framework was established, a method for 

objectively assessing the quality and quantity of habitat available for focal species was chosen. 

We compared the current area of source habitat for a focal species within each watershed to an 

estimate of the historical range of variability (HRV) for that species’ source habitat (Lehmkuhl et 

al. 1997, Suring et al. 2011, Wisdom et al. 2000,). The historical range of variability refers to the 

composition, structure, and dynamics of ecosystems before European settlement (Fule´ et al. 

1997, Landres et al. 1999, Morgan et al. 1994, Swanson et al. 1994). By comparing the current 

condition of source habitats with the HRV, insights were gained into the capability of each 

watershed to provide habitat that would contribute to the viability of focal species (Wisdom et 

al. 2000). We recognized that the range of variability is likely to change as global and regional 

climates change (Gartner et al. 2008, Millar and Woolfenden 1999, Westerling et al. 2006) and 

this has implications for conservation of biological diversity (Lawler and Mathias 2007). 

However, we contend that understanding both the current condition and the HRV provide 

important information for managers to consider, along with climate change projections, in 
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determining desired conditions for wildlife habitats. Additionally, the HRV provides an objective 

measure of habitat sustainability and allows habitat restoration opportunities to be identified 

(Gaines 2000, Society for Ecological Restoration 1993, Wisdom et al. 2000). We used published 

estimates for the HRV to develop reference conditions for focal species habitats (Agee 2003, 

Harrod et al. 1998, Hessburg et al. 1999b, 2000, 2005; Wright and Agee 2004). 

The use of ecological thresholds is highly controversial and difficult to validate (Bestelmayer 

2006, Lindenmayer and Luck 2005, Lindenmayer et al. 2006, Muradian 2001, Tear et al. 2005), 

yet they are continually being applied to address conservation issues (Groves 2003, Huggett 

2005, Noss et al. 1997, Rompre et al. 2010, Svancara et al. 2005, Tear et al. 2005). We 

conducted a review of the literature to identify a habitat threshold that we could apply to 

evaluate the number, distribution, and connectivity of watersheds across the assessment area in 

order to identify those that are in relatively good condition and may make important 

contributions toward the viability of focal species. We used the threshold to aid in priority 

setting for watershed restoration (e.g., Suding et al. 2004). It is important to note that we did 

not use a threshold as a conservation goal; rather the threshold was used as a metric in the 

evaluation of species viability. We chose 40 percent as a minimum amount of source habitat 

after reviewing approaches used in other conservation assessments and empirical studies 

(Denoel and Ficetola 2007, Groves 2003, Noss et al. 1997, Olson et al. 2004, Radford et al. 2005, 

Rompre et al. 2010, Svancara et al. 2005, Tear et al. 2005, Zuckerberg and Porter 2010). 

Svancara et al. (2005) showed that conserving a minimum of 40 percent of total habitat 

available maintained representation, resiliency, and redundancy in the remaining habitat and 

associated wildlife populations. Representation, resiliency, and redundancy were elements we 

considered important to maintaining or restoring species viability (Groves 2003, Shaffer and 

Stein 2000). 
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We developed focal species assessment models for each focal species using findings reported in 

the professional literature reviews and expert opinion. The primary variables in the WI and WWI 

models included: (1) reference conditions [e.g., estimates of HRV of source habitats], (2) 

estimates of the current amount and distribution of source habitats, (3) factors that influenced 

the quality of the source habitat [e.g., patch size, fine-scale habitat features, habitat 

connectivity], and (4) risk-factors [e.g., road density, recreation routes, domestic grazing, 

invasive species]. The approaches used to gather information to address the variables used in 

the focal species assessment models are described below. Details of the models developed for 

each focal species are provided in Part 2: Individual Species Assessments. 

Reference Conditions for Source Habitats 

The current condition of source habitat within each watershed for a focal species was compared 

to reference conditions (e.g., HRV) for that species source habitat. The reference condition 

estimates within each watershed were based on the results of published analyses (Agee 2003, 

Hann et al. 1997, Hessburg et al. 1999a). 

Reference Conditions of Forested Source Habitats 

We estimated reference conditions for forested source habitats using the following steps: 

Step 1. Using information in table 6 we identified the low and high percentages of forest 

group(s), structural stage(s), and canopy closure(s) that corresponded best to our description of 

source habitats for the focal species.  

Table 5--Estimated reference conditions for forested habitats in the northeast Washington assessment area 

Step 2. We then determined the area of each watershed that is potential source habitat based 

on the potential natural vegetation group (PVG). Potential source habitat was a combination of 
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PVGs that had the capability of providing source habitat given the appropriate structure stage 

and canopy closure were present.  

Step 3. We used the percentages derived from Step 1 and the area estimates from Step 2 to 

calculate a range of high and low area estimates of the predicted amount of source habitat for 

each watershed.  

Step 4. We then divided the range of area estimates from Step 3 by the area (size) of each 

watershed that corresponded to the appropriate potential natural vegetation group (PVG) in 

order to get to estimates of the percent of each watershed that historically had the potential to 

provide source habitat for the focal species. Each watershed had a high and low percentage 

generated at this step. We used the absolute low and absolute high across all watersheds to 

bound our estimated reference condition for each species. We also calculated the median 

percent of the potential of all the watersheds.  

Step 5. We then classified the range into four equal categories between the absolute low and 

the median, and four equal categories between the median and the absolute high (fig. 1). 

Figure 1--A depiction of how the departure classes were created using the low, median, and high projected 
estimates of the amount of source habitat for each watershed was implemented   

 
Reference Conditions of Post-fire Source Habitats 

Reference conditions for post-fire source habitats were derived based upon the information 

presented in table 6; the proportion of the landscape that was in an early seral reference 

condition for each forest type. Forest and fire ecologists were asked to estimate how much of 

the early seral reference condition would be in a <10 years post-fire condition. Ten years was 
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derived from descriptions of post-fire habitat use by woodpeckers (Lehmkuhl et al. 2003, Saab 

and Dudley 1998) and post-fire snag fall rates (Everett et al. 1999, Harrod et al. 1998). 

Table 6--Estimated reference conditions for post-fire habitats by forest group in the Northeast Washington 
assessment area 

Reference Conditions for species associated with non-forested source 
habitats 

As described above, in forested communities we have estimated  proportions of different 

potential vegetation groups and structural stages that were likely to occur at any given time 

considering succession and disturbance across the landscape. In the non-forested shrublands 

and riparian environments, we did not have published estimates of HRV to use as reference 

conditions. Therefore, to evaluate the relative amount of upland non-forest source habitat 

within watersheds, we assumed that land currently occupied by agriculture and urban areas 

within the assessment area historically supported shrub-steppe, grasslands, or wet meadows. 

The proportions of shrub-steppe, grasslands and wet meadows cover types in the existing 

mapped shrub-steppe vegetation zone were multiplied by the area currently in agriculture and 

urban areas and the result added to the area currently in these cover types to obtain an 

estimate of the reference conditions of source habitat for focal species.  

• Historical Grasslands = {[Current Grass/ (Current Grass + Current Shrub)] * (Urban + 

Agriculture)} + Current Grass 

• Historical Shrub = {[Current Shrub/ (Current Shrub + Current Grass)] * (Urban + 

Agriculture)} + current Shrub 

Table 7—(Needs label)  
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We then created nine classes of departure to measure the relative amount of source habitat 

within each watershed. These are: 16-30 percent below the median = -1, 31-45 percent below 

the median = -2, 46-60 percent below the median = -3, >60 percent below the median= -4, 16-30 

percent above the median = +1, 31-45 percent above the median = +2, 46-60 percent above the 

median = +3, >60 percent above the median = +4, 0-15 percent above or below the median = 0 

departure. 

Reference Conditions for Wetland and Riparian Source Habitats 

Numerous reports describe how human activities (e.g., those from dams, diversions, agriculture 

conversion, stream channelization, road construction, etc.) have permanently altered large 

areas of wetland habitat. Brinson et al. (1981) estimated that 9.3 million ha of the original 

floodplain forest was converted to urban and cultivated agricultural land uses in the United 

States. Klopatek et al. (1979) estimated that northern floodplain forests have decreased 69 

percent in area from their potential, and Hirsh and Segelquist (1978) estimate that 70 to 90 

percent of all natural riparian areas were subjected to extensive alteration. Little is known about 

the extent and status of mountain riparian ecosystems, which are affected primarily by impacts 

associated with other natural resource uses (e.g., timber harvest, recreation, livestock grazing) 

although federal and state surveys have found that 50 percent of all fish habitats on public and 

private lands in western Oregon have been altered since 1960 (Kadera 1987). Dahl (1990) 

describes that approximately 47.3 million ha or 53 percent of all U.S. wetlands have been lost 

since the 1780s. Based on these studies, we assumed that the current amount of source habitat 

for wetland and riparian deciduous focal species in the assessment area was approximately 70 

percent of the historical amount in each watershed (Dahl 1990, Peters 1990). In the WI source 

habitat departure node we used the [(-1) – (-2)] category for every watershed to reflect our 
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assumption that the availability of these habitats were near 70 percent of their historical 

median. 

Reference Conditions for Stream-side Riparian, and Cliff Source Habitats 

For these habitats, we assumed that their availability has not changed from their historical 

amounts. Therefore, our assessment focused on factors that could influence the quality of these 

habitats. In the WI source habitat departure node we used the 0-1 quartile for every watershed 

to reflect our assumption that the availability of these habitats were near the historical median. 

Table 8–Summary of how habitat departure was evaluated for each habitat group 

In summary, we used the following approach to standardize how we estimated habitat 

departure for each focal species. 

Step 1. We identified combinations of spatial data that best represented the source habitat for 

the focal species. 

Step 2. We determined the amount of source habitat within each watershed that was located 

within the assessment area through geographic information systems processes.  

Step 3. We compared the current estimates of source habitat to our estimates for the reference 

conditions for each watershed and determined the degree of departure based on table 8 above. 

For example, if 1,000 acres of source habitat occurred in the watershed and that value falls 

between 2 and 3 categories below the median (-3Q to -2Q), a likelihood of 100 percent is 

entered in the -3 to -2 category reference condition node (see example below).  
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If there currently is no source habitat in the watershed and source habitat did not occur in the 

watershed historically, then we entered zero in the habitat potential node that resulted in a 100 

percent likelihood of zero habitat in the habitat amount versus reference condition node. 

Factors That Influenced Habitat Quality 

Several factors were identified from our literature review that influence habitat quality for the 

focal species source habitats and were incorporated into the focal species assessment models.  

Patch Size 

We used the average patch size of source habitat in each watershed to assess the current 

condition for species that our literature review suggested a response to this factor.  

Snags 

There were a number of focal species for which snags were an important component of source 

habitat or were important determinants of habitat quality (Mellen-McLean et al. 2009, Rose et 

al. 2001). We used information from Ohman and Gregory (2002) to estimate the current density 

of snag habitat, overlaid this with our source habitat data, and then summarized the availability 

of snag habitat within source habitat for each watershed. Ohman and Gregory (2002) used snag 

data from the forest inventory and analysis (FIA) plots and a gradient nearest neighbor (GNN) 

analysis to estimate the density of snags. These data are not accurate at small spatial scales 

(Ohman and Gregory 2002), which is why we chose to summarize the snag information for all 

source habitat within a watershed. 

We developed reference conditions for snag densities for focal species using information from 

Harrod et al. (1998) for the dry forests. We used the tolerance levels from Mellen-McLean et al. 

(2009) for snag density from unharvested inventory plot data (including plots with no snags) for 
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eastside mixed conifer (EMC-NCR), large tree vegetation type for pileated woodpecker and 

fringed myotis, averaged snag densities at the three tolerance levels across EMC-NCR, 

ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir (PPDF), and montane mixed conifer (MMC), small-medium trees 

vegetation types for black-backed woodpecker (table 9).  

Table 9--Historical reference condition classes for snags by focal species  

We compared the watershed mean snag density estimates to the reference conditions to 

determine the current condition scores for snag habitat (low, moderate, high, very high)(table 9) 

for each watershed. 

Late-successional Forest 

Several focal species were associated with late-successional forests or structural attributes 

associated with late-successional forest (e.g., large trees, downed wood, etc.). We used a 

combination of forest cover types, large tree sizes classes (>15 inches quadratic mean diameter 

[QMD]), and canopy closure (>70 percent canopy closure) to define late-successional forests. 

Denning  

For many species, denning habitat was comprised of fine-scale habitat features beyond our 

ability to spatially evaluate. However, potential wolverine denning habitat was mapped using 

land-type associations (USDA FS 2000) that correspond to alpine cirques with the type of 

structure typically used by wolverines for natal dens (Copeland 1996) and are likely to have 

adequate snow cover also important for denning (Copeland 2010). These included land type 

associations Ha7, Ha8, Hb9, and Hi9 (USDA FS 2000). 

In addition, downed woody debris is an important component of lynx denning habitat (Koehler 

1990, Mowat et al. 2000, Organ et al. 2008, Squires and Laurion 2000). We could not specifically 
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identify lynx denning habitat, but we used the availability of downed woody debris as a way of 

assessing the quality of the source habitat and its potential to provide this component of lynx 

denning habitat. The downed wood density values calculated from the FIA data through the 

GNN analysis (Ohman and Gregory 2002) were used to quantify the availability of downed wood 

within source habitat for lynx, and were summarized for each watershed. 

Open Landscape 

We used all vegetation types with less than ten percent tree canopy closure to identify portions 

of the landscape that were considered open. This variable was used to evaluate habitat for each 

watershed for species that require relatively high levels of forest cover. 

Shrub Cover  

For species that are affected by amount of shrub cover, such as the fox sparrow, we used the 

GNN data from Ohmann and Gregory (2002) to identify the percentage of shrub cover in source 

habitat for each watershed. 

Cliffs 

Cliffs provided important habitat features for several focal species and were identified using a 

digital elevation model. We found that a slope break of 38 degrees identified most of the cliff 

structures used by the focal species we were assessing.  

Riparian and Wetland Habitats  

In addition to providing source habitat for some of the focal species, riparian and wetland 

habitats were also an important determinant of habitat quality for other species. Therefore, we 

mapped riparian and wetland habitats using the national wetlands inventory. 
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Risk-Factors 

We conducted a literature review to identify the risks that most likely influenced focal species 

persistence and to develop indices (e.g., road density, zone of influence) that could be used to 

spatially evaluate levels of risk. Application of these indices relied on the availability of spatial 

data describing factors such as roads, trails, and human population centers.  

Recreation Routes and Sites 

Recreation routes such as roads, trails, snowmobile routes, and groomed ski trails were 

identified as risk factors for a number of focal species. We summarized road and/or trail 

densities from current maps into the following categories: no roads, <1 mile/square mile, 1-2 

miles/square mile, and >2 miles/square mile (based on Wisdom et al. 2000, Gaines et al. 2003). 

For several focal species we used proximity of source habitat to roads and trails (also referred to 

as zone of influence) to evaluate the effects of disturbance to focal species. Distance buffers 

placed on roads and trails to evaluate proximity were based on the literature review of Gaines et 

al. (2003). We also used locations and densities of recreation sites, such as campgrounds and 

boat launches, when literature showed these features were important risk factors for focal 

species. 

Domestic Grazing 

Grazing by domestic livestock was evaluated as a risk factor for several focal species by 

overlaying the location of active grazing allotments on maps of source habitat. Only currently 

active allotments were used to assess risks to focal species. We were not able to evaluate the 

intensity of the grazing that occurred within the grazing allotments, as this information was not 

available spatially. 
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Invasive Species 

Stocking of non-native fish species was identified as a risk factor for some focal species. This 

practice occurs throughout the assessment area and was documented for each water body by 

gathering stocking information from the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (data on 

file in GIS with Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest, Wenatchee, Washington). 

Housing Density 

 We obtained spatial information on housing density to index the effects of human development 

on focal species source habitats and habitat effectiveness. 

Viability Outcomes 

The Viability Outcome Index (VOI) model was developed for each focal species to incorporate 

information from the WI scores, distribution of source habitats across the assessment area, and 

for some species, how well habitats were connected across watersheds (fig. 2). The VOI is a 

large-scale index of population abundance and distribution (based on habitat and risk factors) 

across the landscape, not an actual prediction of population occurrence, size, density, or other 

demographic characteristics. We assumed that species with high VOI scores have a high 

probability of having populations that are self-sustaining, and well distributed throughout their 

historical ranges in the assessment area. 

The VOI model incorporated the WWI score (described earlier), a habitat distribution index, and 

for some species, a habitat connectivity index that assessed how well habitats were connected 

across watersheds. Each variable of the VOI model is described in detail below. 

Figure 2–Viability outcome Bayesian Belief Network model for the northeast Washington assessment area. 
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Weighted Watershed Index Calculation 

The WWI was incorporated into the VOI model by calculating the ratio of current WWI to 

historical WWI as a way of assessing the current capability of the assessment area to provide for 

the viability of focal species compared to what the capability was historically. The WWI score 

was calculated using the following method (table 10): 

Step 1. We determined the current WIs for each watershed in the planning area through 

application of the focal species assessment models. 

Step 2. We determined the historical WIs for each watershed in the planning area by setting all 

human influence nodes to zero, assuming the amount of source habitat is one category above 

the reference condition median, and assuming the snag variable (for those species that have it) 

was at the 50-80 percent tolerance level (Mellen-McLean et al. 2009) (table XX). 

Step 3. We weighted the current and historical WIs using the current amount and historical 

estimates of source habitat within each watershed. 

Step 4. We then summed the current (W) and historical (X) amount of source habitat across all 

watersheds and divided the sum of the weighted WI values for all watersheds by this number. 

This resulted in an overall weighted WI value for both current (Y/W) and (Z/X) historical 

conditions. 

Step 5. We determined the ratio of the current WWI:historical WWI to determine the 

relationship between current and historical conditions for each focal species in the assessment 

area. 

Table 10--Hypothetical example showing the calculations for the overall weighted WI value 
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Habitat Distribution Index 

This index assessed how watersheds with relatively high amounts of source habitat were 

distributed across the assessment area. The habitat distribution index was calculated by the 

interaction of two variables: number of ecoregions3 with at least one watershed that met a 

threshold for the amount of source habitat, and percentage of the total number of watersheds 

that met the threshold for amount of source habitat. The threshold amount of source habitat 

within a watershed was at least 40 percent of the historical median of source habitat (see page 

42 for further explanation). 

We estimated the habitat distribution index for historical conditions as well. We did this by 

determining which of the watersheds had historical estimates of source habitat amounts that 

were >40 percent of the median of the historical amount across all watersheds. We then used 

those watersheds to calculate the number of ecoregions with at least one watershed above the 

40 percent threshold, and percentage of watersheds with source habitat above the 40 percent 

threshold. 

We categorized the habitat distribution index for both current and historical conditions as 

follows: Low habitat distribution = < 1 ecoregion with at least one watershed above the 40 

percent source habitat threshold; moderate = 2-3 ecoregions with at least one watershed above 

the 40 percent source habitat threshold; and high = 4-5 ecoregions with at least one watershed 

above the 40 percent source habitat threshold. We categorized the percentage of watersheds 

within the assessment area that met the 40 percent threshold habitat amounts under both 

                                                           

3 Ecoregions were paired 4th field subbasins that were identified by vegetation ecologists to create 
relatively similar land units for vegetation modeling (USFS 200?). 
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current and historical conditions into 10 equal categories from 0-100 percent (10 percent 

increments) (see fig. 1). 

Dispersal Habitat Suitability 

We evaluated dispersal habitat suitability for focal species whose dispersal patterns were 

appropriate to assess. Our analysis was based on the idea that resistance to movement across a 

landscape can be mapped by assigning resistance values to habitat attributes. These values 

depict the relative “cost” for an animal to move across areas (Singleton et al. 2002, WWHCWG 

2010). Areas with “good” habitat characteristics (i.e., forested land cover, low road densities, 

and low human population densities) have low costs of movement, whereas areas with “poor” 

habitat characteristics (i.e., agriculture land cover, high road densities, and high human 

population densities) have high movement costs.  

The criteria used to determine which species to evaluate included: (1) moderate to large (>1,000 

ha) home range size, (2) relatively large dispersal distances (>10 km), (3) knowledge of potential 

dispersal barriers, and (4) dispersal limited (e.g., many focal bird species were not dispersal 

limited) and habitat limited (not a habitat generalist). 

Canada lynx, wolverine, bighorn sheep, and American marten were identified as appropriate 

species to evaluate. Methods similar to those used by Singleton et al. (2002) were used to model 

dispersal habitat suitability within the assessment area.  

We compiled datasets of land cover types, canopy closure, vegetation zones, road density, 

motorized and non-motorized trail density, human population density, slope, and elevation. 

These attributes were assigned resistance values ranging from 0.1 (high cost of movement) to 1, 

(low cost of movement) based on extensive literature review and expert opinion (table 11). All 
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datasets for each focal species assessed were combined using math algebra resulting in an 

overall score between 0 (low permeability) and 1 (high permeability). This analysis resulted in a 

map that depicts the cumulative energetic cost for an animal to move across the landscape, 

expressed as ‘dispersal habitat suitability’. The relative importance of each parameter was 

reflected in the permeability value assigned to it. Parameters with more influence were 

attributed with coefficients of lower values and a higher range of scores (i.e., 0.1-1) than 

parameters with less influence (i.e., 0.6-1). The overall permeability score was determined by 

calculating the percentage of the assessment area in three dispersal habitat suitability classes 

(high = >0.5, moderate = 0.1-0.5, and low = 0.0-0.1). All spatial analysis was done using ArcInfo 

9.0 (ESRI 2004) in a Windows NT environment. 

Table 11--Habitat variables and resistance values used to evaluate dispersal habitat suitability for American 
marten, bighorn sheep, Canada lynx, and wolverine within the northeast Washington assessment area 

We evaluated historical dispersal habitat suitability by ‘turning off’ the effects of roads and 

trails, and housing density variables. We did not attempt to evaluate the influences of changes 

in the vegetation related variables (vegetation zone, cover type, canopy cover) between current 

and historical conditions, as we did not have information on the spatial distribution of historical 

vegetation available. 

Table 12—Key indices used in the focal species assessment models and viability outcome model  

Viability Outcomes for Focal Species 

Environmental outcomes defined in Raphael et al. (2001) were used as a basis to describe five 

viability outcomes. These outcomes were calculated for current and historical conditions for 

each focal species to assess changes in habitat conditions. The term ‘suitable environment’ 

refers to a combination of source habitat and risk factors that influence the probability of 
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occupancy and demographic performance of a focal species. The viability outcomes are based 

on departure from historical conditions. The five viability outcomes we used were: 

1. Outcome A – Suitable environments are broadly distributed across the historical range 

of the species throughout the assessment area. Habitat abundance is high relative to 

historical conditions. The combination of distribution and abundance of environmental 

conditions provides opportunity for continuous or nearly continuous intra-specific 

interactions for the focal species. 

2. Outcome B - Suitable environments are broadly distributed across the historical range 

of the species. Suitable environments area of moderate to high abundance relative to 

historical conditions, but there may be gaps where suitable environments are absent or 

present in low abundance. However, any disjunct areas of suitable environments are 

typically large enough and close enough to permit dispersal among subpopulations and 

to allow the species to potentially interact as a metapopulation. Species with this 

outcome are likely well distributed throughout most of the assessment area. 

3. Outcome C – Suitable environments moderately distributed across the historical range 

of the species. Suitable environments exist at moderate abundance relative to historical 

conditions. Gaps where suitable environments are either absent or present in low 

abundance are large enough such that some subpopulations may be isolated, limiting 

opportunity for intra-specific interactions especially for species with limited dispersal 

ability. For species for which this is not the historical condition, reduction in the species’ 

range in the assessment area may have resulted. Focal species with this outcome are 

likely well distributed in only a portion of the assessment area. 
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4. Outcome D – Suitable environments are low to moderately distributed across the 

historical range of the species.  Suitable environments exist at low abundance relative to 

their historical conditions. While some of the subpopulations associated with these 

environments may be self-sustaining, there is limited opportunity for population 

interactions among many of the suitable environmental patches for species with limited 

dispersal ability. For species for which this is not the historical condition, reduction in 

species’ range in the assessment area may have resulted. These species may not be well 

distributed across the assessment area. 

5. Outcome E – Suitable environments are highly isolated and exist at very low abundance 

relative to historical conditions. Suitable environments are not well distributed across 

the historical range of the species. For species with limited dispersal ability there may be 

little or no possibility of population interactions among suitable environmental patches, 

resulting in potential for extirpations within many of the patches, and little likelihood of 

recolonization of such patches. A reduction is likely in the species’ range from historical 

conditions with the exception of some rare, local endemics that may have persisted in 

this condition since the historical period. Focal species with this outcome are not well 

distributed throughout much of the assessment area. 

Habitat Conditions for Conservation Planning 

For each focal species, we classified each watershed into one of five habitat conditions (table 

13). The habitat conditions were based on the watershed index scores and whether the current 

amount of source habitat was above or below 40 percent of the historical median. This allowed 

the identification of a basic set of management strategies: Habitat Condition 1 - protection of 

habitat in watersheds that were in good condition; Habitat Condition 2 - restoration of habitat 
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within watersheds that were in moderate condition but could be raised to a Habitat Condition 1 

with a reasonable amount of effort; Habitat Condition 3 – watersheds have been severely 

degraded and would require substantial commitment of resources to improve the condition; 

Habitat Condition 4 – watersheds that were important for connectivity due to their location; and 

Habitat Condition 5 – watersheds with limited federal land ownership.  

Table 13 -- Definitions for habitat conditions and the primary management strategies that used to address each 
habitat condition 

Overall Results of the Focal Species Assessments 

We evaluated >700 species (67 percent birds, 23 percent mammals, 5 percent amphibians, 5 

percent reptiles) documented to occur in the Pacific Northwest Region (Oregon and 

Washington) (Suring et al. 2011). Following the application of the screening criteria we identified 

209 species of conservation concern on National Forest System lands east of the crest of the 

Cascade Range. We aggregated these species into 10 habitat families and 28 habitat groups 

based on habitat associations. We identified 52 focal species for the national forests east of the 

Cascades Range in Oregon and Washington (Suring et al. 2011), which included 67 percent birds, 

17 percent mammals, 14 percent amphibians, and 2 percent reptiles; based on risk factors and 

ecological characteristics. We selected 34 of the focal species for evaluation in the northeastern 

Washington assessment area. The species identified as species of conservation concern are 

shown in Appendix??. These species represent the full range of habitats and risk factors. 

Table 14--Focal species for the northeast Washington assessment area (an X under the Forest name means that 
viability for the focal species was assessed. Whether or not a species was assessed for each Forest was based on 
the distribution of the species [e.g., the inland tailed frog does not occur on the Colville National Forest]). 

We developed focal species assessment models for 28 of the 33 focal species used in the 

northeast Washington assessment area. Five focal species (northern bog lemming, larch 

mountain salamander, western gray squirrel, Townsend’s big-eared bat, and fringed myotis) had 
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such limited distributions within the assessment area that we did not develop formal models. 

For these species, we summarized available literature on their habitats, risk-factors, and 

conservation status to make management recommendations.  

All focal species that we assessed showed lower viability outcomes under current conditions 

compared to historical conditions. The species for which current viability outcomes are most 

similar to historical viability outcomes include the golden eagle, Harlequin duck, northern 

goshawk, peregrine falcon, and Wilson’s snipe. Species for which current viability outcomes 

have departed the most from historical viability outcomes and are of greatest concern included 

the eared grebe, bighorn sheep, fox sparrow, sage thrasher, western bluebird, and white-

headed woodpecker. Results of WI and VOI models and recommendations for improving the 

viability for each species are provided in detail in Part II: Individual Species Assessments; and 

strategies to improve the likelihood of viability for multiple-species are provided in Part 3: Multi-

Species Conservation Strategies. 

Table 15--Current (Cur) and historical (Hist) viability outcomes for focal species assessed in the Northeastern 
Washington assessment area 

Focal Species Assessment Model Evaluation 

In order to evaluate our focal species assessment models we conducted three levels of peer 

review and evaluated the scores from the watershed index models with independent data for a 

subset of focal species. For the peer reviews, we first convened a science team (see Appendix X 

for list) to provide input on our process, including the use of habitat relationships data, 

clustering procedure, focal species selection, and development and application of focal species 

assessment models. Second, we consulted species experts to help with the development of the 

species-specific models. These experts helped us determine which variables were most 

important to include in our models, the best way to try to quantify the relationship between the 
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variables, and likely outcomes for the species detailed in the conditional probability tables. 

Finally, we convened teams of field biologists familiar with the habitat conditions for focal 

species to provide feedback on the relative ranks of watersheds, as assigned by the models, to 

contribute to the conservation of several of the focal species. Following each of these reviews, 

the focal species assessment models were adjusted to better reflect scientific understanding of 

the relationship between the focal species and important variables that influenced their 

viability. 

We statistically tested the watershed index models for a subset of focal species for which we 

had adequate species occurrence data. We obtained data from the Washington Department of 

Fish and Wildlife Heritage Database (WDFW 2006). This database contains occurrence data for a 

wide variety of wildlife species. We only assessed species for which we had a minimum of 30 

verified locations that have occurred since 1990. This resulted in our ability to evaluate models 

for the northern goshawk (674 records), tailed frog (279 records), bald eagle (153 records), 

golden eagle (296 records), wolverine (64 records), and peregrine falcon (33 records). For the 

white-headed woodpecker (88 records), we used information on species locations compiled by 

Mellen-McLean et al. (in prep.). We compared the watershed index scores associated with the 

locations of the recorded occurrences to an equal number of random locations. Our assumption 

was that the mean watershed index values from the occurrence points would be greater than 

the mean watershed index values generated from the random points if our models were 

operating as intended. We used 2-sample t-tests for unequal variances to compare the average 

values of the watershed index scores associated with the species occurrence data to those of 

the random points (Snedecor and Cochran 1989).  
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Results from five of the seven focal species models showed statistically significant support for 

the hypothesis that the mean watershed index values generated from the species occurrence 

points were greater than those generated from random points (table 16). An additional model 

(bald eagle) had mean watershed index values that were greater from the occurrence points 

compared to the random points, but this result was not statistically significant. The final model 

we evaluated was for the white-headed woodpecker. We believe that the Watershed Index 

values were so low for all watersheds that there was an insufficient distribution of values to 

make our statistical approach meaningful. These results suggest that our modeling approach 

worked well overall, adding confidence in results from species we did not have occurrence data 

to evaluate. 

Table 16--Results of focal species model evaluations 
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PART 2 – Individual Focal Species Assessments 

American marten (Martes Americana)  

Introduction 

Significant declines in the distribution of many carnivore species have occurred across North 

America since the arrival of Europeans (Giblisco 1994, Laliberte and Ripple 2004) with major 

reductions in marten populations resulting from the fur trade and timber harvest (Giblisco 

1994). Despite protection from trapping since 1953, continued habitat loss has led to increased 

concern about martens in the West (Ruggiero et al. 1994, 2007; Zielinski et al. 2001). American 

martens have a wide distribution across the western and eastern portions of the assessment 

area (Johnson and Cassidy 1997) and large home ranges making them a good focal species to 

represent landscape characteristics of the Cold-moist forests group in the medium/large trees 

family. Martens are associated with large trees, snags, and coarse woody debris, all of which are 

affected by timber management practices. Martens also have risk factors associated with 

human disturbance and roads. American martens were year round residents of the assessment 

area; this assessment was for year round habitats. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

For the purpose of this analysis, source habitat for both current and historical conditions was 

considered to be Cold-moist and Cold-dry forests (i.e., subalpine fir [Abies lasiocarpa], grand fir 

[Abies grandis], Pacific silver fir [Abies amabilis], Engelmann spruce [Picea englemanni], western 

hemlock [Tsuga heterophylla], mountain hemlock [Tsuga mertensiana] and western redcedar 

[Thuja plicata]) with multi-stories, large-tree structure, quadratic mean diameters >40 cm and 

closed canopies (i.e., >50 percent) (fig. 3). This designation of source habitat was based on 
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associations of medium and large trees (i.e., >40 cm dbh), and closed-canopy overstory 

vegetation in coniferous forests with martens, which were reported in the literature (Bull and 

Heater 2000, Buskirk et al. 1989, Campbell 1979, Gosse et al. 2005, Kirk and Zielinski 2009, 

Koehler et al. 1975, Martin 1987, Nams and Bourgeois 2004, Wilbert et al. 2000). 

This source habitat described above is assumed to have high snag and coarse woody debris 

(CWD) densities. Marten habitat values associated with varying snag densities have been 

documented in several studies (Gilbert et al. 1997, Martin and Barrett 1991, Payer and Harrison 

1999, Ruggiero et al. 1998). Martin and Barrett (1991) found 16 logs per acre within habitats 

used by martens. Woody structures used for resting were large, with mean dbh of 36.7 inches 

for live-trees, 37.3 inches for snags, and 34.7 inches maximum-diameter for logs with a mean 

density of CWD of 5.3/ac (Buskirk et al. 1989, Slauson and Zielinski 2009). The mean age of trees 

at 24 of the resting sites was 339 years (range 131–666 years). Natal den sites were found to 

have 47 pieces of CWD/acre and maternal den site had 36 pieces of CWD/acre (Ruggiero et al. 

1998). Gilbert et al. (1997) found 61 logs/acre at den and rest sites. Marten avoided plots with 

low densities of CWD, whereas, plots with high to very high densities were selected by martens 

(Spencer et al. 1983). Log densities of 8-29/acre were considered optimum (Martin 1987). 

Andruskiw et al. (2008) showed that the frequency of prey encounter, prey attack, and prey kill 

were higher in old uncut forests for American martens, despite the fact that small-mammal 

density was similar to that in younger logged forests. These differences in predation efficiency 

were linked to higher abundance of CWD, which seems to offer sensory cues to martens, 

thereby increasing the odds of hunting success. 
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Patch Size 

Snyder and Bissonette (1987) reported limited use by martens of patches <6 acres of suitable 

habitat. Patches used by resident martens were 18 times larger (median = 11 acres) than 

patches that were not used (median = 0.6 acres) and were closer to adjacent forest preserves 

(Chapin et al. 1998). Median size of largest forest patch in martens’ home ranges was 61 acres 

for females and 100 acres for males (Chapin et al. 1998). Similarly, Slauson et al. (2007) reported 

a minimum patch size used by American martens of >33 acres with a mean patch size of 73 

acres. Potvin et al. (2000) recommended that uncut forest patches be >40 acres to maximize 

core area and to minimize edge. Generally, more habitat, larger patch sizes, and larger areas of 

interior forest were important predictors of occurrence (Chapin et al. 1998; Hargis et al. 1999; 

Potvin et al. 2000, Kirk and Zielinski 2009). Based on those findings, the following classes were 

used to describe the mean patch size of source habitat within watersheds (fig. 3): 

• low – <6 acres mean patch size of source habitat within a watershed 

• moderate – 6-40 acres mean patch size of source habitat within a watershed 

• high – >40 acres mean patch size of source habitat within a watershed 

Riparian Habitat 

Martens select for riparian habitats throughout their range (Anthony et al. 2003, Baldwin and 

Bender 2008, Buskirk et al. 1989, Martin 1987) and habitats near water (Bull et al. 2005). Fecske 

et al. (2002) characterized this relationship by distinguishing areas < and > 330 feet from 

streams. The suitability of riparian habitat was evaluated in this analysis by determining what 

percentage of the total area within 330 feet of streams (i.e., perennial, orders 3 – 8) was source 

habitat on a watershed basis and then placing watersheds in the following classes (fig. 3): 
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• low – <25 percent of a watershed within 330-foot buffers was source habitat 

• moderate – 25 percent – 50 percent of a watershed within 330-foot buffers was source 

habitat 

• high – >50 percent of a watershed within 330-foot buffers was source habitat 

Percentage of Landscape Open 

Percentage of the landscape in openings was a primary factor in determining the quality of 

American martens’ habitat. Hargis and Bissonette (1997) and Hargis et al. (1999) reported very 

little use by martens in landscapes with 25 percent or greater in openings. Potvin et al. (2000) 

also reported that martens’ home ranges contained less than 30 – 35 percent clearcut openings. 

Clearcuts supported zero to 33 percent of population levels of martens compared to nearby 

uncut forest (Snyder and Bissonette 1987, Soutiere 1979, Thompson et al. 1989). Marten 

population reductions of 67 percent were reported following removal of 60 percent of forest 

(Soutiere 1979) and 90 percent with 90 percent forest removal (Thompson 1994). Chapin et al. 

(1998) reported that martens tolerated 20 percent (median value) of their home range in 

regenerating forest. More recently, Dumyahn et al. (2007) demonstrated that American martens 

did not establish home ranges unless ≥70 percent of an area was suitable habitat. Broquet et al. 

(2006) also found that the movement of American marten individuals and gene flow through 

logged landscapes did not follow a linear, shortest path movement. Rather, movement 

corresponded to a least-cost path that avoided openings. The following classes were developed 

from those findings and used to characterize watersheds (fig. 3): 

• low – 0.0-10.0 percent of a watershed in open condition 

• moderate – 10.1-30.0 percent of a watershed in open condition 
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• high – >30 percent of a watershed in open condition 

Vegetation types were considered ‘closed’ for this analysis if they had a tree canopy (i.e., ≥10 

percent tree cover in the overstory layer). ‘Open’ vegetation classes were all vegetation types 

without a tree canopy. 

Habitat Effectiveness 

Hodgman et al. (1994) reported 90 percent of martens’ mortality resulted from trapping on an 

area with a road density of 0.42 mi/square mile. Thompson (1994) also reported that trapping 

was the major source of mortality for martens. He also observed that predation and trapping 

mortality rates were higher in logged forests (with road development) than in uncut forests. 

Alexander and Waters (2000) observed avoidance by martens of areas within 160 feet of roads. 

Roads also facilitate the removal of snags as firewood and for safety considerations (Gaines et 

al. 2003, Bate et al. 2007, Wisdom and Bate 2008). The findings of Godbout and Ouellet (2008) 

indicate that increasing road density results in lower quality habitat for American martens. 

Webb and Boyce (2009) showed that increased disturbance, particularly road access and oil and 

gas well sites, negatively affected habitats of American martens and reduced trapper success. 

The following density classes were summarized within source habitat by watershed (fig. 3): 

• zero – <0.1 mi/mi2 open roads 

• low – 0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 open roads 

• moderate – 1.1-2.0 mi/mi2 open roads 

• high – >2.0 mi/mi2 open roads 
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Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

Departure of source habitat from NRV – 0.5 

• Patch size – 1 class increase from current condition 

• Riparian habitat – same as current condition 

• Percentage of landscape open – same as current condition 

• Road density – class zero 

GIS Databases Used 

• Cover type 

• Source habitat (departure from NRV) 

• Patch size 

• Riparian 

• Percentage of landscape open 

• Canopy cover 

• Quadratic mean diameter 

• Streams 

• Riparian 
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• Road density 

Figure 3–Focal species assessment model for American marten. 

Table 17—Relative sensitivity of Watershed Index values to variables in the model for American marten 

Watershed Scores 

This analysis indicated that 64 of 72 (89 percent) watersheds within the assessment area 

provided habitat for American martens (fig. 2). Forty-eight (75 percent) of the watersheds with 

habitat were well below their historical median levels of source habitat (i.e., < -1 class), while 16 

(25 percent) of the watersheds were at or above historic median levels (i.e., > -1 class) (fig. 4, 5). 

Watersheds that currently have the greatest amount of source habitat included Cle Elum River, 

Chiwawa River, Icicle Creek, Little Naches River, Ross Lake, Upper Tieton River, Upper Yakima 

River, and White-Little Wenatchee (fig. 4). The watersheds with the least amount of source 

habitat were located across the eastern and northern portions of the assessment area. Wisdom 

et al. (2000) also reported strongly negative trends in the amount of source habitat across the 

northern portion of the North Cascades Ecological Reporting Unit (ERU) (northern Okanogan 

National Forest) and across the Northern Glaciated Mountains ERU (Colville National Forest). 

Currently 20 percent (n=13) of the watersheds with source habitat had watershed index (WI) 

scores that were high (i.e., >2.0) (fig. 6). All of these were located on the Wenatchee National 

Forest portion of the assessment area. Eleven (17 percent) additional watersheds had 

watershed index scores that were moderate (i.e., >1.0 – <2.0). Again, these were distributed on 

the Wenatchee National Forest portion of the assessment area. 

We assessed the effect of size of patches of source habitat by calculating the mean patch size of 

source habitat within each watershed. This analysis showed that average patch sizes within 

watersheds ranged from <1 – >6 acres. All watersheds, but one (Icicle Creek) had low (<15 ha) 
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average source habitat patch sizes. In addition, the percentage of the landscape classified as 

open in this analysis ranged from <2 – >87 percent. Thirteen of the watersheds had low (<10 

percent open) levels of open landscape, 24 moderate (10.1-30.0 percent open), and 27 high 

(>30 percent open). 

Percentage of 330-foot stream buffers in source habitat ranged from <1 – >30 percent across all 

watershed in this analysis. All watersheds but six (American River, Bumping River, Chiwawa 

River, Little Naches River, Stehekin, and White-Little Wenatchee) had low (i.e., <25 percent) 

amounts of source habitat within the riparian zone. 

Six of the watersheds in the assessment area did not have any open roads in marten source 

habitat. The percentage source habitat in watersheds with high open road densities ranged from 

0.0 to 100. 

Figure 4—(American marten assessment map).  

 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), a habitat 

distribution index, and a habitat connectivity or permeability index. The WWI scores indicated 

that the current habitat capability within the assessment area for American martens was 76 

percent of the historical capability. The ability of American martens to disperse across the 

assessment area was considered an issue for this species, thus we calculated permeability across 

the assessment area. The results were 41 percent of the assessment area had a low 

permeability for dispersal, 39 percent moderate, and 20 percent high. Five of five ecoregions 

contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of historical source 

habitat (the median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). Thirty-one 
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percent (n = 22) of watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical source 

habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 37.0 percent probability that the current 

viability outcome for American marten was class B and a 35.8 percent probability the outcome 

was class C (fig. 8). It is likely that the other species associated with the Cold-moist forests group 

in the medium/large trees family had similar outcomes. 

Dispersal across the assessment area was also an issue for this species historically (38 percent of 

the assessment area had a low permeability for dispersal, 34 percent moderate, 28 percent 

high). Historically, five of five ecoregions contained ≥1 watershed with >40 percent of the 

median amount of historical source habitat (the median was calculated across all watersheds 

with source habitat). Seventy-six percent (n = 55) of watersheds had >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat. Under those circumstances there was a 58.6 percent 

probability that the historical viability outcome for American marten was class A and a 30.5 

percent probability that the historical outcome was class B (fig. 8). 

Figure 5—Current and historical viability outcomes for American marten in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

In summary, under historical conditions there was a high probability that viable populations of 

American martens and other species associated with the Cold-moist forests group in the 

medium/large trees family were well distributed throughout the assessment area. The effects of 

development and habitat change across the assessment area has led to a lower probability that 

populations of American martens and all other species associated with the Cold-moist forests 

group in the medium/large trees family were viable and a finding that they were likely well-

distributed in only a portion of the assessment area. 
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Our results for this species were similar to those reported in the broad-scale habitat analysis by 

Wisdom et al. (2000) in the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP). 

According to the ICBEMP terrestrial vertebrate habitat analyses, historical source habitats for 

American martens included portions of the Northern Cascades and the Northern Glaciated 

Mountains ecological reporting units that overlap our assessment area (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

Within this historical habitat, declines in source habitats have been extensive, -60 percent in the 

Northern Cascades and -88 percent in the Northern Glaciated Mountains according to Wisdom 

et al. (2000). 

Management Implications 

The following management issues for American martens and all other species associated with 

the Cold-moist forests group in the medium/large trees family were identified during this 

assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction and fragmentation of old forest habitats. 

2. Negative effects of roads in source habitats. 

3. The sustainability of dry forest habitats adjacent to source habitats for species 

associated with the Cold-moist forests group in the medium/large trees family is a 

concern due to risk of fire spreading from dry habitats into these source habitats 

(Townsley et al. 2004). 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

 

1. Manage watersheds with habitat condition 1 (i.e., WI scores ≥2.0) to maintain habitat 

conditions for all species associated with the Cold-moist forests group in the 
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medium/large trees family by maintaining area and patch size of old forest and by 

maintaining or reducing road densities. Nine watersheds were classified with Habitat 

Condition 1a (i.e., WI ≥2.0, >40 percent median amount of source habitat); four were 

classified with Habitat Condition 1b (i.e., WI ≥2.0, <40 percent median amount of source 

habitat) (fig. 7).  

6. Emphasis in watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 (i.e., WI scores 1.0 – 2.0) with the 

most potential source habitat (i.e., >40 percent historical median amount of source 

habitat) is to restore habitat conditions for all species associated with the Cold-moist 

forests group in the medium/large trees family. This may include thinning young stands 

to accelerate the development of old forest structures and increase patch sizes. Seven 

watersheds occurred in this classification (i.e., Habitat Condition 2a) (fig. 7). 

7. Efforts should be made in watersheds with Habitat Condition 3 (i.e., WI scores <1.0) to 

maintain current habitat value and to restore habitat values in watersheds adjacent to 

watersheds in Habitat Condition 1 or 2. Emphasis should be placed on those watersheds 

with >40 percent historical median amount of source habitat. Twenty-nine watersheds 

were classified with Habitat Condition 3a (i.e., WI <1.0, >40 percent historical median 

amount of source habitat); three were classified with Habitat Condition 3b (i.e., WI <1.0, 

<40 percent historical median amount of source habitat) (fig. 7). 

8. The primary strategy in three watersheds (Meyers, Okanogan River – Bonaparte Creek, 

Torda) should be to provide for connectivity among habitats in adjacent watersheds that 

have >40 percent historical median amount of source habitat and WI scores >1.0 

(Habitat Condition 4) (fig. 7). Roads should be managed within these watersheds to 
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reduce their negative effects on all species associated with the Cold-moist forest group 

in the medium/large trees family, including the loss of snags and downed wood. 

9. Removal of snags and/or CWD through fire wood gathering or through silvicultural 

practices should be prohibited or discouraged in source habitat for American martens 

because it diminishes the value of a stand as source habitat. 

10. In addition, fuel loads should be reduced in dry forests by restoring historical stand 

structure and composition in areas where dry forests with uncharacteristically high fuel 

loads lie adjacent to source habitats for species associated with the Cold-moist forests 

group in the medium/large trees family. This may help keep fire from these source 

habitats (e.g., Table Mountain, Okanogan Highlands, along the Kettle Crest). 
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Bald eagle (Haliaeetus Leucocephalus)  

Introduction 

The bald eagle was chosen as a focal species for the riparian family and the large tree or 

snag/open water group. Bald eagles were recently removed from USFWS federal list of 

threatened and endangered species (Stinson et al. 2007). The primary risk factor identified for 

the bald eagle is human disturbance. In Washington, bald eagles nest primarily west of the 

Cascade Range, with scattered breeding areas along major rivers in the eastern part of the state 

(Stinson et al. 2007, Watson and Rodrick 2000). Wintering eagles occur along the upper and 

lower Columbia River and its tributaries, with major wintering concentrations located along 

rivers with salmon runs (Stinson et al. 2007, Watson and Rodrick 2000).  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Breeding territories for bald eagles are established in upland woodlands and lowland riparian 

stands with mature conifer or hardwood component (Anthony and Isaacs 1989, Garrett et al. 

1993, Watson and Pierce 1998). Territory size and configuration are influenced by factors such 

as density of breeding bald eagles (Gerrard and Bortolotti 1988), quality of foraging habitat, and 

the availability of prey (Watson and Pierce 1998). The three main factors that influence the 

location of nests and territories include proximity of water and availability of food; availability of 

nesting, perching, and roosting trees; and the density of breeding-age bald eagles in the area 

(Stalmaster 1987). Anthony and Isaacs (1989) reported that nest sites in older contiguous forest 

habitats with low levels of human disturbance resulted in higher levels of bald eagle 

productivity. 
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We modeled source habitat for bald eagles using a combination of tree structure (e.g., canopy 

layers and canopy closure) and size class, elevation, and proximity to water bodies described in 

the literature listed above. Our model of source habitat included the following: 

• Elevation: <3000 feet  

• Waterbody:  waterbodies >5 acres in size (including large stream reaches) 

• Distance from suitable sized waterbody: 984 foot buffer  

• Tree structure and size classes: single and multi-story, >15 inches in diameter at breast 

height (DBH) calculated as the quadratic mean diameter (QMD)  

The current habitat departure class for the bald eagle was set at -1 class for all watersheds (see 

page xx calculation of reference condition).  

Late-Successional Forest 

Several studies have reported the importance of late-successional forests in defining quality of 

nesting habitat and influencing productivity of bald eagles (Anthony and Isaacs 1989, Garrett et 

al. 1993). We included the amount of potential source habitat that was in a late-successional 

forest condition as a factor that affected habitat quality (fig. 57). We used the following GIS data 

layers to map late-successional forest as a subset of the total potential source habitat: 

• Single and multi-story forests, >20 inches dbh (calculated as QMD)  

• Canopy closure >50 percent 

• We then used the following categories in our model to categorize the proportion of 

source habitat within a watershed composed of late-successional habitat: 
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o Zero = no source habitat is late-successional 

o Low = >0-20 percent of the source habitat is composed of late-successional 

forest 

o Moderate = >20-50 percent of the source habitat is composed of late-

successional forest 

o High = >50 percent of the source habitat is composed of late-successional forest 

Habitat Effectiveness 

Reported responses of bald eagles to human disturbances have ranged from spatial avoidance 

of the activity to reproductive failure (Anthony et al. 1995, Buehler et al. 1991, McGarigal et al. 

1991, Watson 1993), although in some cases, bald eagles tolerate human disturbances (Harmata 

and Oakleaf 1992). Bald eagles seem to be more sensitive to humans afoot than to vehicular 

traffic (Grubb and King 1991, Skagen et al. 1991, Stalmaster and Newman 1978). Fletcher et al. 

(1999) reported that the abundance of bald eagles was lower in riparian habitats with non-

motorized trails compared to riparian habitats without trails. Recommended buffer distances to 

reduce the potential for disturbance to bald eagles during the nesting period have ranged from 

300 to 800 meters (Anthony and Isaacs 1989, Fraser et al. 1985, McGarigal 1988, Stalmaster 

1987). Grubb and King (1991) evaluated the influence of pedestrian traffic and vehicle traffic on 

bald eagle nesting activities and recommended buffers of 1,800 feet for pedestrians and 1,500 

feet for vehicles. 

We included a habitat effectiveness variable in the bald eagle model in order to assess the 

potential influence of human activities on source habitats. We used the bald eagle nesting 

habitat disturbance index described in Gaines et al. (2003a). To do this we buffered roads and 

motorized trails by 1,500 feet on each side and non-motorized trails by 1,800 on each side to 
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establish zones of influence. We then intersected this with our maps of source habitat to 

determine the proportion of source habitat within each watershed that was inside a zone of 

influence. We then developed the following categories to assess the potential influences of 

increasing proportions of source habitat within a zone of influence (fig. FSAmodel): 

• Low habitat effectiveness = <30 percent of the source habitat outside of a zone of 

influence 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 30-50 percent of the source habitat outside of a zone 

of influence 

• High habitat effectiveness = >50 percent of the source habitat outside of a zone of 

influence 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Historical habitat departure – Departure class 1 – assumed no departure from historical 

conditions 

• Late successional forest - moderate 

• Habitat effectiveness - high 

Figure 6–Focal species assessment model for the bald eagle. 

Table 18–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for the bald eagle 

Model Evaluation 

We used 153 bald eagle occurrence points and 153 random points to evaluate the focal species 

assessment model. The mean watershed index value derived from the occurrence points was 

1.612 and the mean watershed index value derived from the random points was 1.588. While 
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the trend showed slightly better watershed index values for the occurrence points, this was not 

a statistically significant result (t=-0.494, P=0.622). 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

This analysis showed that 60 of 72 (83 percent) watersheds within the assessment area had 

habitat. Thirteen percent (n=8) of the watersheds assessed had high watershed index scores 

(>2.0) and an additional 62 percent (n=39) had moderate scores (>1.5-2.0) (fig. 57).  The 

watersheds with a high watershed index score were: Curlew, Upper Okanogan River, Mill, 

Sinlahekin Creek, Stensgar/Stranger, Lower Okanogan River, Ross Lake, and Stehekin River.  

The median amount of source habitat across all watersheds was 238.5 acres. Watersheds with 

the most source habitat (>1,200 acres) included Cle Elum River, Entiat River, White-Little 

Wenatchee Rivers, Wenatchee River, Chiwawa River, Upper Yakima River. (fig. Habamount). 

Because this is a riparian species, habitat departure for all watersheds was classified in the -1 

departure class (fig. HabDepart). 

The percent of late-successional forest within source habitat was low and reduced the habitat 

quality in most watersheds. One third (n=21) of the watersheds did not have late-successional 

forest within source habitat, 54 percent (n=34) had low levels (>0-20 percent of the source 

habitat), 8 percent (n=5) had moderate levels (>20-50 percent of the source habitat), and only 5 

percent (n=3) had high (>50 percent) levels of late-successional forest in source habitat. The 

watersheds with high levels of late-successional forests are Lightning Creek, Ruby Creek, and 

Ross Lake. 
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Model results indicate that human activities are having a large impact on the effectiveness of 

source habitat for bald eagles across the assessment area. Activities associated with roads and 

trails have reduced habitat effectiveness to low levels in 68 percent (n=43) of the watersheds 

and moderate levels in 19 percent (n=12) of the watersheds. Only 13 percent (n=8) of the 

watersheds assessed had a high level of habitat effectiveness within bald eagle source habitat.  

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores, and a habitat distribution index. 

The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for bald eagles within the 

assessment area is 56 percent of the historical capability. This score is largely influenced by the 

effects of human activities within or adjacent to bald eagle habitat. Seventy-two percent of the 

watersheds (n=52) had both current and historical amounts of source habitat >40 percent of the 

historical median and they were distributed across all ecoregions. 

Figure 7–Current and historical viability outcomes for the bald eagle in the northeast Washington assessment area 

There is a 73 percent probability that the viability outcome for the bald eagle was C, which 

suggests that suitable environments for bald eagles are distributed frequently as patches and/or 

exist in low abundance (fig. 58). Species with this outcome are likely well distributed in only a 

portion of the assessment area. Historically, there was a 76 percent probability that the viability 

outcome was A, where suitable environments were more broadly distributed or of high 

abundance. In addition, the suitable environments were better connected, allowing for 

interspecific interactions. A reduction in the availability of suitable environments for the bald 

eagle may have occurred in the assessment area compared to the historical distribution and 

condition of their habitats.  
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Gaines et al. (2003a) found that roads and other human activities have had a disproportionately 

high impact on riparian habitats due to their proximity to riparian areas. This result is the same 

for the bald eagle as well as other species associated with streamside forested riparian habitats 

such as the tailed frog and harlequin duck (see this assessment [page?]).  

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature 

regarding the sustainability of populations of bald eagle and likely other species in the riparian 

family and the large tree or snag/open water group: 

1. Low availability of late-successional forest within riparian source habitat. 

2. Human activities reduced the effectiveness of source habitats. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes  

1. Manage watersheds with Habitat Condition 1 (i.e., WI scores >2) to maintain habitat 

conditions for all species associated with large tree/stream-riparian habitats. Seven 

watersheds were classified with Habitat Condition 1a (>40 percent of the historical 

median amount of source habitat); and three were classified as Habitat Condition 1b 

(<40 percent of the historical median) (fig. HabCond). 

2. Emphasis in watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 (i.e., WI scores 1.0-2.0) with the most 

potential source habitat (i.e., >40 percent of the historical median amount of source 

habitat) is to restore habitat conditions for species associated with large-tree/stream-

riparian habitats. This may include the management of human access (roads and trails) 

within source habitat to restore habitat effectiveness. There were 27 watersheds 
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classified as Habitat Condition 2a where restoration would enhance the viability 

outcome.  
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Bighorn sheep (Ovis Canadensis)  

Introduction 

Bighorn sheep were selected as focal species to represent the grassland/shrubland group. They 

are distributed across the assessment area in 10 herds, each with a limited range. Many of these 

herds are a result of efforts to re-introduce bighorn sheep populations throughout eastern 

Washington following their extirpation. Historically, California bighorn sheep occurred on the 

eastern slopes of the Cascade Range from the Canadian border south to the Columbia River. 

Most of the herds were gone before 1900; the last known survivors, on Chopaka, died in 1925 

(Johnson 1999). Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep occurred historically in the Selkirk Mountains 

but were extirpated from this area by the late 1800s (Johnson 1999). Currently there are 

approximately 550-675 Rocky Mountain and California bighorn sheep within the assessment 

area (table 19); this assessment was for year-round habitats. 

Table 19--Estimated sizes of the bighorn sheep populations in the herds located in the Northeast Washington 
assessment area (based on WDFW 2008) 

Model Description 

Source habitat 

Previous studies have used geographic information systems to model bighorn sheep habitat 

(Smith et al. 1991, Cassirer et al. 1997, Johnson and Swift 2000, Zeigenfuss et al. 2000). Source 

habitat for bighorn sheep was modeled by Begley (2008) using logistic regression and telemetry 

data from the Swakane bighorn sheep herd located in the central portion of the assessment 

area. The model was then extrapolated across the assessment area and telemetry data from the 

Tieton and Vulcan herds were used to test the extrapolated model. The variables that were 

identified in the model included vegetation zones, canopy closure, and escape terrain (Begley 
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2008). Based on this, source habitat within the assessment area was mapped using the following 

spatial data sources: 

• Vegetation Zones – Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, and shrub-steppe cover types within 

1,600 feet of escape terrain 

• Canopy Closure – <60 percent 

• Escape Terrain – area with slope between 31-85 degrees and >4.0 acres in size 

Figure 8–Bighorn sheep source habitat and dispersal habitat suitability 

Patch Size 

Several studies have shown that the size of a patch of suitable habitat can influence bighorn 

sheep occupancy, habitat use, success of reintroduction efforts, and population demographics 

(Cassirer et al. 1997, Gross et al. 2000, Johnson and Swift 2000, Singer et al. 2000, Zeigenfuss et 

al. 2000). Begley (2008) used an area (4 acres of escape terrain plus a 1,600-foot buffer) of 

approximately 200 acres in the habitat model. Based on this, a range of size categories were 

used to assess the quality of habitat patches within a watershed. 

• Low = average source habitat patch size in the watershed <100 acres 

• Moderate = average source habitat patch size in the watershed 100-400 acres 

• High = average source habitat patch size in the watershed >400 acres 

Domestic Sheep Grazing 

Domestic sheep overlapping or in close proximity to bighorn sheep have been reported to result 

in the spread of Pasturella among bighorn sheep with subsequent die-offs in bighorn sheep 

populations (Foreyt 1989, Foreyt and Jessup 1982, Foreyt et al. 1994, Schommer and Woolever 
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2008). Gross et al. (2000) showed that the risk of disease spread was a more important variable 

in determining the extinction rates of bighorn sheep than habitat restoration. Therefore, to 

evaluate the potential for disease spread, we assessed the area of active domestic sheep grazing 

allotments within 1.0 mile of bighorn sheep source habitat for each watershed. This variable was 

then scaled from 0 percent overlap to 100 percent overlap in increments of 10 percent (fig. 

FSAmodel). Conditional probability tables were calibrated so that when >20 percent of the 1.6 

kilometer buffered source habitat within a watershed was in an active domestic sheep allotment 

the risk of disease spread to bighorn sheep was considered high. 

Habitat Effectiveness 

Bighorn sheep have been reported to respond to human disturbance (Hicks and Elder 1979; King 

and Workman 1986; Leslie and Douglas 1980; MacArthur et al. 1979, 1982; Papouchis et al. 

2001; Smith et al. 1991). MacArthur et al. (1979) showed that the heart rate of bighorn sheep 

varies inversely with the distance from a road. MacArthur et al. (1982) reported that sheep were 

affected by a human approaching within 160 feet, and Papouchis et al. (2001) found that 

bighorn sheep respond to hikers at an average distance of 650 feet. They also showed avoidance 

of roads was greater for high-use (5 to 13 vehicles per hour) than low-use (1 vehicle per hour) 

roads. On average, radio-collared sheep were located 1,600 feet from high-use roads compared 

to 1,200 feet from low-use roads (Papouchis et al. 2001). Smith et al. (1991) developed a habitat 

suitability model for bighorn sheep and considered areas within 330 ft of low to moderate 

human use (<500 visitors per year) trails and roads as unsuitable, and areas within 490 feet of 

high human use (>500 visitors per year) trails and roads as unsuitable. Based on this 

information, Gaines et al. (2003a) developed a bighorn sheep habitat disturbance index that we 

used to assess habitat effectiveness. The index was based on a zone of influence on each side of 
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roads or trails that was overlaid with the bighorn sheep source habitat to assess the proportion 

of source habitat within a zone of influence (table 20).  

Table 20–Zone of influence applied to each side of a trail or road based on road type and use level for bighorn 
sheep  

We then categorized the amount of source habitat within the zone of influence to assess habitat 

effectiveness for each watershed as follows (based on Gaines et al. 2003a) (fig. FSAmodel): 

• High habitat effectiveness = >70 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 50-70 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• Low habitat effectiveness = <50 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the focal species model variables were set with the following values to estimate 

historical habitat conditions:  

• Source habitat – Set at the 1 departure node 

• Patch size – assumed to be one category larger than current in order to estimate the 

effects of fire exclusion on the canopy closure variable 

• Domestic sheep grazing – Class zero 

• Habitat effectiveness – Class high 
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Figure 9—Focal species assessment model for bighorn sheep 

Table 21--Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for bighorn sheep 

 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Most, or 73 percent (n=52) of the watersheds had moderate watershed index scores (1.0-2.0), 

while 8 percent (n=6) had high (>2.0), and the remainder (18 percent, n=13) had low (<1.0) 

scores (fig. WI).   

Watersheds with the greatest amount of source habitat (>20,000 acres.) currently included the 

Upper Methow, Entiat, Upper Columbian-Swamp Creek, Sinlahekin, Columbia River-Lynch 

Coulee, Lake Entiat, Okanogan River-Omak Creek, and Lower Lake Chelan(fig. Habamount). Of 

these watersheds, the Lower Lake Chelan, Entiat River, and Upper Methow River had more than 

60 percent of the source habitat on National Forest Systems lands. The median amount of 

source habitat across all watersheds was 5,379 acres.  

Average patch sizes of source habitat were high (>400 acres) in 14 percent (n=10) of the 

watersheds, moderate (100-400 acres) in 24 percent (n=17), and low (<100 acres) in 62 percent. 

Fire exclusion has resulted in an increase in the density of trees in formerly open stands, 

reducing forage quality and causing bighorns to avoid these areas because of reduced visibility 

(Wisdom et al. 2000).  

Habitat effectiveness, indexed by assessing the amount of source habitat within a distance 

buffer of roads and trails was ranked low in 61 percent (n=43) of the watersheds, moderate in 

25 percent (n=18), and high in only 14 percent (n=10) of the watersheds.  
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The potential for disease spread from domestic sheep to bighorn sheep was assessed by 

identifying the amount of source habitat within 1.0 mile of an active domestic sheep allotment. 

This assessment showed that 14 (20 percent) of the watersheds had >20 percent of the source 

habitat within 1.0 mile of an active grazing allotment and had the greatest effect on reducing 

the watershed scores. Watersheds with the highest proportions (>60 percent) of source habitat 

near or within active grazing allotments included the Bumping River, Little Naches, Mad River, 

Naches, Rattlesnake Creek, Sinlahekin Creek, and Wenas Creek.  

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI portion of the viability outcome model showed that the current 

habitat capability was at 57 percent of the historical habitat capability when calculated across all 

of the watersheds within the assessment area. The major factors that contributed to the decline 

in the habitat capability were the influence of human access on habitat effectiveness and the 

potential impact of disease transmission from domestic sheep grazing.  

Forty-seven (66 percent) of the watersheds had source habitat amounts above the 40 percent 

median (2,150 acres) and all of the ecoregions had one or more watersheds with more than 40 

percent of the median. The habitat distribution index showed that 88 percent of the watersheds 

were classified as low permeability and 12 percent as moderate. 

The current viability outcome for bighorn sheep across the assessment area had a probability of 

52 percent for outcome C and a 44 percent probability of outcome D indicating that suitable 

environments are frequently isolated and that this species is not well distributed across the 

assessment area (fig.VOI). Historically, the viability assessments showed a probability of 51 
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percent for outcome A and 33 percent probability for outcome B indicating that bighorn sheep 

populations and habitat were well distributed and better connected across the assessment area 

compared to contemporary landscapes.   

Wisdom et al. (2000) found large declines in the amount of bighorn sheep habitat throughout 

the interior Columbia Basin including eastern Washington. Additionally, Raphael et al. (2001) 

showed a similar viability outcome using a similar habitat model, and reported downward 

trends in habitat quantity and quality for bighorn sheep for the entire interior Columbia  

Basin. 

In summary, under historical conditions there was a high probability that viable populations of 

bighorn sheep, and other species associated with the grassland/shrubland group, were well 

distributed throughout the assessment area. Currently, populations are reasonably well 

distributed but relatively small and isolated across the assessment area. 

Figure 10–Current and historical viability outcomes for the bighorn sheep in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature 

regarding the viability of populations of bighorn sheep across the assessment area: 

1. Fire exclusion has resulted in an increase in the density of trees in formerly open stands, 

reducing forage quality and causing bighorns to avoid these areas because of reduced 

visibility. 

2. The proximity of domestic sheep allotments adjacent to bighorn sheep source habitat 

has resulted in a potential to spread disease to some populations. 
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3. Human activities have reduced the effectiveness of bighorn sheep source habitat in 

several watersheds. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Watersheds in Habitat Condition Class 1a that currently have bighorn sheep populations 

should be high priority for protection and restoration of habitat. Management activities 

might include restoration of dry forest ecosystems through thinning and prescribed fire 

to enhance bighorn sheep habitat by creating foraging habitat and improving visibility in 

watersheds where bighorn sheep are currently present. It might include reducing the 

potential of disease spread from domestic sheep to bighorn sheep. In addition, it might 

include maintenance or enhancement of habitat effectiveness through the management 

of summer and winter motorized activities.  

2. Watersheds currently in Habitat Condition Class 2 that currently have bighorn sheep 

populations should be a priority for restoration to: reduce the risk of disease spread, 

increase patch sizes, or enhance habitat effectiveness. 
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Black-backed woodpecker (Picoides arcticus) 

Introduction 

Black-backed woodpeckers were chosen as focal species for the post-fire group. They represent 

post-fire habitat with a relatively high density of trees and snags, as compared to other species 

in the group (e.g., Lewis’s woodpecker). Black-backed woodpecker’s have been reported to exist 

at higher densities and are more productive in post-fire habitats than in other forest conditions 

in which they occur. They range across the assessment area and are sensitive to salvage 

activities, making them a good focal species. These birds are resident throughout the 

assessment area.  

Model Variables 

Source Habitat 

Black-backed woodpeckers are associated with boreal and montane coniferous forests, 

especially in areas with standing dead trees such as burns (Dixon and Saab 2000). This bird is 

extremely restricted in its use of habitat types and is strongly associated with recently burned 

forests (Gentry et al. 2007, Hutto 2006, Nappi et al. 2003, Raphael and White 1984, Saab and 

Dudley 1998). In the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States, a region-wide landbird 

survey and extensive literature review revealed that the species is almost exclusively associated 

with recently burned forests (<5 years), although it is occasionally observed in mixed conifer, 

lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, and spruce-fir forests (Hutto 1995a, 1995b). Several studies have 

found that in recently burned forests, black-backed woodpecker nest sites were found at higher 

densities and had higher nest success in areas that were no salvage logged and had high 

densities of standing snags (Haggard and Gaines 2001,  Saab and Dudley 1998, Saab et al. 2009). 
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In California, these woodpeckers occurred in burned sites six to eight years after fire, but were 

not recorded during surveys 15-19 years and 21-25 years post-fire, although they were present 

in very low densities during all periods in unburned control plots (Raphael et al. 1987). Hutto 

(1995b) suggests that a mosaic of recently burned forests may best represent source habitat, 

where local reproduction exceeds mortality. Several researchers have suggested that the low 

densities of woodpeckers in unburned forests may indicate sink populations that are maintained 

by birds that move into these areas as conditions on post-fire habitats become less suitable over 

time (Hutto 1995, Murphy and Lehnhausen 1998, Nappi et al. 2003, Saab et al. 2005). However, 

Goggans et al. (1988) suggested that this species be an indicator species for mature and old 

growth lodgepole pine stands in Oregon, and Trembly et al. (2009) suggested the use of black-

backed woodpecker as an indicator species in mature and over-mature coniferous stands in 

northeastern North America. 

For this species, we considered both a primary and secondary source habitat in all forested 

potential vegetation types. Primary source habitat was considered any post-fire habitat from 

1994-2003 that had not been salvage-harvested. Secondary habitat was defined as forests with 

DBH > 10 inches, canopy closure >50 percent. In addition, we included forested areas with a 

high degree of insect outbreak (e.g., bark-beetle-killed forests) over the past ten years. Areas 

identified on the insect and disease map with >5.6 snags/acre and not harvested since 1994 

were also included as secondary habitat (http://www.fs.fed.us/r6/nr/fid/as/index.shtml). The 

area within 200 feet surrounding open roads was not considered primary or secondary habitat, 

due to the likelihood of reduced snag densities that result from firewood cutting and hazard tree 

felling (Bate et al. 2007, Wisdom and Bate 2008). 

We identified primary source habitat as: 

http://www.fs.fed.us/r6/nr/fid/as/index.shtml
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• Potential vegetation types: dry, mesic, cold moist and cold dry forests 

• Post-fire habitat 1994-2003, that had not been salvage harvested in all forested cover-

types 

We identified secondary source habitat as: 

• Potential vegetation types: Dry, Mesic, Cold-moist and Cold-dry forests 

• Cover-types: all forested types  

• Tree size: >25 10 inches quadratic mean diameter   

• Tree canopy closure: >50 percent  

Snag Densities 

Black-backed woodpeckers nest in both live and dead trees, but may require heart rot for nest 

excavation (Goggans 1989). Nests are usually in a conifer such as pine, spruce, fir, or Douglas-fir 

(Scott et al. 1977). In Idaho, used nest trees averaged 12.7 inches dbh (N = 15; Saab and Dudley 

1998). In a study in the Sierra Nevada, California, black-backed woodpeckers favored partially 

dead trees and hard snags for nesting; used nest trees > 16 inches dbh and >42.6 feet tall in 

both burned and unburned forest (Raphael and White 1984). Mean dbh of nest trees reported 

in this study was 16 inches, nest-tree height 92 feet, and nest-cavity height averaged 36 feet. Of 

15 nests in northeast Oregon, 9 nests were located in snags and 6 in live trees; most (10) were in 

ponderosa pine, 4 in lodgepole pine, and 1 in western larch (Bull et al. 1986). They also reported 

that nest trees averaged 14.5 inches dbh, 62 feet in height, and 16 feet at nest-cavity height. 

This woodpecker forages predominantly on wood-boring beetles, engraver beetles, and 

mountain pine beetles (Dixon and Saab 2000, Goggans et al. 1988, Harris 1982, Villard and 
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Beninger 1993). In central Oregon, they foraged pre-dominantly on lodgepole pine trees with a 

mean dbh of 14 inches ± 4.7 standard deviation (SD) (range 2-39, n = 330). Dead trees were used 

in greater proportion than available, and most were recently dead. Eighty-one percent of forage 

trees were infested with mountain pine beetle. The mean foraging height was 16 feet ± 11 SD 

(range 0–59, n = 339; Goggans et al. 1988). In a burned, mixed-conifer forest in northeast 

Washington, black-backed woodpeckers foraged on dead trees 99 percent of the time (Kreisel 

and Stein 1999). Woodpeckers as a group (included black-backed woodpeckers) selected trees 

or snags greater than 17 inches dbh to forage on in a foraging study on the Wenatchee National 

Forest (Lyons et al. 2008).  

We assumed that snag densities preferred by the species were available in primary habitat 

(unsalvaged post-fire forest). In secondary habitat, we calculated the percent area of source 

habitat within each watershed that had snag densities (>10 inches dbh) in the following classes 

based on data from Mellen-McLean et al. (2009): low <4/acre, moderate 4.0-7/acre, high 7-

18/acre, and very high >18 snags/acre (fig. FSAmodel). The breaks between classes are based on 

averaged DECAID (Mellen-McLean et al. 2009) data for ponderosa pine/Douglas fir, mesic, and 

montane forests snags >10 inches and expert opinion. 

Road Density 

Snag numbers adjacent to roads are often lower due to the felling of snag for safety 

considerations, firewood cutters, and other management activities (Bate et al. 2007, Wisdom 

and Bate 2008). Other literature has reported the potential for reduced snag abundance along 

roads (Gaines et al. 2003a, Wisdom et al. 2000). To account for reduced snag density along all 

roads, we calculated the percentage of secondary source habitat in the following road density 

classes by watershed (fig. FSAmodel): 
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• Zero - <0.1 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• Low -  0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• Moderate - 1.1-2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• High - >2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

Historical Inputs for Focal Species Assessment Model 

Primary habitat departure – Class 1 

Secondary habitat departure – Class 1 

Snag density - High 

Road density – Zero 

Figure 11–Focal species assessment model for black-backed woodpecker. 

Table 22–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for black-backed woodpecker 

 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Our analysis indicated that primary habitat was below the historical median in most watersheds 

(n=61, 85 percent) (fig. PriDeparture) indicating a lack of recent stand replacing wildfires. The 

remaining eleven watersheds all experienced recent wildfires. The Lower Lake Chelan (32,120 

ac.) and Upper Chewuch (49,420 ac.) watersheds have much higher amounts of primary source 

habitat than any other watersheds (fig. HabAmount). It is likely that fire management policies 

have negatively affected this species by reducing the number of large, high intensity wildfires 

that create suitable conditions for the black-backed woodpecker (Dixon and Saab 2000).  
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The departure of secondary source habitat from historical conditions was more mixed, 44 

percent (n-=32) watersheds were below the median range of variation, 38 percent were near 

the median (n=27), and 18 percent (n=13) were above (fig. SecDeparture). Declines in secondary 

source habitat was associated with decreases in the abundance of trees >10 inches dbh with >50 

percent canopy closure. Wisdom et al. (2000), in the evaluation of source habitat for black-

backed woodpeckers across the interior Columbia basin, found similar overall declines in the 

habitat area of the Colville National Forest. However, they found an overall decline along the 

Cascade Range, where we found departure to be closer to the historical reference conditions. 

This difference likely can be explained by differences in definition of source habitats, except in 

the lodgepole pine types, Wisdom et al. (2000) defined source habitat in larger tree structural 

stages, while in this analysis we included forests with >10 inches dbh.   

Overall, snag densities in secondary source habitat were in the low class (<4/acre): 57 percent 

(n=41) of the watersheds had greater than half their source habitat in the low class. Seven 

watersheds had more than 70 percent of their source habitat in the low class: Columbia 

tributaries, upper Columbia – Swamp Creek, Middle Sanpoil, lower Okanogan River – Omak 

Creek, Columbia River-Lynch Coulee, and Cowiche. No watersheds had a majority of secondary 

habitat in the medium, high or very high snag classes.   

Overall road densities were not high in secondary source habitat though 15 percent (n=11) of 

watersheds showed greater than half the habitat area in high road density, with two watersheds 

having >70 percent of habitat in that watershed in a high class (Wenas Creek and Middle Yakima 

River). Twenty-nine percent (n=21) of the watersheds had >50 percent of source habitat in the 

zero road density class.  
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Because primary post-fire habitat is well below the historical median in most watersheds, the 

amount of secondary habitat is likely playing an important role. In 31 percent (n=22) of the 

watersheds where both primary and secondary habitat were below the historical median, the 

watershed index value currently was <1 (fig. WI). Watersheds with an index >2.0, are thought to 

be less departed in the amount of habitat, and contain good quality habitat. Ten watersheds (14 

percent) in the study area meet these criteria with a watershed index value >2.0.   

Figure 12–(Black-backed woodpecker assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for black-backed 

woodpeckers within the assessment area is 81 percent of the historic capability. Currently, four 

of five ecoregions contain at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Fifteen of seventy-two (21 percent) watersheds had >40 percent of the historical median 

amount of source habitat. 

Figure 13-Current and historical viability outcomes for the black-backed woodpecker in the northeast Washington 
assessment area  

Currently, the viability outcome falls primarily within outcomes C (40.5 percent), D (25.5 

percent) and B (24.5 percent) which indicates that suitable environments are frequently patchily 

distributed and source habitat is in low abundance (fig. B Back_outcome). Historically, the 

outcome was primarily an A (80.8 percent) indicating that suitable environments were once 

abundant, broadly distributed and better connected.  
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Historically, all five ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source 

habitat). Sixty-three watersheds (88 percent) had >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat. 

The main factor leading to a lower viability outcome from historical was the decreased 

percentage of watersheds with recent wildfire activity (primary source habitat). Historically, 88 

percent (n=63) of the watersheds contained >40 percent of the historical median amount of 

primary habitat while primary habitat currently occurs in this quantity in only 21 percent (n=15) 

of the watersheds. Fire suppression efforts, likely reduced the amount and distribution of 

primary habitat for this species, and likely other species in the post-fire group, leading to 

reduced viability.  

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Low abundance of recent unsalvaged post-fire habitat throughout the assessment area. 

2. Decline in secondary source habitat in some areas. 

3. Snag densities in secondary habitat were primarily low. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes  

 

1. Emphasis in watersheds with recent wildfire activity, including watersheds in Habitat 

Condition Classes 1a or 1b, should be protection of post-fire habitat:     
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a. Limit post-fire salvage harvest if primary habitat amounts within a watershed 

are below historical reference conditions (Hutto 2006). 

b. In areas where post-fire harvest occurs: retain clumps of large standing dead 

trees (>23 cm dbh), large continuous patches of conifer and areas with high pre-

fire crown closure.  A mean density of 316 snags/ha (>23 cm dbh) was reported 

most suitable for black-backed woodpeckers (Saab et al. 2009). Forristal (2009) 

suggested that delineating areas of overlapping medium high pre-fire crown 

closure and moderate-high burn severity could be an effective surrogate for 

outlining high-density snag locations.  

c. Retained snags should be clumped rather than evenly spaced, with both hard 

and soft decay classes, to lengthen the period that stands are suitable nesting 

and foraging habitat. 

4. In secondary habitat (Habitat Conditions 2 or 3), initiate management actions to 

maintain or provide snag densities as described in Mellen-McLean et al. (2009). 

5. Use planned and unplanned ignitions to restore fire regimes, which would provide 

black-backed habitat in amounts similar to historical reference conditions. 

6. Close roads or restrict fuel wood cutting to protect snags in areas where black-backed 

woodpecker primary habitat is the management objective. 
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Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis)  

Introduction 

Canada lynx was selected as a focal species to represent the boreal forest group due to its close 

association with boreal forests (Aubry et al. 2000, Koehler and Aubry 1994, Maletzke 2004, von 

Keinast 2003), and because human disturbance was identified as a risk factor for lynx (Buskirk et 

al. 2000, Koehler and Aubry 1994, Koehler et al. 2008, Ruediger et al. 2000). The distribution of 

Canada lynx within the assessment area has been stratified into core, secondary, and peripheral 

habitat areas based on known records of their occurrences (USFWS 2005). Core areas occur on 

the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest, on the Methow Valley, and Tonasket Ranger 

Districts; and the Kettle Mountains on the Colville National Forest. The remainder of the Colville 

National Forest and the portion of the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest between Highway 

2 and Lake Chelan are secondary and the remainder of lynx habitat is peripheral.  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

The southernmost extent of the boreal forest supports Canada lynx and overlaps with the 

northeastern Washington assessment area (McKelvey et al. 2000). In the contiguous United 

States, these boreal forests transition into other vegetation communities and become more 

patchily distributed. In North America, the distribution of lynx is nearly coincident with that of 

snowshoe hares (Bittner and Rongstad 1982; McCord and Cardoza 1982). Lynx survivorship, 

productivity, and population dynamics are closely related to snowshoe hare density in all parts 

of its range (USFWS 2005). Quality habitat for lynx occurs where understory stem densities and 

other forest structures provide forage and cover needs of snowshoe hares (Koehler 1990, Agee 

2000, Hodges 2000). Good snowshoe hare habitat has a common denominator – dense, 

horizontal vegetative cover three to ten feet above the ground or snow level (Hodges 2000). 
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These characteristics include a dense, multi-layered understory that maximizes cover and 

browse at both ground level and at varying snow depths throughout the winter. Such habitat 

structure is common in early-seral stages but may also occur in coniferous forests with mature 

but relatively open overstories (Hodges 2000). 

Primary vegetation that contributes to lynx habitat is lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, and 

Engelmann spruce (Aubry et al. 2000). Habitat selection by Canada lynx has been studied on the 

Okanogan portion of the assessment area. Lynx selected for Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir 

forest, moderate canopy cover, flat to moderate slopes, and relatively high elevations; and 

selected against Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine forests, forest openings, recent burns, sparse 

canopy and understory, and relatively steep slopes (Koehler et al. 2008, Maletzke et al. 2008). 

Probability of use by lynx was 19.4 times greater in spruce and subalpine fir forests than other 

vegetation types, 4.9 times greater in areas with moderate canopy cover than for other cover 

classes, 5.0 times greater at elevations ranging from 5,000 feet to 6,000 feet than other 

elevations, and 48.8 times greater on flat to moderate slopes than on steep slopes (Koehler et 

al. 2008). 

An important component of lynx habitat is areas that are used for denning (Ruediger et al. 2000, 

Moen et al. 2008). The common component of natal den sites appears to be large woody debris, 

either down logs or root wads (Koehler 1990, Mowat et al. 2000, Slough 1999, Squires and 

Laurion 2000, Squires et al. 2008); these structures are often associated with late-successional 

forests. These den sites may be located within older regenerating stands (>20 years since 

disturbance) or in mature conifer or mixed conifer-deciduous (typically spruce/fir or 

spruce/birch) forests (Koehler 1990, Slough 1999). Stand structure appears to be of more 

importance than forest cover type (Mowat et al. 2000). 
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 To estimate these elements of lynx habitat for this assessment, we mapped both early-

successional and late-successional forests within the subalpine fir vegetation zone. Source 

habitat was identified using the following GIS data layers: 

• Cover types within the subalpine fir vegetation zone: Engelmann spruce, lodgepole pine, 

Pacific silver fir, and subalpine fir. 

• Tree size and canopy closure: 1-10 inches dbh QMD and >50 percent canopy closure for 

early-successional forests, >15 inches dbh QMD and >50 percent canopy closure for 

late-successional forests.  

Grazing  

Grazing can reduce the density of shrubs that create foraging habitat for snowshoes hares 

(Ruediger et al. 2000), which are the primary prey of the Canada lynx (Aubry et al. 2000, Koehler 

and Aubry 1994). We categorized the amount of snowshoe hare foraging habitat in an active 

grazing allotment using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, with increasing poorer 

habitat outcomes as the proportion of foraging habitat in an active allotment increased 

(fig.FSAmodel). 

Downed Wood 

Downed wood is an important component of Canada lynx denning habitat (Koehler 1990, 

Mowat et al. 2000, Slough 1999, Squires and Laurion 2000, Squires et al. 2008). To assess the 

availability of downed wood we intersected lynx source habitat with the downed wood 

estimates available from Ohmann and Gregory (2002) using the gradient nearest neighbor 

approach. We categorized the availability of downed wood within source habitat as follows 

(fig.FSAmodel): 
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• Low <10 m3 of downed wood >20 inches in size 

• Moderate = 10-25 m3 of downed wood >20 inches in size 

• High = >25 m3 of downed wood >20 inches in size 

Winter Recreation Route Density 

Several researchers have expressed concerns over the effects of winter recreational activities on 

Canada lynx (Bunnell et al. 2006, Buskirk et al. 2000, Koehler and Aubry 1994, Kolbe 2006). 

Specifically, snow compaction associated with grooming for snowmobiling and cross-country 

skiing may provide travel routes for competitors and predators such as coyotes, bobcats, and 

mountain lions (Bunnell et al. 2006, Buskirk et al. 2000, Koehler and Aubry 1994). We assessed 

the influence of groomed snow routes on Canada lynx source habitat using existing information 

on the location of groomed and designated routes and using the index described in Gaines et al. 

(2003a). Other groomed routes and snowplay areas were known to exist but were not available 

in a digital format. Thus, our assessment of the influences of winter routes on Canada lynx 

source habitat likely underestimated the true impacts in many of the watersheds. Using the 

digital data we had on snowmobile trails, we used a moving windows analysis with a 0.9 km 

radius circular window (based on Gaines et al. 2003a), and categorized these effects as follows 

(fig.FSAmodel): 

• Low influence on Canada lynx source habitat <25 percent of source habitat with winter 

route densities <1 mi/mi2 

• Moderate influence on Canada lynx source habitat >25 percent of source habitat with 

winter route densities 1 to 2 mi/mi2 
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• High influence on Canada lynx source habitat >25 percent of source habitat with winter 

route densities >2 mi/mi2 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Source habitat – Departure class 1 

• Grazing – 0 percent 

• Downed wood - Moderate 

• Winter recreation route density - Low 

Figure 14–Focal species assessment model for the Canada lynx 

Table 23–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for Canada lynx 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Sixty-two percent (n=44) of the watersheds had high WI scores (>2.0), 30 percent (n=21) had 

moderate WI scores (1.0-2.0) and 8 percent (n=6) had low (<1.0) WI scores (fig. WI). Departure 

of source habitat from the historical median across all watersheds was the variable that had the 

greatest influence on the outcomes of the WI score (fig.HabDepart). The majority (49 percent, 

n=35) were well above their historical median levels of source habitat (i.e., >2 class), 28 percent 

(n=20) were at or near historical levels, and 23 percent were well below their historical median 

levels of source habitat (i.e., <-1 class).  

Watersheds that currently had the greatest amount of source habitat (>10,000 acres) are the 

Sinlahekin Creek, and Pasayten River. Additionally, the following watersheds have 3,000-10,000 

acres: Mad River, Lost River, Naneum, Lower Lake Chelan, Upper Chewuch, Twisp River, Entiat, 

Middle Methow, Lower Chewuch (fig. Habamount).  
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Wisdom et al. (2000) reported similar results for the source habitats in the North Cascades and 

Northern Glaciated Mountains ecological reporting units. In the Northern Glaciated Mountains, 

a strong increase in mid-seral montane forests, along with increases in early- and mid-seral 

subalpine forests accounted for an overall increase in source habitat trend. In the North 

Cascades, increases in early-seral montane and subalpine forests were offset by decreases in 

mid- and late-seral subalpine forests. 

Fires are a significant disturbance process in boreal forests of North America, and large areas 

burned throughout Washington during the 19th and 20th centuries (Agee 2000). Our assessment 

accounted for several of these fires, however, the 148,300-acre Tripod Fire was not accounted 

for in our vegetation data and burned much of the Meadows area in 2006; considered the best 

and most extensive lynx habitat in Washington (Stinson 2001, Koehler et al. 2008). 

Twenty-one percent (n=21) of the watersheds had source habitat with a downed wood rating of 

low (<10 m3/ha >20 inches diameter), 59 percent (n=42) had moderate levels (10-25 m3/ha >20 

inches diameter), and 20 percent (n=14) had high levels of downed wood (>25 m3/ha >20 inches 

diameter). 

Based on information that was available on known winter route locations, the influence of 

winter routes on Canada lynx source habitat was currently rated as low (<25 percent of source 

habitat in a watershed with winter route densities <1mi/mi2) in all watersheds. As we discussed 

earlier, our assessment of the influences of winter routes on Canada lynx source habitat likely 

underestimated the true impacts in many of the watersheds due to data availability. 

We found that most source habitat for Canada lynx was in an active livestock grazing allotment. 

Forty-two percent (n=30) of the watersheds had <10 percent of the source habitat in an active 
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grazing allotment, 11 percent (n=8) of the watersheds had 10-50 percent, and 47 percent (n=33) 

had >50 percent of the source habitat in an active allotment. 

Figure 15–(Canada lynx assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), a habitat 

distribution index, and a habitat connectivity or permeability index (see pages ??-?? in Part I). 

The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for Canada lynx was 75 percent of 

its historical capability. Currently, 68 percent (n=48) of the watersheds had source habitat 

amounts >40 percent of the historical median. The watersheds with >40 percent were 

distributed across all of the five ecoregions.  

Currently, 7 percent of the assessment area was rated as low permeability, 60 percent rated as 

moderate, and 33 percent rated as high. These results are similar to the dispersal habitat 

suitability reported by Singleton et al. (2002) for lynx in the same general area. Singleton et al. 

(2002) identified ‘fracture zones’, or sizeable gaps in dispersal habitat (usually because of low 

elevations and human development) that occur within the assessment area and warrant careful 

management attention. These include the upper Columbia-Pend Oreille, southern Okanogan, 

Stevens Pass-Lake Chelan, and Okanogan valley. 

Currently, there is a 64.5 percent probability that the current viability outcome Index (VOI) for 

the assessment area was B and 25.5 percent probability of outcome C, which indicates that 

suitable environments for the Canada lynx are broadly distributed and of high abundance, but 

there are gaps where suitable environments were absent or only present in low abundance 

(fig.SOI). However, the disjunct areas of suitable environments are typically large enough in size 

and close enough to each other to permit dispersal among subpopulations and to allow the 
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species to potentially interact as a metapopulation. Again, exceptions to this may occur along 

the identified fracture zones.  

Historically, dispersal across the assessment area was assumed to be high. All ecoregions and 66 

percent (n=47) of the watersheds contained greater than 40 percent of the median amount of 

habitat historically. Historically, there was a 71.2 percent probability that the viability outcome 

for Canada lynx was A and a 18.8 percent probability of a B outcome. This indicates that suitable 

environments were of high abundance and were better connected, allowing for interspecific 

interactions (fig.VOI). We estimated that a reduction in the availability of suitable environments 

for the Canada lynx likely occurred in the assessment area compared to the historical 

distribution and condition of their habitats. In summary, under historical conditions there was a 

high probability that viable populations of Canada lynx and all other species associated with the 

Boreal Forest Group were well distributed throughout the assessment area. 

Figure 16–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Canada lynx in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Manage disturbance regimes towards the natural range of variability measured at the 

landscape scale in order that Canada lynx habitat components are distributed across the 

landscape in a sustainable fashion (Agee 2000, Wisdom et al. 2000). 

2. Additional information is needed on the location and extent of snowmobile routes and 

snow play areas that we were unable to evaluate due to lack of data. Additional data 

would help to fully evaluate the effects of these activities on Canada lynx habitat. 
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3. Fracture zones, or sizeable gaps in dispersal habitat (usually as a result of low elevations 

and human development) occur within the assessment area and warrant careful 

management attention. These include the Upper Columbia-Pend Oreille, Southern 

Okanogan, Stevens Pass-Lake Chelan, and Okanogan Valley.  

 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes (fig. HabCond): 

1. Watersheds in Habitat Condition class 1 are widespread across National Forest System 

lands, though habitat in the north-central cascades has likely been reduced due to 

recent fire activity not considered in our analysis. Management consideration in these 

watersheds should prioritize protection and restoration of lynx source habitat. 

2. Watersheds in Habitat Condition class 2 generally have reduced source habitat 

compared to historical reference conditions. Management activities should consider the 

development of both foraging and denning habitat within subalpine-fir plant 

associations. 

3. Manage winter recreation for no net increase in groomed and designated snow routes 

that create snow compacting conditions (Ruediger et al. 2000). A more complete 

inventory of the existing location of used snowmobile and other compacted winter 

routes would be essential in the development of a winter recreation strategy. 
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Cassin’s Finch (Carpodacus cassini) 

Introduction 

Cassin’s finch is a focal species for medium and larger tree forests in the All Forest Communities 

Group. This finch was chosen as a focal species primarily to represent the risk of grazing that 

other species in this group share with Cassin’s finch. In addition, in contrast to pileated 

woodpecker and American marten, also focal species for larger trees, this species is primarily 

associated with open-canopied forests. Source habitats for this species overlap with species in 

the Dry Forest Group as well. This species is distributed year-round across the assessment area 

and occurs in all the forested communities.  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Cassin’s finches breed primarily in open, mature coniferous forests of lodgepole and ponderosa 

pine, aspen, subalpine fir, grand fir, and juniper woodlands (Gaines et al. 2007, 2010a; Gashwiler 

1977; Hahn 1996; Huff and Brown 1998; Lehmkuhl et al. 2007; Reinkensmeyer 2000; Schwab et 

al. 2006; Sullivan et al. 1986). In the Blue Mountains, these finches were negatively associated 

with habitat variables representing increasing crown cover and down woody debris, and were 

positively associated with canopy height (Sallabanks 1995). Gaines et al. (2007) reported that 

Cassin’s finch abundance was positively influenced by thinning and burning restoration 

treatments within dry forests that retained large trees but reduced canopy closure. 

On both the Fremont and Winema National Forests, these finches were more abundant in 

salvage-logged stands where dead and down lodgepole pine were removed than in unharvested 

control stands (Arnett et al. 1997, 2001). This research also found that the probability of 

presence of Cassin’s finches was negatively associated with the number of live and dead trees, 
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number of live trees <32.8 feet tall, percentage of seedling cover, percentage of  shrub and grass 

forb cover, foliage area of live trees, and percentage of canopy cover. The probability of 

presence of Cassin’s finches was positively associated with number of trees >11.8 inches dbh 

and the amount of ground debris (Arnett et al. 1997, 2001). The presence of Cassin’s finches was 

negatively associated with understory vegetation (Hutto 1995a). The more open structure was 

preferred for nesting and allowed them to forage on ground (Bettinger 2003).  

Hutto (1995a) found Cassin’s finches abundant one-year post-fire in the Rocky Mountains, 

though their numbers dropped off in the second year following fire. This species occupies 

burned forests as well though this is usually restricted to one-year post-fire (Hutto 1995b, 

Smucker et al. 2005), suggesting that this species may be responding to short-term increases in 

the availability of seeds after wildfire (Jewett et al. 1953, Hutto 1995b, Kotliar et al. 2002, Saab 

and Dudley 1998. Sallabanks 1995, Smucker et al. 2005).   

We identified source habitat as: 

• Potential vegetation types:  Dry, Mesic, Cold-moist and Cold-dry forests 

• Cover-types: all forested types  

• Tree size: >15 inches quadratic mean diameter,   

• Canopy closure: <70 percent  

Grazing 

Saab et al. (1995) summarized the results of five studies that evaluated the effects of livestock 

grazing on Cassin’s finch. Three of the five studies found that Cassin’s finches responded 

negatively to grazing (Page et al. 1978, Schulz and Leininger 1991, Taylor 1986), one found a 
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neutral effect (Medin and Clary 1991) and one found a positive relationship (Mosconi and Hutto 

1982). The amount of source habitat in an active grazing allotment was categorized using ten 

percent increments from 0-100 percent, with increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the 

proportion of source habitat in an active allotment increased (fig. FSAmodel). We calibrated the 

overall negative effect of this risk factor to be relatively small due to the mixed research results. 

Historical Inputs for Focal Species Assessment Model 

• Departure of source habitat from departure class -  Class 1 

• Grazing – 0 percent 

Figure 17–Focal species assessment model for Cassin’s finch.  

Table 24--Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for Cassin’s finch 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Habitat for Cassin’s finch was estimated to be generally well below the historical median 

amount of source habitat in nearly all watersheds (n=68, 94 percent) (fig. Cassin’s Departure). 

The four watersheds that currently had close to the historical median are the Lower Methow 

River, Ross Lake, Ruby Creek, and Stehekin. These watersheds also had the largest amount of 

current source habitat, as did the Middle Methow River, which is departed somewhat more 

from the historical median (fig. Cassins_Curhab).   

The area of source habitat in an active grazing allotment was mixed across all watersheds: 19 

percent (n=14) were not grazed, 43 percent (n=32) had 1-50 percent of their source habitat in 

an active grazing allotment, and 30 percent (n=26) had >50 percent of their source habitat in an 

active grazing allotment. 
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Due to the extensive departure in the amount of source habitat from the historical amount in 

nearly all the watersheds, the watershed index values were fairly low. Eighty-six percent of the 

watershed index values were low (<1) (n=62), 8 percent (n=6) were moderate (>1 and <2,), while 

6 percent (n=4) were high (>2) (fig. Cassins_WI). The four watersheds with the highest 

watershed index values were those listed above that have departed the least from the historical 

amounts of habitat. The six watersheds that had a medium score (1-2) were Lightning Creek, 

Twisp River, Okanogan River-Bonaparte Creek, Middle Methow Creek, Salmon Creek, and 

Okanogan River-Omak Creek. 

Figure 18–(Cassin Finch Assessment map) 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. Comparison of the average current WWI for the Cassin’s finch to the average 

historical WWI showed that current conditions are 44 percent of the historical capability. 

Historically 89 percent (n=63) of the watersheds contained 40 percent of the historical median 

amount of habitat (7,927 acres), while currently 18 percent (n=13) had at least that amount. The 

watersheds with >40 percent were distributed across two of the five ecoregions. 

The current viability outcomes for the assessment area was C (40 percent) and D (60 percent), 

indicating that suitable environments for the Cassin’s finches are frequently isolated and/or 

exist at low abundance (fig. SOI). It is likely that historical conditions would have been 

characterized as an A outcome (80.8 percent) where habitats were broadly distributed and 

abundant (fig. VOI) than currently. Likely, other species in the medium and larger tree forests in 

All Forest Communities Group, may have experienced similar declines in suitable environments 

and viability. 
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Figure 19–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Cassin’s finch in the northeast Washington assessment 
area  

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Decline in the amount of medium-large (>16 inches) tree, open canopy forests as source 

habitat for Cassin’s finches across the assessment area. 

2. Non-native ungulate grazing within the majority of the watersheds within the 

assessment area. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

 

1. In watersheds with Habitat Condition scores of 1a or 1b (i.e., Ross Lake, Stehekin, Ruby 

Creek, Lower Methow) the management priorities should be to protect existing source 

habitat (fig. HabCond).  

2. In those watersheds in Habitat Condition 2a (i.e., Twisp River, Middle Methow, 

Okanogan River – Bonaparte Creek), and 2b (i.e., Salmon Creek, Pasayten River) 

restoration and protection of source habitats should be prioritized as these watersheds 

have large amounts of current and potential source habitat.   

3. Development and implementation of a grazing management strategy that emphasizes 

the retention of native grass and forbs understory is needed.  

4. Reintroduction of fire (planned and unplanned ignitions) and thinning, while 

maintaining medium and large trees (>16 inches dbh) may help create open canopied 

habitats, source habitats for this species (Gaines et al. 2007).  
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Columbia spotted frog (Rana luteiventris)  

Introduction 

Columbia spotted frog populations have declined precipitously across their range (e.g., they 

have been found at only 13 of 59 locations where they were present historically in Washington 

state (McAllister and Leonard 1997). Hayes (1997) suggested that Columbia spotted frogs 

presently occupied about 10 percent of its original range. Small population size and 

reproductive characteristics likely make Columbia spotted frog populations vulnerable to 

anthropogenic disturbance. The vulnerability of Columbia spotted frog populations to residential 

development at both local and regional scales may explain some of the declines seen in this 

species (Goldberg and Waits 2009, Reaser and Pilliod 2005). As a result, Columbia spotted frogs 

have been designated as a sensitive species by the USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest 

Region. They are relatively easy to survey and were distributed across the northeast Washington 

State assessment area except for high elevations along the western edge (Dvornich et al. 

1997a). As a focal species, they represent species associated with the ponds/small 

lake/backwater group within the riparian family. Their source habitat and risk factors cover the 

other species within this group well where populations overlap. A variety of threats to the 

persistence of populations of Columbia spotted frogs have been identified, including wetland 

loss, introduced predators, mining, grazing, development, and diseases (Pearl et al. 2007a, 

Monello and Wright 1999, Reaser and Pilliod 2005, USDI Fish and Wildlife Service 1997a). 

Columbia spotted frogs are year-round residents of the assessment area (Reaser and Pilliod 

2005); this assessment was for breeding and rearing habitat. 
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Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Columbia spotted frogs are highly dependent on aquatic habitats and require permanent and 

semi-permanent wetlands that have aquatic vegetation and some deeper or flowing water for 

overwintering (Bull and Marx 2002, Pilliod et al. 2002). Breeding habitat for Columbia spotted 

frogs has been characterized, in general, as small silt or muck bottom ponds with emergent 

vegetation (Morris and Tanner 1969, Pearl et al. 2007b, Pilliod et al. 2002, Welch and 

MacMahon 2005) (fig. 33). Wintering habitat was described as large (~5 acres), deep (>10 feet) 

ponds and lakes (Bull and Hayes 2002, Pilliod et al. 2002). Munger et al. (1998) more specifically 

characterized the habitat associations of adult spotted frogs as still waters with associated 

shrublands and riverine conditions. They identified these areas as having National Wetland 

Inventory (NWI) classifications (Cowardin et al. 1979) associated with scrub-shrub and 

seasonally flooded wetlands. Presence of spotted frogs was negatively associated with areas 

classified with emergent vegetation and temporarily flooded. Specifically, adult spotted frogs 

were found more often than expected in PSSC (palustrine, scrub-shrub, seasonally flooded) 

wetlands and R4SBC (intermittent riverine, streambed, seasonally flooded) wetlands and less 

often than expected in PEMC (palustrine, emergent, seasonally flooded) wetlands and R4SBA 

(intermittent riverine, streambed, temporarily flooded) areas. Bull and Hayes (2001) also found 

adult Columbia spotted frogs associated with riverine habitats in the summer (<40 inches deep, 

cobble substrate, without aquatic vegetation). 

For this analysis, source habitat was considered to be palustrine, scrub-shrub, seasonally 

flooded wetlands (PSSC) and intermittent riverine streambed that were seasonally flooded 

(R4SBC), as described in the NWI (Cowardin et al. 1979) (fig. 33). 
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The current habitat departure for Columbia spotted frogs was set at -2 for all watersheds (see p. 

XX) 

Invasive Animals 

Introduced fish have been linked to the decline of ranid frog species in general across western 

North America (Hayes and Jennings 1986) and specifically to declines of Columbia spotted frogs 

(Monello and Wright 1999, Reaser 2000). The negative effects of fish introduced into previously 

fishless ponds and lakes were considerable for amphibians that required permanent water 

bodies for reproduction and overwintering (Knapp et al. 2001, 2003, 2005). These negative 

effects also extended to stream habitats with introduced salmonids (Bosch et al. 2006). 

Previously fishless lakes with introduced trout (Oncorhynchus spp.) populations had lower 

abundance and recruitment of spotted frogs than fishless lakes (Hirner and Cox 2007, Pilliod and 

Peterson 2001). However, Bull and Marx (2002) did not find a strong relationship between the 

presence of introduced trout and the abundance of eggs and larvae of Columbia spotted frogs. 

The following classes were used to evaluate the effect of introduced trout on Columbia spotted 

frogs (fig. 33): 

• high – introduced trout present in ≥50 percent of source habitat within a watershed 

• low – introduced trout present in <50 percent of source habitat within a watershed 

• zero – introduced trout not present in source habitat within a watershed 

Grazing 

The results reported in the literature on the effects of grazing on Columbia spotted frogs were 

equivocal. Reaser (2000) found that cattle grazing was related to low recruitment and high 
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mortality. These findings were supported by other studies (Cuellar 1994, Ross et al. 1999, 

Worthing 1993). Conversely, others (Adams et al. 2009, Bull and Hayes 2000) reported no 

differences in productivity of spotted frogs at grazed vs. ungrazed sites in northeast Oregon. 

However, there was an indication that grazed sites in northeast Oregon had reduced food 

abundance (Bull 2003a, Whitaker et al. 1983). Also, overgrazing could negatively affect 

reproduction if egg masses or recently metamorphosed frogs were directly trampled or if banks 

were collapsed along ponds or rivers that serve as overwintering sites (Bull 2005). 

The impact of grazing on source habitat within a watershed was based on percentage of source 

habitat in that watershed with an active cattle grazing allotment (i.e., sheep grazing allotments 

were not considered) (fig. 33). The amount of source habitat in an active grazing allotment was 

categorized using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, with the assumption that habitat 

outcomes became increasingly poorer as the proportion of source habitat in an active allotment 

increased. 

Pond Size 

Ponds reported used for breeding and during the summer ranged in mean size from 0.06 - 0.98 

acres (Bull and Hayes 2001, Pilliod et al. 2002). Ponds used over winter ranged in mean size from 

0.2 to 4.9 acres (Bull and Hayes 2002, Pilliod et al. 2002). Bull and Marx (2002) found that lake 

size was a significant factor in the prediction of the abundance of egg masses. Lakes evaluated in 

that study ranged in size from 0.98 to 86.0 acres. A negative relationship was found between 

productivity and lake size. 

The following classes were used to evaluate the effect of pond and lake size on Columbia 

spotted frogs (fig. 33): 
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• less than optimum – <0.062 or >4.9 acres mean size within a watershed 

• optimum – 0.062- 4.9 acres mean size within a watershed 

Road Density 

Increasing densities of roads is expected to result in reductions of habitat quality for Columbia 

spotted frogs because of direct mortality, habitat fragmentation, and reduced water quality 

(Findlay and Houlahan 1997, Findlay and Bourdages 2000, Funk et al. 2005, Houlahan and 

Findlay 2003, Trombulak and Frissell 2000, Vos and Chardon 1998). Habitat fragmentation and 

associated reduction in connectivity of habitat has been associated with the disappearance of 

frog populations from occupied habitat (Cushman 2006, Knapp et al. 2003). Columbia spotted 

frogs have been reported to move from 1,640 feet (Bull and Hayes 2001, Hollenbeck 1974, 

Turner 1960) to 3,280 feet (Pilliod et al. 2002) between ponds. Therefore, the effects of roads 

were assumed to occur within 3,280 feet of source habitat. 

The following density classes were based partially on the findings of Findlay and Houlahan 

(1997) and were applied to an area within 3,280 feet of source habitat within a watershed (fig. 

33): 

• zero – <0.1 mi/mi2 open roads 

• low – 0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 open roads  

• moderate – 1.1-2.0 mi/mi2 open roads 

• high – >2.0 mi/mi2 open roads 
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Variables Considered But Not Included 

American bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) have been reported to be a factor in the decline of 

populations of ranid frogs (e.g., Doubledee et al. 2003) and may be associated with declines in 

spotted frog populations (Bull 2005, Monello et al. 2006). However, there was limited empirical 

evidence to implicate American bullfrogs as a cause of spotted frog population reduction or loss. 

There was also limited spatial data on the distribution of American bullfrogs across the 

assessment area. Because of these factors, we did not include potential effects of American 

bullfrogs on spotted frogs in this model. 

Mining activities may affect wetlands and their biota directly through habitat destruction or run-

off of sediments and contaminants generated during mining operations (Linder et al. 1991). 

Anecdotal evidence has indicated that mining operations may negatively affect habitat for 

spotted frogs. However, these effects have not been documented.  Also, digital spatial 

information concerning location of mining operations throughout the assessment area was 

generally unavailable. As a result, we did not include this variable in our assessment. 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

• Current amount of habitat in each watershed was increased by 30 percent 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Invasive animals – class zero 

• Grazing – none 
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• Pond size – same as current condition 

• Road density – class zero 

• GIS databases used 

• National Wetland Inventory 

• Active cattle grazing allotments 

• Lakes 

• Roads 

Figure 20–Focal species assessment model for Columbia spotted frog. 

Table 25—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for Columbia spotted frog 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Major factors that influenced the WI scores included the amount of source habitat compared to 

levels historically available in the watersheds (fig. 35). We assumed that all watersheds had 

approximately 70 percent of the historical amount of habitat remaining based on the findings of 

Dahl (1990) and Peters (1990). Watersheds that currently have the greatest amount of source 

habitat included Chewela, Stensgar/Stranger, Upper Little Spokane River, Upper Okanogan 

River, and Upper Pend Oreille (fig. 34). However, within all of these watersheds <25 percent of 

the source habitat was managed by federal agencies. The watersheds with the least amount of 

source habitat were located across the western portion of the assessment area. 

Historically, 65 of 72 (90 percent) watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat for 

Columbia spotted frogs (fig. 34). However, 25 of those watersheds provided less than the 
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historical median amount of habitat across all watersheds with habitat in the assessment area 

(fig. 35). This analysis indicated that 8 percent (n = 6) of watersheds with source habitat 

currently have high watershed index (WI) scores (>2.0) (fig. 36). The majority of watersheds (82 

percent, n = 59) have WI scores that were moderate (>1.0 – <2.0). These were distributed across 

the assessment area. 

The size of wetlands affected suitability of habitat for Columbia spotted frogs. Mean size of 

ponds and wetlands within watersheds ranged from <0.25 – >124 acres. The mean sizes of 

habitats within 31 percent of the watersheds (n = 22) were within the optimum range. 

Grazing affected suitability of habitat for Columbia spotted frogs in 43 percent of the 

watersheds (n = 31) (Reaser 2000). Percentage of source habitat grazed was highest in the 

northern and central portions of the assessment area. 

Road density also affected suitability of watersheds as habitat for Columbia spotted frogs 

(Trombulak and Frissell 2000). The percentage of source habitat with high road densities 

generally increased from the northeast to the southwest portion of the assessment area with 

low densities of roads dominating in the northwest. 

Figure 21—(Assessment map for Columbia frog) 

 
Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for Columbia 

spotted frogs within the assessment area was 56 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal 

across the assessment area was not considered an issue for Columbia spotted frogs. Four of five 

ecoregions currently contained ≥1 watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 
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historical source habitat (the median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Forty watersheds (56 percent) had >40 percent of the median amount of historical source 

habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 72 percent probability that the current viability 

outcome for Columbia spotted frogs was C (fig. 38). It was likely that all other species included in 

the ponds/small Lake/backwater group within the riparian family had similar outcomes. 

Historically dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for Columbia 

spotted frogs. All ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat. Sixty-four percent (n = 46) of the watersheds had >40 

percent of the median amount of historical source habitat. Under those circumstances, there 

was a 71 percent probability that the historical viability outcome for Columbia spotted frogs was 

A (fig. 38). 

Figure 22—Current and historical viability outcome for Columbia spotted frogs in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

Historically Columbia spotted frogs and other species in the ponds/small lake/backwater group 

within the riparian family were likely well distributed with viable populations across the 

assessment area. Changes in habitat conditions have resulted in the current situation where 

these species are likely well distributed in only a portion of the assessment area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified for species in the ponds/small lake/backwater group within 

the riparian family during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction of suitable wetland source habitats 

2. Negative effects of roads adjacent to source habitats 
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3. Negative effects of introduced fish 

4. Degradation of source habitats by domestic livestock 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

 

1. Manage watersheds currently in Habitat Condition 1 (WI scores ≥2.0) to retain current 

habitat conditions for Columbia spotted frogs and other species in the ponds/small 

lake/backwater group within the riparian family by maintaining current wetland 

habitats, removing introduced fish (Walston and Mullin 2007), and by maintaining or 

reducing road densities adjacent to source habitat. Three watersheds were placed in 

this class (i.e., Habitat Condition 1b; WI ≥2.0, <40 percent of the median historical 

habitat) (fig. 37). 

2. Emphasis in watersheds in Habitat Condition 2 (WI scores 1.0 – 2.0) with the most 

potential source habitat (i.e., >40 percent of the median historical habitat) is to restore 

habitat conditions for Columbia spotted frogs and other species in the ponds/small 

lake/backwater group within the riparian family. This may include removing introduced 

fish (Walston and Mullin 2007), reducing road densities adjacent to source habitat, and 

reducing densities of domestic livestock in source habitat. Seventeen watersheds were 

placed in this class (i.e., Habitat Condition 2a), but emphasis should initially be placed in 

watersheds in the northeast portion of the assessment area (fig. 37). 
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Eared grebe (Podiceps nigricollis)  

Introduction 

Eared grebes were chosen as a focal species to represent species associated with the 

marsh/open water group in the wetland family. The main risk factors for all species associated 

with marsh habitat were draining, filling, and degradation of marshes; environmental 

contaminants; and disturbance. Eared grebes were chosen as the focal species for this group 

because they had widespread distribution in eastern Washington, their risk factors included 

those of the other species in this group, and they were not a hunted species. Habitats for eared 

grebes and other species in this group were not abundant on National Forest System lands in 

eastern Washington, and they were patchily distributed across the northeast Washington 

assessment area with concentrations in the central and eastern portions (Smith et al. 1997). 

Eared grebes were breeding season residents of the assessment area (Cullen et al. 1999); this 

assessment was for breeding and rearing habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Large, very open (i.e., 70 percent open water) wetlands, ponds, and lakes <3 m deep were 

preferred colony sites for eared grebes (Boe 1992, Faaborg 1976, Savard et al. 1994). Boe (1992) 

went on to report that Type 4 wetlands were preferred and Type 5 wetlands were avoided. 

Kantrud and Stewart (1984) reported that 54 percent of eared grebe colonies were in seasonal 

wetlands, 36 percent in semi-permanent wetlands, and 11 percent in permanent wetlands (n = 

35). Naugle et al. (1999) and Savard et al. (1994) also noted that eared grebes avoided wetlands, 

ponds, and lakes with woody vegetation at the edges. These findings suggested that palustrine, 

emergent wetlands (PEM), as described in the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI, Cowardin et 

al. 1979) with adjacent open water were preferred habitat for nesting eared grebes (fig. 39). We 
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delineated habitat for this analysis by identifying all palustrine, emergent wetlands (PEM) from 

NWI maps and adding a 1,640-foot buffer into adjacent open water, where it was present. 

Habitat below 5,900-foot elevation was considered as source habitat. Habitat above that 

elevation was not available for nesting in the spring because of persistent ice. 

Eared grebes also used open water lakes with submergent vegetation, which was used as a base 

for nest building (Boe 1993). However, this condition was not characterized in the NWI maps so 

we did not include it in our description of source habitat. Although wetlands may have been 

created with development of reservoirs within the assessment area, wetlands were also 

inundated as reservoirs were filled (Yokom et al. 1958). Information was not available on the 

resulting net loss or gain, so this aspect was not addressed in these applications of the model. 

The current habitat departure for eared grebes was set at -2 for all watersheds (see p. XX). 

Pond/lake Size 

Eared grebes require a long, running takeoff to take flight so they prefer large, very open ponds 

and lakes (Faaborg 1976, Johnsgard 1987). Increasing area of wetland was strongly related to 

suitability of a site for eared grebes (Yokom et al. 1958, Naugle et al. 2001). Ponds and lakes >75 

acres were preferred (Boe 1992) although smaller water bodies (e.g., 50 acres) will be used 

(Faaborg 1976). Colony size was positively correlated with wetland size and larger wetlands 

tended to be used more often in subsequent years than smaller wetlands (Boe 1992). We also 

assumed that the probability of a disturbance effect from human recreation activity was lower 

on large water bodies than on small water bodies. The following classes were used to evaluate 

the effect of habitat size on habitat quality (fig. 39): 
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• small – <50 acres mean size within a watershed 

• medium – 50-75 acres mean size within a watershed 

• large – >75 acres mean size within a watershed 

Emergent Plant: Open Water Ratio 

Access to open water was important for eared grebes because they move to open water when 

disturbed from their nests, and because they need a running start before taking flight (Boe 

1992). The source habitat complex of wetland and open water with ≥50 percent open water was 

considered in this analysis to be higher quality habitat than wetlands with <50 percent open 

water. The following classes were used to evaluate the effect of emergent plant: open water 

ratio on habitat quality (fig. 39): 

• low – <50 percent open water mean size in wetland complexes within a watershed 

• high – ≥50 percent open water mean size in wetland complexes within a watershed 

Invasive Animals 

Grass carp (Ctenopharyngodon idella) and common carp (Cyprinus carpio) have been 

documented to have detrimental effects on aquatic vegetation in lakes and wetlands through 

uprooting of plants, increased herbivory, and decreased water quality resulting in a decrease in 

habitat quality for waterfowl (Bonar et al. 2002, Crivelli 1983, Fletcher et al. 1985, Roberts et al. 

1995). The presence of carp in lakes and wetlands identified as source habitat for eared grebes 

was assumed to result in lower habitat quality. 

The impact of carp on the quality of source habitat within a watershed was based on percentage 

of source habitat in that watershed with carp present. The amount of source habitat with carp 
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present was categorized using ten percent increments from 0-100 percent, with increasing 

poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat with carp increased (fig. 39). We 

used information from Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (2005) on fish surveys for 

this analysis to evaluate the likelihood of the presence of carp in source habitats in the 

assessment area. 

Recreation Sites 

Presence of boat-launch ramps and campgrounds on lakes and ponds was expected to result in 

reductions of habitat quality for eared grebes because of increased potential for human 

disturbance and habitat fragmentation (Boe 1992, Hanus et al. 2002). Potential adverse effects 

include egg and nestling mortality, premature fledging or nest evacuation, and reduced body 

mass, or slower growth of nestlings (Rogers and Smith 1995, Skagen et al. 2001). Adult behavior 

also may be altered by disturbance, resulting in altered foraging patterns. Use of motorized 

watercraft near nests of eared grebes may result in increased disturbance but the published 

literature was equivocal on this aspect (Rogers and Smith 1995, Titus and VanDruff 1981). 

The impact of human disturbance on the quality of source habitat within a watershed was based 

on percentage of source habitat in that watershed with associated recreation sites. The amount 

of source habitat associated with recreation sites was categorized using 10 percent increments 

from 0-100 percent, with increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source 

habitat associated recreation sites increased (fig. 39). 

GIS Databases Used 

• National Wetland Inventory 

• Lakes 
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• Recreation sites 

• Carp survey data 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

• Current amount of habitat in each watershed was increased by 30 percent 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Pond/lake size – same as current condition 

• Emergent plant: open water ratio – same as current condition  

• Invasive animals – 0 percent of source habitat affected 

• Recreation sites – 0 percent of source habitat affected 

Figure 23–Focal species assessment model for eared grebe 

Table 26—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for eared grebe 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, 21 percent (n = 15) of the watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat 

for eared grebes. Currently, the same watersheds contained some habitat for eared grebes, 

although three had minimal amounts (i.e., <50 acres) (fig. 40). Watersheds with the largest 

amounts of habitat were located in the central, eastern, and southern portions of the 

assessment area. We assumed all watersheds had reductions in amount of habitat when 
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compared to historical conditions (fig. 41). All watersheds with habitat had low watershed index 

(WI) scores (i.e., <1.0) (fig. 42). 

Figure 24–(Eared grebe assessment maps). 

Large wetlands were assumed to be higher quality habitat than small wetlands (Boe 1992). 

Thirteen of the 15 watersheds with source habitat had large mean sizes of wetland habitat; two 

had medium mean size of habitat. The emergent plant: open water ratio was high for all 

watersheds but one. The presence of carp in lakes and wetlands identified as source habitat for 

eared grebes was assumed to result lower habitat quality; carp were assumed to be present in 

all source habitats. Presence of boat-launch ramps on lakes and ponds was expected to result in 

reductions of habitat quality for eared grebes (Boe 1992, Hanus et al. 2002). Within the ten 

watersheds with boat launches associated with source habitat for eared grebes, >80 percent of 

the habitat was accessible to boats. 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for eared grebe 

within the assessment area was 12 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across the 

assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. Four of five ecoregions currently 

contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of historical source 

habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). Fourteen percent (n 

= 10) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical source habitat. 

Under those circumstances, there was a 72 percent probability that the current viability 

outcome for eared grebes with the marsh/open water group in the wetland family was E, 

indicating that suitable habitat was highly isolated and in very low abundance (fig. 44). It is likely 
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that other species associated with the Marsh/open water Group in the wetland family had 

similar outcomes. 

Historically dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. All 

ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Fifteen percent (n = 11) of watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

source habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 47 percent probability that the historical 

viability outcome for eared grebes was C and a 33 percent probability that the historical viability 

outcome for these species was D, indicating that this habitat had a patchy to isolated 

distribution and existed at low abundance (fig. 44). 

Under historical conditions, eared grebes and other species associated with the Marsh/Open 

Water Group in the Wetland Family were likely well distributed in only a portion of the 

assessment area or were not well distributed throughout the assessment area. However, 

currently they are likely to face extirpations throughout the assessment area due to loss of 

habitat and limited distribution of suitable environments. 

Figure 25–Current and historical viability outcomes for eared grebes in the northeast Washington assessment area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature for 

species associated with the Marsh/Open Water Group in the Wetland Family: 

1. Loss and degradation of wetland habitats 

2. Negative effects of carp invasion in source habitats 
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3. Negative effects of disturbance from water-based recreation 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Efforts should be made in watersheds with severely degraded habitats (i.e., WI scores 

<1.0) to maintain current habitat value and to restore habitat values by enlarging 

wetlands, removing carp, and restricting water-based recreation. Emphasis should be 

placed on the watershed that has >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

habitat, as measured across all watersheds that had habitat historically (i.e., it has 

potential for restoration of habitat). One watershed was classified with Habitat 

Condition 3a (i.e., WI <1.0, >40 percent median habitat amount); two were classified 

with Habitat Condition 3b (i.e., WI <1.0, <40 percent median habitat amount) (fig. 43). 
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Fox sparrow (Passerella Iliaca)  

Introduction 

Fox sparrows were chosen as a focal species to represent species in the Early Successional 

Group of the Open Forest Family. They preferred dense, low shrub growth typical of such 

habitats and were susceptible to the effects of grazing by domestic livestock similar to other 

species in this group. The range of fox sparrows includes the western and eastern portions of 

the assessment area (Smith et al. 1997). Fox sparrows are breeding season residents of the 

assessment area (Weckstein et al. 2002); this assessment is for breeding and rearing habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Fox sparrows were strongly associated with riparian shrubs (e.g., willow [Salix spp.], alder [Alnus 

spp.]) (Webster 1975) and the shrub stage of succession following fire and clearcut logging in 

mature forests (Banks 1970, Fontaine et al. 2009, Hagar 1960, Kirk and Hobson 2001, Machtans 

and Latour 2003, Simon et al. 2002, Weckstein et al. 2002). Densities of fox sparrows were 

reported highest in stands with heavy salvage logging following fire, intermediate in moderately 

salvaged stands, and lowest in the unsalvaged stands (Cahall and Hayes 2009). Although the 

early stages of the shrub successional stage were preferred (e.g., 3-15 years) (Hagar 1960, 

Meslow and Wight 1975), they also used shrub habitats for up to 30 years after disturbance 

(Simon et al. 2002). Residual trees remaining after clearcut logging (especially conifers) resulted 

in reduced densities of fox sparrows (Simon et al. 2002). 

Abundance of fox sparrows was significantly correlated with mean shrub height (Anderson 2007, 

Olechnowski and Debinski 2008). Tall shrubs without tree cover were preferred, and tall shrubs 

with residual tree cover were used, but to a lesser extent. Densities of fox sparrows (r = 0.80) 
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were positively correlated with shrub volume (Cahall and Hayes 2009). Cover types representing 

montane shrubs and forest reinitiation and regeneration following timber harvest and fire were 

included as source habitats (fig. 45). This included single-story and multi-story forested stands in 

Mesic forest, Cold-dry forest, Cold-moist forest, and Parkland potential vegetation conditions 

(non-forest and dry forest were not included) with <30 percent canopy cover or tree size <4 

inches quadratic mean diameter. Shrub-steppe (i.e., arid shrub) land cover classes were not 

included. 

• Vegetation zones: western hemlock, Pacific silver fir, mountain hemlock, subalpine fir, 

parkland 

• Cover-type: conifer mix, Douglas fir, Engelmann spruce, grand fir, lodgepole pine, 

mountain hemlock, Pacific silver fir, parkland, riparian and deciduous, montane shrubs, 

western hemlock, western larch, western red cedar 

• Size class : <4 inches QMD   

• Tree-layers: single and multi-storied 

Grazing 

The results reported in the literature on the effects of grazing on fox sparrows were 

unequivocal. Several studies reported a negative response from fox sparrows associated with 

cattle grazing (Knopf et al. 1988, Page et al. 1978, Schulz and Leininger 1991). Although fox 

sparrows were parasitized by brown-headed cowbirds (which were often associated with 

livestock grazing operations), it occurred infrequently (Friedmann 1963). 

The impact of grazing on source habitat within a watershed was based on percentage of source 

habitat in that watershed within an active grazing allotment. The amount of source habitat in an 
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active grazing allotment was categorized using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, with 

increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat in an active allotment 

increased (fig. 45). 

Shrub Cover 

The amount of shrub cover was directly related to habitat quality for fox sparrow. Low shrub 

cover greatly diminishes the value of an area as habitat for fox sparrows. High shrub cover 

greatly increases the quality of habitat for fox sparrows. Fires tend to eliminate shrub cover and 

reduce habitat quality for fox sparrow (Samuels et al. 2005). This variable addressed the 

proportion of source habitat that had >70 percent shrub cover as determined from gradient 

nearest neighbor analysis (Ohmann and Gregory 2002) (fig. 45). 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Grazing – none 

• Shrub cover – the percent of shrubs was set at 50 percent  

Figure 26–Focal species assessment model for fox sparrow. 

Table 27—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for fox sparrow 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, all 73 watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat for fox sparrows. 

Currently, 92 percent (n = 67) of the watersheds contain some habitat for fox sparrows, 
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although several have minimal amounts (i.e., <50 acres) (fig. 46). All watersheds with habitat 

had low watershed index (WI) scores (i.e., <1.0) (fig. 47). 

Factors that influenced the WI scores included the amount of source habitat compared to levels 

historically available in the watersheds. All but one of the watersheds were well below their 

historical median levels of source habitat (i.e., class -4.0). The upper Chewuch River watershed 

was above its historical median levels (>4.0) (fig. 48). 

Percentage of source habitat within an active grazing allotment was used to assess the impact of 

grazing to fox sparrows, and ranged from zero to 100 percent by watershed. Source habitat 

within 20 percent (n = 14) of the watersheds was not grazed. Twenty-four percent (n = 17) of 

the watersheds had <25 percent of source habitat grazed; 13 percent (n = 9) had 25 – 50 

percent grazed; 11 percent (n = 8) had 50 – 75 percent grazed; and 32 percent (n = 23) had >75 

percent grazed. 

The amount of shrub cover was directly related to habitat quality for fox sparrow (Samuels et al. 

2005). Percentage of source habitat with >70 percent shrub cover varied from 0 – 40 percent 

among watersheds. Seventeen percent (n = 12) of the watersheds had <1.0 percent, 57 percent 

(n = 41) of the watersheds had 1 – 10 percent, 21 percent (n = 15) had 10 – 20 percent and 5 

percent (n = 3) had >20 percent. 

Figure 27–(Fox sparrow assessment area maps)  

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for fox sparrow 

within the assessment area was only nine percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across 
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the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. One of five ecoregions 

currently contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). One 

watershed had >40 percent of the median amount of historical source habitat (one percent). 

Under those circumstances there was an 80 percent probability that the current viability 

outcome for fox sparrow was E with the remaining in D (20 percent), indicating that habitat for 

these species was highly isolated and at very low abundance (fig. 50). Outcomes were likely 

similar for other species in the Early Successional Group of the Open Forest Family. 

Historically, dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. 

All ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Ninety-five percent (n = 69) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat. Under those circumstances there was a 85.5 percent probability that 

the historical viability outcome for fox sparrow was A indicating that habitat was broadly 

distributed and in high abundance (fig. 50). 

Figure 28–Current and historical viability outcomes for fox sparrows in the northeast Washington assessment area. 

In summary, under historical conditions, fox sparrows and other species in the Early 

Successional Group of the Open Forest Family were likely well-distributed throughout the 

assessment area; currently they were likely not well-distributed and at risk of extirpation. 

Our results for this species were similar those reported in the broad-scale habitat analysis by 

Wisdom et al. (2000) in the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP). 

According to the ICBEMP terrestrial vertebrate habitat analyses, historical source habitats for 

Lazuli bunting, which was associated with source habitats similar to those used by fox sparrows, 
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included portions of the Northern Cascades and the Northern Glaciated Mountains ecological 

reporting units which overlap our assessment area (Wisdom et al. 2000). Within this historical 

habitat, declines in source habitats for this species have been extensive, -100 percent in the 

Northern Cascades and -66 percent in the Northern Glaciated Mountains according to Wisdom 

et al. (2000). 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction of early seral habitats, primarily those resulting from fire (Simon et al. 2002) 

2. Negative effects of grazing in source habitats 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Efforts should be made in selected watersheds with Habitat Condition 3 (i.e., WI scores 

<1.0) to maintain current habitat value and to restore habitat values. Emphasis should 

be placed on those watersheds that had >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

habitat, as measured across all watersheds that had habitat historically (i.e., they have 

potential for restoration of habitat). Fifty-six watersheds were classified with Habitat 

Condition 3a (i.e., WI <1.0, >40 percent median habitat amount); one was classified with 

Habitat Condition 3b (i.e., WI <1.0, <40 percent median habitat amount) (fig. 49). 
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Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos)  

Introduction 

Golden eagles were chosen as a focal species to represent species of concern associated with 

the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Group in the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family. This species reflected 

the risk of human disturbance that affected other species in these habitats. It was also 

associated with cliff structures that were not normally used by other focal species within this 

group and family. Golden eagle nests are readily monitored and are often surveyed by other 

public agencies and non-governmental groups, so trend data may be readily available. Golden 

eagles range throughout the assessment area except for the eastern portion (Smith et al. 1997). 

Golden eagles are year-round residents of the assessment area (Kochert et al. 2002); this 

assessment was for nesting and rearing habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

The fundamental requirements of suitable habitat for golden eagles included: (1) sources of 

food, (2) adequate nesting sites, and (3) limited human intrusion (Beecham and Kochert 1975, 

Thelander 1974). Golden eagle habitats with the highest population density were characterized 

by the availability of diverse and numerous prey, and by abundant nest sites (Phillips et al. 

1984). Areas with low population densities had few nest sites available for use and were 

fragmented by cropland. 

Nesting Habitat 

Availability of adequate nest sites may limit distribution of golden eagles, especially in sagebrush 

and grassland habitats (Beecham and Kochert 1975, Carrete et al. 2000, Phillips and Beske 

1990). Throughout North America, golden eagles nest primarily on cliffs (McGahan 1968, 
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Mosher and White 1976, Smith and Murphy 1982). Generally, trees were used infrequently as 

nest substrates, but may be important in local areas (Menkens and Anderson 1983). 

Forests 

Nests in trees have been reported in northeast and north central Wyoming (Menkens and 

Anderson 1987, Phillips and Beske 1990, Phillips et al. 1990), the central and north Coast Range 

in California (Chinnici et al. 2007, Hunt et al. 1999), and coastal Washington (Bruce et al. 1982, 

Eaton 1976). Wide varieties of trees were used as nest sites throughout their range (Kochert et 

al. 2002). Tree species throughout eastern Oregon and Washington which were most likely to 

provide nest sites include ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) (MacLaren 1986, Phillips and Beske 

1990, Phillips et al. 1990), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) (McGahan 1968), and cottonwood 

(Populus spp.) (Bates and Moretti 1994). However, a preference has been reported for large 

ponderosa pines over cottonwoods (Phillips and Beske 1990). The nest tree was usually the 

largest or one of the largest trees in a stand (Menkens and Anderson 1987), was isolated or on 

the fringe of a small stand of trees (Baglien 1975), and was <1,640 feet from open areas (Bruce 

et al. 1982). Dense forest stands were avoided as nest sites (Phillips et al. 1984, Phillips and 

Beske 1990, Whitfield et al. 2004). Large trees may have been selected to ensure nest stability 

and longevity, and placement in the upper portion of tall trees may have improved accessibility 

(Menkens and Anderson 1987). 

Forested source habitat for nesting golden eagles for this analysis was assumed to be large tree 

(>20 inches quadratic mean diameter), single- and multi-story, open (<50 percent canopy 

closure) ponderosa pine or Douglas fir, <1,640 feet from an edge with low-elevation shrub or 

grassland cover types with an elevation of <3,600 feet. The amount of habitat in each watershed 

was compared to the current median value across watersheds with habitat (fig. 51). 
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Cliffs 

Many nests located on cliffs had a wide view of the surrounding area (Beecham 1970) or were 

on prominent escarpments (Bates and Moretti 1994). Proximity to hunting grounds was an 

important factor in nest-site selection (Camenzind 1969, McIntyre et al. 2006). In northern 

areas, weather conditions at the beginning of nesting season were a critical factor in choice of 

nest-site location (Morneau et al. 1994). Average annual snowfall may have limited distribution 

of nest sites; in southwest Montana, nests were usually built in areas receiving <200 inches of 

snow (Baglien 1975). Cliff nests were built on several rock substrates including sandstone, shale, 

granite gneiss, limestone, basalt, and granite (Schmalzried 1976). Loosely cemented materials 

such as breccias, conglomerates, or agglomerate sluff were avoided (Baglien 1975). At four 

study areas, the mean height of cliffs with nests was 116.5 feet; mean height of nests on the cliff 

was 67.9 feet (Kochert et al. 2002). 

Cliff source habitat for nesting golden eagles for this analysis was assumed to be cliffs >50 feet 

high at <3,500-foot elevation (to eliminate areas with persistent spring snow packs). To model 

the availability of cliff source habitat, a digital elevation model was used to identify cliff 

structures (similar to López-López et al. 2007) that were >5 acres to distinguish the prominent 

cliffs structures from the smaller cliffs that were unlikely to provide nesting habitat. The 

following classes were used to characterize watersheds for cliff nesting habitat (fig. 51): 

• Zero – potential nesting habitat does not occur within a watershed 

• Low – <10 acres of potential nesting habitat within a watershed 

• Moderate – <median amount across all watersheds of potential nesting habitat within a 

watershed 
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• High – >median amount across all watersheds of potential nesting habitat within a 

watershed 

Foraging Habitat 

Amount and density of prey had a direct effect on distribution, reproductive rates, and 

population size of golden eagles (Bates and Moretti 1994, Martin et al. 2009, Pedrini and Sergio 

2002, Sergio et al. 2006, Smith and Murphy 1979, Steenhof et al. 1997). Golden eagles fed 

primarily on mammals (80–90 percent of prey items), secondarily on birds, and occasionally on 

reptiles and fish (Olendorff 1976). Preferred mammal prey were leporids (hares [Lepus spp.] and 

rabbits [Sylvilagus spp.]), sciurids (ground squirrels [Spermophilus spp.], prairie dogs [Cynomys 

spp.], and marmots [Marmota spp.]) (Kochert et al. 2002). Golden eagles typically foraged in 

open grassland, sagebrush (Artemisia spp.), and other native shrub communities that provided 

habitat for these preferred prey species (Collopy and Edwards 1989, Smith and Nydegger 1985), 

and avoided agricultural land and burned areas (Beecham and Kochert 1975, Carrette et al. 

2000, López-López et al. 2007, Marzluff et al. 1997, Phillips et al. 1984, Sergio et al. 2006). In 

central California, they were reported to forage in open grassland habitats (Hunt et al. 1999). 

Similar patterns were reported elsewhere for winter habitat use patterns (Craig et al. 1986, 

Fischer et al. 1984). 

Primary foraging areas for golden eagles were located ≤1.9 miles from nesting sites (i.e., ≤0.62 

miles during the breeding season, ≤1.9 miles during the non-breeding season) (Baglien 1975, 

Chinnici et al. 2007, Kochert et al. 1999, McGrady et al. 2002, McLeod et al. 2002). For the 

spatial scale of this analysis (i.e., watershed), it was assumed that all foraging areas within 

watersheds were equally available to all golden eagles nesting in the watersheds. 
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Fires enhanced by the presence of cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) have caused large-scale losses 

of foraging habitat in areas used by golden eagles throughout the Intermountain West (Brooks 

1999). Wildfires that burned >98,000 acres of shrublands between 1981 and 1987 in the Snake 

River Birds of Prey National Conservation Area, adversely affected nesting populations of golden 

eagles (Kochert et al. 1999). Nesting success in burned territories in the Snake River Canyon 

declined after major fires. Abandoned, burned territories were generally subsumed by 

neighboring pairs, resulting in a decreased number of nesting pairs. In response to these 

findings, all potential foraging habitat in the shrub-steppe land cover type that burned recently 

(i.e., since 1987) was removed from consideration as habitat in the model. 

Foraging source habitat for golden eagles in this analysis was assumed to be low-elevation, 

native grassland cover type; shrub-steppe cover type that has not recently burned; high-

elevation, native grassland cover type; and stand initiation size/structure within ponderosa pine 

or Douglas fir cover types resulting from timber harvest or fire. The size of patches considered 

foraging source habitat was ≥5 acres to eliminate small, isolated patches that would not be used 

for foraging. 

To evaluate the relative amount of low-elevation, native grassland; shrub-steppe; and stand 

initiation habitat within watersheds, we compared the current amount of source habitat in the 

watersheds to the historical median across all watersheds with habitat (fig. 51). This historical 

median was used to develop classes to classify degree of departure from the median. To 

evaluate the relative amount of high-elevation, native grassland we compared the amount in 

each watershed to the median across all watersheds with this habitat. These processes allowed 

a relative comparison of the quantity of source habitat across the watersheds for the entire 

assessment area. 
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Grazing 

Management of cattle (Bos taurus) and domestic sheep (Ovis aries) grazing on golden eagle 

foraging habitat can influence prey density, diversity and availability (Andersen 1991). Prey 

species generally decreased with reduced herbaceous cover and foliage height diversity 

(Kochert 1989). Bock et al. (1993) suggested that raptors would respond negatively to grazing in 

shrub steppe habitats, based on the ground cover requirements of their prey. Jackrabbits and 

ground squirrels may be moderately tolerant to grazing but they disappeared where their 

habitat was overgrazed (i.e., repeated grazing that exceeds the recovery capacity of the 

vegetation and creates or perpetuates a deteriorated plant community). However, in California, 

Hunt et al. (1995) suggested that ground squirrels were attracted to areas grazed by cattle 

because of the reduced grass height, and that, because ground squirrels were a primary prey of 

golden eagles in the area, golden eagles used grazed grasslands for foraging. 

Impact of grazing on source habitat within each watershed was characterized by the percentage 

of source habitat within an active grazing allotment. The amount of source habitat in an active 

grazing allotment was categorized using ten percent increments from 0-100 percent, with 

increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat in an active allotment 

increased (fig. 51). 

Human Disturbance 

Urbanization and human-population growth have made areas historically used by golden eagles 

unsuitable, particularly in southern California (Scott 1985, Thelander 1974) and the Colorado 

Front Range (Boeker and Ray 1971, Boeker 1974). Extensive agricultural development reduced 

jackrabbit populations and made areas less suitable for nesting and wintering eagles (Beecham 

and Kochert 1975, Craig et al. 1986, Kimsey and Conley 1988, USDI 1979). Increasing tourism 
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was found to affect territory occupancy and breeding success of golden eagles in Finland 

(Kaisanlahti-Jokimäki et al. 2008). Human disturbance factors were included in models of habitat 

suitability developed for golden eagles in the European Alps (Brendel et al. 2002). Evaluation 

and application of these models led to a recommendation of a 980-foot buffer zone on nest sites 

for paragliders, climbers, and hikers and a 1,640-foot buffer zone on nest sites for helicopters. 

Holmes et al. (1993) recommended placement of a 980-foot buffer to reduce disturbance of 

golden eagles on winter foraging areas. The effects of human disturbance were addressed 

through building density, roads, and trails as described below. 

Building Density 

Abandoned territories of golden eagles had more dwellings within 1.0 miles and higher human 

populations within 3.0 miles than territories that continued to be occupied (Scott 1985). Golden 

eagles were observed almost exclusively in undeveloped areas in central Utah (Fischer et al. 

1984). Human impacts may have caused high rates of golden eagle nest failure, direct mortality, 

and territory abandonment in southwestern Idaho (Steenhof et al. 1983) and in Caucasia 

(Abuladze and Shergalinn 2002). Nest sites selected in northern Spain tended to be further away 

from villages than random sites (Fernandez 1993). 

Densities of buildings were calculated within source habitat across the range of golden eagles in 

the assessment area. Characterization by Singleton and Lehmkuhl (2000) of building densities 

was used to create the following relationships which were used to estimate their effect on 

habitat quality for golden eagles in this analysis (fig. 51): 

• zero – 0 residences / mi2 

• low – >0 – <1.5 residences / mi2 
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• moderate – 1.5 – 7.7 residences / mi2 

• high – >7.7 residences / mi2 

Habitat Effectiveness  

Recreation and other human activity near golden eagle nests can disrupt breeding dynamics, but 

most evidence was equivocal (e.g., Martin et al. 2009). In southwestern Idaho, nest sites were 

located in areas with fewer roads (Steenhof et al. 1993) and proximity of nests to roads may 

have been related to high rates of nest failure, direct mortality, and territory abandonment 

(Steenhof et al. 1983). Nesting success in Scotland was related inversely to human disturbance 

around golden eagle nests (Watson 1997). Nest sites selected in northern Spain tended to be 

further away from roads and trails than random sites (Fernandez 1993). Adults spent less time 

at nests and fed young less food less frequently when observers camped 1,300 feet versus 2,600 

feet from nests in Alaska (Steidl et al. 1993). Mean distance of nest sites to roads was 1,500 feet 

in southeast Wyoming (MacLaren 1986). Flush distance of golden eagles increased as distance 

to road increased (Holmes et al. 1993). Baglien (1975) recommended that roads and other 

developments be out of sight of nests to reduce risk of disturbance. 

We estimated the potential for human disturbance to affect nesting habitat of golden eagles 

with an adaptation of the habitat disturbance index described in Gaines et al. (2003a). We 

buffered open roads and trails by 1,640 feet on each side and then intersected this with our 

map of source habitat. We then used the following categories to characterize the potential 

effects of human disturbance on golden eagles for each watershed (fig. 51): 

• low – >50 percent of the source habitat outside road and trail buffer within a watershed 
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• moderate – 25-50 percent of the source habitat outside road and trail buffer within a 

watershed 

• high – <25 percent of the source habitat outside road and trail buffer within a 

watershed 

Variables Considered But Not Included 

Size of patches of sagebrush has been demonstrated to be related to use of those habitats by 

the golden eagle’s principle prey species (e.g., leporids) (Kochert et al. 2002). Mean patch size 

for jackrabbit use of this habitat was 12,360 acres, with increased likelihood of jackrabbit use 

with increasing patch size and number of patches (Knick and Dyer 1997). Also, Carrette et al. 

(2000) reported a negative relationship between increasing number of habitat patches and 

golden eagle densities. However, this variable was not included in this model because of the 

difficulty in accurately describing size of patches of source habitat with data sets that were 

available to us. 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

• Nesting habitat 

• Forests – 0.5 

• Cliffs – same as current condition 

• Foraging 

• Low-elevation, native grassland cover type; shrub-steppe – 0.5 
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• High-elevation, native grassland – same as current condition 

• Stand initiation size/structure within ponderosa pine or Douglas fir cover types – 0.5 

• Grazing – none 

• Human disturbance 

• Building density – class zero 

• Roads and trails – class low 

Figure 29–Focal species assessment model for golden eagle. 

Table 28—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for golden eagle 

Model Evaluation 

We used 296 documented occurrence points for golden eagles compared to 296 random points 

to evaluate the focal species assessment model for this species. The mean Watershed Index 

value for the occurrence points (1.251) was significantly higher (t= -8.827, P=<0.001) than for 

the random points (0.905) indicating that our model identified habitat conditions favorable to 

the occurrence of golden eagles. 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, 69 of 72 watersheds within the assessment area provided an adequate combination 

of nesting and foraging habitat for golden eagles. Currently, 86 percent (n = 62) of the 

watersheds contain habitat and were within the present extent of the range of golden eagles in 

the northeast Washington assessment area (Smith et al. 1997) (fig. 52). Six percent (n = 4) of the 

72 watersheds did not contain any cliff-nesting source habitat, 47 percent (n = 34) of the 

watersheds provided low to moderate amounts, and 47 percent (n = 34) of the watersheds 
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provided a high amount. Watersheds with a high amount of cliff nesting habitat were generally 

located in the northeast, northwest, and central portions of the assessment area. Thirty-six 

percent (n = 26) of the watersheds were at or above the median amount of forested nesting 

habitat calculated across all watersheds; 65 percent (n = 46) of the watersheds were below the 

median amount (fig. 3). Watersheds with high amounts of forested nesting habitat were 

primarily located in the northwest and central portions of the assessment area. 

Currently, 53 percent (n = 33) of the watersheds with habitat had moderate Watershed Index 

(WI) scores (>1.0 – <2.0) (fig. 53). These watersheds were concentrated in the southwestern 

portion of the assessment area. Forty-seven percent (n = 29) if the watersheds had low WI 

scores (>0.0 – ≤1.0). These were generally distributed across the northern and central portions 

of the assessment area. 

Watersheds with the least loss of low-elevation grassland and shrub-steppe foraging habitat 

were located in the central portion of the assessment area (fig. 54). Foraging habitat associated 

with forest stand initiation was limited but occurred throughout the western portion of the 

assessment area. Grassland foraging habitat at high elevation was located across the western 

and northeastern portions of the assessment area. 

Factors that influenced the WI scores included the amount of nesting source habitat (i.e., cliff 

and forest) compared to the median amount across watersheds and foraging source habitat 

(i.e., low-elevation grassland and shrub-steppe, forest initiation following timber harvest and 

fire, high-elevation grassland) compared to levels historically available in the watersheds. The 

effect of grazing on foraging habitat was assessed by the amount of habitat in an active grazing 

allotment. Watersheds with >25 percent of source habitats for golden eagles in an active grazing 

allotment (34 percent, n = 21) were concentrated in the central portion of the assessment area. 
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Twenty-seven percent (n = 17) of the watersheds in the assessment area had low influence from 

open roads on golden eagle source habitat (i.e., >50 percent of the source habitat was outside a 

1,640 foot buffer on roads and trails). These watersheds were primarily located in the northwest 

portion of the assessment area. Across the assessment area, a large majority of the watersheds 

(79 percent, n = 49) had a low density of buildings in >50 percent of the source habitat. 

Watersheds with higher building densities primarily occurred in the central part of the 

assessment area. 

Figure 30–(Golden eagle assessment maps)  

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for golden eagle 

within the assessment area was 67 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across the 

assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. All ecoregions contained at least 

one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of historical source habitat (median was 

calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). Seventy-four percent (n = 53) of 

watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical source habitat. Under those 

circumstances there was a 32.0 percent probability that the current viability outcome for golden 

eagle is A and 56 percent probability of outcome B, indicating habitats are broadly distributed 

and of high abundance, but there are gaps where suitable environments are absent or only 

present in low abundance (fig. 56). It is likely that other species associated with the 

Woodland/Grass/Shrub Group in the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family have similar outcomes. 

Historically, dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. 

All ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 
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historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Eighty-six percent (n = 62) of watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

source habitat. Under those circumstances, there was an 80.8 percent probability that the 

historical viability outcome for golden eagle was A, indicating habitats were broadly distributed 

and highly abundant (fig. 56). 

Figure 31–Current and historical viability outcomes for golden eagles in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

In summary, under historical conditions, golden eagles and other species associated with the 

Woodland/Grass/Shrub Group in the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family were likely well distributed 

throughout the assessment area. Currently, although they are likely well distributed throughout 

most of the assessment area, their distribution has been somewhat reduced from historical 

conditions. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction and fragmentation of foraging source habitat 

2. Effects of grazing on foraging source habitat 

3. Negative effects of roads and building use in nesting source habitats 

4. Sustainability of dry forests as nesting source habitat for golden eagles (Townsley et al. 

2004) 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Manage watersheds that currently are classified as Habitat Condition 2 (WI scores 1.0 – 

2.0) to retain and restore current foraging source habitat for golden eagles through 
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restoration of natural fire regimes, protection from and eradication of invasive plant 

species, and by reducing road densities and grazing by domestic livestock. Twenty-eight 

watersheds were placed in this class (i.e., 27 in Habitat Condition 2a [WI = 1.0 – 2.0, >40 

percent median historical habitat] and 1 in Habitat Condition 2b [WI = 1.0 – 2.0, <40 

percent median historical habitat]) (fig. 55). Initial emphasis should be given to 

Boulder/Deadman, Curlew, Sherman, Toroda, Vulcan, West Fork Sanpoil watersheds. 

2. Emphasis in watersheds with Habitat Condition 3 (WI scores <1.0) but with the most 

potential source habitat (i.e., >40 percent median historical habitat) is to restore habitat 

conditions for golden eagles. This may include reducing road densities within nesting 

source habitat, and reducing the effect of livestock grazing and invasive plant species 

(e.g., cheatgrass) in foraging source habitat. Twelve watersheds were placed in this class 

(i.e., Habitat Condition 3a) (fig. 55). Initial emphasis will be given to Cle Elum River, 

Mission Creek, Peshastin Creek, Teanaway River, and Upper Yakima River watersheds. 

3. In addition, fuel loads should be reduced in dry forests (forested nesting source habitat) 

by restoring historical stand structure and composition in areas where dry forests with 

uncharacteristically high fuel loads lie adjacent to golden eagle foraging source habitats. 
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Harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus)  

Introduction 

Harlequin ducks were selected as a focal species to represent the Forested Riparian Group, 

specifically at mid-low elevations. Harlequin ducks breed and use summer habitats in mountain 

streams on the east and west side of the Cascade Range, in the Selkirk Mountains in 

northeastern Washington, and in the Blue Mountains (Jewett et al. 1953, Schirato 1994). Their 

presence in the Blue Mountains is now in question (Schirato 1994); however, in northeastern 

Washington, they are still a good focal species for this group because of their association with 

smaller mid-elevation streams and human disturbance is a risk factor. Other species in this 

group, including several duck species, have similar habitat associations and risk factors.  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Breeding habitat for Harlequin ducks occurs on streams as reaches with average gradients 

between one and seven percent, with some areas of shallow water (riffles); clear water; rocky, 

gravel to boulder-size substrate; and forested bank vegetation (Bengtson and Ulfstrand 1971, 

Lewis and Kraege 1999). 

Streams usually have substrate that ranges from cobble to boulder, with adjacent vegetated 

banks. Harlequins often nest on the ground (Bengtson 1972); however, cavities in trees and cliff 

faces also provide nest sites (Cassier et al. 1993). Midstream loafing sites are an important part 

of suitable habitat (Cassier and Groves 1994). Broods remain near nesting areas for the first few 

weeks after hatching, then move downstream during the summer (Cassier and Groves 1989, 

Kuchel 1977, Wallen and Groves 1989). Broods prefer low-gradient streams with adequate 
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macro invertebrate food sources (Bengtson and Ulfstrand 1971). Aquatic insect larvae make up 

the bulk of their diet during the breeding season (Cassier and Groves 1994). 

We modeled source habitat for harlequin ducks using a stream order layer and a 330-foot 

distance buffer from stream orders 6 and 7.  

Late-Successional Habitat 

Cassier and Groves (1994) found that harlequins preferred to nest in areas where mature and 

old growth forests occurred adjacent to suitable streams. Therefore, we used the amount of 

late-successional forest within source habitat as a variable to describe habitat quality. We 

mapped late-successional forest using the following GIS data layers: 

• Tree Structure and Size: Single/Multi Layer, >15 inches QMD 

• Canopy Closure: >50 percent 

We then intersected the source habitat and late-successional forest layers and used the 

following categories to assess the influence of late-successional forest on harlequin duck source 

habitat within each watershed: 

• Zero = No source habitat composed of late-successional forest 

• Low = >0-20 percent of the source habitat composed of late-successional forest 

• Moderate = >20-50 percent of the source habitat composed of late-successional forest 

• High = >50 percent of the source habitat composed of late-successional forest 
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Habitat Effectiveness 

Studies have shown that harlequin ducks are sensitive to human disturbances during the 

breeding season (Cassier and Groves 1989, Wallen and Groves 1989). Ashley (1994) found that 

harlequin ducks use stream habitats inaccessible to humans more than expected. Wallen (1987) 

reported that fishing along trails seemed more disruptive to harlequin ducks than hiking. 

Harlequins avoided humans on the bank or in the streambed and would typically swim or dive 

downstream past people, remaining partially submerged and watchful while moving out of the 

area. Fishing also can directly affect harlequin ducks as birds have been found entangled in 

fishing line (Ashley 1994, Clarkson 1992). Cassier and Groves (1994) recommended that trails 

and roads be located at least 160 feet from streams used by harlequin ducks. 

In order to evaluate the potential effects of human activities on harlequin duck source habitat 

we used the harlequin duck nesting habitat disturbance index in Gaines et al. (2003a) in which 

roads and trails are buffered by 160 feet on each side. We then intersected this data layer with 

our source habitat map and developed the following categories to assess habitat effectiveness 

within each watershed: 

• Low habitat effectiveness = >50 percent of the source habitat in a zone of influence of a 

road or trail 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 30-50 percent of the source habitat in a zone of 

influence of a road or trail 

• High habitat effectiveness = <30 percent of the source habitat in a zone of influence of a 

road or trail 
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Calculation of Historical Conditions 
 

• Departure of source habitat – Departure class 1 

• Late-successional forest - Moderate 

• Habitat effectiveness - High 

Figure 32–Focal species assessment model for harlequin duck. 

Table 29– Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for harlequin duck 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

There were 27 (45 percent) of the watersheds that had high WI scores (>2.0), and 31 (52 

percent) that had moderate scores (1.0-2.0) (fig. WI). The watershed index variables for those 

watersheds with a WI of <2.0, indicate that the quality of habitat is likely affected by a low 

amount of late-successional habitat and/or habitat effectiveness may be low . 

Watersheds with the most source habitat (>2,500 acres) included: North Lake Roosevelt, Lower 

Tieton, Boulder/Deadman, Wenas Creek, Naches River, Upper Pend Orielle, Stensgar/Stranger, 

Upper Yakima, Upper Columbia-Swamp Creek, Middle Methow river, Cowiche, and the 

Wenatchee River (fig. Habamount). The median amount of habitat across all watersheds with at 

least some source habitat (59 watersheds) was 1,600 acres. Six watersheds had <250 acres of 

source habitat (Bumping River, Ruby Creek, Upper Tieton River, Mad River, Columbia Tribs). 

Watersheds that have a high proportion of source habitat on federal lands include 

Boulder/Deadman, Chiwawa, Cle Elum, Icicle, Little Naches, Lower Chewuch Lower Pend Oreille, 

Lower Tieton, Naches, Nason, West Fork San Poil, White-Little Wenatchee.  
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The proportion of the source habitat that was in late-successional forest, an indicator of habitat 

quality was low overall. Fifty-three percent of the watersheds (n=31) had no late-successional 

habitat within the source habitat, 44 percent (n=26) had a low level (>0-20 percent) of late-

successional forest in source habitat, 3 percent (n=2) had a moderate (>20-50 percent) level of 

late-successional forest in source habitat, and no watersheds had a high level (>50 percent). 

Fifty-nine percent of the watersheds (n=35) had a low level of human disturbance (<30 percent 

of the source habitat in a disturbance buffer). Thirty-seven percent (n=22) had a moderate level 

of human disturbance (30-50 percent of the source habitat in a disturbance buffer), and 3 

percent (n=2) had a high level of human disturbance (>50 percent of the source habitat in the 

disturbance buffer). 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The weighted watershed index scores indicated that the current habitat 

capability for harlequin ducks across the assessment area was 68 percent of the historical 

capability. This score was largely influenced by the amount of late-successional forest that is in 

source habitat and the level of human disturbance that is currently occurring within the source 

habitat. Many of the roads, trails, and recreation facilities occur within the valley bottoms and 

adjacent to harlequin duck habitat. 

Forty percent of the historical median amount of source habitat across all watersheds with at 

least some source habitat was 657 acres. Historically and currently, 49 of the watersheds (83 

percent) in the assessment area met this habitat minimum. The watersheds with >40 percent 

were distributed across all of the five ecoregions. 
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The VOI for the assessment area had a 34 percent probability of outcome A and a 57 percent 

probability of outcome B (fig.VOI), which indicates that suitable environments for the harlequin 

duck are broadly distributed and of relatively high abundance, but there are gaps where suitable 

environments are absent or only present in low abundance. These gaps are typically not large 

enough to prevent species from interacting as a metapopulation. Historically, there was a 80.8 

percent probability of outcome A and a 13.3 percent probability of outcome B where suitable 

environments were more broadly distributed or of high abundance. In addition, the suitable 

environments were better connected, allowing for interspecific interactions. A reduction in the 

availability of suitable environments for harlequin ducks may have occurred in the assessment 

area compared to the historical distribution and condition of their habitats, but their source 

habitats are still relatively widely distributed across the assessment area. Similar outcomes are 

expected for other species associated with Forested Riparian Habitats. 

Figure 33–Current and historical viability outcomes for the harlequin duck in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. The amount of late-successional forest adjacent to streams that provide source habitat 

for harlequin ducks is low in many watersheds. 

2. The level of human activities that occurred within harlequin duck source habitat 

reduced the effectiveness of their habitat especially because many of the roads, trails, 

and recreation facilities occur within the valley bottoms thus are adjacent to harlequin 

duck habitat. 
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Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. In watersheds with Habitat Conditions 1a and b, continued application of a riparian 

habitat management strategy that considers the needs of fish and wildlife resources 

would be beneficial to the viability of the harlequin duck (fig. HabCond), and other 

riparian species. 

2. In watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 a and b, restoration of habitat effectiveness 

through human access management, and treatments that promote the development of 

late-successional forests should be emphasized. 
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Larch mountain salamander (Plethodon larselli)  

Introduction 

The larch mountain salamander is a focal species for the Cool-moist Forest with Medium to 

Large Trees Group. In addition, this species is closely associated with talus, a fine-scale habitat 

feature. The distribution of the larch mountain salamander in Washington is disjunct, with most 

known sites located in southern Washington, north of the Columbia River Gorge. However, two 

isolated populations have been found near Snoqualmie Pass (Crisafulli 1999, Nordstrom and 

Milner 1997). Within the assessment area, they are currently known to occur only in the Upper 

Yakima River watershed. 

Due to the limited distribution of this species within the assessment area, and its unique habitat 

that we did not have spatial data to evaluate, a focal species assessment model was not 

developed for this species; rather a qualitative assessment of its habitat relationships and 

general management considerations was completed. 

Source Habitat 

Larch mountain salamanders depend on the availability of undisturbed, shaded talus slopes with 

stable, moist microclimates (Herrington and Larsen 1985, Nordstrom and Milner 1997). In 

addition, they have been discovered in moist forests that possess late-seral features such as 

complex stand structure and moderate to high levels of woody debris (Crisafulli 1999).  

Risk Factors 

The risk factors that were identified for the larch mountain salamander include the effects of 

road construction, timber harvest, and high intensity fire on key habitat elements (talus, woody 
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debris) and on changes to microclimate conditions (Crisafulli 1999, Herrington and Larsen 1985, 

Nordstrom and Milner 1997). 

Management Implications 

1. Continue to implement pre-disturbance surveys where suitable habitat conditions occur 

following standardized protocols (Crisafulli 1999). 

2. Protect known sites that are discovered during the surveys from activities that may 

change habitat conditions and important habitat features such as woody debris and 

talus (Nauman and Olson 1999). Changes to microclimates at known sites that may 

result from management activities should be carefully evaluated and mitigated. 
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Lark sparrow (Chondestes grammacus)  

Introduction 

Lark sparrows were chosen as a focal species to represent species of conservation concern in 

the Grassland Group of the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family. Lark sparrows and other species in 

the Grassland Group are of conservation concern because grassland habitats throughout the 

United States are being lost to woody invasion and development (Grant et al. 2004). Lark 

sparrows were associated with dry, open grasslands and respond positively to well-managed 

grazing of domestic livestock, although they are highly susceptible to nest parasitism by brown-

headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater). They have a distinctive song making this species easy to 

survey and monitor. Lark sparrows range across the central portion of the assessment area and 

in part of the eastern portion (Smith et al. 1997). Lark sparrows are breeding-season residents of 

the assessment area (Martin and Parrish 2000); this assessment is for nesting and rearing 

habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Lark sparrow habitat included shrub steppe, and mixed-grass and shortgrass uplands with a 

shrub component and sparse litter (Bock et al. 1995, Walcheck 1970, Wiens and Rotenberry 

1981). Martin and Parrish (2000) reported that lark sparrows prefer structurally open 

herbaceous ground cover containing scattered trees or shrubs with <24 percent canopy cover. 

In northeastern Colorado, lark sparrows were found in grazed prairies with widely spaced 

cottonwoods (Fitzgerald 1978, Jacobson 1972). In piñon-juniper woodlands, lark sparrow 

abundance increased with decreasing tree density (Tazik 1991). Studies in the eastern United 

States indicated that habitat patches with >15 percent tree cover were avoided by nesting lark 

sparrows (Coulter 2008). In addition, lark sparrows were significantly more abundant in native-
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grass-dominated areas than in areas dominated by exotic grasses (Flanders et al. 2006). Lark 

sparrow abundance has been reported to be negatively correlated with sagebrush density 

(McAdoo et al. 1989). Lark sparrow habitat in Arizona had mean values of 38 percent bare 

ground, 54 percent grass cover, 7 percent forb cover, <2 percent canopy cover, 5 inches grass 

height, and 0.73 shrubs/foot² (Bock and Webb 1984). For this analysis, source habitat was 

defined as structurally open habitats with grass and/or herbaceous ground cover with scattered 

shrubs and/or trees (fig. 59).  

Invasive Animals 

Lark sparrows were vulnerable to parasitism by brown-headed cowbirds (Hill 1976, Newman 

1970, Shaffer et al. 2003). Proximity to agricultural areas increased the potential of parasitism 

(Goguen and Mathews 1999, 2000; Tewksbury et al. 1999; Young and Hutto 1999). The 

following classes were used to estimate the potential effect of brown-headed cowbirds on lark 

sparrows (fig. 59): 

• low – <30 percent of source habitat within 1.2 mile of agricultural areas within a 

watershed 

• moderate – 30 – 50 percent of source habitat within 1.2 mile of agricultural areas within 

a watershed 

• high – >50 percent of source habitat within 1.2 mile of agricultural areas within a 

watershed 

Patch Size 

In the core of their range, lark sparrows often inhabit large, unbroken prairies or fields (Martin 

and Parrish 2000). At the landscape scale, lark sparrows used large habitat patches with low 
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edge to interior ratios (Coulter 2008). Proximity of habitat patches and amount of edge were 

reported to be important predictors of grassland bird richness (including lark sparrows) (Hamer 

et al. 2006). Lark sparrows were more frequently found in interior survey plots >650 feet from 

an edge in a habitat patch than in survey plots closer to an edge (Bock et al. 1999). They were 

edge sensitive with reduced abundance near edges (Bolger et al. 1997). This suggests that 

patches increasingly >32 acres in size provide progressively better habitat. They also exhibited a 

negative response to urban development (Jones and Bock 2002). Lark sparrows were strongly 

negatively affected by habitat fragmentation and preferred patches >250 acres (Bolger 2002). 

Occurrence of grassland species may be negatively affected by larger amounts of edge because 

of increased risk of predation and brood parasitism near wooded edges (Johnson and Temple 

1990, Winter et al. 2000). The following classes were used to estimate the potential effect of 

patch size on lark sparrows (fig. 59): 

• small – <50 acres mean size for source habitat patches within a watershed 

• medium – 20 – 250 acres mean size for source habitat patches within a watershed 

• large – >250 acres mean size for source habitat patches within a watershed 

Grazing 

Results reported in the literature on the effects of grazing on lark sparrows were unequivocal. 

Numerous sources reported a positive response from lark sparrows associated with livestock 

grazing (Bock and Webb 1984, Bock et al. 1984, Bock and Bock 1988, Lusk et al. 2003, Martin 

and Parrish 2000). However, timing and intensity of grazing may affect the magnitude of the 

response of lark sparrows (Goguen and Mathews 1998). 
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Impact of grazing on source habitat within a watershed was based on the percentage of source 

habitat with an active grazing allotment. The amount of source habitat in an active grazing 

allotment was categorized using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, with increasing 

habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat in an active allotment increased (fig. 59). 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Invasive animals – class low 

• Patch size – class large 

• Grazing – none 

Figure 34–Focal species assessment model for lark sparrow. 

Table 30—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for lark sparrow 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, 71 of 72 watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat for lark sparrows 

(i.e., >50 acres of habitat within the watershed). However, most of those watersheds no longer 

support habitat for lark sparrows or historical amounts have been significantly reduced (fig. 60). 

Forty-five percent (n = 32) of watersheds that had habitat historically for lark sparrows no longer 

have habitat. However, those watersheds historically had minimal amounts that were likely 

highly fragmented. Watersheds with habitat remaining were concentrated in the central and 

south-central portions of the planning area. Seven percent (n = 5) of those watersheds 
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supported >2,470 acres of source habitat (fig. 60) and had Watershed Index (WI) scores that 

were moderate or higher (>1.0) (fig. 61). The remaining 27 percent (n = 19) of watersheds that 

were within the current range of lark sparrows had low WI scores (>0.0 and <1.0). 

A major factor that influenced the WI scores was the amount of source habitat compared to 

levels historically available in the watersheds. Watersheds that currently had the greatest 

amount of source habitat included Columbia River – Lynch Coulee, Columbia Tributaries, Lake 

Entiat, Lower Okanogan River, Okanogan River – Bonaparte Creek, and Okanogan River – Omak 

Creek (fig. 62). However, none of those watersheds had >25 percent of the source habitat 

managed by federal agencies. The watersheds with the least amount of source habitat were 

located across the eastern and western portions of the assessment area. 

Lark sparrows were strongly negatively affected by habitat fragmentation and preferred patches 

>250 acres (Bolger 2002). However, essentially all remaining source habitat for lark sparrows has 

been highly fragmented. Lark sparrows were also vulnerable to brood parasitism by brown-

headed cowbirds (Newman 1970). Proximity to agricultural areas increases the potential of 

parasitism (Goguen and Mathews 2000). All remaining source habitat for lark sparrows was at 

high risk to brood parasitism. Grazing by livestock may have a positive effect on lark sparrows 

and their habitat depending on the intensity and season of grazing (Bock and Webb 1984). The 

percentage of source habitat by watershed that was grazed was generally low to moderate 

across the assessment area. 

Figure 35–(Lark sparrow assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for lark sparrow 
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within the assessment area was 44 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across the 

assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. Four of five ecoregions contained 

at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of historical source habitat 

(median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). Eighteen percent (n = 13) of 

watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical source habitat. Under those 

circumstances there is a 45 percent probability that the current viability outcome for lark 

sparrow is C and a 52 percent probability that the current viability outcome for lark sparrow is D, 

indicating that habitat was patchily distributed or isolated and in low abundance (fig. 64). It is 

likely that other species associated with the Grassland Group of the Woodland/Grass/Shrub 

Family had similar outcomes. 

Historically dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. 

Four of five ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source 

habitat). Sixty-two percent (n = 45) of watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 71.2 percent probability that 

the historical viability outcome for lark sparrow was A, and a 18.8 percent probability that the 

historical viability outcome for these species was B, indicating habitat was broadly distributed 

with a high abundance of quality habitat (fig. 64). 

Figure 36–Current and historical viability outcomes for lark sparrows in the northeast Washington assessment area. 

In summary, under historical conditions lark sparrows and other species associated with the 

Grassland Group of the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family were likely numerous and well 

distributed throughout the assessment area. However, under current conditions populations of 
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these species are likely not well distributed across the assessment area with substantial 

potential for extirpation of individual populations. 

Our results for this species were similar to those reported in the broad-scale habitat analysis by 

Wisdom et al. (2000) in the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP). 

According to the ICBEMP terrestrial vertebrate habitat analyses, historical source habitats for 

lark sparrows included portions of the Northern Cascades and the Northern Glaciated 

Mountains ecological reporting units that overlap our assessment area (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

Within this historical habitat, declines in source habitats have been extensive, -61 percent in the 

Northern Cascades and -84 percent in the Northern Glaciated Mountains according to Wisdom 

et al. (2000). 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction and fragmentation of suitable grassland source habitats. 

2. Negative effects of agricultural practices adjacent to source habitats that promote nest 

parasitism by brown-headed cowbirds. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Manage federal lands in watersheds with Habitat Condition 3 (WI scores <1.0) but with 

the most potential source habitat (i.e., >40 percent median historical habitat) to restore 

habitat conditions for lark sparrows. Five watersheds were placed in this class (i.e., 

Habitat Condition 3a) (fig. 63). 
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a. Management may include prescribed burning within source habitat. Burns 

should occur every five to eight years to increase amount of open foraging area; 

burns should be conducted at moderate temperatures to provide patches of 

unburned habitat for nesting and perching, while still providing open areas for 

foraging (Renwald 1977). 

b. Small habitat patches (<250 acres) should be enlarged and joined where 

possible through seeding of native grasses. 
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Lewis’s woodpecker (Melanerpes lewis) 

Introduction 

Lewis’s woodpecker was chosen as a focal species for the Post-fire Group to represent post-fire 

habitat with lower densities of large snags and trees present as compared to other species in the 

group that prefer post-fire habitat with a high density of fire-killed trees. This species was 

selected as a focal species because it is closely tied to post-fire habitats, it is widespread across 

the western United States, and it occurs in suitable habitat across the assessment area. This 

woodpecker is also associated with unburned ponderosa pine forests with open canopies and 

large trees as well as cottonwood/willow habitat. However, it generally is at lower abundance in 

these habitats than in post-fire habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat  

Lewis’s woodpeckers breed in wooded areas with an open canopy, often with a dense shrub 

cover, and generally avoid dense forest. Three main habitats used throughout its range are 

burned or logged areas, open ponderosa pine savanna at high elevations, and riparian woodland 

dominated by large cottonwoods at low elevations (Abele et al. 2004, Bock 1970, Saab and 

Dudley 1998, Saab and Vierling 2001, Tobalske 1997). Suitability of burned areas as habitat for 

Lewis’s woodpeckers may vary with size of burn, time since burn, intensity of burn, and 

geographic region (Russell et al. 2007, Saab and Dudley 1998, Saab and Vierling 2001, Tobalske 

1997). Research by Russell et al. (2007) found that the best predictors of nest location for 

Lewis’s woodpeckers after a wildfire in Idaho were burn severity, patch area, and snag diameter.  

In a Wyoming study, nests were preferentially located within or adjacent to burned ponderosa 

pine forests, and in sites with greater ground cover, more downed logs, and greater amount of 
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open sky than random sites (Linder and Anderson 1998). Linder and Anderson (1998) found that 

use was declining in an area that burned 20 years earlier. 

 Optimal canopy closure for nest sites was < 30 percent (Linder and Anderson 1998, Sousa and 

Farmer 1983). Some studies have suggested that Lewis’s woodpeckers require a shrubby 

understory (Bock 1970; Sousa and Farmer 1983), while others have shown that preferred 

habitat included a relatively sparse shrub layer (<18 percent; Block and Brennan 1987, Linder 

and Anderson 1998). In winter, this species occupies a variety of habitat types that offer 

proximity to mast, fruit, or corn. Typically, these are oak woodlands or orchards. In portions of 

the Southwest, this species may winter in areas without mast (Bock 1970). 

Saab and Vierling (2001) found that some cottonwood riparian forests primarily near agricultural 

development, may be acting as sink habitat. More research on the productivity of Lewis’s 

woodpeckers in different habitat types is needed. 

We identified both primary and secondary source habitat for the Lewis’s woodpecker. Primary 

source habitat for this analysis was characterized as forested habitat in the dry potential 

vegetation types that was burned in the past five years (year >1999-2003) and was salvage 

harvested. We also included areas that were burned in the previous 5-15 years (1985-1999) 

regardless of salvage history but without any regeneration harvest. Secondary habitat was 

characterized as any forested areas in the dry potential vegetation type and Oregon white oak 

with a canopy closure <50 percent and tree dbh >15 inches qmd. We also included 

cottonwood/willow habitat that was primarily located in riparian areas as secondary source 

habitat.  Cottonwood/willow habitats were mapped using the National Wetlands Inventory 

data.  
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We identified primary source habitat as: 

• Potential vegetation types:  Dry forests 

• Post-fire habitat 1999-2003, salvage harvested in all forested cover-types 

• Post-fire habitat 1985-1999 in all forested cover-types 

We identified secondary source habitat as: 

• Potential vegetation types:  Dry forests 

• Cover-types: ponderosa pine, riparian and deciduous  

• Tree size: >15 inches qmd,   

• Canopy closure: >50 percent  

• National Wetlands Inventory: Palustrine Forested Wetlands 

Snag Habitat 

Unlike other woodpeckers, Lewis’s woodpecker is not morphologically well adapted to excavate 

cavities in hard wood (Spring 1965). Lewis’s woodpeckers tend to nest in a natural cavity, re-use 

pre-existing cavities, or may excavate a new cavity in a soft snag (Harrison 1979, Raphael and 

White 1984, Saab and Dudley 1998, Tobalske 1997). Mated pairs may return to the same nest 

site in successive years. On partially-logged burns with high nesting densities in Idaho, nest sites 

were characterized by the presence of large, soft snags and an average of 150 snag/acre, >9 

inches dbh (Saab and Dudley 1998). Galen (1989) in eastern Oregon found that in unburned 

ponderosa pine/Oregon white oak habitat the mean dbh of nest trees was 26 inches with a 

range of 12.5 – 43 inches. Haggard and Gaines (2001) in northeast Washington found Lewis’s 
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woodpeckers in post fire habitat were more abundant in areas with <12 snags/acre >10 inches 

dbh and were not found in areas with >91 snags/acre >10 inches dbh) following salvage logging 

of the burn.  Saab et al. (2009) also found Lewis’s woodpecker nest sites were primarily 

associated with partially logged burns. 

In primary habitat (post fire) we assumed snag density was adequate for this species. In 

secondary habitat we calculated the percentage of source habitat within each watershed that 

had densities of snags >20 inches dbh in the following classes based on data from Harrod et al. 

(1998): low <5/acre, moderate 7/acre, high 10/acre, and very high >12 snags/acre (fig. 

FSAmodel).      

Road Density  

Bate et al. (2007), found that snag numbers were lower adjacent to roads due to safety 

considerations, firewood cutters, and other management activities. Other literature has also 

indicated the potential for reduced snag abundance along roads (Gaines et al. 2003a, Wisdom et 

al. 2000, Wisdom and Bate 2008). To account for reduced snag density along roads, we 

calculated the percent of forests in the dry potential vegetation types in the following road 

density classes by watershed: 

• Zero - <0.1 mi/mi2 open roads in watershed 

• Low - 0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 open roads in watershed  

• Moderate - 1.1-2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in watershed 

• High - >2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in watershed 
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Historical Inputs for Focal Species Assessment Model 

• Departure of primary source habitat – Class 1 

• Departure of secondary source habitat – Class 1 

• Secondary habitat snag density – High 

• Road density – Zero 

Figure 37–Focal species assessment model for Lewis’s woodpecker.  

Table 31--Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for black-backed woodpecker 

 

Assessment Results 

Watershed  Scores 

Primary habitat was below the historical median in most watersheds (n=65, 92 percent) (fig. 

PriDeparture). The remaining six watersheds contained most of the existing primary source 

habitat with all having >3,700 acres of source habitat (fig. Primhab hec). All of these watersheds 

have experienced recent wildfires. The amount of primary source habitat in the Entiat drainage 

(43,000 acres) makes up nearly 40 percent of the total amount of primary source habitat in the 

assessment area. Overall, nine watersheds currently have >2,300 acres of primary source 

habitat, the amount calculated as 40 percent of the historical median amount of source habitat. 

These watersheds are Curlew, Icicle Creek, Okanogan River-Bonaparte, Peshastin Creek, 

Wenatchee River, Mad River, Lower Lake Chelan, Lake Entiat, and Entiat River.  

 In addition to the large reduction in primary source habitat, the amount of secondary source 

habitat is also far below the historical median (fig. SecHabDepart, fig. SecHabhec). The three 

watersheds that are near or above the historical median for amount of secondary habitat are 

the Okanogan River-Omak Creek, Upper Okanogan River, and Okanogan River-Bonaparte Creek.  
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Of the 71 watersheds assessed in the assessment area, 90 percent (n=64) had a current 

watershed index of low (<1.0) (fig. WI). Two watersheds were moderate (>1.0 and <2.0) and 5 

watersheds had a high score (>=2.0). The five watersheds in the high class, have all experienced 

recent wildfire activity. These are Entiat River, Peshastin Creek, Icicle Creek, Mad River, and Lake 

Entiat. 

Although snag densities in secondary habitat were primarily in the low class (<5/acre), the low 

watershed index scores were primarily indicative of the overall low amount of both primary and 

secondary source habitats. 

Our results for declining habitats for this species are similar to other broad-scale habitat analysis 

by Wisdom et al. (2000) in the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project 

(ICBEMP). According to the ICBEMP terrestrial vertebrate habitat analyses, historical source 

habitats for Lewis's woodpecker included only portions of the Northern Cascades and the 

Northern Glaciated Mountains ERUs (Wisdom et al. 2000). The analysis by Wisdom et al. (2000) 

would be the most equivalent of our analysis of the trend in secondary habitat. Within this 

historical habitat, declines in source habitats have been extensive – 80 percent in the Northern 

Cascades and 95 percent in the Northern Glaciated Mountains (Wisdom et al. 2000). Within the 

entire Interior Columbia Basin, there have been widespread declines in source habitats (83 

percent) - the greatest of any species analyzed (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

Figure 38–(Lewis’s woodpecker assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome 

Currently, the viability outcome is a 60 percent C and a 40 percent D, indicating habitats are 

patchily distributed or isolated and are in low abundance. Historically, the outcome was 

primarily an A (76 percent), indicating habitats were broadly distributed and in high abundance. 
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Figure 39–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Lewis’s woodpecker in the northeast Washington 
assessment area  

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for Lewis’s 

woodpecker within the assessment area is 67 percent of the historic capability. This index is a bit 

misleading, because current primary habitat in two watersheds is about five times as great as 

their historical median (Lake Entiat and Entiat River) and is largely the cause for this relatively 

high value currently. One-half of the current total WWI is a result of the sum of these two 

watersheds that have experienced recent wildfire activity. 

The main factor leading to a lower current viability outcome compared to the estimated 

historical outcome was the reduction in percentage of watersheds with recent post-fire habitat. 

Historically 76 percent (n=54) of the watersheds contained 40 percent of the median historical 

amount of post-fire habitat, while currently primary habitat is not well distributed across the 

assessment area, occurring in this quantity in only 13 percent (n=9). Three of five ecoregions 

contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of historical source 

habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Under historical conditions, Lewis’s woodpecker and other species associated with the Post-fire 

Group were likely well distributed across the assessment area. Currently, we estimated that 

both the abundance and distribution of suitable environments for these species has declined 

and led to a decline in viability from a projected A outcome to a D outcome. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature 

regarding the Lewis’s woodpecker, and other species associated with the post-fire group: 
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1. Timber harvest, firewood collection, and post-fire salvage harvest may affect the 

availability of large snags used for nesting and foraging (Wisdom et al. 2000). There has 

been a decline in the amount of both primary (post-fire) and secondary (large, open 

forest and cottonwood/willow) source habitat throughout the dry forests across the 

assessment area. 

2. Wildfire intensity, post-fire salvage logging and firewood collection influence the 

distribution of snags suitable for nesting and perching sites (Abele et al. 2005, Saab et al. 

2009).  

3. Alterations to water regimes have been shown to negatively affect cottonwood 

recruitment along many western streams and rivers (Johnson and Haight 1984).  

4. Fire suppression efforts in eastern Washington dry forests has resulted in stands with 

increased stem densities (often of more shade tolerant species such as Douglas fir and 

grand fir) reduced shrub and grass understories, and increased canopy closure (Morgan 

1994). The resulting forest structure is apparently not suitable as a breeding habitat due 

to reductions in insect populations and limited space for foraging activity (Abele et al. 

2005). 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 
 

1. In watersheds with a Habitat Condition 1a priority should be protection from snag loss 

in areas that are currently providing source habitat. These watersheds are Icicle Creek, 

Peshastin Creek, Mad River, Lake Entiat, and Entiat River. 
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2. Curlew and Lower Lake Chelan watersheds are in Habitat Condition 2a and they have 

large amounts of potential habitat. The recommended strategy is to restore and protect 

both primary and secondary habitat.   

3. Where salvage logging is occurring in post-fire old ponderosa pine forest: 

a. in burns >100 acres, salvage <50 percent of the standing and down dead 

material 

b. in all burns, retain all trees/snags >20 inches dbh and >50 percent of those 12-

20 inches dbh 

c. retained snags should be clumped rather than evenly spaced, with both hard 

and soft decay classes to lengthen the period that stands are suitable nesting 

habitat 

4. Initiate actions in habitat with a component of large trees (>20 inches dbh) to maintain 

or provide >5 snags/acre (>20 inches dbh): 

d. Retain standing dead or diseased trees where they occur. 

e. If snags are limiting, create suitable snags. 

f. If nest cavities are limiting, consider fungal inoculations to provide for softer 

wood for nest excavation. 

5. Provide abundant native shrub understories to attract and produce insect prey.   

Consider underburning to initiate shrub development. 

6. Increase the number of acceptable opportunities to manage planned and unplanned 

ignitions to provide source habitat. Use understory thinning to maintain existing old 
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forest ponderosa pine stands and accelerate development of mid-successional stages to 

old forest conditions (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

7. For protection of snags: close roads or restrict fuel wood permits in areas where large 

ponderosa pine snags are present, and actively enforce fuel wood regulations to 

minimize removal of snags (Bate et al. 2007, Wisdom et al. 2000). Consider limiting or 

prohibit fuelwood cutting in areas where Lewis's woodpecker is known or suspected of 

nesting. 
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MacGillivray’s warbler (Oporornis tolmiei) 

Introduction 

Macgillivray’s warbler was selected as a focal species to represent shrubby-deciduous habitats 

within the Deciduous Riparian Group. This warbler’s distribution is large and widespread across 

the assessment area during the breeding season. The primary risk factor of grazing for this 

species applies to several of the other species in the group. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

This species prefers canyons and draws, dense willows along streams, second-growth woodland 

habitat that can be created by fire or logging, including dead or fallen trees, brushy areas near 

low moist ground, and brushy dry hillsides not far from water (Terres 1980). It requires dense 

undergrowth and moderate cover for breeding (Morrison and Meslow 1983). Morrison (1981) 

described breeding habitat in coniferous or deciduous forests as having 74.2 and 60.1 percent 

total cover, composed of 63.8 and 44.8 percent shrubs, 3.7 and 7.7 percent coniferous species, 

and 6.7 and 7.6 percent deciduous species respectively. In eastern Oregon, MacGillivray’s 

warblers breed in dense willow thickets around springs and stream bottoms (Gabrielson and 

Jewett 1940). This warbler does not nest in sagebrush habitats (Gilligan et al. 1994). In the 

cascades of Washington, Lehmkuhl et al. (2007) reported this species having a strong association 

with riparian habitats in dry forest types.  

Source habitat is defined in this analysis as areas with a 330-foot buffer on perennial streams 

(i.e., stream order 3-8) that have >70 percent shrub cover using GNN vegetation data set. In 

addition, we included meadow habitat from the cover type map and palustrine, scrub-shrub 
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(PSS) and palustrine forested wetlands (PFO) from the National Wetland Inventory (Cowardin et 

al. 1979). 

Human developments (e.g., those from dams, diversions, agriculture conversion, stream 

channelization, road construction) have permanently altered millions of acres of wetland 

habitat. Based on these findings, we made a conservative estimate that source habitat for 

MacGillivray’s warbler in the assessment area was approximately 70 percent of the historical 

amount. Applying these assumptions, we considered the current departure of wetland habitat (-

30 percent) to be at the -2 class. 

Grazing  

MacGillivray’s warbler is a neotropical migrant known to be negatively impacted by livestock 

grazing. In three separate studies, this species was absent from heavily grazed or browsed areas 

but was found on nearby ungrazed or lightly grazed comparison plots (Berger et al. 2001, Medin 

and Clary 1991, Mosconi and Hutto 1982). The negative impact was considered to be a result of 

alteration of important vegetation structure and composition, as well as negative impacts on 

water quality or water regimes that affect vegetation (Zwartjes et al. 2005).  

The presence of domestic grazing was used to assess the quantity and quality of shrub habitat 

considered important for MacGillivray’s warbler. We categorized the amount of source habitat 

in an active grazing allotment using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, with increasing 

poorer shrub habitat as the proportion of source habitat in an active allotment increased (fig. 

FSAmodel). 
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Invasive Species 

It has been reported that MacGillivray’s warblers are occasionally parasitized by brown-headed 

cowbird (Molothrus ater) but extent and vulnerability are unknown (Pitocchelli 1995).  Other 

research found that these warblers may be heavily parasitized by cowbirds in areas near 

agriculture, but have also been found breeding in smaller riparian areas far from agriculture 

(Tewksbury et al. 1999). Though breeding success in these areas has not been sufficiently 

studied, smaller deciduous riparian areas far from agriculture likely provide nesting sites free 

from cowbird parasitism (Tewksbury et al. 1999).  

To assess the effects of nest parasitism by cowbirds we categorized the percent (per watershed) 

of source habitat within 0.62-mile buffer of agricultural lands using 10 percent increments from 

0-100 percent, with increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat in 

the buffer increased (fig. FSAmodel). 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

 

• Departure of source habitat – Class 1 

• Livestock Grazing – 0 percent 

• Nest Parasitism – 0 percent 

Figure 40–Focal species assessment model for MacGillivray’s warbler.  

Table 32–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for MacGillivray’s warbler 

Assessment Results 

Watershed  Scores 

Due to presumed habitat loss in all watersheds, the watershed index values in all watersheds 

was currently moderate or low (<2.0, fig. WI). Watersheds that had the most source habitat 
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both currently and historically were the Upper Pend Oreille, Stehekin, Ross Lake, and White-

Little Wenatchee (all >12,360 acres).  Except for the Upper Pend Oreille, nearly all the habitat for 

Macgillivray’s warbler is on Forest Service managed lands. 

Although nearly 50 percent of the watersheds (n=33, 46 percent) had <10 percent of the source 

habitat in an active grazing allotment, 8 percent had >50 percent (n=16) of the source habitat in 

an active grazing allotment. These watersheds with >50 percent habitat in active grazing 

allotments had low watershed index values (<1). As described earlier, livestock grazing has been 

shown to be a negative impact on the quality of MacGillivray’s warbler’s habitat. The negative 

effect of nest parasitism was less of an influence on watershed scores. 

Although our index of potential negative impacts of nest parasitism (percentage of source 

habitat within 0.62 miles of agriculture) ranged from 0-99 percent, the median value for all 

watersheds was about 10 percent. Fifty percent (n=36) of the watersheds had <10 percent, 

while 13 percent (n=9) had >50 percent of their habitat near agriculture. 

Figure 41–(MacGillivray’s warbler assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome Score 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for 

MacGillivray’s warbler within the assessment area is 51 percent of the historic capability. Sixty-

four percent (n=46) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

source habitat across all ecoregions.  The watersheds with >40 percent were distributed across 

all five ecoregions. Dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this 

species due to its high mobility. The resulting viability outcome for MacGillivray’s warbler is 
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primarily C (fig. VOI), indicating that suitable environments are distributed frequently as patches 

and/or exist at low abundance.  

Historically, we estimated that 75 percent (n=54) of the watersheds contained >40 percent of 

the median amount of source habitat, and were distributed across all five ecoregions which led 

to primarily A viability outcome (figSOI).  MacGillivray’s warbler habitat amount and distribution 

has declined due to loss and modification of source habitats.   

Figure 42–Current and historical viability outcomes for the MacGillivray’s warbler in the northeast Washington 
assessment area 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Loss of riparian shrub habitat due to the encroachment of conifers as a result of fire 

suppression 

2. Loss of riparian habitat due to road construction and other human developments 

3. Reduced quality and quantity of shrub habitat due to the effects of livestock grazing 

Strategies to Address the Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Watersheds in Habitat Condition 2a should be prioritized for restoration and protection.  

In general, these watersheds contain the largest amounts of source habitat in the 

assessment area, most of which are likely ungrazed (fig. HabCondition).  

2. Development of access and recreational facilities such as roads, trails, and campgrounds 

should be located out of riparian areas (Myers 1991). In Utah, MacGillivray’s warblers 

were less abundant in campgrounds and picnic sites developed in riparian areas where 
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shrub/sapling density was half that of non-campground riparian sites (Blakesley and 

Reese 1988). 

3. Following planned or unplanned disturbances (e.g., wildfire, prescribed fire, logging) 

allow the regeneration of shrubs and deciduous saplings to develop without vegetation 

controls or conifer tree planting.    

4. Protection of shrub habitat from grazing or other developments (e.g., road building) will 

benefit this species. 

5. Consider prescribed fire and subsequent protection post-fire (no grazing) in areas where 

forests have encroached into upland shrub meadows. 

6. Restore and maintain healthy deciduous shrub communities’ buffered >0.62 miles from 

cowbird feeding areas (agriculture areas). 
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Marsh wren (Cistothorus Palustris)  

Introduction 

Marsh wrens were chosen as a focal species to represent species associated with the Marsh 

Group of the Wetland Family. They have been shown to be sensitive to hydrologic change in 

wetland habitats (Steen et al. 2006, Timmermans et al. 2008). Water level changes and 

associated reductions in the amount or extent of standing water in emergent vegetation 

affected habitat quality for marsh wrens (Meyer 2003, Timmermans et al. 2008, Tozer 2002). 

Shallow-water species, such as marsh wrens, may be more sensitive to habitat suitability 

changes caused by hydrological dynamics than other wetland species (Steen et al. 2006, 

Timmermans et al. 2008). The main risk factors for all species associated with marsh habitat 

were draining, filling, and degradation of marshes; environmental contaminants; and predators 

at nest sites. Marsh wrens were chosen as the focal species for this group because they have 

widespread distribution in eastern Washington and their risk factors include those of the other 

species in this group. Marsh wrens range across the central portion of the assessment area 

(Smith et al. 1997). Marsh wrens were year-round residents of the assessment area (Kroodsma 

and Verner 1997); this assessment was for nesting habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Presence and depth of standing water within emergent vegetation was an important habitat 

feature for many marsh birds, including marsh wrens, because it facilitated foraging activities, 

cover for predator avoidance, and often dictated food or nest site availability (Kroodsma and 

Verner 1997, Picman et al. 1993). Cattail marshes with interspersed open water >3.3 feet deep 

were preferred nesting sites for marsh wrens (Linz et al. 1996, Manci and Rusch 1988, Ozesmi 

and Ozesmi 1999, Picman et al. 1993, Verner and Engelsen 1970). Leonard and Picman (1986) 
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reported that nests of marsh wrens in dense vegetation with deep water were more successful 

than those in shallower water (i.e., means of 36 inches vs. 52 inches). Banner and Schaller 

(2001) suggested that palustrine, emergent wetlands (PEM) (Cowardin et al. 1979) were 

preferred habitat for nesting marsh wrens. For this analysis, palustrine, emergent wetlands 

(PEM), as described and mapped through the National Wetlands Inventory (Cowardin et al. 

1979), were considered source habitat for marsh wrens (fig. 85). 

Invasive Species 

Marshes invaded with purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) have been reported to be less 

suitable as habitat for marsh wrens than marshes with cattails or other natural vegetation 

(Rawinski and Malecki 1984, Whitt et al. 1999). Although it has been suggested that the 

conclusions reached by these studies were equivocal (Anderson 1995, Hagar and McCoy 1998), 

a more recent review (Blossey et al. 2001) confirmed the threat of habitat degradation in 

marshes and other wetlands because of invasion by purple loosestrife. 

The following classes of presence of purple loosestrife in wetlands were used to evaluate the 

effect of the invasion of habitats within the assessment area (fig. 85): 

• Zero – purple loosestrife not present within a watershed 

• Low – purple loosestrife present in <30 percent of wetlands within a watershed 

• High – purple loosestrife present in ≥30 percent of wetlands within a watershed 

Marsh Size 

Birds nesting in the interior of marshes have been reported to be more secure from predation 

(Picman et al. 1993, Richter 1984), indicating that marshes in large patches provide more 
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productive habitat than small patches. This was also supported by the finding that marsh wrens 

suffered more predation when nesting at dry sites at the edge of marshes than at sites in the 

center of marshes (Leonard and Picman 1986). Gibbs and Melvin (1990) and Brown and 

Dinsmore (1986) found that marsh wrens preferred larger marshes to small marshes. Although 

their statistical power was low (i.e., 0.73), Benoit and Askins (2002) showed a tendency for 

marsh wrens to prefer large patches (i.e., >250 acres) for nesting. Banner and Schaller (2001) 

suggested that marshes >40 acres were more valuable as habitat for marsh wrens than smaller 

marshes. Sites >460 feet from the edge in cattail marshes were preferred for nesting (Ozesmi 

and Ozesmi 1999). This finding suggests that marshes >40 acres provide progressively more 

nesting habitat. 

The following classes of size of source habitat for marsh wrens were used to evaluate the effect 

of marsh size within the assessment area (fig. 85): 

• Small – <40 acres mean size of palustrine, emergent (PEM) wetlands within a watershed 

• Large – ≥40 acres mean size of palustrine, emergent (PEM) wetlands within a watershed 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

Values of the model variables were set with the following values to estimate historical habitat 

conditions: 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Invasive species – class zero 

• Marsh size – same as current condition 

• Current amount of habitat in each watershed was increased by 30 percent. 
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Figure 43–Focal species assessment model for marsh wren. 

Table 33—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for marsh wren 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, 72 percent (n = 52) of the watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat 

for marsh wrens and other species associated with the Marsh Group of the Wetland Family. 

Currently, the same watersheds contained some habitat for this species group, although several 

watersheds have minimal amounts (i.e., <50 acres (fig. 86, 97). Watersheds with the largest 

amounts of habitat were located in the central, eastern, and southern portions of the 

assessment area. All watersheds with habitat had Watershed Index (WI) scores that were 

moderate (>1.0 and < 2.0) (fig. 88). 

Marsh wrens have been reported to be sensitive to invasion of source habitats by purple 

loosestrife (Rawinski and Malecki 1984, Whitt et al. 1999). All counties within the assessment 

area, except Ferry County, have recorded occurrences of purple loosestrife (USDA Natural 

Resources Conservation Service 2004). Twelve percent (n = 6) of the watersheds had habitat 

wholly or mostly within Ferry County and were considered free from the effects of purple 

loosestrife for this analysis. Twelve percent (n = 6) of the watersheds had habitat immediately 

adjacent to Ferry County and were considered to be in the low invasion category. The remaining 

76 percent (n = 40) of the watersheds with habitat were considered to be in the high invasion 

category. 

The size of marshes was thought to be directly related to habitat quality for marsh wrens 

(Banner and Schaller 2001). All watersheds with habitat had >90 percent of marshes in the small 

size category. 
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Figure 44—(Marsh wren assessment maps 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for marsh wren 

within the assessment area was 48 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across the 

assessment area was not considered an issue for this species due their high mobility. All 

ecoregions currently contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount 

of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Forty-four percent (n = 32) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat. Under those circumstances there is a 71 percent probability that the 

current viability outcome for marsh wrens was C, indicating that habitat is patchily distributed 

and in low abundance (fig. 90). It is likely that other species associated with the Marsh Group of 

the Wetland Family have similar outcomes. 

Historically, dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species 

due to their high mobility. Five of five ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 

percent of the median amount of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all 

watersheds with source habitat). Forty-nine percent (n = 35) of the watersheds had >40 percent 

of the median amount of historical source habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 57 

percent probability that the historical viability outcome for marsh wrens was A, and a 27 

percent probability that the historical viability outcome for these species was B, indicating that 

habitat was broadly distributed with an abundance of high quality habitat (fig. 90). 

Figure 45–Current and historical viability outcomes for marsh wrens in the northeast Washington assessment area. 
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In summary, under historical conditions, marsh wrens and other species associated with the 

Marsh Group of the Wetland Family were likely well distributed throughout the assessment 

area. Currently, there were likely fewer populations occupying lower quality habitat throughout 

the assessment area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Loss and degradation of wetland habitats 

2. Negative effects of purple loosestrife invasion in source habitats 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Efforts should be made in watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 (i.e., WI scores >1.0 and 

<2.0) to maintain current habitat value and to restore habitat values by enlarging 

wetlands and by removing purple loosestrife, if present. Emphasis should be placed on 

those watersheds that have >40 percent of the median amount of historical habitat, as 

measured across all watersheds that had habitat historically (i.e., they have the best 

potential for restoration of habitat). Two watersheds were classified with Habitat 

Condition 2a (i.e., WI >1.0 and <2.0, >40 percent median habitat amount); four were 

classified with Habitat Condition 2b (i.e., WI >1.0 and <2.0, <40 percent median habitat 

amount) (fig. 89). 
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Northern bog lemming (Synaptomys borealis)  

Introduction 

The northern bog lemming was selected as a focal species in the Boreal Forest Group. The 

northern bog lemming is limited to the cold, wet bogs or grass/forb meadows within or on the 

edges of the boreal coniferous forest (Groves and Yenson 1989, Reichel and Beckstrom 1994, 

Reichel and Corn 1997, Sallabanks et al. 2001). The watersheds that contain known records of 

the northern bog lemming include the Lower Pend Oreille, Middle Pend Orielle, Upper Methow, 

Lost River, Upper Chewuch, and Sinlahekin Creek. Very little is known about the ecological 

relationships of this species (Johnson and Cassidy 1997).  

Due to the limited distribution of this species within the assessment area, a Focal Species 

Assessment model was not developed. However, a qualitative assessment of its habitat 

relationships and general management considerations is provided. 

Source Habitat 

Bog lemmings are found in sphagnum bogs, wet meadows, moist mixed and coniferous forests; 

alpine sedge meadows, krummholz spruce-fir forest with dense herbaceous and mossy 

understory, and mossy stream sides (Clough and Albright 1987, Groves and Yenson 1989, 

Reichel and Beckstrom 1994, Sallabanks et al. 2001). 

Risk Factors 

The risk factors that were identified for this species include the fragmentation or loss of habitat 

due to road construction and mortality associated with winter recreational activities causing 

snow compaction. Snow compaction has been cited to cause mortality and to present barriers 

to small mammals that move in subnivean spaces, such as bog lemmings do (Layser and Burke 
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1973, Schmid 1972). Layser and Burke (1973) have also identified heavy grazing and loss of 

habitats due to impoundments as additional risk factors. 

Management Implications  
 

1. Protection of wetlands and alpine meadows from management activities, along with 

adjacent boreal forests. Management activities include timber harvest, road-

construction, trail construction, and dam construction 

2. A riparian conservation strategy that includes wetlands protections would likely provide 

for adequate habitat for this species to maintain their viability. 

3. Limit timber harvest to occur outside of 330 feet around areas of sphagnum or other 

fen/bog moss mats or associated riparian areas that could provide corridors for inter-

patch movements.  

4. Minimize domestic livestock grazing in drainages with un-surveyed moss mats present 

or known lemming populations. Range conditions in riparian areas with moss mats 

should be maintained in good to excellent categories.  

5. Manage snowmobile use in areas with known or suspected populations to provide for 

habitats that are not subjected to snow compaction. 
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Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis)  

Introduction 

The northern goshawk was selected as a focal species to represent the forest mosaic-all forest 

communities-medium and large tree family-group. Risk factors that the goshawk represents 

include the potential for human disturbance to disrupt breeding activities (Reynolds et al. 1992) 

and the effects of forest roads in habitat loss and fragmentation (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

Goshawks are widely distributed across the forested portions of the assessment area (Smith et 

al. 1997) and this assessment considered year-round habitats.  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

The northern goshawk uses a complex mosaic of landscape conditions to meet various life 

history requirements for nesting, post-fledgling, and foraging (Desimone and Hays 2003, 

Reynolds et al. 1992). Goshawk nesting habitat in eastern Washington and Oregon was generally 

composed of mature and older forests (McGrath et al. 2003). Nest stands were typically 

composed of a relatively high number of large trees, high canopy closure (>50 percent), multiple 

canopy layers, and a relatively high number of snags and downed wood (Finn 1994, McGrath et 

al. 2003).  

Post-fledgling areas contain the nest area(s) and are areas of concentrated use by adult females 

and developing juveniles after fledgling and prior to natal dispersal (Kennedy et al. 1994, 

Reynolds et al. 1992). Post-fledgling areas surround and include the nesting area and provide 

foraging opportunities for adult females and fledgling goshawks, as well as cover for fledglings 

(Kennedy et al. 1994, Reynolds et al. 1992). Post-fledgling areas in eastern Washington and 
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Oregon were composed largely of structurally complex late-successional forests (McGrath 

1997).  

Changes in forest structure due to fire exclusion within the dry forest cover types may seem to 

increase the availability of source habitat for the goshawk. However, they may not be as 

valuable as the more open habitats they replaced because the in-growth of small trees may 

obstruct flight during foraging, suppress growth of large trees needed for nesting, and reduce 

the growth of herbaceous understory that provides habitat for prey (Reynolds et al. 1992). 

We modeled goshawk source habitat using the following variables that were available in our GIS 

data layers: 

• Forest types: Dry forest, Mesic forest, Cold-moist forest 

• Tree size : >15 inches QMD 

• Layers: single/multistory  

• Canopy closure: >50 percent 

Late-Successional Forest 

Goshawks forage in a variety of forest types; however, several studies have shown the 

importance of mid to late successional forests as foraging habitat for goshawks (Austin 1993, 

Beier and Drennen 1997, Bright-Smith and Mannan 1994, Daw and DeStefano 2001, Desimone 

and DeStefano 2005, Drennan and Beier 2003, Finn et al. 2002 a, b; Hargis et al. 1994, Patla 

1997). Results from Beier and Drennen (1997) supported the hypothesis that goshawk 

morphology and behavior are adapted for hunting in moderately dense, mature forests, and 

that prey availability (as determined by the occurrence of favorable vegetation structure) is 
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more important than prey density in habitat selection. Salafsky and Reynolds (2005) showed 

that goshawk productivity was related to prey availability, especially critical prey species. Taken 

together, these studies show the importance of habitat structure to goshawk foraging behavior 

and productivity. 

Because of the importance of late-successional forests in many of the life history stages of the 

goshawk, we chose to map late-successional forests as a factor that influenced the quality of 

source habitat (fig.FSAmodel). We modeled late-successional forest habitats using the following 

variables that were available in our GIS data layers: 

• Forest types: Dry forest, Mesic forest, Cold-moist forest 

• Tree size : >20 inches QMD 

• Layers: single/multistory,  

• Canopy closure: >50 percent 

We then categorized the amount of source habitat composed of late-successional forest as 

follows: 

• Zero = late-successional forest in source habitat 

• Low = >0-20 percent of the source habitat in late-successional forest 

• Moderate = >20-50 percent of the source habitat in late-successional forest 

• High = >50 percent of the source habitat in late-successional forest 
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Habitat Effectiveness 

Human disturbances at goshawk nest sites have been suspected as a cause of nest 

abandonment (Reynolds et al. 1992). In addition, roads and trails may facilitate access for 

falconers to remove young from nests (Erdman et al. 1998). Wisdom et al. (2000) identified 

habitat fragmentation or habitat loss as a forest road-associated factor for goshawks. In 

addition, roads may increase the likelihood of the removal of snags for safety and firewood 

collection, which could have negative effects on the prey base for goshawks (Wisdom et al. 

2000). However, Grubb et al. (1998) reported that vehicle traffic with a noise level of <54 

decibels on roads >1,320 feet from nest sites did not result in discernible behavioral response by 

goshawks in forested habitats. 

Because of these potential influences of forest roads on goshawk source habitat, we used the 

late-successional forest habitat disturbance index described in Gaines et al. (2003). This index 

buffers open roads and motorized trails that occur within source habitat by 660 feet on each 

side, and non-motorized trails that occur within source habitat by 330 feet on each side. The 

amount of source habitat that was influenced by human activities was then categorized as 

follows for each watershed (fig. FSAmodel): 

• Low habitat effectiveness = <50 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 50-70 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• High habitat effectiveness = >70 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 
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Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Departure of source habitat – Departure Class 1 

• Late successional habitat – High 

• Habitat effectiveness - High 

Figure 46–Focal species assessment model for northern goshawk. 

Table 34-- Relative sensitivity of model to variables 

Model Evaluation 

We compared the mean watershed index value derived from 674 points with documented 

occurrences of northern goshawks to the mean watershed index value derived from 674 

random points. The mean watershed index for the occurrence points (1.72) was significantly 

higher (t=1.96, P<0.0001) than the mean derived from the random points (1.56) indicating that 

our model successfully identified watersheds with suitable environments for northern 

goshawks. 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Thirty-one (43 percent) of the watersheds had watershed index scores that were high (>2.0) 

(fig.WI). Eight (11 percent) of the watersheds had moderate scores (1.0-2.0). Our assessment 

showed that the departure in the amount of source habitat from the expected historical median 

amount was the variable with the most influence on the northern goshawk watershed scores. 

We found that the amount of source habitat in 15 percent (n=11) of the watersheds was above 

the historical median of source habitat, 35 percent (n=25) were near the historical median, and 

50 percent (n=36) were below the historical median (fig. habdeparture). The lack of big tree 
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structure, particularly in the watersheds located on the eastern portion of the Okanogan-

Wenatchee National Forest and most of the Colville National Forest, limited the availability of 

source habitat for northern goshawks in these areas. This finding is similar to that reported in 

Wisdom et al. (2000) where strongly negative trends in the amount of source habitat for 

goshawk occurred in the northern portion of the northern Cascade Range and throughout the 

Northern Glaciated Mountain Ecological Reporting Units (ERUs). 

Watersheds with the most source habitat (>49,420 acres) included the Stehekin, Ross Lake, 

White-Little Wenatchee River, Upper Tieton River, and Little Naches River (fig. shabamount). 

Watersheds with the least amount of source habitat (<1,230 acres) included the Middle Yakima 

River, Upper Columbia-Swamp Creek, and Upper Little Spokane River.  

The amount of source habitat that was in a late-successional stage was low overall. Currently, 21 

percent (n=15) of the watersheds were rated as having a high (>50 percent of the source 

habitat) amount of late-successional forest habitat, 12 percent (n=9) had a moderate amount 

(30-50 percent), 64 percent (n=46) low (>0-<30 percent), and 3 percent (n=2) no late-

successional forest habitat. 

Habitat effectiveness was indexed by buffering the amount of source habitat adjacent to roads 

(Gaines et al. 2003). Habitat effectiveness for goshawks was considered to be high within 54 

percent (n=39) of the watersheds, moderate in 42 percent (n=30), and low in 4 percent (n=3).  

Viability Outcome Scores  

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores, and a habitat distribution index. 

The Weighted Watershed Index (WWI) provides a relative measure across watersheds of the 
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potential capability of the watershed to contribute to the viability of the focal species. The 

current WWI across the assessment area was 68 percent of the Historical WWI.  

Currently, 54 percent (n=39) of the watersheds are above the 40 percent threshold of the 

historical median amount of source habitat, whereas historically 88 percent (n=63) were above 

this minimum habitat amount. Currently the watersheds with >40 percent of the historical 

median amount of source habitat were distributed across all of the five ecoregions, as was the 

case historically. Dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this 

species.  

Figure 47. Current and historical viability outcomes for the northern goshawk in the northeast Washington 
assessment  area 

Under current conditions, there is a 28 percent probability that the viability outcome for 

goshawks across the assessment area is A and a 54 percent probability of outcome B. This 

indicates that suitable environments for the northern goshawk are broadly distributed and of 

relatively high abundance, but there are gaps where suitable environments are absent or only 

present in low abundance (fig. SOI). These gaps are typically not large enough to prevent species 

from interacting as a metapopulation. Historically, the viability outcome had 80.8 percent 

probability of A, where suitable environments were more broadly distributed or of high 

abundance. In addition, the suitable environments were better connected, allowing for 

interspecific interactions. A reduction in the availability of suitable environments for the 

northern goshawk may have occurred in the assessment area compared to the historical 

distribution and condition of their habitats. 

Historically, northern goshawks and other species in the forest mosaic-all forest communities-

Medium to Large Old Tree Group/Family were likely well distributed with viable populations 
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across the assessment area. Wisdom et al. (2000) assessed viability for the northern goshawk 

across the Columbia Basin, at a broader-scale and coarser resolution, and reported similar 

results.  

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction in the amount of source habitat, particularly within the eastern portion of the 

Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest and across much of the Colville National Forest. 

2. Declines in the densities of large-diameter (>21 inches) trees and snags from historical 

to current levels (Hann et al. 1997, Harrod et al. 1999, Hessburg et al. 1999a), which are 

important components of habitat for the species in this group. 

3. Potential loss of snag and downed log habitat as a result of high open road densities. 

4. Fire exclusion within much of the dry forest cover types may have reduced the 

sustainability of these habitats and has resulted in increased susceptibility to stand-

replacing fires (Everett et al. 2000, Hessburg et al. 1999a, McGrath et al. 2003, Townsley 

et al. 2004). 

5. Limited information on the effects of dry forest restoration treatments on goshawk 

habitat use and productivity. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes  

1. Protect existing source habitat in the mesic and moist forest cover types in watersheds 

with Habitat Conditions 1a and b. 
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a. Desired stand structure and landscape conditions are described in detail in 

Haggard and Gaines (2008). 

2. Restoration of dry and mesic forest cover types using thinning and/or prescribed fire. 

Priority should be given to those watersheds with Habitat Condition 2a. In addition, 

restoration of dry forests in watersheds with Habitat Conditions 2a and b that lie 

adjacent to those with Habitat Condition 1a would enhance the connectivity of source 

habitats for focal species in this group. 

3. Reduce human disturbance in source habitat in the priority watersheds with Habitat 

Condition 2a (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

4. Maintain stands with active goshawk nests in old-forest conditions (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

The Northern Goshawk Scientific Committee recommends three 30-acre nest stands per 

breeding pair and three additional 30-acre replacement stands within a 6000 acre area 

that functions as potential home range (Reynolds et al. 1992). This strategy requires pre-

disturbance surveys for goshawks. 

5. The northern goshawk is a high priority for monitoring (see Woodbridge and Hargis 

2006 for monitoring protocol) on the Tonasket Ranger District and on the Colville 

National Forest due to the strongly negative trends in source habitat availability and the 

unknown effects of Dry-mesic forest restoration on their habitat use and productivity.  
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Northern harrier (Circus cyanus) 

Introduction 

The northern harrier was selected as a focal species for the Grasslands Group because it is a 

widely distributed species across grasslands in the assessment area.  In addition, this species will 

also be found in wetter grassy and marsh areas, similar to the short-eared owl, another member 

of the group.  All species in this group share human disturbance as a risk factor.  Though some 

harrier’s may remain in the area during the winter, we primarily evaluated breeding habitat.  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Northern harriers prefer relatively open grassland habitats characterized by tall, dense 

vegetation, and abundant residual vegetation (Apfelbaum and Seelbach 1983, Duebbert and 

Lokemoen 1977, Hamerstrom and Kopeny 1981, Kantrud and Higgins 1992). They are associated 

with wet or dry grasslands, fresh to alkali wetlands, lightly grazed pastures, croplands, fallow 

fields, old fields, and shrubby areas (Apfelbaum and Seelbach 1983, Dhol et al. 1994, Evans 

1982, Faanes 1983, Kantrud and Higgins 1992, Linner 1980, MacWhirter and Bildstein 1996, 

Prescott et al. 1995, Prescott 1997, Stewart and Kantrud 1965, Stewart 1975). Although 

cropland and fallow fields were used for nesting, most nests were found in undisturbed 

wetlands or grasslands dominated by dense vegetation (Apfelbaum and Seelbach 1983, 

Duebbert and Lokemoen 1977, Kantrud and Higgins 1992). Nest success may have been lower in 

cropland and fallow fields than in undisturbed areas (Kibbe 1975). 

Northern harriers nested on the ground or over water on platforms of vegetation in stands of 

cattail (Typha spp.) or other emergent vegetation (Bent 1961, Clark 1972, MacWhirter and 

Bildstein 1996, Saunders 1913, Sealy 1967, Stewart 1975,). Ground nests were well concealed by 
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tall, dense vegetation, including living and residual grasses and forbs, or low shrubs, and are 

located in undisturbed areas with much residual cover (Duebbert and Lokemoen 1977, 

Hamerstrom and Kopeny 1981, Hecht 1951, Herkert et al. 1999, Kantrud and Higgins 1992). 

Nests in wet sites may have an advantage in that fewer predators have access to them (Sealy 

1967, Simmons and Smith 1985). In Alberta, northern harriers were more abundant in large (>20 

acres) fresh wetlands than in small (<2.5 acres) fresh wetlands (Prescott et al. 1995).  

Northern harriers had large territories; in Idaho, home ranges averaged 3,880 acres for males 

and 280 acres for females (Martin 1987). In North Dakota, breeding harriers were found only in 

grassland patches > 250 acres, and were encountered in large patches more than expected 

(Johnson and Igle 2001). All occupied patches exceeded 250 acres. In contrast, Herkert et al. 

(1999) suggested that harriers may respond more strongly to total amount of grassland within 

the landscape rather than to sizes of individual grassland tracts.   

For this assessment, we identified grassland, and meadows (wet and dry meadow) cover-types 

in the shrub-steppe potential vegetation type as source habitat for this species. We included 

Palustrine Emergent and Palustrine Scrub-Shrub habitats as identified in the National Wetlands 

Inventory data set (Cowardin et al. 1979). In addition we described source habitat as areas with 

<20 percent slope and patches of habitat >1 acre in size. Only watersheds with >120 acres of 

habitat historically were included in the analysis. Source habitat was identified as: 

• Potential vegetation types: Shrub-steppe 

• Cover-types: grassland, wet meadows, dry meadows 

• National Wetlands Inventory – Palustrine emergent and Palustrine scrub-shrub  
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Slope: <20 percent 

Grazing 

Overgrazing, the advent of larger crop fields, and fewer fencerows, together with the 

widespread use of insecticides and rodenticides, have reduced the availability of prey for 

northern harriers and thus the amount of suitable habitat for this species (Duebbert and 

Lokemoen 1977, Hamerstrom 1986). In the Great Plains, Southwest, and U.S. Intermountain 

West, northern harriers have been found to use livestock-grazed grasslands less than ungrazed 

areas (Bildstein and Gollop 1988, Bock et al. 1993, Linner 1980). Northern harriers preferred idle 

areas to grazed areas in North Dakota (Sedivec 1994). Northern harriers do not use heavily 

grazed habitats (Berkey et al. 1993, Bock et al. 1993, Stewart 1975), but may use lightly to 

moderately grazed grasslands (Bock et al. 1993, Kantrud and Kologiski 1982). In North Dakota, 

Northern harriers had significantly higher nesting density on un-grazed areas than areas grazed 

season-long or under a twice-over grazing rotation schedule (Messmer 1990, Sedivec 1994). In 

aspen parkland of Alberta, northern harriers were most abundant in deferred grazed (grazed 

after 15 July) mixed-grass, but were absent from continuously grazed mixed-grass and deferred 

or continuously grazed tame pasture (Prescott et al. 1995). 

To account for possible impacts of livestock grazing on habitat, we categorized the amount of 

source habitat in an active grazing allotment using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, 

with increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat in an active 

allotment increased. 
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Habitat Effectiveness  

Nesting harriers are sensitive to human disturbance especially from the pre-laying and egg-

laying stages up to hatching (Fyfe and Olendorff 1976, Hamerstrom 1969). Predation of harrier 

young has occurred when predators followed humans to nests (Toland 1985, Watson 1977). 

Harriers will leave wintering areas with potentially suitable nesting habitat presumably in part 

due to heavy use by humans (Serrentino 1992).  

Because of potential effects of humans on harriers, we mapped 660-foot buffers on each side of 

open roads and motorized trails that occurred within source habitat. We also mapped 330-foot 

buffers on each side of non-motorized trails that occurred within source habitat. The amount of 

source habitat that was influenced by human activities (within the buffers) was then categorized 

as follows for each watershed: 

• Zero habitat effectiveness = 100 percent of the source habitat inside the zone of 

influence 

• Low habitat effectiveness = <50 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 50-70 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• High habitat effectiveness = >70 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

Historical Inputs for Focal Species Assessment Model 

• Departure of source habitat -  Class 1 
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• Grazing – 0 percent 

• Habitat effectiveness - Zero 

Figure 48–Focal species assessment model for northern harrier. 

Table 35--Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for northern harrier 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Thirty-six watersheds were estimated to have >120 acres of source habitat historically and were 

included in our analysis. Three watersheds contained >24,700 acres of source habitat: Columbia 

River-Lynch Coulee, Lower Okanogan River, and Okanogan and River-Omak Creek (fig. Amtshab). 

Very little source habitat for Northern harriers existed on National Forest System lands. While 

the Columbia River-Lynch Coulee watershed contains greater than 8,650 acres of source habitat 

on National Forest System lands, all other watersheds contained less than 300 acres of source 

habitat on National Forest System lands.   

Though seven watersheds (18 percent) had <10 percent departure from historical habitat 

conditions, the remaining watersheds lost > 25 percent of historical source habitat for harriers 

(fig. HabDepart). Ten watersheds (28 percent) were found to have >60 percent losses in sources 

habitat. Other research has shown that extensive draining of wetlands, monotypic farming, and 

reforestation of farmlands have led to a decline in habitat and population sizes of Northern 

harriers (MacWhirter and Bildstein 1996, Serrentino 1992, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1987). 

The overall loss of habitat led to overall low watershed index scores (fig. WI). Sixty-four percent 

(n= 23) watersheds had watershed index scores of low (<1.0); 28 percent (n=10) had a score of 

moderate (>=1.0<2.0); and the remaining 8 percent (n=3) had a high score (>=2.0). The 

watersheds that had a high watershed index score were Salmon Creek and Sinlahekin.  
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The watersheds that had a watershed index between 1.0 and 2.0 had generally either a <15 

percent reduction in habitat and higher levels (>40 percent) of grazing or 15-30 percent loss in 

habitat and lower levels of grazing (<10 percent). Watersheds with the highest watershed index 

values generally had <15 percent loss in habitat and lower levels of grazing (<15 percent). 

Habitat effectiveness was low in most watersheds (55 percent, n=20) which also contributed to 

lower watershed index values. 

Figure 49–(Northern harrier assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The comparison of the current WWI to the historical WWI showed that 

currently habitat was at 50 percent of historical capability. Currently 50 percent of the 

watersheds have source habitats >40 percent of the historical median, which is a decline from 

67 percent historically. Currently, the viability outcome for harrier across the assessment area is 

primarily a C outcome indicating that suitable environments are distributed frequently as 

patches and/or exist at low abundance. 

The current outcome is a decline from an estimated A outcome historically (fig. SOIharrier). 

Historically, we estimated that 67 percent (n=24) dispersed across all five ecoregions contained 

>40 percent of the historical median amount of source habitat leading to primarily an A 

outcome where habitats were abundant and well distributed. In summary, it is likely that the 

Northern harrier and other species associated with the Grassland Group, have experienced a 

loss in the abundance and distribution of suitable environments across the assessment area. 

Figure 50–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Northern harrier in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Loss of grassland and wetland habitat because of conversion to agricultural and other 

human developments. 

2. Degradation of grassland and wetland habitat through extensive livestock grazing.  

3. Adverse effects of human disturbance. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

Because the majority of source habitats for northern harrier’s exists on private lands, the 

majority of watersheds primarily have a Habitat Condition rating of 5 (fig. HabCond). 

1. The Columbia River-Lynch Coulee watershed contains the most habitat on National 

Forest System lands (9,757 acres) and should be prioritized for protection and 

restoration of habitats for this species.   

2. Nests should be protected from disturbance by recreational activities (e.g., off-road 

vehicle use, certain agricultural operations (mowing, plowing, etc.), and unnecessary 

nest visitations from both researchers and the public. Nest visitations should be avoided 

during the early part of the nesting cycle, especially from the pre-laying and egg-laying 

stages up to hatching (Hamerstrom 1969, Fyfe and Olendorff 1976). 

3. Increase amount of habitat from which livestock are excluded, or reduce overall amount 

of grazing (number of animals and/or time grazed). 
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Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)  

Introduction 

The peregrine falcon was selected as a focal species for the Habitat Generalist/Cliff Group 

because of their association with large cliff habitats as compared to the other species in the 

group. Within the assessment area, the known peregrine falcon nest sites occur on the Naches, 

Wenatchee River, and Methow Valley Ranger Districts. However, suitable nesting habitat occurs 

on both national forests. The availability of nesting habitat (e.g., suitable cliff structures) may 

have changed little from what was available historically (Hayes and Buchanan 2002); however 

other factors, such as availability of foraging habitat and habitat effectiveness, have changed. 

The occurrence of peregrine falcons within the assessment area during the winter is considered 

rare (Hayes and Buchanan 2002), thus this assessment addresses breeding habitats. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

The presence of prominent cliffs is the most common habitat characteristic of peregrine falcon 

nesting territories (Hayes and Buchanan 2002, Hays and Milner 1999). Prominent cliffs function 

as both nesting and perching sites, and provide unobstructed views of the surrounding 

landscape (Hayes and Buchanan 2002, Ratcliffe 1993). Nest site suitability requires the presence 

of ledges that are essentially inaccessible to mammalian predators, that provide protection from 

the elements, and that are dry (Campbell et al. 1990, Johnsgard 1990). A source of water, such 

as a river, lake, marsh or marine waters is typically in close proximity to the nest site and likely is 

associated with an adequate prey base of small to medium sized birds (Cade 1982, Johnsgard 

1990). 
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On average, peregrine falcon eyries were about 200 feet from a fresh water source in 

Washington (Hayes and Buchanan 2002). This study reported only a few sites more than 1000 

feet from a creek or a body of water >3 acres in size (Hayes and Buchanan 2002). 

To model the availability of source habitat for the peregrine falcon we identified both nesting 

and foraging habitats. To identify nesting habitat, we used a digital elevation model to identify 

areas that were >38 degrees which corresponded well with cliff structures. To identify the most 

prominent features a minimum size of ≥5 acres was used. This allowed us to distinguish the 

prominent cliffs structures from the smaller cliffs that were unlikely to provide nesting habitat 

(Hayes and Buchanan 2002). Finally, we used an elevation cutoff of <3,300-foot elevation in 

order to screen out high elevation cliff structures that would likely be unavailable to peregrine 

falcon for nesting due to the presence of persistent spring snow. Peregrine eyries in eastern 

Washington occur between 666 to 1,860 feet in elevation (Hayes and Buchanan 2002). 

We assumed that the amount of available nesting habitat had not changed from historical to 

current, thus we used the amount of nesting habitat within the watershed as a measure of 

habitat quality (e.g., the more the better).  We categorized the amount of nesting habitat as 

follows: 

• Zero = <10 acres of nesting habitat 

• Low source habitat = >10 acres but < the median of nesting habitat across all 

watersheds 

• High source habitat = > the median of nesting habitat across all watersheds 
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We also assessed the amount of foraging habitat within each watershed (fig. FSA model). 

Foraging habitat was defined as any water-body ≥3 acres (Hayes and Buchanan 2002). We did 

not assess the proximity of nesting and foraging habitat as described in Hayes and Buchanan 

(2002) because we assumed each watershed was small enough and peregrine falcons mobile 

enough that they could forage anywhere in the watershed. We used the following categories to 

assess the amount of foraging habitat for each watershed: 

• Low = <10 acres of foraging habitat  

• Moderate = 10 acres to median across all watersheds 

• High = > median of all watersheds  

Habitat Effectiveness 

Human activities have been documented to cause disturbance to nesting peregrine falcons 

(Windsor 1975, Lanier and Joseph 1989, Holthuijzen et al. 1990). Several authors have 

recommended 2,625-foot buffers on nest sites to reduce the potential effects of human 

disturbances on nesting peregrine falcons (Richardson and Miller 1997, Hays and Milner 1999). 

We assessed the potential for human disturbance to affect nesting habitat using the peregrine 

falcon nesting habitat disturbance index described in Gaines et al. (2003). We mapped 2,625-

foot buffers on each side of open roads and trails to delineate zones of influence and then 

overlaid this with our map of source habitat. We used the following categories to assess the 

potential effects of human disturbance on peregrine falcon habitat effectiveness for each 

watershed:  

• Low habitat effectiveness = <25 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 
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• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 25-50 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

• High habitat effectiveness = >50 percent of the source habitat outside a zone of 

influence 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 
 

• Source habitat = current habitat amount – habitat departure class 1 

• Nesting habitat amount = based on the current amount 

• Foraging habitat amount = based on the current amount 

• Habitat effectiveness = high 

Figure 51–Focal Species Assessment model for the peregrine falcon. 

Table 36--Relative sensitivity variables in the model for the peregrine falcon 

Model Evaluation 

We compared the mean Watershed Index value from 33 points of known occurrences of 

peregrine falcon nests with an equal number of random points. The mean Watershed Index for 

the occurrence points (1.89) was significantly higher (t=2.00, P=0.004) than the mean from the 

random points (1.33) indicating that our model successfully identified suitable environments for 

peregrine falcons.  

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Of the 50 watersheds that had source habitat for the peregrine falcon, 64 percent (n=32) had 

high (>2.0) watershed index scores and 28 percent (n=14) had moderate (1.5-2.0) scores 
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(fig.WI). Watersheds with the greatest amount of source habitat (>370 ac) included Ross Lake, 

Wenatchee River, Upper Lake Chelan, Columbia River-Lynch Coulee, and Lower Lake Chelan (fig. 

Habamount). Because we assumed that there was no departure in the amount of source habitat 

from historical, changes in WI from historical was largely related to changes in habitat 

effectiveness. 

The distribution of scores for nesting habitat included 37 percent (n=19) of the watersheds with 

a low score, none with a moderate score, and 63 percent (n=32) with a high score. Fifty-three 

percent (n=27) of the watersheds had a low score for foraging habitat, 41 percent (n=21) with a 

moderate score, and 6 percent (n=3) with a high score. 

Of the watersheds that contained source habitat for peregrine falcons, 57 percent (n=29) had a 

low level of habitat effectiveness based on the proximity of source habitats to potential human 

activities. In addition, 33 percent (n=33) of the watersheds had a moderate level of habitat 

effectiveness and only 10 percent (n=5) had a high level of habitat effectiveness.  

Viability Outcome Score 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The weighted watershed index scores indicated that the current habitat 

capability across the assessment area was about 79 percent of the historical capability. This 

largely had to do with the effects of human activities in source habitat for peregrine falcons. The 

median amount of nesting habitat was 51.4 acres (across all watersheds with at least 2.5 acres 

of nesting habitat). Currently, 76 percent of the watersheds had habitat amounts that were >40 

percent of the historical median, and these watersheds were distributed across all of the eco-

regions. 
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Figure 52–Current and historical viability outcomes for the peregrine falcon in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

Currently, there is a 32 percent probability that the viability outcome for the peregrine falcon is 

A and a 56 percent probability of B, which indicates that suitable environments for peregrine 

falcons are broadly distributed and of relatively high abundance, but there are gaps where 

suitable environments are absent or only present in low abundance. These gaps are typically not 

large enough to prevent the species from interacting as a metapopulation. Historically, there 

was a 76 percent probability of a viability outcome of A where suitable environments were more 

broadly distributed or of high abundance. In addition, the suitable environments were better 

connected, allowing for interspecific interactions. A reduction in the availability of high quality 

habitats for peregrine falcons, and likely other species in the group, appears to have occurred in 

the assessment area compared to the historical distribution and condition of their habitats.  

Management Implications 

The following issue was identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. The effects of human activities on habitat effectiveness within source habitats. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

Where peregrine falcons are determined to be actively nesting, develop site-specific 

management plans that limit human disturbance during the nesting period (February-July).   
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Pileated woodpecker (Dyrocopus pileatus) 

Introduction 

Pileated woodpecker was chosen as a focal species to represent species of conservation concern 

associated with Medium-large trees/Cool/Moist forests Group. This species also prefers areas 

with high densities of large snags and logs for foraging, roosting, and nesting, as do many of the 

other species in this Group and Family. This species is well distributed across the assessment 

area year round. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Pileated woodpeckers prefer late successional stages of coniferous or deciduous forest, but also 

use younger forests that have scattered, large, dead trees (Bull and Jackson 1995. Bull et al. 

2007). In northeastern Oregon, pileated woodpeckers selected unlogged stands of old-growth 

grand fir (Abies grandis) with closed canopies (Bull and Holthausen 1993) and in some cases 

open stands with high densities of large snags and logs (Bull et al. 2007). These woodpeckers are 

rarely found in stands of pure ponderosa pine (Bull and Holthausen 1993). They will use 

Engelmann spruce at high elevation if big trees are present (E. Bull personal communication). In 

western Oregon, pileated woodpecker densities are greater in forests >80 years old than in 

younger forests (Nelson 1988). Their association with late seral stages stems from their use of 

large-diameter snags or living trees with decay for nest and roost sites, large-diameter trees and 

logs for foraging on ants and other arthropods, and a dense canopy to provide cover from 

predators (Bull 2003b). 

In the Coast Range, mature stands (>70 years) were selected by pileated woodpeckers, and 

younger stands were avoided for foraging (Mellen 1987). Mannan (1984) reported 44 percent of 
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the foraging occurred in dead trees, 36 percent on downed logs, and the remainder in other 

substrates. Results of foraging location were similar in northeastern Oregon (Bull and 

Holthausen 1993).  

We described source habitat for this species as: 

• Potential vegetation:  Dry, Mesic or Cold-moist  

• Cover-types: all forested except lodgepole pine and ponderosa pine 

• Tree size and structure:  >15 inches QMD, >40 percent canopy closure, single- and multi-

story 

Snag Density 

Pileated woodpecker nest cavities are quite large (mean diameter of 8 inches and depth of 22 

inches) and are excavated at an average height of 50 feet above the ground, so nest trees must 

have a girth large enough to contain nest cavities at this height (Bull 1987). Of 105 nest trees 

located in northeastern Oregon, 75 percent were in ponderosa pine, 25 percent in western 

larch, and 2 percent in grand fir; mean dbh was 33 inches (Bull 1987). In western Oregon, 73 

percent of nest trees were Douglas-fir (Pseudosuga menziesii) and nest trees averaged 27 inches 

dbh (Mellen 1987). In northwest Montana, most of 54 nest trees were large western larch (Larix 

occidenatalis) and nest trees averaged 29.5 inches dbh (McClelland 1979). 

In northeastern Oregon pileated woodpecker roosts were typically located in a live or dead 

grand fir with a mean dbh of 28 inches (Bull et al. 1992). In the Coast range, Douglas-fir, red 

alder, western red cedar, and big-leaf maple contained roosts (Mellen 1987). 
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Timber harvest has had a negative effect on habitat for this woodpecker (Bull 2003b, Bull et al. 

2007). Removal of large-diameter, live and dead trees, down woody material, and forest canopy 

eliminates nest and roost sites, foraging habitat, and protective cover. In addition, prescribed 

fire may eliminate or reduce the number of snags, logs, and cover (Bull 2003b). 

Using the GNN data, we calculated percentage of source habitat within a watershed that had 

snag densities (>20 inches dbh) in the following classes (fig. FSAmodel): 

• Low <2.5/acres     

• Moderate  2.6-8.9/acres    

• High 9.0-39.3/acres 

• Very High >39.3/acres 

These density classes were taken from Decaid, as described in the HRV methods sections to 

correspond to the different tolerance levels of the eastside mixed conifer forest type (Melle et 

al. 2006). 

Road Density  

We included a road density variable to account for likely reduced snag densities along roads. 

Bate et al. (2007), found that snag numbers were lower adjacent to roads due to removal for 

safety considerations, removal as firewood, and other management activities. Other literature 

has also indicated the potential for reduced snag abundance along roads (Wisdom et al. 2000).  

We calculated the percent of source habitat in the following road density classes (fig. 

FSAmodel): 
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• Zero - <0.1 mi/mi2 open roads in watershed 

• Low - 0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• Moderate - 1.1-2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• High - >2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Habitat departure - Class 1 

• Snag density - High 

• Road density - Zero 

Figure 53–Focal species assessment model for pileated woodpecker  

Table 37–Relative sensitivity of Watershed Index values to variables in the model for pileated woodpecker 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

The abundance of closed-canopied late-successional forests in the Dry, Mesic, and Cold-moist 

forest types has declined from the historical condition (fig. HabDepart). Currently, 76 percent 

(n=55) of the watersheds in the assessment area have less habitat than the historical median 

while the remainder of the watersheds (n=17) showed little departure from the historical 

median. These conditions reflected the reduction in late-successional forests that have occurred 

in the assessment area, and are consistent with the findings that Wisdom et al. (2000) reported 

for the North Cascades and Northern Glaciated Mountains ERUs. 

Watersheds containing <740 acres of source habitat currently included the Ashnola, Lower 

Similkameen River, Upper Chewuch River, Lost River, and the Middle Yakima (fig. Habamount). 
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The watersheds with the greatest amount of source habitat currently (>24,700 acres) are the 

Teanaway River, Upper Yakima River, West Fork Sanpoil, White-little Wenatchee, Little Naches 

River, Wenatchee River, Stehekin, Chiwawa, and Ross Lake (fig. Current he), about 39,500 acres. 

Historically, the Lower Pend Oreille watershed had the highest estimated amount of source 

habitat, 74,100 acres, yet we modeled less than 9,900 acres currently. 

The availability of snag habitat was an important habitat feature within source habitat for 

pileated woodpeckers (Bull et al. 1986, 1992; Raphael and White 1984). We assessed the density 

of large diameter snags (>20 inches dbh) within source habitat for each watershed. In 53 

watersheds > 50 percent of the current source habitat had snag densities of <2.5 snags/acre 

(low category). Six watersheds (Icicle River, Pasayten River, White-Little Wenatchee River, Little 

Naches River, American River, and Bumping River) had > 50 percent of the current source 

habitat with snag densities in the high category (9-39 snags/acre).  

Road densities were calculated to assess the effects roads have on snag densities. Road 

densities were variable. Ten watersheds had >50 percent of the source habitat in a road density 

of high while source habitat in 15 watersheds had snag densities primarily in the ‘zero’ category.  

Because of the overall reduction in amount of source habitat, and lower snag densities when 

compared to historical conditions, the watershed index variables are generally low for this 

species (fig. WI). Seventy-five percent (n=54) of the watersheds had a current watershed index 

value of low (<1). Eighteen percent (n=13) had a WI value of moderate (>1 and <2), while 7 

percent (n=5) had high WIs (> 2.0). Historically, we estimated the watershed index was about 

2.6. 

Figure 54–(Pileated woodpecker assessment maps) 
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Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for pileated 

woodpecker within the assessment area is 45 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal 

across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species because of their 

relatively high mobility. All five ecoregions currently contained at least one watershed with >40 

percent of the median amount of historical source habitat. Thirty watershed had >40 percent of 

the median amount of historical source habitat (42 percent). The current viability outcome is a 

21 percent probability of an outcome B, 71 percent probability of a C outcome, indicating that 

habitat is likely patchily distributed or isolated and in low abundance (fig. SOI).   

Historically, we estimated that (89 percent) (n=64) of the watersheds contained greater than 40 

percent of the median amount of habitat historically and they were distributed throughout all 

five ecoregions. The viability outcome historically was primarily an A outcome indicating habitat 

was broadly distributed and highly abundant (fig. SOI).  

Figure 55–Current and historical viability outcomes for the pileated woodpecker in the northeastern Washington 
assessment area. 

In summary, under historical conditions, pileated woodpeckers were likely well distributed 

throughout the assessment area; currently they are likely not as well distributed, and source 

habitat is less abundant. It is likely that other species in the Medium-large trees/Cool/Moist 

forests group have experienced similar declines in suitable environments. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 
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1. Decline in the availability of late-successional source habitats, including large diameter 

trees. 

2. Loss of large snags in some of the source habitat and in areas that could be managed to 

provide future source habitat. 

3. The future sustainability of dense forests with larger trees that have high fuels loads 

(Hessburg et al. 1999, 2007; Townsley et al. 2004). 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Manage those watersheds with Habitat Condition 1a and 1b to protect or enhance 

habitat conditions for pileated woodpecker (fig. HabCond). This may include 

management in adjacent unsuitable habitat to help protect suitable source habitat from 

wildfire. 

2. Manage those watersheds with Habitat Condition 2a and 2b primarily for restoration 

and protection. This may include thinning young stands to accelerate the development 

of older forest structures. 

3. Identify and protect existing pileated woodpecker cavity trees/snags during any 

prescribed burning or harvesting activities. These trees/snags not only provide future 

nesting opportunities for pileated woodpeckers but are critical for numerous other 

secondary cavity users that do not create cavities themselves (Bonar 1999, Bull and 

Jackson 1995, Bull and Snider 1993, Hayward et al. 1993, Hoyt 1957; McClelland 1977). 

This may require lining or racking the base of the tree/snag prior to burning (Bull et al. 

2005, Randall-Parker and Miller 2002). 
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4. Manage access to reduce the negative effects on pileated woodpecker source habitat, 

including the loss of snags and downed wood. Priority for this restoration action would 

be in the watersheds with >2.0 WI scores and other watersheds identified as important 

for habitat connectivity. 
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Sage thrasher (Oreoscoptes montanus)  

Introduction 

Sage thrashers were selected as a focal species to represent species of conservation concern 

associated with the Shrub-steppe Group in the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family. This species 

represents the full range of habitats and risks associated with that group, including loss, 

fragmentation, and degradation of sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) habitats. Sage thrashers were 

distributed throughout the central portion of the assessment area (Smith et al. 1997). Sage 

thrashers are easily surveyed using standard point count protocols. Sage thrashers were 

breeding-season residents of the assessment area (Reynolds et al. 1999); this assessment was 

for nesting habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Probability of occurrence of sage thrashers in shrub-steppe habitats was most directly related to 

sagebrush cover, total shrub cover, shrub patch size, decreased disturbance, and similarity of 

habitat within a 0.62-mile radius (Knick and Rotenberry 1995). Sage thrashers were almost 

entirely dependent on sagebrush habitats during the breeding season (Braun et al. 1976, Dobler 

et al. 1996, Knick and Rotenberry 1995, McAdoo et al. 1989, Reinkensmeyer et al. 2007). 

Abundance of breeding individuals has been positively correlated with sagebrush cover and 

negatively correlated with the cover of annual grasses (Kerley and Anderson 1995, Reynolds et 

al. 1999, Wiens and Rotenberry 1981). The primary limiting factor for sage thrashers was the 

loss, alteration, or degradation of sagebrush habitats (Braun et al. 1976, Cannings 2000, Weber 

1980). Where complete replacement of native sagebrush habitat with crested wheatgrass 

(Agropyron cristatum) occurred, this species was eliminated (Reynolds and Trost 1980, 1981). 

Even removal of only large sagebrush in breeding habitats can limit use by thrashers (Castrale 
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1982). Sage thrashers were least abundant on sagebrush sites in poor condition, suggesting that 

they were more productive in less disturbed communities (Vander Hagen et al. 2000). 

The spread of cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) has had a negative effect on sage thrasher 

populations through its influence on fire regimes in western grasslands (Knick and Rotenberry 

1997). Fires pose a threat to sage thrashers in terms of habitat loss, since sagebrush does not re-

sprout after burning (Castrale 1982). Kerley and Anderson (1995) found that sage thrashers 

were not present on burned areas nine years after a fire, and areas treated with herbicide had 

low sage thrasher populations 22 years after treatment. Although Petersen and Best (1987, 

1999) found that sage thrasher abundance was unaffected by prescribed burning which resulted 

in a mosaic of burned and unburned areas in southeastern Idaho, Welch (2002), McIntyre 

(2002), and Holmes (2007) reported that sage thrasher presence was reduced or they did not 

occur on burned sagebrush sites. 

For this analysis, source habitat for sage thrashers was considered to be the Shrub-steppe 

vegetation zone (fig. 113). All potential habitat that burned since 1998 was removed from 

consideration as source habitat in the model. 

• Vegetation zone – Shrub-steppe 

• Cover type – shrub-steppe 

Habitat Effectiveness 

Density of sagebrush obligate birds (including sage thrashers) was reported to decrease 39 to 60 

percent within a 330-foot buffer of roads with low traffic volumes (Ingelfinger and Anderson 

2004). As a result, we assumed that roads have a negative effect on the effectiveness of source 

habitat for sage thrashers. We assessed the potential for human disturbance to affect source 
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habitat of sage thrashers with an adaptation of the habitat disturbance index described in 

Gaines et al. (2003). We buffered open roads by 330-foot on each side and then intersected this 

with our map of source habitat. We then used the following categories to estimate the potential 

effects of human disturbance on sage thrashers for each watershed (fig. 113): 

• low – >75 percent of the source habitat outside road and trail buffer within a watershed 

• moderate – 50-75 percent of the source habitat outside road and trail buffer within a 

watershed 

• high – <50 percent of the source habitat outside road and trail buffer within a 

watershed 

Patch Size 

Knick and Rotenberry (1995, 2002) reported that sage thrashers were highly sensitive to 

fragmentation of shrublands in southeast Idaho. Vander Haegen et al. (2002) found higher 

predation rates on nests of sage thrashers in small patches of sagebrush (median 360 acres) 

compared to large patches (median 285,100 acres). Although Vander Haegen et al. (2000) 

reported that sage thrashers were not area-limited in eastern Washington State and were often 

found nesting in small habitat patches (<25 acres), subsequent analyses indicated that birds 

nesting in small patches experienced reduced nest success when compared to birds nesting in 

large habitat patches (Vander Haegen 2007). This lower reproductive success was manifested in 

lower rates of nest survival, largely a result of increased predation on nests. Thus, small patches 

of sagebrush were reproductive sinks for this species. The following classes were used to 

describe the effect of patch size on habitat quality (fig. 113): 

• small – 0 - <1,240 acres mean patch size of sagebrush habitat within a watershed 
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• moderate – 1,240 - 2,470 acres mean patch size of sagebrush habitat within a 

watershed 

• large – >2,470 acres mean patch size of sagebrush habitat within a watershed 

Variables Considered But Not Included 

Grazing 

Heavy grazing pressure has been reported to affect sage thrasher populations negatively 

(Bradford et al. 1998, Kerley and Anderson 1995), but they may be less sensitive to intensive 

grazing than other birds associated with shrub-steppe habitats (Kantrud and Kologiski 1982, 

Reynolds and Trost 1981). Saab et al. (1995) further reviewed several studies where heavy 

grazing resulted in a positive response in sage thrasher abundance. Because of the equivocal 

nature of the reported effects of grazing on sage thrashers, this variable was not included in the 

model. 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Roads – class low 

• Patch size – class large 

Figure 56–Focal species assessment model for sage thrashers. 

Table 38—Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for sage thrashers 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, 67 of 72 watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat for sage thrashers 

(i.e., >50 acres of habitat within the watershed). This analysis indicated that 31 percent (n = 22) 
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of watersheds within the assessment area currently provided habitat for sage thrashers. 

Watersheds with the greatest amounts of habitat were concentrated in the central portion of 

the assessment area including Columbia River – Lynch Coulee, Okanogan River – Omak Creek, 

and Upper Columbia – Swamp Creek (fig. 114). However, within Okanogan River – Omak Creek 

and Upper Columbia – Swamp Creek <25 percent of the source habitat was managed by federal 

agencies. The watersheds with the least amount of source habitat were located across the 

eastern and western portions of the assessment area. All watersheds with habitat had low 

Watershed Index (WI) scores (>0.0 but <1.0) (fig. 115). A major factor that influenced the WI 

scores was the amount of source habitat compared to levels historically available in the 

watersheds (fig. 116). 

Road density also affected suitability of watersheds as habitat for sage thrashers (Ingelfinger 

and Anderson 2004). However, road density in source habitat was generally low across the 

assessment area. 

Figure 57–(Sage thrasher assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for sage 

thrashers within the assessment area is 32 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across 

the assessment area was not considered an issue for these species due to their relatively high 

mobility. Four of five ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the 

median amount of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with 

source habitat). Eighteen percent (n= 13) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat. Under those circumstances, there is a 50 percent 
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probability that the current viability outcome for sage thrashers is D and a 40 percent 

probability that the current viability outcome for these species is E, indicating a patchy to 

isolated distribution and low abundance of source habitat (fig. 118). It is likely that other species 

associated with the Shrub-steppe Group in the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family have similar 

outcomes. 

Historically, dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. 

Four of five ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source 

habitat). Fifty-eight percent (n = 42) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount 

of historical source habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 66.5 percent probability 

that the historical viability outcome for sage thrashers was A and a 21.5 percent probability that 

the historical viability outcome for these species was B, indicating habitat was broadly 

distributed and highly abundant (fig. 118). 

Figure 58–Current and historical viability outcomes for sage thrashers in the northeast Washington  assessment 
area. 

In summary, under historical conditions, sage thrashers and other species associated with the 

Shrub-steppe Group in the Woodland/Grass/Shrub Family were likely well distributed 

throughout the assessment area; currently they are not well distributed, have limited 

opportunity for interactions among populations, and are likely to be extirpated. 

Our results for this species were similar to those reported in the broad-scale habitat analysis by 

Wisdom et al. (2000) in the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP). 

According to the ICBEMP terrestrial vertebrate habitat analyses, historical source habitats for 

sage thrashers included portions of the northern Cascade Range and the Northern Glaciated 
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Mountains ecological reporting units that overlap our assessment area (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

Within this historical habitat, declines in source habitats have been extensive, -71 percent in the 

Northern Cascades and -84 percent in the Northern Glaciated Mountains according to Wisdom 

et al. (2000). 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Reduction and fragmentation of suitable shrub-steppe source habitats from historical 

levels 

2. Negative effects of roads and motorized trails within source habitats 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

Emphasis in watersheds with Habitat Condition 3 (<1.0) but with the most potential source 

habitat (i.e., >40 percent median historical habitat) should be to restore habitat conditions for 

sage thrashers. This may include reducing road densities within source habitat, and restoration 

of natural fire regimes (e.g., reducing cheatgrass). Four watersheds were placed in this class (i.e., 

Habitat Condition 3a) (fig. 117). 
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Tailed frog (Ascaphus truei)  

Introduction 

The tailed frog was selected as a focal species to represent the Conifer Riparian Group, 

specifically habitats associated with moderate elevation streams. Only one other species, the 

black swift, occurs in this group and the swift is associated with steep cliffs near waterfalls. 

Locations of the black swift in the assessment area are few. Tailed frogs occur in mountainous 

streams on the west and east side of the Cascade Range and in the Coast Ranges of western 

Oregon and Washington (Leonard et al. 1993). In addition, they have a disjunct distribution that 

includes the Blue Mountains (Leonard et al. 1993). Tailed frog distribution within the 

assessment area is limited to the east-side of the north Cascade Range and they do not occur on 

the portion of the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest east of the Okanogan River or on the 

Colville National Forest (Dvornich et al. 1997a).  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Tailed frogs reside in and next to perennial mountain streams (Dupuis et al. 2000). Mating, egg-

laying, and larval development occur in streams. Adult female frogs deposit egg masses beneath 

large relatively stable cobbles or boulders in the summer and hatchlings emerge the following 

spring. At northern latitudes, it takes up to four additional summers for tadpoles to 

metamorphose and begin a life of both lotic and terrestrial activity (Brown 1990, Daugherty and 

Sheldon 1982). Thus, the larval life stages are particularly vulnerable to land uses that alter 

channel conditions (Aubry 2000, Bull and Carter 1996, Bury 1983, Corn and Bury 1989, Dupuis 

and Steventon 1999, Welsh and Ollivier 1998). 
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Amphibian populations, and specifically tailed frogs, are believed to be at risk from the effects of 

timber harvesting in both upland and riparian zones (Aubry 2000, Bull and Carter 1996, Bury and 

Corn 1988, Bury 1994, Dupuis 1997). Considerable efforts have been made to understand these 

effects on the west-side forests of Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia (Aubry 2000, Biek 

et al. 2002, Dupuis and Steventon 1999, Stoddard and Hayes 2005, Vesely and McComb 2002). 

These studies have reported differences in amphibian community composition depending on 

stand age (Aubry 2000) and width of riparian buffers (Veseley and McComb 2002), positive 

associations with the presence of amphibians and old forests adjacent to streams (Stoddard and 

Hayes 2005), and amphibian population declines following clear cut harvest (Dupuis and 

Steventon 1999). In the drier interior forests east of the Cascade crest in Washington, Piper 

(1996) conducted monitoring of tailed frogs on the Wenatchee National Forest in areas with and 

without regeneration timber harvest adjacent to the streams. She found that the number of 

tailed frog captures were considerably less where timber harvest had occurred. However, since 

the implementation of the Northwest Forest Plan, watersheds, including those that provide 

tailed frog source habitats, have received considerable protection from the negative effects 

associated with timber harvest and road building, improving conditions for riparian associated 

species (Gallo et al. 2005). 

Due to our limited ability to map riparian habitats we assumed that the amount of habitat 

currently available was approximately the same as the amount of habitat that was historically 

available (see Methods, p. XX). Therefore, our assessment for the tailed frog focused on factors 

that influenced habitat quality and not factors that may have caused habitat loss. We modeled 

source habitat for tailed frogs using a combination of stream order, cover type, and tree 

structure. Our model included the following GIS layers. 
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• Forest cover types: Douglas-fir, grand fir, western hemlock, Pacific silver fir, Engelmann 

spruce, western red cedar, mountain hemlock, subalpine fir, riparian deciduous 

• Tree structure and Size: Single/Multi story, >38 cm DBH QMD 

• Canopy closure: >50 percent 

• Stream orders: 3-5 with 100 meter buffer on each side 

Grazing 

We found no studies on the effects of grazing on tailed frogs; several studies have shown that 

livestock grazing can change the composition and quality of riparian habitats, cause soil 

compaction, and stream bank trampling (see Krausman 1996 and Wales 2001 for reviews). Of 

particular importance is the potential for grazing to contribute sedimentation to stream 

providing tailed frog habitat (Waters 1995, Welsh and Ollivier 1998). Thus, we accounted for the 

potential effects of grazing on tailed frogs by mapping cattle grazing allotments (with attributes 

to identify active allotments) and over-laying these onto maps of tailed frog source habitat (fig. 

FSAmodel). We used the following categories to assess these potential impacts within each 

watershed:  

• Zero = no source habitat within an active cattle grazing allotment 

• Low = <25 percent of the source habitat within an active cattle grazing allotment 

• High = >25 percent of the source habitat within an active cattle grazing allotment 

Habitat Effectiveness 

Roads can influence riparian habitats for amphibians by removing habitat, limiting the ability of 

amphibians to disperse across roads, creating a source of mortality, and as a source of fine 
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sediment deposited in amphibian habitats (Demaynadier and Hunter 2000, Dupuis and 

Steventon 1999, Fahrig et al. 1995, Welsh and Ollivier 1998, Yanes et al. 1995). Roads can 

contribute sediment to streams and reduce the densities of tailed frogs (Welsh and Ollivier 

1998). In addition, where roads intersect with riparian habitats, removal of hazard trees for 

safety and snags for woodcutting can alter the structure of riparian habitats. This is most likely 

to occur within 200 feet on each side of a road (Hamman et al. 1999, Gaines et al. 2003, Wisdom 

and Bate 2008). We assessed the potential impacts of roads on tailed frogs using road density 

within source habitat as an indicator of the effects of roads on habitat effectiveness (fig. 

FSAmodel). To estimate road density a moving windows routine with a 0.9 kilometer radius 

circular window was used. We used the riparian route density index (described in Gaines et al. 

2003) to assess the amount of source habitat within different road density classes and assigned 

each watershed to a level of habitat effectiveness: 

• Low habitat effectiveness = >25 percent of the source habitat with road densities >2 

mi./mi2 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = >25 percent of the source habitat with road densities 

>1 mi./mi2 

• High habitat effectiveness = <25 percent of the source habitat with road densities 

>1mi./mi2 

Invasive Species 

Studies have shown the negative effects of non-native trout on amphibian communities 

(Dunham et al. 2004, Hecnar and M’Closkey 1997) and specifically on tailed frog occurrence 

(Feminella and Hawkins 1994). We used fish distribution data collected during stream surveys to 
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determine if the presence of non-native fish were likely present within source habitats in each 

watershed.  

Calculation of Historical Conditions 
 

• Source habitat – Departure Class 1 

• Grazing - Zero 

• Habitat effectiveness - High 

• Invasive species – Not present 

Figure 59–Focal species assessment model for the tailed frog. 

Table 39–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for tailed frog 

Model Evaluation 

We compared mean Watershed Index values derived from 279 points where tailed frogs were 

known to occur to 146 random points. The mean Watershed Index values for the occurrence 

points (1.89) was significantly higher (t=1.97, P=0.0008) than the mean derived from the random 

points (1.71) indicating that our model was effective in identifying watershed with suitable 

environments for tailed frogs. 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Forty-eight watersheds on the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest were evaluated for tailed 

frogs; they are not known to occur on the Colville National Forest. Eleven of the watersheds (23 

percent) had WI scores that were high (>2.0), 12 watersheds (25 percent) had moderate scores 

(1.0-2.0), and 26 watersheds (54 percent) had low scores (<1) (fig. WI). Watersheds that had 
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some of the greatest abundance of habitat (>3,700 acres), and high WI scores were Ross Lake, 

Icicle Creek, and Stehekin (fig. WI, Fig HabAmount). Other watersheds that had large amounts (> 

2,500 acres) of tailed frog source habitat, but moderate or low WI scores included: Sinlahekin 

Creek, Little Naches River, Peshastin Creek, White-Little Wenatchee, Cle Elum River, Chiwawa 

River, Teanaway River, Upper Yakima River, and Wenatchee River (fig. Habamount.  

 Road densities in tailed frog source habitat were high leading to overall low habitat 

effectiveness. Within 19 percent (n=9) of the watersheds, there was a high level of habitat 

effectiveness for tail frog source habitat, in 23 percent (n=11) of the watersheds there was a 

moderate level of habitat effectiveness, and in 58 percent (n=28) of the watershed habitat 

effectiveness was low. 

The assessment of the amount of source habitat for tailed frogs in active grazing allotments had 

mixed results. Our analysis showed that in 27 percent (n=13) of the watersheds cattle were not 

grazed in source habitat. In 35 percent (n=17) of the watersheds >0 to 25 percent of the source 

habitat was in an active cattle grazing allotment. In addition, 38 percent (n=18) of the 

watersheds had >25 percent of the source habitat in an active cattle grazing allotment. 

Though 90 percent (n=43) of the watersheds have non-native trout present, the true impact of 

this on tailed frog populations is not known and it is a risk factor that is in need of further 

investigation and monitoring. We calibrated the overall negative effect of this risk factor to be 

relatively small due to uncertainty in the effects of this risk factor. 

Figure 60–(Tailed frog assessment maps) 
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Viability Outcome Scores  

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for the tailed 

frog within the assessment area is 43 percent of the historic capability.  

Currently and historically, 75 percent (n= 36) of the watersheds contain source habitats that was 

estimated to be above 40 percent of the historical median. The watersheds with >40 percent 

were distributed across all of the three ecoregions in which the tailed frog is distributed. 

The current viability outcomes for tailed frogs in the assessment area is a 73 percent probability 

of C and a 23 percent probability of B, which indicates that suitable environments are 

distributed frequently as patches and/or existed at low abundance. Gaps in suitable 

environments are likely large enough such that some subpopulations are isolated, limiting 

opportunity for interspecific interactions. Historically, the viability outcome for tailed frog was 

estimated to have a 76 percent probability of A, and a 16 percent probability of B with some 

gaps in suitable environments occurring naturally. In summary, the abundance and distribution 

of suitable environments for the tailed frog, and likely other species associated with the Conifer 

Riparian Group, have been reduced. The viability of species associated with this habitat could be 

enhanced by habitat restoration. 

Figure 61–Current and historical viability outcomes for the tailed frog in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Grazing had a negative influence on quality of tailed frog habitat in some watersheds.  
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2. Currently, roads are having widespread impacts on tailed frog source habitats in a high 

proportion of watersheds.  

3. Vegetation management within source habitat may reduce habitat availability, increase 

sedimentation, and affect stream temperatures. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes  

1. In watersheds with Habitat Conditions 1a and b, a riparian management strategy that 

mitigates and prevents the negative effects of roads, grazing, and timber harvest within 

important watersheds for tailed frogs would enhance conditions that provide for their 

viability. The Northwest Region Aquatic and Riparian Conservation Strategy (ARCS) 

provides considerable protection for tailed frogs on federal lands. 

2. In watersheds with Habitat Condition 2a and b, reduction of the negative influences of 

roads within tailed frog source habitat would contribute substantially to the viability of 

tailed frogs and other species associated with conifer riparian habitats. 
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Tiger salamander (Abystoma tigrinum)  

Introduction 

The tiger salamander was selected as a focal species for the Grass/Shrub Group due to their 

specific association with wetland and ponds that occur within dry forest and shrub-steppe 

habitats not represented by other focal species in the family or group. In Washington, the tiger 

salamander occurs in portions of the Columbia Basin and northeastern Washington, and they 

range in elevation from 670 feet to 3000 feet (Leonard et al. 1993, Nussbaum et al. 1983). 

Habitat occurs on the Colville, and Okanogan-Wenatchee national forests with the exception of 

Kittitas and Yakima counties; the Columbia River is considered a barrier to their expansion into 

these counties (Dvornich et al. 1997).  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Tiger salamanders use a variety of seasonal and permanent water bodies, including lakes, 

reservoirs, and farm ponds (Leonard et al. 1993). Previous efforts to model tiger salamander 

habitats used open water and wetlands that occurred within shrub-steppe and open dry forests 

(Dvornich et al. 1997). Important features of breeding sites include persistence of water until 

larval development is complete (from mid-March to mid-August), shallow (generally <3 feet) 

water depths along at least portions of the water body, soft bottom substrate, abundant 

emergent vegetation, suitable cover for metamorphs (amphibians that have recently 

transformed to the adult stage) along the shoreline, and absence of introduced fish (COSEWIC 

2001, Sarell 2004). Outside the breeding period, terrestrial tiger salamanders use grassland, 

shrub-steppe, and open forest habitats (COSEWIC 2001). Important habitat features include 

friable soils that permit burrowing, rodent burrows for shelter, and availability of food 

(COSEWIC 2001, Sarell 2004, Semlitsch 1998). 
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For this assessment, to identify source habitat for the tiger salamander, we used the National 

Wetlands Inventory and the cover type GIS data layers. 

• National Wetlands Inventory: All lacustrine and palustrine wetlands 

• Cover types/vegetation zones: Shrub-steppe, Ponderosa pine 

Grazing 

While studies were not found on the effects of grazing on tiger salamanders, several studies 

have shown that livestock grazing can change the composition and quality of riparian habitats, 

cause soil compaction, stream bank trampling, and increased nutrient input to water (see 

Krausman 1996, Sarell 2004 , Wales 2001 for reviews). Leege et al. (1981) found litter to be an 

important habitat component for many small mammals, reptiles and amphibians, with litter 

biomass twice as high in livestock exclosures as compared to grazed areas. Heavy livestock use 

near the ponds can cause the collapse of small mammal burrow entrances, needed for 

aestivation (Harvey et al. 2000). Thus, we accounted for the potential effects of grazing on tiger 

salamanders by mapping grazing allotments (with attributes to identify active allotments) and 

over-laying these onto maps of source habitats. We then categorized the amount of source 

habitat in an active grazing allotment using 10 percent increments from 0-100 percent, with 

increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of source habitat in an active allotment 

increased. 

Invasive Animals  

Several studies have documented the negative effects of nonnative fishes on amphibians (see 

Dunham et al. 2004 for a review) and some studies have specifically addressed effects to tiger 

salamanders (Collins et al. 1988, Corn et al. 1997, Fisher and Shaffer 1996). The effects that non-
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native fishes had on amphibians include direct mortality from predation, competition for food 

resources, and displacement from important habitats (Dunham et al. 2004, Fisher and Shaffer 

1996, Hecnar and M’Closkey 1997). 

To assess the potential impacts of non-native fishes and fish stocking we reviewed the fish 

stocking records (available from Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and digitized by 

U.S. Forest Service) for areas that comprised source habitat for tiger salamanders. We then 

categorized the amount of source habitat that received fish stocking for each 5th field watershed 

as follows: 

• Low = <25 percent of the source habitats had fish stocking 

• Moderate = 25-50 percent of the source habitats had fish stocking 

• High = >50 percent of the source habitats had fish stocking 

 Habitat Effectiveness 

Studies of the effects of roads on amphibians have documented road-related mortalities (Ashley 

and Robinson 1996), reduced permeability to amphibian movements as a result of edge effects 

(Gibbs 1998), and roads as partial barriers to movements (DeMaynadier and Hunter 2000, 

Marsh et al. 2005). To account for these potentially negative effects in our tiger salamander 

model, we compiled roads information from the national forests and State Department of 

Natural Resources. We used a moving windows analysis to estimate road density within source 

habitat for each watershed. We then used the following categories to assess habitat 

effectiveness: 
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• Low habitat effectiveness = >25 percent of the source habitat with road densities >2.0 

mi/mi2 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = >25 percent of the source habitat with road densities 

>1.0 mi/mi2 

• High habitat effectiveness = <25 percent of the source habitat with road densities >1.0 

mi/mi2 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Source habitat – Habitat departure class -2 

• Grazing - None 

• Invasive animals - Low 

• Habitat effectiveness - High 

Figure 62–Focal species assessment model for the tiger salamander 

Table 40–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for tiger salamander 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

We evaluated 58 watersheds as having potential habitat for tiger salamanders in the planning 

area. Seventy-four percent (n= 43) of the watersheds had WI scores that were high (>2.0) and 

they were widely distributed across the assessment area (fig. WI). In addition, 26 percent (n=15) 

of the watersheds had moderate (1.0-2.0) WI scores.  

Watersheds that currently have the greatest amount of source habitat include the Lower 

Okanogan River, Okanogan River-Omak Creek, Upper Okanogan River, Middle Methow River, 
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and Okanogan River-Bonaparte Creek (fig. Habamount). The median amount of source habitat 

across all of the watersheds with at least some source habitat was 754.4 acres. 

Fish stocking was estimated to be at a moderate level in all of the watersheds. Twelve percent 

of the watersheds (n=7) had >50 percent of the source habitat within an active grazing 

allotment, 7 percent (n=4) had 25-50 percent of the source habitat in an active grazing 

allotment, and 81 percent (=47) had <25 percent of the source habitat in an active grazing 

allotment. Most (71 percent, n=41) of the watersheds had a high level of habitat effectiveness, 

26 percent (n=15) had a moderate level of habitat effectiveness, and 3 percent (n=2) had a low 

level. 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The weighted WI portion of the Viability Outcome model showed that the 

current habitat capability is 48 percent of the historical habitat capability. This score is largely 

influenced by a reduction on the availability of source habitat from historical conditions (fig. 

HabDepart). Thirty-five (48 percent) of the watersheds have source habitat that was >40 percent 

of the historical median. These watersheds are distributed across all of the ecoregions within 

the distribution of the tiger salamander. 

Historically, 50 percent of the watersheds had source habitat amounts >40 percent of the 

historical median of all watersheds. The watersheds with >40 percent were distributed across all 

of the four of the ecoregions that occur within the range of the tiger salamander. 

Figure 63–Current and historical viability outcomes for the tiger salamander in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Currently, the viability outcome for the tiger salamander is estimated to be 71 percent 

probability of outcome C and a 21 percent probability of outcome B, which suggests that 

suitable environments are distributed frequently as patches and/or exist in low abundance 

(fig.SOI). Species with this outcome are likely well distributed in only a portion of the assessment 

area. Historically, viability outcomes were a 66.5 percent probability of outcome A and a 21.5 

percent probability of B where suitable environments were more broadly distributed or of high 

abundance. In addition, the suitable environments were better connected, allowing for 

relatively more inter-specific interactions. A reduction in the availability of suitable 

environments for the tiger salamander may have occurred in the assessment area compared to 

the historical distribution and condition of their habitats. However, only twelve watersheds have 

source habitat amounts in which >25 percent of habitat is located in federal ownership. This 

greatly limits the contribution that federal lands can make to the viability of this species. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Fish stocking can influence the survival of juvenile amphibians. 

2. Grazing has reduced the quality of source habitat in some watersheds. 

3. Roads can influence the survival of amphibians when roads occur in close proximity to 

source habitats. 

4. The amount of source habitat that is on federal lands is limited across the assessment 

area and limits the contribution that federal lands can make to the viability of this 

species. 
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Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes (fig. HabCond) 

1. Watersheds with Habitat Condition 1 - riparian management that mitigates or prevents 

the negative effects of grazing and roads on tiger salamander source habitat would 

improve the viability of this species and should be implemented in the following 

watersheds: Icicle Creek, Upper Chewuch River, and Upper Lake Chelan. 

2. Watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 - watershed restoration effects that reduce the 

negative effects of grazing and roads on source habitats should occur within the 

following watersheds: Lower Lake Chelan, Lower Pend Oreille River, Mission Creek, 

Upper Methow River, Entiat River, Lower Similkameen River. 

3. Prohibit fish stocking in ponds with known populations of tiger salamanders. 
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Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii)  

Introduction 

The Townsend’s big-eared bat was selected as a focal species to represent the unique habitat of 

the Chambers and Caves group (Marcot 1984, Nagorsen and Brigham 1993) along with other bat 

species. In addition, these bats use large trees and snags (Feller and Pierson 2002, Mazurek 

2004). Townsend’s big-eared bats are moth specialists, but also consume a variety of other 

arthropods when available (Nagorsen and Brigham 1993, Ross 1967, Whitaker et al. 1977). In 

Washington, Townsend’s bats are found in west side lowland conifer-hardwood forest, 

ponderosa pine forest and woodlands, mixed highland conifer forest, east side mixed conifer 

forest, shrub-steppe, and both east side and west side riparian wetlands (Johnson and Cassidy 

1997, WDFW 2005).  

Though Townsend’s big-eared bats are relatively widespread across the assessment area, with 

at least one site occurring on or adjacent to each of the national forests, they are rare due to 

their restrictive roosting requirements (Johnson and Cassidy 1997, Woodruff and Ferguson 

2005). Because of the limited number of known locations for this species, we did not develop a 

Focal Species Assessment model but rather provide a qualitative assessment of Townsend’s 

habitat relationships and general management considerations. 

In Washington, old buildings, silos, concrete bunker, barns, caves, and mines are common roost 

structures (WDFW 2005). In northwestern California, both individuals and nursery colonies have 

been located in very large trees (Feller and Pierson 2002, Heady and Frick 2001, Mazurek 2004). 
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Risk Factors 

The risk factors that were identified for this species include loss of roost sites because of cave 

and mine closures and destruction of abandoned buildings, disturbance of roosting bats from 

human activities, mortality of roosting bats or total loss of colonies because of vandalism and 

shooting, and reduction in prey base (moths) through use of insecticides. 

The loss of roosts is a large concern because new mines are not being created at the rate they 

are being lost, and abandoned buildings are becoming much less common (Woodruff and 

Ferguson 2005). In addition, loss of large hollow trees that might serve as valuable roosts may 

occur during either wild or prescribed fire. 

Because insecticides reduce insects that are a potential source of prey, insecticide use near 

hibernacula and nursery roosts may limit populations, especially if the bats leaving the 

hibernacula are nursing (Humphrey and Kunz 1976, Sample 1991, Wackenhut 1990). 

Disturbance of roost by humans (e.g., recreation, mining, bat research, vandalism) is noted as a 

concern by many researchers (Ellison et al. 2005, Pierson and Rainey 1998, Woodruff and 

Ferguson 2005). 

Management Implications 

The following management recommendations are intended to address the identified risk factors 

for Townsend’s big-eared bats. 

1. Where changes in management to caves and mines are proposed, including closures or 

reactivations, carefully assess the site’s potential as summer and/or winter roosting 

habitat. 
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2. Initiate seasonal closures to protect big-eared bats from human disturbance during 

critical periods (for hibernacula 15 May to 15 September, for nursery sites 15 September 

to 1 April) by using signs, road closures, and bat gates. It is especially important to 

consider the potential for the spread of White-nosed Syndrome that is facilitated by 

human visitation. 

3. Avoid or minimize application of pesticides near bat roosts through the following 

restrictions: 

a. A 2.0 mi radius no spray buffer zone around roost sites (Idaho State 

Conservation Effort 1995). 

b. Within a 10.0-mile radius of known roosts, use a strip-spraying technique to 

reduce the amount of area sprayed. 

4. Coordinate research and monitoring efforts to reduce the potential for disturbance of 

roosts and follow standardized monitoring protocols in all surveying efforts (Woodruff 

and Ferguson 2005). 

5. Maintain or restore the availability of large trees and snags that are known to be below 

historical levels (Hann et al. 1997, Harrod et al. 1999, Hessburg et al. 1999a). 

6. Maintain and repair buildings used by Townsend’s bats to reduce loss of roosting 

habitat.  
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Various bat species  

Introduction 

We identified eleven species of bats as species of conservation concern. We placed these 

species among four of the Family groups described in Part 1. They were placed in the medium to 

large tree forests, open forests, woodland/grass/shrub, and chambers/caves groups (see Table 

X). General habitats of these species are described by the Western Bat working group. Their 

known roosting sites and a list of desired conservation actions by species are identified in the 

Oregon Conservation Strategy (ODFW 2005). The fringed myotis, pallid bat and Townsend’s big-

eared bat were chosen as focal species for their particular groups, largely due to their high 

dependence on unique and not necessarily widespread roosting sites. 

However, we did not develop watershed index models for any of these species. We felt we did 

not have the knowledge to adequately map habitat and develop a model at this scale for these 

species. We have described habitat variables researchers have found important for all bats in 

general.  

Source Habitat 

Bats utilize resources at the landscape scale. Land management considers the juxtaposition of all 

habitat components: roosting, and foraging areas and water resources. It is suspected that the 

closer the essential components are to each other (e.g., less than several miles: Keinath 2004 

fringed myotis assessment) the higher the likelihood of persistence. Hayes and Loeb (2007) 

added clutter to this list of habitat attributes that play a critical role in defining niches for bats. 

Clutter is vegetation that has the potential to impede bat echolocation and flight. 
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Roost sites 

Suitable characteristics of roost sites differ among species and sex (Broders and Forbes 2004), 

and optimal thermal conditions at roost likely vary with species, reproductive status, weather, 

age, and time of year (Hayes and Loeb 2007). A recent meta-analysis of tree roost selection of 

North American forest bats showed that roost trees of bats were tall with large DBH and in 

stands with open canopy and high snag density (Kalcounis-Ruppell et al. 2005). However, Hayes 

(2003) suggested that an over-reliance on one habitat type or topographic setting for retaining 

roost habitat is unlikely to provide the conditions necessary to meet the habitat needs for bats 

across seasons. For example, thermal characteristics of riparian areas often differ from upslope 

forests so the exclusive retention of snags and wildlife trees in riparian areas is not likely to be in 

the best interest of bat conservation. 

In addition, the ephemeral nature of snag roosts and the movement by colonies of bats among 

several snags within seasons indicate that tree-roosting bats require areas of high snag density, 

perhaps more so than cavity-nesting birds (Baker and Lacki 2006, Rabe et al. 1998). Baker and 

Lacki (2006) suggest forest management practices target and set aside large-diameter (e.g., >24 

inches) snags surrounded by snag densities of >100/acres in snag management efforts directed 

toward conservation of bat-roosting habitat. A study in northern California on Myotis 

thysanoides, found that regular pockets containing over 200 large (> 24 inches dbh) snags per 

acre may be necessary to support populations of this species (Weller and Zabel 2001). Also, 

because of the short time that bark remains on snags (sloughing bark is used for roosting by 

bats), bats require higher early-decay snag densities than birds (Ellison et al. 2005, Rabe et al. 

1998). 
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Maintaining roost trees and replacements across the landscape in a variety of topographic 

settings is a logical and conservative approach that should provide the broad spectrum of 

conditions necessary to meet the varying needs of bats.   

Efforts to restore ponderosa pine forest with reintroduction of fire could result in the loss of 

large diameter trees, dead tops, and snags (Rancourt et al. 2008). Management strategies 

should be implemented to protect these large defective trees and snags during forest 

restoration. Selective thinning of areas with dense ponderosa pine surrounding potential roost 

trees and removal of excess duff and debris around the base of the tree(s), dead-top or snag 

prior to burning may help protect these potential roost sites. 

Recreational rock climbing is increasing in popularity in Washington. The cracks and crevices in 

rock faces that provide attractive sites for climbers also provide sites for bat roosting. High 

climbing activity may displace roosting bats, and increase threats to species of concern. 

Limited research suggests that vegetative structure and habitat that surrounds caves may have 

an influence on use of caves as roosts by some species or in some situations, but not on others 

(Raesly and Gates 1987, Wethington et al. 1997).  

Foraging 

When foraging, bats often move along forest edges more than within the forest interior (Black 

1974, Crampton and Barclay 1996, de Jong 1994, Kunz and Martin 1982). This may facilitate 

orientation, but may also maximize contact with insect prey. When comparing bat foraging 

activity among forests, clearcuts, and water bodies, activity was found to be higher around 

water bodies (Lunde and Harestad 1986). Other researchers have also found that foraging areas 

usually encompassed a body of open water or riparian corridor (Waldien and Hayes 2001; 
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Grindal et al. 1999). Forested corridors connecting forested patches have been shown to provide 

valuable foraging habitat as well as travel corridors for bats between roosting and foraging sites 

(van Zyll de Jong 1995). 

Bat activity has been found to be higher in thinned stands than in un-thinned stands (Humes et 

al 1999; Loeb and Waldrop 2007), however this affect may vary by forest type (Patriquin and 

Barclay 2003, Tibbels and Kurta 2003). Bat activity is highly variable in space and time (Broders 

2003, Ellison et al. 2005, Hayes 1997) due to variation in prey availability, weather conditions, 

and proximity to roosts (Loeb and Waldrop 2007).  

Prescribed fire, wildfire, fire suppression, and fire management all influence insect populations 

and, thus may affect bat populations. However, the influences of fire on insects depend on the 

timing of the fire with respect to the life history of insects, the intensity of the fire, its rate of 

spread, and the area affected by the fire. As a result, the impact of fire and fire management on 

prey availability for bats, and on ecology of bats is generally poorly understood (Carter et al. 

2002, Hayes and Loeb 2007). 

Use of insecticides and herbicides likely influence prey availability, the influence of the 

chemicals applied, the ecological context, and bat-prey relationships have not been well studied. 

Insecticides can have a direct impact on prey availability; herbicides can have an indirect 

influence on insect populations by changing the abundance and composition of the plant 

communities (Guynn et al. 2004), however no data are available on the effects of chemical 

treatments and bat-prey relationships (Hayes and Loeb 2007). 
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Water resources 

Daily water loss in bats is extreme compared to other mammals, largely due to the respiratory 

demands imposed by flight (Studier and O’Farrell 1980). Land management activities that alter 

bodies of water, water regimes, or water quality may impact bats and should be carefully 

evaluated. Management activities such as livestock grazing of mountain meadows, springs, and 

riparian zones should be managed to retain native vegetation, natural hydrological regimes, and 

water quality sources in order to retain habitat of prey species and quality sources of open 

water for drinking. 

Management Recommendations 

• Protect and provide an adequate (see snag reference conditions) density of large 

diameter and/or tall snags and wildlife trees within forest stands. In addition, trees with 

the following characteristics should be favored for retention: loose bark, dead or broken 

tops, natural cavities, or woodpecker cavities. 

• Provide snags in clumped or clustered patterns across the landscape, to address 

frequent roost switching that occurs with many forest-dwelling bats. 

• Protect snags, live cavity trees and trees with evidence of heart rot within intact habitat 

patches. Avoid leaving these trees isolated within clearcut blocks  

• Develop future bat roosting habitat by identifying large-diameter live wildlife trees for 

retention during harvest activities. These trees should be protected during subsequent 

harvest entries and fire management activities. 

• Develop firewood guidelines to ensure the protection of adequate snag and wildlife tree 

densities. 
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• Restore fire to forest stands to meet management objectives. Periodic low intensity 

burning in some forest systems could help maintain a more open understory and reduce 

small tree density that impedes bat flight. Incorporate protection measures for snag and 

wildlife tree protection within burn plans.  

• Minimize impacts of recreational rock climbing on crevice-roosting bats through 

education and cooperation. 

• Identify sites with significant bat roosts in cliffs or crevices where significant climbing 

activities occur. 

• Land management activities that alter bodies of water, water regimes, or water quality 

may affect bats and should be carefully evaluated. 

• Livestock grazing of mountain meadows, areas near springs, and riparian zones should 

be managed to retain native vegetation, natural hydrological regimes, and water quality 

sources in order to retain habitat of prey species and quality sources of open water for 

drinking. 

• For cave, mine, and structure maternity roosts and hibernacula, no prescribed burning 

or major forest alteration should be conducted within 0.21-mile radius of the roost 

(Keinath 2004). 

Table 41—Summary of the conservation status, habitat relations, and conservation actions for various bat species 
within the northeastern Washington assessment area 
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Western bluebird (Sialia mexicana) 

Introduction  

The western bluebird was identified as the focal species for the Open-forest/All forest Group 

because it is widely distributed in open, low-elevation forests, and is limited by the availability of 

snags with existing cavities. The bluebird represents the array of risk factors of snags and grazing 

common to other members of the group. Some species in the Group use down wood; it is 

assumed that if snags are present for the bluebird down wood will be available as snags fall.  

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Western bluebirds are found in open coniferous and deciduous woodlands; wooded riparian 

areas; grasslands; farmlands; and burned, moderately logged, and edge areas with scattered 

trees, snags, or other suitable nest and perch sites (Guinan et al. 2000). This species is common 

in Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and open pine forests east of the Cascade Range. In 

ponderosa pine and pine-oak forests, abundance was inversely related to canopy cover, and 

highest where canopy cover was <20 percent (Rosenstock 1996). In the western Cascades, this 

species breeds in snags in clearcuts and in and around the Willamette Valley, in open country 

with scattered trees and in orchards (Gilligan et al. 1994). In western Oregon, Hansen et al. 

(1995) estimated mean bluebird densities were greatest at approximately 10 trees/ac and 

declined to zero at approximately 50 trees/ac (for all stems >4 inches dbh) in the western 

Cascade Range. These bluebirds have shown a preference for areas with an open overstory.  

They are abundant in moderately disturbed areas, including moderately logged forests (Franzreb 

1977, Szaro 1976), and burned areas (Haggard and Gaines 2001, Johnson and Wauer 1996, Saab 

and Dudley 1998) where sufficient nest sites and foraging perches are available.  Studies on 

effects of fire and salvage logging in burned forests to western bluebirds and other cavity 
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nesters (Guinan et al. 2000) have varied results. In Washington, there was a higher abundance 

of western bluebirds in areas of low snag density, but more nests in areas of medium to high 

snag density (Haggard and Gaines 2001). In Idaho, there were more western bluebird nests in 

areas of low to medium snag density than in higher snag density areas (Saab and Dudley 1998). 

In Arizona, forests with no salvage logging, western bluebird abundance was higher in severely 

burned than in unburned areas (Dwyer and Block 2000). Restoration of Ponderosa pine forests 

by thinning of dense stands, followed by control burns and reseeding, increased Western 

bluebird abundance, nest and fledgling success, and decreased predation (Gaines et al. 2007, 

Germaine and Germaine 2002). 

We identified source habitat as follows:   

• Potential Vegetation: Dry forests 

• Cover-type : conifer mix, Douglas fir, grand fir, ponderosa pine, western larch, white oak 

• Tree size – All 

• Canopy cover - <60 percent (includes all post-fire areas as canopy closure is <60 

percent) 

Snag Density 

Nests of western bluebirds are usually found in rotted or previously excavated cavities in trees 

and snags, or between trunk and bark (Guinan et al. 2000). In northern Arizona western 

bluebirds preferred snags over live trees for nesting; 70 percent of nests (n = 33) were found in 

snags. In areas where snag density was low, they found the birds switched to live trees for nests 

(Cunningham et al. 1980).  
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There is often a high degree of inter- and intraspecific competition among cavity nesters for nest 

sites. Competition for nest sites has increased with the invasion of European starlings, house 

sparrows, and tree swallows (Gillis 1989, Hedges 1994, Herlugson 1980). On a burned site in 

southwestern Idaho, Lewis' woodpeckers (Melanerpes lewis) frequently usurped western 

bluebird nests, sometimes ejecting nestlings (Saab and Dudley 1995). We calculated percent of 

source habitat within a watershed that had densities of snags >15.0 inches dbh in the following 

classes (per acre). These density classes were derived from Harrod et al. (1998) for open dry 

forests for eastern Washington. 

• Low <2.1/acre 

• Moderate  2.1-2.8/acre 

• High >2.8-3.5/acre 

• Very High >3.5/acre 

Road Density 

We analyzed road density to evaluate the potential of reduced snag densities along roads (Bate 

et al. 2007, Wisdom and Bate 2008).  Our snag density data are from a modeled data set that did 

not account for road-associated factors (Ohmann et al. 2004). 

We calculated the percent of source habitat within each watershed in the following road density 

classes: 

• Zero - <0.1 mi/mi2 

• Low - 0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 
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• Moderate - 1.1-2.0 mi/mi2 

• High - >2.0 mi/mi2 

Grazing  

Livestock grazing may contribute to reduced fire frequency in ponderosa pine forests by 

reducing the amount of grass that facilitated the spreading of low-intensity fires (Zwartjes et al. 

2005). The depletion of competing grasses and lack of fire encouraged the growth of shrubs and 

dense stands of young conifers (Chambers and Holthausen 2000; Touchan et al. 1996). Dense 

ponderosa pine forests that resulted from reduced frequency of low-intensity fires are at a 

greater risk of stand replacing fires (Chambers and Holthausen 2000; Touchan et al. 1996).  

A great reduction in grass biomass, due to grazing, is likely to negatively impact the prey base 

for western bluebirds (Zwartjes et al. 2005). In addition Bull et al. (2001), found western 

bluebirds to be more abundant at ponds that were protected from livestock grazing than those 

not protected. 

We categorized the amount of source habitat in an active grazing allotment using 10 percent 

increments from 0-100 percent, with increasing poorer habitat outcomes as the proportion of 

source habitat in an active allotment increased. 

Calculations of Historical Conditions 

• Source habitat – 0-1 departure 

• Snag density - high 

• Road density - 0 

• Grazing - 0 
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Figure 64–Focal species assessment model for western bluebird. 

Table 42–Relative sensitivity of  variables in the model for western bluebird 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Watershed index values were primarily (93 percent, n=66) low (<1.0), while three watersheds 

had moderate values ( ≥1 and <2), and two watersheds had high watershed index values (>2.0) 

(fig.WI). The two watersheds with the greatest watershed index values were the Upper 

Chewuch River and the Upper Columbia-Swamp Creek.  

Habitat for Western bluebirds was well below the historical median of source habitat in nearly 

all watersheds (n=66, 92 percent) (fig. Departure). One watershed, Upper Columbia-Swamp 

creek, was above the historical median and four were near the median: Lake Entiat, Okanogan 

River-Omak Creek, Lower Okanogan River, and Upper Chewuch River.  

Ten watersheds had > 49,420 acres of habitat currently including the Chewelah with >93,900 

acres (fig. HabAmt). The Wenatchee River watershed likely had the greatest decline in 

abundance of western bluebird habitat, with loss of nearly 74,130 acres. 

Although loss of habitat had the greatest effect on the watershed index evaluation, snag 

densities were also relatively low, and road densities were relatively high. Greater than 50 

percent of the source habitat in 92 percent of the watersheds (n=65) had low snag densities 

(<1/acre), while four watersheds had high snag densities in >50 percent of the source habitats: 

Pasayten River, Ruby Creek, Lightning Creek, and Ross Lake. Nearly all source habitats in these 

watersheds are managed by the USDA Forest Service. Road densities were in the high class (>2.0 

mi/mi2) for >50 percent of the source habitat in 42 percent (n=31) of the watersheds. About 20 

percent of the watersheds (n=19) had very little/none (<5 percent) of the source habitat in an 
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active grazing allotment while another 25 percent had >50 percent of the source habitat in an 

active grazing allotment. 

These habitat declines were similar to the findings of Wisdom et al. (2000) who listed declines of 

western bluebird habitat in the North Cascades and Northern Glaciated Mountains as -65 

percent and -82 percent respectively.  

Viability Outcome 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. Currently, the likelihood of viability of western bluebirds is reduced 

compared to historical conditions (fig. VOI). The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat 

capability for the western bluebird within the assessment area is 18 percent of the historic 

capability. Dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. All 

five ecoregions currently contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat. Thirty-two watersheds (45 percent) had >40 percent of the 

median amount of historical source habitat.  

The current viability outcome is a 66 percent probability of D, and a 28 percent probability E.  A 

D outcome indicates suitable environments are low to moderately distributed across the 

historical range of the species.  Suitable environments exist at low abundance relative to their 

historical conditions. While some of the subpopulations associated with these environments 

may be self-sustaining, there is limited opportunity for population interactions among many of 

the suitable environmental patches for species with limited dispersal ability. For species for 

which this is not the historical condition, reduction in species’ range in the assessment area may 

have resulted. These species may not be well distributed across the assessment area.. 
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Historically, we estimated that 79 percent (n=56) of the watersheds had >40 percent of the 

median amount of historical source habitat, and the distribution was throughout all ecoregions. 

Therefore, it was likely that historically western bluebirds would have had primarily an A 

outcome with habitat broadly distributed and abundant. Raphael et al. (2001), also found a 

decline from historical conditions in their evaluation of habitats across the entire interior 

Columbia basin for western bluebirds, however, though measured differently not as great of a 

decline was measured.   

Figure 65–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Western bluebird in the northeast Washington 
assessment area.     

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. Decline in the amount of source habitat of open canopy forests (including post-fire 

forests) for Western Bluebirds throughout the dry forests across the assessment area. 

The loss of open-canopied forests in northeast Washington due to past management 

has been well documented (Agee 2003, Hessburg and Agee 2003). 

2. Loss of snags (>15 inches dbh) used by these bluebirds for nesting and roosting. Guinan 

et al. (2000) report that declines in western bluebirds have been attributed to removal 

of large trees in which nest cavities were most often found and to increased 

competition for nests sites with house sparrow (Passer domesticus), European starling 

(Sturnus vulgaris), and swallows (Tachycineta spp). 

3. Livestock grazing may reduce the quality of the foraging habitat.  
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Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. In watersheds with Habitat Condition 1a, b, protect existing stands that are currently 

providing source habitat, especially within watersheds with the most source habitats.  

Western bluebird habitat in the Upper Chewuch River (Habitat Condition 1B) is all on 

National Forest System lands, while the Upper Columbia-Swamp Creek (Habitat 

Condition 1A) has more habitat overall, but less on National Forest System lands (fig. 

Hab.Cond). 

2. The Lower Methow River, Middle Methow River, and the Lower Chewuch River 

watersheds all had a Habitat Condition 3a, and though departed from historical 

conditions, these watersheds had the most abundant source habitats on National Forest 

System lands (and overall lands), and should be prioritized for protection and 

restoration.   

3. In a post-fire salvage study Haggard and Gaines (2001) found snag densities of 37-86 

snags >10 inches dbh per acre provided the highest abundance, species richness and 

nesting populations of cavity nesters including western bluebirds. An average of 52 

snags/acre >19 inches dbh provided habitat for more species of cavity nesters.  

4. Gaines et al. (2007) found western bluebirds in northeast Washington only in dry forests 

that had gone through a restoration treatment that reduced tree densities. This 

research suggested that treatments that retained 20-30 percent of the total basal area 

and retained the largest trees increased the overall avian density.  

5. Huxel and Hastings (1999) suggest that restoring patches of habitat adjacent to an 

occupied patch increases the efficacy of population recovery as compared to restoring 

areas at random.  
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6. Manage access to reduce the negative effects on western bluebird source habitat, 

including the loss of snags. 

7. Manage for the reduction of non-native plant infestations. The invasion of exotics such 

as cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) might decrease the quality of habitat due to possible 

reduced diversity of invertebrate prey base (Wrightman and Geramaine 2006). 
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Western gray squirrel (Sciurus griseus)  

Introduction  

The western gray squirrel is a focal species for the Open Forest/Pine/Oak Group. They are highly 

associated with ponderosa pine and oak forests with medium to large trees (Ryan and Carey 

1995). Due to the limited distribution of this species within the assessment area, we did not 

develop a Focal Species Assessment model but provide a qualitative assessment of its habitat 

relationships and general management considerations.  

The western gray squirrel was once one of the most commonly encountered mammals in the 

Northwest (Bowles 1921). Wisdom et al. (2000) reported that source habitat for Western gray 

squirrel showed declines in 65 percent of the watersheds in the North Cascade Range. Their 

range in Washington now consists of small, scattered populations that generally follow the 

range of Oregon white oak (fig. 73). There are three major subpopulations in Washington 

(Rodrick 1986): one in Klickitat County along the southern Columbia River (Linders et al. 2004), 

another in Okanogan and Chelan Counties along the northern Columbia River basin, and a third 

in Thurston and Pierce Counties in the Puget Trough (Linders and Stinson 2007). The population 

within the assessment area (Okanogan and Chelan Counties) occurs from the western tip of Lake 

Chelan near Stehekin, on the northern shore of Lake Chelan, and in the Black Canyon, 

McFarland, and Squaw Creek drainages within the Methow subbasin (Linders and Stinson 2007). 

Figure 66–Current distribution of western gray squirrel populations in Washington: 1) Puget Trough, 2) Klickitat, 
and 3) Okanogan.  

Source Habitat 

The population of gray squirrels within the assessment area is associated with groves of English 

walnut and black walnut planted by early settlers (Barnum 1975) and with dry forests composed 

primarily of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir. This population is small and isolated (WDFW 1993). 
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There have been anecdotal reports that western gray squirrels were introduced in the Okanogan 

area (Linders and Stinson 2007). However, a recent assessment suggests that they were present 

historically and became isolated as populations and habitat have contracted (Linders and 

Stinson 2007).  

 Risk Factors 

Risk factors for the western gray squirrel include loss of habitat from private land development, 

road-related mortality along state highway 153 and forest roads, fire exclusion, improperly 

designed fuels reduction projects, potential loss of habitat from high severity fire, genetic 

effects of a small population, and disease outbreak (Cornish et al. 2001). Potential for 

competition from non-native eastern gray squirrels and fox squirrels (Linders and Stinson 2007) 

has also been identified as a threat. The risk factors that were addressed in this assessment that 

are relevant to management of federal lands include road-related mortality on forest roads, fire 

exclusion and improperly designed fuels reduction projects, and potential habitat loss from high 

severity fire. 

Management Implications 

The following management recommendations were intended to address risk factors associated 

with western gray squirrels on National Forest System lands. 

1. Limit road access within key western gray squirrel use areas to reduce the potential for 

road-related mortality on forest roads. Roads that remain open should be designed and 

signed to keep speeds low. 

2. Restoration of ponderosa pine forests to enhance seed production, restore stand 

structure and composition, promote the development of large tree structure and snags, 
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and to reduce the risk of habitat loss from high severity fire should  be implemented. 

The following characteristics can be used to help guide silvicultural prescriptions (based 

on Linders and Stinson 2007): 

a. Create multi-aged ponderosa pine stands 

b. Low to moderate stem density with a clumped distribution of trees providing 

nest sites and canopy connections for arboreal travel 

c. Fifty or more large (>16 inches dbh) ponderosa pine trees per acre 

d. Ground cover mostly of litter and grass with sparse understory of scattered 

shrubs 

e. Retention of large cavity trees and snags 

f. Presence of additional food species such as bigleaf maple, vine maple, 

serviceberry, or aspen 
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White-headed woodpecker (Picoides albolarvatus) 

Introduction  

White-headed woodpecker was chosen as a focal species to represent the Medium-large 

trees/Dry forest group. The woodpecker is associated with open-canopied ponderosa pine 

forests and specifically with large trees and snags that are important habitat components for 

other species in the group and family. White-headed woodpeckers range across the entire 

Pacific Northwest in dry forests east of the Cascade Range of Oregon and Washington and are 

year round residents. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

White-headed woodpeckers occur in open ponderosa pine or mixed-conifer forests dominated 

by ponderosa pine (Bull et al. 1986, Dixon 1995a, b; Frenzel 2000). Dixon (1995a, b) found 

population density increased with increasing volumes of old-growth ponderosa pine in both 

contiguous and fragmented sites. In addition, these woodpeckers may use areas which have 

undergone various silvicultural treatments, including post-fire areas, if large-diameter 

ponderosa pines and other old-growth components remain (Dixon 1995a,b; Frenzel 2000, 

Raphael 1981, Raphael and White 1984, Raphael et al. 1987). Average canopy closure at 66 nest 

sites studied by Frenzel (2000) was 12 percent. 

Throughout the range, habitat components include an abundance of mature pines (with large 

cones and abundant seed production), relatively open canopy (50-70 percent open), and 

availability of snags and stumps for nest cavities (Garrett et al. 1996). Understory vegetation is 

generally sparse within preferred habitat (Garrett et al. 1996).  
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For the period 1997-2004, Frenzel (2004) found nesting success was 39 percent at sites with low 

densities of big trees as opposed to 61 percent for nests in uncut stands. Uncut sites had big 

tree (>21 inches dbh) density >12 trees/acre.  White-headed woodpeckers foraged 

predominantly on large-diameter live ponderosa pine trees (Dixon 1995b). Ponderosa pine 

seeds are the most important vegetable food item in Oregon (Bull et al. 1986, Dixon 1995b), 

especially in winter. 

Source habitat was defined in this analysis as: 

• Potential vegetation: Dry 

• Cover-type: Ponderosa pine is the dominant cover-type in the dry PVG conditions, 

though we included other species: western larch, conifer mix, Douglas-fir, grand fir as in 

the dry PVG, these types usually contain a large proportion of ponderosa pine types. 

• Forest structure and size:  single- and multi-layered stands with >15 inches QMD,  

• Canopy closure: < 50 percent canopy   

Snag Density 

Several studies have documented the importance of large-diameter ponderosa pine snags for 

white-headed woodpeckers (Dixon 1995a, b; Milne and Hejl 1989, Raphael and White 1984). Of 

43 white-headed woodpecker nests in central Oregon (Dixon 1995b), 36 were in ponderosa pine 

snags, 2 in ponderosa pine stumps, 2 in quaking aspen snags, and 1 each in live quaking aspen, 

white-fir snag, and the dead top of a live ponderosa pine tree; most nest snags were moderately 

decayed. Nest tree size averaged 26 inches (dbh) and nest tree height averaged 46 feet; 

excluding one nest 105 feet high in a dead-topped live ponderosa pine, nest-cavity height 

averaged 14.4 ft. In south-central Oregon, all 16 nests studied by Dixon (1995a) were in 
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completely dead substrates (37 percent in snags, 56 percent in stumps, and 6 percent in leaning 

logs). Mean size of nest trees was 31.5 inches (dbh), and nest tree height averaged 10 feet.  

Frenzel (2004) found that of 405 nests of white-headed woodpeckers, all but 12 were in 

completely dead trees. Mean size of nest trees was 27 inches dbh (n=405), mean canopy closure 

at nest sites was 11.0 percent, and density of large trees >21 inches dbh was 61 trees per acre.  

We calculated the percentage of area of source habitat within each watershed that had snag 

(>20 inches dbh) densities in the following classes based on data from Harrod et al. (1998) of: 

• low - <1.0/acre  

• moderate  - 1.0-1.3/acre  

• high  - 1.3-1.5/acre 

• very high  - >1.5 snags/acre      

Road Density  

We included a road density variable to account for likely reduced snag densities along roads 

(Bate et al. 2007, Wisdom and Bate 2008). We calculated road densities in four classes: 

• Zero - <0.1 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• Low - 0.1-1.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• Moderate - .1-2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 

• High - >2.0 mi/mi2 open roads in a watershed 
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Shrub Cover 

Frenzel (2004) found that shrub cover was a significant variable in predicting nest success. Nest 

sites with <5 percent shrub cover had the highest mean nesting success of 61 percent. Nest 

success with shrub cover >5 percent, had a mean nest success of 42 percent. 

Smith (2002) reported that densities of chipmunks in ponderosa pine habitat in central Oregon 

increased with shrub-cover, and densities of golden-mantled ground squirrels increased with 

amounts of down wood. Both of these species are nest predators of white-headed woodpeckers 

(Frenzel 2004), suggesting that higher levels of shrubs and woody debris may lead to increased 

levels of predation.  

Using GNN shrub density data, we calculated the percentage of source habitat with high (>15 

percent) and low (<15 percent) shrub density per watershed. Although the research suggest 5 

percent cover (Frenzel 2004), after reviewing the data we had on shrub density, we felt the 15 

percent shrub density from the data set was likely representing areas we knew as having closer 

to 5 percent shrub density. 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Source habitat – 0-1 departure 

• Snag density - High 

• Road density - 0 

• Shrub density - Low 

 

Figure 67–Focal species assessment model for white-headed woodpecker.  
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Table 43–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for white-headed woodpecker 

 

Model Evaluation 

We evaluated the model for White-headed woodpeckers using 88 documented occurrences 

compiled by Mellen-McLean et al. (pers. com.) and an equal number of random points. We did 

not find a statistical difference (t=1.97, P=0.78) between the mean WI derived from points of 

the occurrences (1.6) and random points (1.7). We believe that the WI values were so low for all 

watersheds that there was an insufficient distribution of values to make our statistical approach 

meaningful. 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Historically, all but one watershed (Ashnola) contained source habitat for the white-headed 

woodpecker. Currently 97 percent (n=69) had a high departure from the historical median 

amount of habitat across all watersheds (fig. Departure). Okanogan River-Bonaparte Creek, and 

Okanogan River-Omak Creek were currently at or above the historical median amount of 

habitat.   

We assumed in this analysis that if the amount of source habitat in a watershed was reduced to 

<40 percent of the historical amount, the ecological function of the remaining source habitat to 

provide for the viability of the focal species was greatly diminished (see p.40 for details). For the 

white-headed woodpecker, this value is 3,330 acres. Historically, 55 watersheds met this 

condition. Currently only 20 percent of the (n=14) watersheds contained >40 percent of the 

historical median amount of habitat.  Watersheds with the most source habitat currently were 
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the Okanogan River-Bonaparte Creek (18,090 ac), Okanogan River-Omak Creek (15,400 ac), 

West Fork Sanpoil (12,130 acres), and the Middle Methow River (10,030 acres) (fig. HabAmt).   

The watersheds with the greatest potential habitat on National Forest System lands are the 

Lower Chewuch River, Lower Lake Chelan, Lower Methow, Middle Methow, and 

Boulder/Deadman. Boulder/Deadman has >64,250 acres of potential habitat on national Forest 

System lands but <740 acres currently that was suitable. The watersheds with the greatest 

amount of current source habitat managed by the Forest Service were the Middle Methow River 

(8,900 acres) and the West Fork Sanpoil (5,095 acres).  

The majority of watersheds (n=63, 86 percent) had >50 percent of the source habitat with low 

(<1.0 snags/acre) snag densities (table 1). About on third (n=24) of the watersheds had high 

road densities in more than 50 percent of the dry forests, while 10 (14 percent) watersheds had 

> 50 percent of the dry forests having zero road densities. Most watersheds had high shrub 

densities in source habitat (n=65, 90 percent) which along with the propensity of high roads and 

low snags contribute to lower watershed index values (poorer habitat quality). 

Only two watersheds had a watershed index score that was not low (>1): Okanogan River-

Bonaparte Creek (2.0), and Okanogan River-Omak Creek (1.5) (fig. WI). All other watersheds had 

low watershed index values (<1.0) due primarily to loss of habitat.  

Figure 68–(White-headed woodpecker assessment maps) 

Viaability Outcome 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for the white-

headed woodpecker within the assessment area is 21 percent of the historic capability. 
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Dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. Two of five 

ecoregions currently contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount 

of historical source habitat. Fourteen watersheds (20 percent) had >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat currently. We estimated the current viability outcome is a 50 

percent probability of D and 47.5 percent probability of E, indicating habitat was isolated and 

occurs at very low abundance.   

We estimated that historical conditions were much different for this woodpecker. Dispersal 

across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. Five of five ecoregions 

and 55 (77 percent) of the watersheds contained > 40 percent of the median amount of habitat 

historically.  

Historically we estimated that 77 percent of the watersheds (n=55) contained source habitat 

>40 percent of the historical median and was widespread throughout the assessment area. The 

viability outcome historically was estimated to be 76 percent A and 16 percent B, indicating a 

broad distribution of abundant habitat. 

Figure 69–Current and historical viability outcomes for the white-headed woodpecker in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 In summary, under historical conditions, white-headed woodpeckers were likely well 

distributed throughout the assessment area; currently they are likely not well distributed and at 

risk of extirpation.  

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 
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1. Decline in the amount of source habitat for white-headed woodpeckers throughout dry 

forests across the planning area 

2. Low levels of large (>21 inches dbh) diameter snags within the majority of watersheds 

assessed within the planning area 

3. High road densities in dry forest in 32 percent of the watersheds that may contribute to 

loss of large snags 

4. High shrub densities in much of the existing habitat that may lead to higher predation 

5. The sustainability of dry forest habitats that have experienced several decades of fire 

exclusion and are susceptible to stand-replacing fire events 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Watersheds with Habitat Condition of 3a are the highest priority for protection and 

restoration (fig. HabCond.). These watersheds are degraded, but contain the best 

available remaining habitat on National Forest System lands. Protection of the existing 

stands that are currently providing source habitat is recommended, especially within the 

following watersheds: Lower Chewuch River, Lower Methow River, Middle Methow 

River, Salmon Creek, Toroda, Upper Sanpoil, and West Fork Sanpoil. 

2. The two watersheds that have the highest WI, Okanogan River-Bonaparte Creek and 

Okanogan River-Omak Creek have <25 percent current habitat or potential habitat on 

national forest lands.  

3. The desired condition for white-headed woodpecker habitat would include (based on 

Altman 2000a,b): 
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4. A mean of >10 trees/ac) >21 inches dbh, and at least 2 of the tree >31 inches dbh 

(foraging trees and replacement snags) 

5. Mean canopy closure of habitat patch of 10-40 percent 

6. Patch sizes of predominately old-forest ponderosa pine of >350 contiguous acres 

7. A snag management strategy that emphasizes the retention of existing large (>21 inches 

dbh) snags especially in watersheds with a primarily current low density, and manages 

stand density to provide for the long-term restoration of large tree and snag habitat is 

needed. Implementation monitoring should be an important element of this strategy 

8. Huxel and Hastings (1999) suggests that restoring patches of habitat adjacent to 

occupied patches increases the efficacy of population recovery as compared to restoring 

areas at random  
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Wilson’s snipe (Gallinago delicata)  

Introduction 

Wilson’s snipe was chosen as a focal species to represent habitats in the Marsh/Wet Meadow 

Group of the Wetland Family. Wilson’s snipes have one of the widest distributions for species in 

these habitats. However, habitats for species in this group were not abundant on National 

Forest System lands in eastern Washington, and they were patchily distributed across the 

assessment area with concentrations in the central and eastern portions (Smith et al. 1997). 

Wilson’s snipes generally forage in shallow water and mudflats; major risks to the species are 

draining, filling, and degradation of marshes; and environmental contaminants. Although 

grazing by domestic livestock was considered a risk for several species associated with these 

habitats, these risks varied by species and by intensity and season of grazing, and so grazing may 

not have always had a negative impact. Wilson’s snipes are year-round residents of the 

assessment area (Mueller 1999); this assessment was for nesting habitat. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Breeding habitat of Wilson’s snipes has been characterized as sedge bogs, fens, and alder or 

willow wetlands (McKibben and Hofmann 1985, Tuck 1972). Banner and Schaller (2001) 

interpreted these associations to equate to palustrine emergent (PEM) and palustrine scrub 

shrub (PSS) wetlands as described by Cowardin et al. (1979). We used those definitions and 

maps in the National Wetlands Inventory to describe and delineate source habitat for this 

analysis where they occurred in vegetation zones shrub-steppe, Oregon white oak, ponderosa 

pine, Douglas-fir, and grand fir (fig. 137). 
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Wetland Size 

Gibbs et al. (1991) reported a positive relationship between the presence of snipe during the 

breeding season and size of wetland (i.e., <1 acre – >50 acres). Banner and Schaller (2001) 

suggested that wetlands <7 acres had limited value as habitat for snipe. Based on those findings 

we characterized wetland size with the following classes (fig. 137): 

• Small – <25 acres mean size of palustrine, emergent (PEM) or palustrine scrub shrub 

(PSS) wetlands within a watershed. 

• Large – ≥25 acres mean size of palustrine, emergent (PEM) or palustrine scrub shrub 

(PSS) wetlands within a watershed. 

GIS Databases Used 

• National Wetlands Inventory 

• Vegetation Zone 

Calculation of Historical Conditions 

• Departure of source habitat from HRV – 0.5 

• Wetland size – class large 

• Current amount of habitat in each watershed was increased by 30 percent. 

Figure 70–Focal species assessment model for Wilson’s snipe. 

Table 44—Relative sensitivity of Watershed Index values to variables in the model for Wilson’s snipe 
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Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Sixty-two of 72 watersheds within the assessment area provided habitat for Wilson’s snipe 

(Figure 138). All watersheds with habitat have experienced habitat loss from historical 

conditions (fig. 139). Thirty-four percent (n = 21) of watersheds had high Watershed Index (WI) 

scores (>2.0); sixty-six percent (n = 41) of watersheds had moderate WI scores (>1.0 – <2.0) (fig. 

140). Factors that influenced the WI scores included the amount of source habitat (fig. 138). 

Gibbs et al. (1991) and Banner and Schaller (2001) reported positive relationships between the 

presence of snipe and size of wetland. Thirty-four percent (n = 21) of the watersheds had small 

mean wetland size (<25 acres); 66 percent (n = 41) had large mean wetland size (≥25 acres). 

Figure 71–(Wilson’s snipes assessment maps) 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The WWI scores indicated that the current habitat capability for Wilson’s 

snipe within the assessment area is 66 percent of the historical capability. Dispersal across the 

assessment area is not considered an issue for this species due to their relatively high mobility. 

All five ecoregions contain at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Fifty-eight percent (n = 42) of the watersheds currently have >40 percent of the median amount 

of historical source habitat. Under those circumstances there is a 28 percent probability that the 

current viability outcome for Wilson’s snipes is A and a 54 percent probability of outcome B, 

indicating habitat is broadly distributed and abundant, but there are gaps where suitable 

environments are absent or only present in low abundance (fig. 142). It is likely that other 
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species associated with habitats in the Marsh/Wet Meadow Group of the Wetland Family have 

similar outcomes. 

Historically, dispersal across the assessment area was not considered an issue for this species. 

All ecoregions contained at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source habitat). 

Forty-two percent (n= 30) of watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of historical 

source habitat. Under those circumstances, there was a 57 percent probability that the historical 

viability outcome for Wilson’s snipes was A, and a 27 percent probability that the historical 

viability outcome was B indicating habitat was broadly distributed and abundant (fig. 142). 

Figure 72–Current and historical viability outcomes for Wilson’s snipe in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

In summary, under historical conditions, Wilson’s snipes and other species associated with 

habitats in the Marsh/Wet Meadow Group of the Wetland Family were likely well distributed 

throughout the assessment area. Currently, they continue to be well distributed, but there are 

gaps where suitable environments are absent or only present in low abundance (e.g., high 

quality habitats are clustered in the eastern and central portions of the assessment area). 

However, these habitats are estimated to be large enough and close enough together to permit 

dispersal among subpopulations and to allow the species to potentially interact as a 

metapopulation in those areas. However, some subpopulations are so disjunct or of such low 

density that they are essentially isolated from other populations (e.g., southwestern portion of 

the assessment area). 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 
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1. Loss and degradation of wetland habitats. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Emphasis in watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 (i.e., WI = 1.0 – 2.0) with the most 

potential source habitat (i.e., >40 percent median historical habitat) is to maintain 

habitat currently available and to restore habitat conditions for Wilson’s snipes. This 

may include expanding current marshes and wet meadows, restoring degraded 

wetlands and wet meadows, and creating new ones. Eleven watersheds occurred in this 

classification (i.e., Habitat Condition 2a) (fig. 141). 
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Wolverine (Gulo gulo)  

Introduction 

The wolverine was selected as a focal species for the Habitat Generalist Group. It is sensitive to 

risk factors that can cause disturbance (Copeland et al. 2007, Krebs et al. 2007) as are the other 

species in this group. Reports of wolverines within the assessment area have been steadily 

increasing since the 1960s (Aubry et al. 2007, Edelmann and Copeland 1999, Johnson 1977). 

Currently, their distribution appears to include the Cascades, Kettle Range and Selkirk 

Mountains, though their density is likely low (Aubry et al. 2007, Edelmann and Copeland 1999). 

Wolverines are year-round residents within the assessment area and this assessment represents 

their year-round habitat use. 

Model Description 

Source Habitat  

Montane coniferous forests, suitable for winter foraging and summer kit rearing, may only be 

useful if connected with subalpine cirque habitats required for natal denning, security areas, and 

summer foraging (Copeland 1996, Copeland et al. 2010). Similar to other large mammalian 

carnivores (e.g., Ursus arctos, Canis lupus), the current distribution of wolverines is likely 

determined by the intensity of human settlement, and in addition, the persistence of spring 

snow-cover (Copeland et al. 2010) rather than by vegetation type or topography (Banci 1994, 

Carroll et al. 2001, Kelsall 1981).  

Several researchers have documented the effects of roads on wolverines and their habitat and 

have included roads in models of source habitat (Carroll et al. 2001, Copeland et al. 2007, Krebs 

et al. 2007, Raphael et al. 2001, Rowland et al. 2003, Wisdom et al. 2000). Carroll et al. (2001) 

found areas with road densities <1 mile/mile2 to be strongly correlated with the presence of 
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wolverine. Rowland et al. (2003) in a test of the Raphael et al. (2001) model, found that road 

density was a better predictor than habitat amount of wolverine abundance when applied at the 

watershed scale (such as our Watershed Index model). Thus, we incorporated road densities 

into our definition of source habitat. To identify source habitat for this species, we limited the 

analysis of current source habitat to those areas with road densities of <1.0 mile/mile2. This road 

density classification was developed from Gaines et al. (2003). 

We included most cover types and structural stages in montane forest, subalpine forest, alpine 

tundra, as did Wisdom et al. (2000), and Raphael et al. (2001). These cover types also coincide 

with areas where there is a higher likelihood of persistent spring snow cover (Copeland et al. 

2010). We used the following variables to identify wolverine source habitat within the 

assessment area: 

• Road density: areas with road densities <1.0 mi/mi2 

• Cover types: alpine, parkland, subalpine fir, Pacific silver fir, Engelmann spruce, western 

hemlock, western red cedar, mountain hemlock, lodgepole pine, western larch, mixed 

conifer, Douglas fir, and grand fir. We did not include low-elevation cover types such as 

ponderosa pine and shrub-steppe. 

Mean Patch Size 

Banci (1994) identified the need for large areas of the appropriate vegetation types and with 

low human use to provide for the conservation of wolverine. We evaluated the relative size of 

the areas of source habitat within a watershed by computing a mean patch size and classified 

the data into three classes, representing high, medium, and low. Our assumption was that the 
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greater the mean patch size the more conservation value the watershed would have for 

wolverine. We categorized the mean patch size as follows: 

• Low mean patch size = <2 mi2 

• Moderate mean patch size = 2-4 mi2 

• High mean patch size = >4 mi2 

Potential Den Habitat 

Natal dens are typically above or near tree line, require snow depths of 3 to 10 feet that persist 

into spring, and are in close proximity to rocky areas such as talus slopes or boulder fields 

(Copeland 1996, Copeland et al. 2010). The predictive habitat model for wolverine developed by 

Carroll et al. (2001) was improved when alpine cirque habitat was added as a variable as a 

surrogate to denning habitat. We modeled potential den habitat by using land type associations 

(Ha7, Ha8, Hb9, Hi9) that represented alpine and subalpine boulder fields and talus slopes (USFS 

2000)( fig. FSAmodel). The amount of potential wolverine den habitat was categorized as 

follows: 

• Zero = 0 acres of potential den habitat 

• Low = >0 – 3,700 acres of potential den habitat 

• Moderate = >3,700 – 8,650 acres of potential den habitat 

• High = >8,650 acres of potential den habitat 
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Winter Habitat Effectiveness 

Copeland (1996) and Krebs and Lewis (1999) documented the potential for disturbance to 

wolverine natal dens because of late winter to spring snowmobile and other winter recreation 

activities. We assessed the potential effects of winter recreation on the effectiveness of 

wolverine habitat by overlaying winter recreation routes onto wolverine habitat and calculating 

the density of these routes (fig. FSAmodel). This was an under-estimate of the impacts of winter 

activities as other recreation routes were present in the assessment area but not in our digital 

inventory. We categorized the effects of winter recreation activities on wolverine habitat as 

follows: 

• Low habitat effectiveness = >25 percent of habitat with winter route densities >2.0 

mi/mi2 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = >25 percent of habitat with winter route densities 

>1.0 mi/mi2 

• High habitat effectiveness = <25 percent of habitat with winter route densities <1.0 

mi.mi2 

Calculations of Historical Conditions 

• Source Habitat – area of alpine, parkland, subalpine fir, pacific silver fir, Engelmann 

spruce, western hemlock, western red-cedar, mountain hemlock, lodgepole pine, 

western larch, mixed conifer, Douglas-fir, and grand fir cover types 

• Patch Size – calculated average patch size without the influence of roads 

• Den Habitat – same of the current amount 
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• Winter Habitat Effectiveness – High  

Figure 73–Focal species assessment model for the wolverine. 

Table 45--Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for the wolverine 

Model Evaluation 

We derived the mean Watershed Index value from 64 points where occurrences of wolverines 

were confirmed and compared it with the mean Watershed Index value from 63 random points. 

The mean Watershed Index for the occurrence points (2.01) was significantly higher (t=1.98, 

P=0.0001) than the mean derived from the random points (1.58) indicating that our model 

identified suitable environments within watersheds for wolverines. 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

Currently, five (7 percent) of the watersheds have high WI scores ( >2.0) (fig. WI). The remaining 

additional 67 (93 percent) watersheds had WI scores with moderate (between 1.0 and 2.0) 

scores. The lower scores were largely due to the influence of roads on the loss of source habitat 

for wolverines. In our model, areas with high road densities reduced the availability of source 

habitat and the patch size of source habitat. Areas with high road densities have been shown to 

have lower probabilities of wolverine occurrence (Caroll et al. 2001, Rowland et al. 2003). All of 

the watersheds with High (>2.0) WI scores occurred within the Okanogan-Wenatchee National 

Forest portion of the assessment area and are largely a result of the presence of wilderness and 

roadless areas. These results are similar to those reported in other efforts to evaluate wolverine 

habitat. Raphael et al. (2001) evaluated wolverine habitat across the Columbia Basin and 

showed that the best habitat occurred along the Cascade Crest within the Okanogan-Wenatchee 

National Forest, while much lower scores associated with poorer habitat, were found on the 

Colville National Forest. Similarly, Singleton et al. (2002) did not identify any “habitat 
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concentration areas” for wolverine on the Colville National Forest, with the exception of a small 

area in the northeast portion of the Lower Pend Oreille watershed. However, they did identify 

important habitat linkages across the Kettle Crest and the Okanogan Highlands (Singleton et al. 

2002). 

This assessment of the amount of source habitat currently suggests declines from historical 

conditions (fig.HabDepart). Our analysis found that 54 percent (n=39) of the watersheds were 

near the historical median of source habitat, and 46 percent (n=33) were below the historical 

median. Watersheds with the most source habitat (>98,800 acres) included: Ross Lake, Pasayten 

River, Stehekin River, Middle Pend Oreille River, Lower Chewuch River, North Lake Roosevelt, 

Upper Pend Oreille River, Upper Chewuch River, Boulder/Deadman, and Lower Pend Oreille 

River (fig. Habamount). Two of the five watersheds with the high WI scores are in this group: 

Pasayten River, and Upper Chewuch River. 

Other factors that influenced the WI scores included the availability of alpine cirques used for 

denning habitat (Copeland 1996). One-half of the watersheds (n=36) did not contain any 

potential wolverine denning habitat, while 14 percent (n=10) included moderate to high levels 

of potential wolverine denning habitat. Watersheds with the greatest amount of potential 

denning habitat included Lost River, Pasayten, Twisp River, Upper Chewuch, and Upper 

Methow. 

Currently, the influence of winter recreation routes has little effect on the potential wolverine 

denning habitat that we modeled because much of the denning habitat we identified occurred 

in wilderness areas or in remote areas that are difficult to access. However, there are winter 

recreation routes not in our inventory that may influence denning habitat. For example, 
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helicopter skiing occurs within the Upper Methow watershed which currently has a high amount 

of potential denning habitat. 

Viability Outcome Scores  

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), a habitat 

distribution index, and a habitat connectivity or permeability index. The Weighted Watershed 

Index (WWI) provides a relative measure across watersheds of the potential capability of the 

watershed to contribute to the viability of the focal species. The WWI scores indicated that the 

current habitat capability for wolverine within the assessment area is 74 percent of the historic 

capability. This is largely due to the influence of human activities (roads) on wolverine habitats. 

Currently, 72 percent (n=52) of the watersheds contain source habitat amount above 40 percent 

of the historical median, whereas historically 86 percent (n=62) were above this minimum 

habitat amount. The watersheds with >40 percent were distributed across all of the five 

ecoregions both currently and historically.  

Because wolverines are highly mobile, we evaluated the contribution of dispersal habitat in the 

viability outcome model (see section XX p.ww). Currently, dispersal habitat suitability of the 

assessment area for wolverine was rated as moderate to high. Across the assessment area, 8 

percent of the watersheds rated as low dispersal habitat suitability, 48 percent rated as 

moderate, and 44 percent rated as high. Historically, dispersal habitat was projected to be high 

across the majority of the assessment area. These results are similar to other efforts to evaluate 

the dispersal habitat suitability for wolverine in the same general area (Singleton et al. 2002, 

WWHCWG 2010). Singleton et al. (2002) identified “fracture zones” that occur within the 

assessment area and warrant careful management attention. Fracture zones were defined as 
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areas with considerable disruption of suitable habitat conditions for wolverine dispersal. 

Fracture zones included Stevens Pass, Snoqualmie Pass, and the portion of the assessment area 

from the Okanogan-Kettle-Selkirk mountains where areas in public ownership are more limited 

and disjunct.  

The current viability outcome for the assessment area is a 67.7 percent probability of B, which 

indicated that suitable environments for the wolverine were broadly distributed and of high 

abundance, but there were gaps where suitable environments are absent or only present in low 

abundance (fig. SOI). However, the disjunct areas of suitable environments are typically large 

enough and close enough together to permit dispersal among subpopulations and to allow the 

species to potentially interact as a metapopulation. Historically, the viability outcome for 

wolverine had a probability of 78.6 percent A where suitable environments were more broadly 

distributed or of high abundance. In addition, the suitable environments were better connected, 

allowing for interspecific interactions. Our analysis indicated some reduction in the availability 

of suitable environments for the wolverine, and likely other species in the Human Disturbance 

Group, occurred in the assessment area compared to the historical distribution and condition of 

their habitats. 

Figure 74–Current and historical viability outcomes for the wolverine in the northeast Washington assessment 
area. 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature:  

1. High road densities have reduced the amount of source habitat (Raphael et al. 2001, 

Wisdom et al. 2000) in the assessment area. 
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2. Habitat connectivity between patches of existing source habitats remains high north and 

south along the crest of the Cascade Range with exceptions along major highway 

corridors (Singleton et al. 2002, WWHCWG 2010). More concern about habitat 

connectivity for wolverines occurs between the north Cascade Range and Selkirk 

Mountains in the northeast portion of the assessment area where public lands are more 

limited (Singleton et al. 2002). 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes 

1. Manage watersheds with Habitat Condition 1a to provide for long-term refugia for 

wolverine (Banci 1994) (fig. HabCond). Watersheds in Habitat Condition 1a include the 

Lost River, Upper Methow River, Twisp River, Pasayten River, and the upper Chewuch 

River. 

2. In addition, manage watersheds with Habitat Condition 2a (WI scores >1.0-<2.0 and >40 

percent of the historical median amount of source habitat) for restoration of wolverine 

source habitat by reducing the impacts of high road densities. Using Singleton et al. 

(2002) as a general guide, identify unroaded areas or areas with low-road densities to 

serve as stepping-stones to enhance the connectivity and probability that wolverines 

can safely move between the watersheds identified above (Strategy 1). For highways 

within the assessment area, manage road systems to either maintain or enhance 

dispersal habitat suitability for wolverines. This would also require that human activities 

adjacent to highways be managed so that wolverines could access any wildlife crossing 

structures. 
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3. Limit recreational activities in potential and known denning habitat (Banci 1994, 

Raphael et al. 2001) especially during the period that the dens are suspected of being 

occupied. 
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Wood duck (Aix sponsa) 

Introduction 

The wood duck was selected as a focal species for the Riparian/Large Tree or Snag/Open Water 

Group to represent cavity nesting species associated with forested riparian areas (streams, 

wetlands, ponds, lakes). The wood duck represents the cavity-nesting ducks in this group; unlike 

the other ducks in the group, wood ducks are widespread throughout Oregon and Washington. 

The Common merganser is an exception because this species does not always nest in tree 

cavities. Breeding areas for wood ducks occurs primarily within western Washington; however, 

known breeding areas are patchily distributed across eastern Washington within the assessment 

area (Smith et al. 1997). Wood ducks typically winter further south than Washington; however, 

significant wintering numbers can be found in the Yakima Valley (Lewis and Kraege 2000). 

Model Description 

Source Habitat 

Wood ducks nest primarily in late-successional forests and riparian areas adjacent to low 

gradient rivers, lakes, and wetlands (Lewis and Kraege 2000). At least 10 acres of wetland or 

other aquatic habitat should be available in a contiguous unit (USGS 2004) for successful 

nesting. Wood ducks nest almost exclusively in tree cavities, which offer protection from 

weather and predators (Peterson and Gauthier 1985, Robb and Bookhout 1995, Soulliere 1988). 

They are secondary cavity nesters, using cavities created by large woodpeckers or by decay or 

damage to the tree. Cavity use is dependent upon the proximity of nesting habitat and brood 

habitat (Robb and Bookhout 1995). Shallow wetlands within 0.5 mile of cavities provide optimal 

brood habitat (Lewis and Kraege 2000). 
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We modeled source habitat for wood ducks using a combination of forest structure and tree size 

data along with information from the National Wetlands Inventory. We used the following 

specific variables to map source habitat within each watershed: 

• Cover type: All cover types at all elevations 

• Tree Structure and Size: Single/Multi-story, >15 inches QMD, 0.5 mile from a suitable 

waterbody or wetland complex as described below 

• National Wetlands Inventory: Waterbodies and wetland complexes (PFO, R2, R3) >10 

acres  

Habitat departure was calculated as estimated as for other wetland associated species by 

assuming that source habitat has been reduced from historical levels by 30 percent thus the 

habitat departure variable to assess current conditions was set at -2. 

Snag Habitat 

Soulliere (1988) suggested that trees needed to be >12 inches dbh to provide a suitable cavity 

for wood ducks to nest in. The optimal density of potential nest trees described by Sousa and 

Farmer (1983) was 5 per acre. We used snag data from Ohmann et al. (2004) to assess the 

availability of suitable nesting habitat within source habitat (fig. FSAmodel). We used the 

following categories to assess the size and density of snag habitat on source habitat quality 

within each watershed. 

• Low habitat quality = <5.0 snag/acre >12 inches dbh 

• Moderate habitat quality = 6.0-7.0 snags/acre >12 inches dbh 
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• High habitat quality = 7-10 snags/acre >12 inches dbh 

• Very high habitat quality = >10 snags/acre >12 inches dbh 

Habitat Effectiveness 

Human disturbance has been shown to affect productivity of wood ducks by causing nest 

abandonment, egg mortality from exposure, increased predation of eggs and hatchlings, 

depressed feeding rates, and avoidance of otherwise suitable habitat (Hamman et al. 1999, 

Havera et al. 1992, Lewis and Kraege 2000). We used the waterfowl habitat disturbance index 

(Gaines et al. 2003) to evaluate the potential effects of human disturbance associated with 

roads and trails on source habitat. Open roads and trails were buffered by 820 feet and then 

overlaid with maps of source habitat to estimate the proportion of source habitat within a zone 

of influence in each watershed (fig. FSAmodel). We then categorized these potential effects as 

follows: 

• Low habitat effectiveness = >50 percent of the source habitat in a zone of influence 

• Moderate habitat effectiveness = 30-50 percent of the source habitat in a zone of 

influence 

• High habitat effectiveness = <30 percent of the source habitat in a zone of influence 

Figure 75–Focal species assessment model for the wood duck 

Table 46–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for Wood duck 

Assessment Results 

Watershed Scores 

There were two (3 percent) watersheds that had WI scores >2.0, 32 (47 percent) with WI scores 

from 1.0 to 2.0, and 34 (50 percent) watersheds were degraded with scores <1.0 (fig. WI). 
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Watersheds with the most source habitat (>1,240 acres) included: Lower Chewuch River, Middle 

Yakima River, Upper Pend Oreille River, Entiat River, Stehekin River, Upper Yakima River, 

Chiwawa River, Wenatchee River, and Middle Methow River (fig. Habamount). The median 

amount of source habitat across all watersheds with at least some habitat (68 watersheds) was 

368.2 acres. 

The availability of snag habitat (>12 inches dbh) within source habitat was Very High in 6 (9 

percent) of the watersheds, High in 4 (6 percent) of the watersheds, moderate in 15 (22 

percent) of the watersheds, and Low in 43 (63 percent) of the watersheds. Snag habitat is 

important for nesting wood ducks and the majority of the watersheds had low availability of this 

critical habitat component. 

Habitat effectiveness was High in three watersheds (4 percent), Moderate in 10 (15 percent) 

watersheds, and Low in 55 (81 percent) of the watersheds. Habitat effectiveness may be 

restored through management of human access. This would also reduce the loss of snags from 

roadside hazard tree removal and firewood cutting, as well as reduce the potential of negative 

effects associated with human disturbance at nest sites. 

Viability Outcome Scores 

The VOI model incorporated the weighted WI (WWI) scores (described earlier), and a habitat 

distribution index. The weighted watershed index score indicated that the current habitat 

capability for wood duck within the assessment area is 41 percent of the historic capability. This 

reduction occurred because of loss of wetland source habitat and low levels of snag habitat 

within source habitat in many watersheds. 
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Forty percent of the historical median amount of source habitat across all watersheds with at 

least some habitat was 156.9 acres. Forty (50 percent) of the watersheds within the assessment 

area met this habitat minimum. The watersheds with >40 percent were distributed across all 

five ecoregions. 

Historically, all five ecoregions contain at least one watershed with >40 percent of the median 

amount of historical source habitat (median was calculated across all watersheds with source 

habitat). Forty-seven (69 percent) watersheds had >40 percent of the median amount of 

historical source habitat. 

Currently, there is a 72 percent probability that the viability outcome for wood duck within the 

assessment area is C (fig. ?), suggesting that suitable conditions for the wood duck is are likely 

well-distributed in only a portion of the assessment area. Gaps exist where suitable 

environments are either absent or present in low abundance. Historically, there was a 71 

percent probability of outcome A and a 19 percent probability of outcome B (fig. ?), where 

suitable environments were more broadly distributed and/or at higher abundance. This resulted 

in suitable environments that were better connected. A reduction in suitable environments for 

the wood duck, and likely other species in the Riparian/Large Tree or Snag/Open Water Group, 

has occurred in the assessment area compared to historical conditions. 

Figure 76–Current and historical viability outcomes for the wood duck in the northeast Washington assessment 
area 

Management Implications 

The following issues were identified during this assessment and from the published literature: 

1. The area of wetland habitats has experienced significant declines across the region and 

in some portions of the assessment area. 
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2. The influence of human activities within wood duck source habitat has reduced the 

availability of nesting habitat (large snags) and habitat effectiveness. 

Strategies to Address Issues and Improve Outcomes  

1. Application of a riparian habitat management strategy that considers the needs of both 

fish and wildlife resources would be beneficial to the viability of the wood duck, and 

other riparian species.  

2. In watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 a and b, restoration of habitat quality and 

effectiveness through human access management, treatments that promote the 

development of large trees (>20 inches dbh), and retain large (>20 inches dbh) snag 

habitat should be emphasized.   
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Part 3 - Multi-Species Conservation Strategies 

In this section, we present the procedures used to develop multi-species conservation strategies 

using results of our individual species assessments. Wisdom et al. (2002) described a process for 

assessing the habitat conditions for groups of species in order to identify a habitat network for 

terrestrial wildlife in the Interior Columbia Basin. We modified the approach of Wisdom et al. 

(2002) to integrate information from multiple focal species into overall conservation strategies. 

For each focal species, we determined the condition of the habitat in each watershed, which led 

to a conservation emphasis for the focal species in each watershed. Conservation emphases 

consisted of protection, restoration, connectivity, or combinations of each of these (table XX). 

We then created a matrix of all focal species and conservation strategies that addressed their 

habitat and risk factors to identify key conservation strategies that would benefit multiple 

species (table III-1). The steps we used to go from individual species management 

recommendations to multiple species strategies are detailed below: 

Step 1: Determine habitat conditions for each 5th field watershed for each focal species. The 

habitat conditions were completed as part of the individual species assessments (Part II) and are 

based on the WI scores, the current amount of source habitat relative to reference conditions, 

habitat dispersal suitability (for some species), and the amount of source habitat within a 

watershed in federal ownership. 

Step 2: We grouped focal species by which conservation strategy would best address their 

habitat and risk factors (table x). We then used individual focal species assessments to identify a 

habitat condition that best addressed the group for each watershed. We used the most limited 

species in the group to identify a habitat condition for each watershed. For example, if species A 

had more watersheds with Habitat Condition 1a (which means relative good conditions) than 
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species B, we used species B to identify priority watersheds for protection, restoration, or 

connectivity. 

Step 3: We then identified a single set of priority watersheds for each conservation strategy and 

combined the individual species management recommendations to make multiple species 

conservation measures. By using a combination of conservation measures and a set of 

watersheds that are priority for the measures to be implemented, managers have important 

information and tools to contribute to the viability of focal species. 

Step 4: The final step, which is outside the scope of this assessment, will integrate our strategies 

with other resources through an interdisciplinary planning process. 

Conservation Strategies 

We used the information from individual species assessments to identify nine broad 

conservation strategies that address habitat and risk factors for multiple focal species. These 

strategies provide a biological foundation from which integration with other resources during 

forest planning can occur. The multi-species strategies include two parts: conservation measures 

and a prioritized list of watersheds. We prioritized watersheds in order to identify areas with the 

highest potential to contribute to the viability of the focal species. The conservation strategies 

included: aquatic and riparian, snag and downed wood, forested habitats (Moist forests, Dry and 

Mesic forests, and Post-fire Habitats), human access management, domestic grazing, invasive 

species, and unique habitats. The conservation strategies and associated conservation measures 

will be integrated into forest planning through an interdisciplinary planning process to address 

multiple resource objectives.  

Table 47--Conservation strategies to address habitat and risk factors that would improve viability outcomes for 
focal species. Highlighted species were selected to guide the development of conservation strategies 
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Aquatic and Riparian Conservation Strategy 

We selected eight focal species whose viability was closely linked to riparian habitats to develop 

the conservation strategy for riparian areas. These species represent a wide range of riparian 

habitats and included the water vole, inland tailed frog, bald eagle, MacGillivray’s warbler, 

Columbia spotted frog, Wilson’s snipe, eared grebe, and marsh wren. Other focal species whose 

viability would also benefit from the implementation of these management recommendations 

include the northern bog lemming, American marten, fringed myotis, peregrine falcon, tiger 

salamander, northern harrier, Townsend’s big-eared bat, wood duck, and harlequin duck. 

The conservation measures address issues we identified regarding the viability of the focal 

species associated with riparian and wetland habitats. The watersheds that are priority for the 

implementation of the conservation measures are shown in table III-2. 

Conservation Measures 

1. Riparian management should consider the needs of fish and wildlife resources and 

address the effects of roads, campgrounds, grazing, and vegetation management. 

Riparian management zones should be of sufficient size to: a) protect habitat adjacent 

to streams, wetlands, ponds and lakes, and b) facilitate the movement/dispersal of 

wildlife.  

2. Restore riparian habitats by reducing the negative effects of roads on source habitats 

within priority watersheds (table III-2). 

3. Restore wetland and wet meadow habitats by reducing the impacts of water-based 

recreation, invasive species, and conifer encroachment within priority watersheds (table 

III-2). 
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Table 48--Priority watersheds for restoration of aquatic and riparian habitats 

Snag and Downed Wood Conservation Strategy 

We reviewed DecAID (Mellen-McLean et al. 2009) to develop reference conditions for snag 

density distributions (table xx) that can be used to develop management direction for snag and 

downed wood habitats. We developed estimates (histograms) of the reference conditions using 

the inventory data for unharvested plots (including plots with no measurable snags) for the 

structural stages (weighted averages) within the Mesic, Cold-moist, and Cold-dry forest types. 

For the dry forest, we used reference condition estimates from Harrod et al. (1998).  

Table 49--Snag desired conditions by density distribution classes for small and large snag sizes for dry forests. These 
should be applied at the watershed scale 

Table 50-- Snag desired conditions by density distribution classes for small and large snag sizes for mesic forests. 
These should be applied at the watershed scale  

Forested Habitats Conservation Strategy 

The conservation strategy for forest habitats includes three parts: Moist forests, Mesic and Dry 

forests, and Post-fire forests. 

Moist Forests 

We used habitat condition information from three focal species associated with moist late-

successional forests to identify multi-species conservation measures: northern goshawk, 

pileated woodpecker, and American marten. Other focal species whose viability is likely 

influenced by these measures include Canada lynx, Cassin’s finch, larch mountain salamander, 

tailed frog, harlequin duck, fringed myotis, and bald eagle.  

The following conservation measures are intended to enhance the viability of the focal species 

associated with moist forests. The watersheds that are priority for the implementation of the 

conservation measures are shown in table III-6. 
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1. In moist forests within watersheds with Habitat Condition 1a and 1b (table III-6) protect 

or restore late-successional forest habitat conditions. Use reference conditions as a 

guide to determine sustainable levels of late-successional forest within each sub-basin 

or watershed (Agee 2003, Hessburg et al. 2000, USFWS 2011, Wimberly et al. 2000). In 

areas where the management goal is to restore large tree structures, treatments may 

include thinning young stands that were previously harvested to accelerate the 

development of old forest structures and restore patch sizes. 

2. Patch size distribution measured at the watershed scale should be managed within or 

towards reference conditions (Hessburg et al. 1999a). 

3. Identify and protect large tree and snag habitat (see snag and downed wood strategy) 

within all forest types, including post-fire habitats. These structures are important for 

both current and future (legacy structure) habitat for late-successional species. 

4. Maintain stands with active goshawk nests in old-forest conditions (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

The Northern Goshawk Scientific Committee recommends three 30-acre nest stands per 

breeding pair and three additional 30-acre replacement stands within a 6000-acre area 

that functions as potential home range (Reynolds et al. 1992). This strategy would 

require pre-disturbance surveys for goshawks. 

5. The northern spotted owl would be a high priority for monitoring within its range on the 

Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest due to its negative trend in habitat loss due to 

fire (Davis and Lint 2005, Davis et al. 2011), negative population trends (Anthony et al. 

2006, Forsman et al. 2010), and competition from barred owls (Singleton et al. 2009). 

Table 51--Priority watersheds for enhancing the sustainability of moist forest habitats for focal wildlife species 
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Mesic and Dry Forests 

We used habitat condition information from two focal species associated with large-tree 

structures within mesic and dry forests to identify multi-species conservation measures: 

northern goshawk and white-headed woodpecker. Other focal species whose viability is likely 

influenced by these measures include Cassin’s finch, pileated woodpecker, western bluebird, 

western gray squirrel, Lewis’s woodpecker, golden eagle, bighorn sheep, and bald eagle.  

We identified the following conservation measures to enhance the viability of the focal species 

associated with mesic and dry forests. The watersheds that are priority for the implementation 

of the measures are shown in table III-7. 

1. Protect existing old forest ponderosa pine habitats. These forests provide important 

source habitat for focal species associated with dry forests and are currently available at 

levels well below reference conditions (Hessburg et al. 1999a). 

2. In mesic and dry forests, restore structure, composition and function using a 

combination of thinning and/or prescribed fire (Agee 2003, Gaines et al. 2007, Harrod et 

al. 2007). Use reference conditions to guide the development of stand level (Harrod et 

al. 1999, Franklin et al. 2008) and landscape level desired conditions (Agee 2003, 

Hessburg et al. 2000, 2005, 2007). 

3. Patch size distribution measured at the watershed scale should be managed within or 

towards reference conditions (Hessburg et al. 2007, Perry et al. 2011 ). 

4. Protect stands with active goshawk nests in Old-forest conditions (Wisdom et al. 2000). 

The Northern Goshawk Scientific Committee recommends three 30-acre nest stands per 

breeding pair and three additional 30-acre replacement stands within a 6000 acre area 
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that functions as potential home range (Reynolds et al. 1992). This would require pre-

disturbance surveys for goshawks. 

5. Focal species associated with mesic and dry forests would be a high priority for 

monitoring. The white-headed woodpecker and western bluebird would be high priority 

throughout the assessment area due to the strongly negative trends in source habitat 

availability and the unknown effects of dry forest restoration on their habitat use and 

productivity. 

6. Retain habitat for the northern spotted owl in dry and mesic forests at the upper end of 

the reference conditions as part of a strategy to restore mesic and dry forest processes, 

patterns, and functions (Courtney et al. 2008, Franklin et al. 2008, Gaines et al. 2010b, 

USFWS 2011). Reduce the risk of loss of spotted owl habitat to uncharacteristic high 

severity fire by strategically locating restoration treatments to reduce landscape fire 

flow (Agar et al. 2007, Franklin et al. 2008, Gaines et al. 2010b, Lehmkuhl et al. 2007b, 

USFWS 2011). Where treatments occur, create stand conditions favorable for white-

headed woodpeckers and other dry forest-associated focal species (Gaines et al. 2007, 

2010a). 

Table 52--Priority watersheds for enhancing the sustainability of mesic and dry forest habitats for focal wildlife 
species 

 

Post-Fire Habitat 

The primary focal species we used to develop the multi-species conservation strategy for post-

fire habitats were the Lewis’s woodpecker and black-backed woodpecker. Additional focal 

species that we expect to benefit include Canada lynx, white-headed woodpecker, western 

bluebird, and fringed myotis. 
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The following conservation measures are intended to enhance the viability of the focal species 

associated with post-fire habitats. The watersheds that are priority for the implementation of 

the measures are shown in table III-8. 

1. Manage disturbance regimes towards reference conditions measured at the landscape 

scale in order that habitat components are distributed across the landscape in a 

sustainable fashion (Agee 2000, Hessburg et al. 2007). Increase opportunities to allow 

wildfire to burn or ignite fires when conditions and opportunities exist within priority 

watersheds (table 45).  

2. Watersheds in Habitat Conditions 1a and 1b for black-backed and Lewis’s woodpecker 

should be protected from post-fire timber harvest until habitat availability exceeds 

reference conditions (table 46). Any post-fire timber harvest would be designed to meet 

habitat needs for the Lewis’s woodpecker (see Part II) and evaluated using the Lewis’s 

woodpecker focal species assessment model at the watershed and sub-basin scales.  

3. In watersheds with Habitat Condition 2 and 3, use planned and unplanned ignitions to 

restore the availability of post-fire habitats towards reference conditions. Once these 

watersheds improved to a HC 1, then they could be considered for post-fire timber 

harvest. 

Table 53--Priority watersheds for post-fire habitat associated focal species 

Table 54--Watersheds with best habitat conditions for focal species associated with post-fire habitats  

Human Access Management 

We used habitat condition information from the Canada lynx, wolverine, bighorn sheep, and 

harlequin duck to identify a multi-species conservation strategy that addresses habitat and 

human-disturbance related risk factors. Other focal species whose viability is likely influenced 
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include golden eagle, sage thrasher, eared grebe, northern bog lemming, northern goshawk, 

American marten, white-headed woodpecker, western bluebird, fringed myotis, western gray 

squirrel, Lewis’s woodpecker, black-backed woodpecker, peregrine falcon, tiger salamander, 

northern harrier, Townsend’s big-eared bat, and wood duck.  

The following conservation measures are intended to enhance the viability of the focal species 

whose source habitats are influenced by roads and trails. The watersheds that are priority for 

the implementation of the conservation measures are shown in table III-10. 

1. Manage winter recreation for no net increase in groomed and designated snow routes 

that create snow compacting conditions (Ruediger et al. 2000), especially those 

identified as Habitat Condition 1 and 2 (table III-10) within the areas identified as core 

and secondary for the Canada lynx (USFWS 2005). A more complete inventory of the 

existing location of used snowmobile other compacted winter routes would aid in the 

development of a winter recreation strategy. 

2. Reduce the negative impacts of human activities (roads, trails, dispersed recreation 

sites, etc.) within riparian habitats, emphasizing watersheds in Habitat Conditions 1 and 

2. This can be accomplished by reducing the negative impacts of roads on riparian 

habitats (Gaines et al. 2003). 

3. Reduce the negative impacts of roads on focal species source-habitats by reducing 

overall density and reducing the amount of area within a zone of influence of a road 

(Gaines et al. 2003). The priority watersheds for reducing road-related effects are 

identified in table III-10. In many cases, these watersheds overlap with grizzly bear 
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recovery areas where access management guidelines will be implemented (USFWS 

1997b), providing conservation values for both species. 

4. Using Singleton et al. (2002), WWHCWG (2010), and permeability information from this 

assessment, identify unroaded areas or areas with low-road densities to serve as 

stepping-stones to enhance habitat permeability for wildlife, especially within 

watersheds identified as important for connectivity (HC 4,table III-10). In addition, 

identify road-crossing structures that would facilitate movement across the Interstate 

90 corridor. For other highways within the assessment area, manage roads to either 

maintain or enhance landscape permeability. This would also require that human 

activities adjacent to highways be managed so that wildlife could access crossing 

structures. 

Table 55--Priority watersheds for reducing the impacts of human access on habitats for focal wildlife species 

Domestic Grazing 

The primary focal species we used to develop multi-species conservation strategy to address 

issues associated with domestic grazing were the golden eagle, bighorn sheep, northern harrier, 

and MacGillivray’s warbler. Additional focal species that we expect to benefit include water 

vole, Western gray squirrel, northern bog lemming, Cassin’s finch, fox sparrow, lark sparrow, 

sage thrasher, tiger salamander, and Columbia spotted frog. 

The following conservation measures are intended to enhance the viability of the focal species 

whose source habitats are influenced by domestic grazing. The watersheds that are priority for 

the implementation of the conservation measures are shown in table III-12. 
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1. Grazing standards should consider wildlife habitat functions. Specifically grazing 

standards should be developed that: a) restore habitat conditions in riparian and other 

unique habitats, b) provide forage for ungulates on winter ranges, and foraging habitat 

for species such as the golden eagle, and c) maintain known populations of the mardon 

skipper (Region 6 Sensitive Species). 

2. Reduce the potential of disease spread from domestic sheep to bighorn sheep in areas 

where bighorn sheep are currently present (Schommer and Woolever 2008). In addition, 

carefully consider the proximity of bighorn sheep source habitat to domestic sheep 

grazing when planning any additional bighorn sheep reintroductions. 

Table 56--Priority watersheds for applying the conservation measures for grazing 

Invasive Species 

The focal species we used to develop conservation measures to address impacts from invasive 

species were the golden eagle, tiger salamander, Columbia spotted frog, eared grebe and marsh 

wren. Additional focal species that we expect to benefit from these measures include sage 

thrasher, tailed frog, and MacGillivray’s warbler. 

The following conservation measures are intended to enhance the viability of the focal species 

whose source habitats are influenced by invasive species. The watersheds that are priority for 

the implementation of the conservation measures are shown in table III-13. 

1. Reduce the impact and spread of invasive plant species into grassland, shrubland, and 

wetland habitats that provide source habitat for focal wildlife species. 

2. Coordinate with the state fisheries agency to reduce the impacts of introduced fish 

species on focal wildlife species. 
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Table 57--Priority watersheds for reducing the impacts of invasive species on habitats for focal wildlife species 

Integration of Conservation Strategies with Forest Planning 

Management direction within land and resource management plans are contained within a set 

of plan components. These components include desired conditions, objectives, and standards 

and guidelines. Desired conditions provide a long-term vision for specific aspects of ecological, 

economic, and social sustainability. An example of a desired condition would be “provide for the 

viability of the focal species within the planning area” (for species endemic to the planning area) 

or to “contribute to the viability of the focal species within the planning area” (for species 

whose range extends beyond the boundaries of the planning area). Objectives are temporally 

and spatially explicit actions that will be taken during the life of the plan to move towards the 

desired conditions. Objectives for focal species could be derived from the conservation 

measures and be made spatially explicit by identifying the amount of area (acres) that is 

expected to improve and in which watershed(s) the activity is likely to occur based on the 

watershed priorities provided in this section. For example, an objective from the human access 

management strategy could be to reduce the amount of habitat influenced by roads by 2,500 

acres within the Teanaway and Mission Creek watersheds. The amount and location of these 

activities would be agreed to through the interdisciplinary process and hopefully meet multiple 

resource objectives (e.g., also restore fish habitat). Finally, standards and guidelines are used to 

put sideboards on the actions that would be taken to achieve objectives and move towards 

desired conditions. An example from the dry forest restoration strategy might be to “protect 

existing old forest ponderosa pine stands”. Standards and guidelines can be derived from the 

conservation measures and the details worked out through the interdisciplinary process.  
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PART 4 - Monitoring and Adaptive Management 

When dealing with complex management questions and high levels of uncertainty, monitoring 

and adaptive management become vital tools (Busch and Trexler 2003, Christensen et al. 1996, 

Christensen 1997, Everett et al. 1994, Gaines et al. 2003b, Suring et al. 2011). Assessing the 

viability of species is complex and involves uncertainties. Key assumptions made in the 

assessment of species viability in our process include (Suring et al. 2011): 

• Focal species assessment models provide a conceptual outline of the primary habitat 

and risk factors that determine the viability of focal species. 

• The assessment models provide a reasonable and scientifically credible structural 

approximation of the species niche in the ecosystem that can be used to identify key 

monitoring elements. 

• Focal species represent the species group in a manner that provides insights into the 

capability of the habitat to support other species associated with the group.  

These assumptions guide development of specific monitoring and research questions that vary 

for each focal species. Because of the number of focal species selected to represent various 

habitats and risk factors, it is not possible to monitor all focal species in a rigorous manner due 

to cost and impracticality. Therefore, we developed a process to prioritize focal species 

monitoring based on the following: 

• The results of the assessment of focal species viability; 

• Whether the effects of risk factors that influenced species’ viability are likely to increase, 

decrease or remain the same based on proposed management options;  
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• The degree of uncertainty associated with our ability to predict the relationship 

between focal species, their source habitat, and associated risk factors. 

We anticipate using the focal species assessment models in an adaptive management approach 

where the models provide an initial estimate, based on current science and professional 

opinion, of how the focal species interacts with source habitat and risk factors (Nyberg et al. 

2006). The focal species assessment models we developed can serve several important purposes 

in an adaptive management process, including documentation of the current state of knowledge 

about a species, identification and clarification of key assumptions, identification of areas of 

uncertainty, testing sensitivity of outcomes to changes in variable values, and evaluation of 

alternative decisions (Nyberg et al. 2006).  

Bayesian belief and decision networks are modeling techniques that are well suited to adaptive-

management applications (Nyberg et al. 2006). We developed a process to determine the 

priority of a focal species for monitoring and a recommended intensity of monitoring that are 

based on the information used in the focal species assessment models. We based this process 

largely on the degree of risk that the management options posed to the focal species.  
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Figure 77–The relationship between focal species monitoring priorities and the viability outcome, predicted risk 
factors associated with the management option, and the degree of scientific uncertainty. 

Focal Species Monitoring Priorities Based on Viability Outcomes 

We used the viability outcomes based on current conditions to develop an initial priority rating 

for each focal species for monitoring (table IV-1); those with low viability outcomes were high 

priority and those with high viability outcomes were low priority (fig. IV-1). We defined a species 

that is low priority for monitoring as one with a >60 percent probability of Outcome B or better 

and with <5 percent Outcome E. A high priority species was defined as one with a >10 percent 

probability of Outcome E and/or >40 percent probability of Outcome D. The remainder of the 

species’ were moderate priority for monitoring. 

Table 58--Priority of focal species for monitoring based on current condition estimates of their viability outcomes 

Based on our recommended approach, monitoring for species ranked as high would include 

monitoring habitat, risk factors, and population trend (fig. IV-1). For those species ranked as 

Moderate, habitat and risk factors would be monitored every two years to determine trends in 

their viability outcomes. For species ranked as Low, habitat and risk factors would be monitored 

every five years. 

The final determination about which species are priority to monitor and the intensity of the 

monitoring should be based on how well the management guidance in the revised land and 

resource management plans address habitat and risk factors. The analyses of how well habitats 

and risk factors are addressed in management guidance should be displayed in the effects 

analyses for each of the management alternative considered (e.g., see Lehmkuhl et al. 1997, 

Raphael et al. 2001).  
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Figures 

 

Figure 1— A depiction of how the departure classes were created using the low, median, and high 
projected estimates of the amount of source habitat for each watershed was implemented. 

  

 
Figure 2—Viability outcome Bayesian Belief Network model for the northeast Washington assessment 

area. 
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Figure 3—Focal species assessment model for American marten. 
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Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
American martens by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area (6,315 
ac was 40 percent of the historical median 
amount of habitats across all watersheds in the 
assessment area). 

 Current departure classes from the median 
historical range of variability of amount of 
source habitat for American martens by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 

 

 
Current watershed index (WI) scores for  
American martens by watershed on the  
northeast Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of source 
habitat for American martens by watershed on 
the northeast Washington assessment area. 

Figure 4—(American martin assessment maps). 
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Figure 5–Current and historical viability outcomes for American marten in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 

 

 
Figure 6–Focal species assessment model for the bald eagle. 
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Figure 7–Current and historical viability outcomes for the bald eagle in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 

 
Figure 8–Bighorn sheep source habitat and dispersal habitat suitability. 
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Figure 9–Focal species assessment model for bighorn sheep. 

 

 

Figure 10–Current and historical viability outcomes for the bighorn sheep in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 11–Focal species assessment model for black-backed woodpecker. 
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Figure 12–Black-backed woodpecker. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat 
departure (B), watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Black-backed woodpecker by 
watershed in the assessment area.   
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Figure 13–Current and historical viability outcomes for the black-backed woodpecker in the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 

  

 
Figure 14–Focal species assessment model for the Canada lynx. 
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Figure 15–Canada lynx. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat departure (B), 
watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Canada lynx by watershed in the assessment 
area.   
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Figure 16—Current and historical viability outcomes for the Canada lynx in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

  

 

Figure 17–Focal species assessment model for Cassin’s finch. 
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 Figure 18–Cassin Finch. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat departure (B), 
watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Cassin’s finch by watershed in the 
assessment area.   
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Figure 19–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Cassin’s finch in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 20–Focal species assessment model for Columbia spotted frog. 
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habitat in the assessment area). 

 

 

 

Current Watershed Index scores for Columbia 
spotted frogs by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of source 
habitat for Columbia spotted frogs by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

Figure 21–(Columbia frog assessment maps). 

 

 

 

Figure 22–Current and historical viability outcome for Columbia spotted frogs in the northeast 
Washington assessment area.  
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Figure 23–Focal species assessment model for eared grebe. 
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watersheds with habitat in the assessment 
area). 

 

 

 

Current Watershed Index scores for eared 
grebes by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of 
source habitat for eared grebes by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
State area. 

Figure 24–(Eared grebe assessment maps). 
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Figure 25–Current and historical viability outcomes for eared grebes in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 
Figure 26–Focal species assessment model for fox sparrow. 
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Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
fox sparrows by watershed on the northeast 
assessment area (6,533 ac was 40 percent of 
the historical median amount of habitats 
across all watersheds in the assessment 
area). 

 Current watershed index scores for fox 
sparrows by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 

 

 
Current departure classes from the median 
natural range of variability of source habitat 
for fox sparrow by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of 
source habitat for fox sparrows by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area.  

Figure 27–(Fox sparrow assessment area maps)  
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Figure 28–Current and historical viability outcomes for fox sparrows in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 

 
Figure 29–Focal species assessment model for golden eagle. 
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Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
golden eagles by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area 
(24,790 ac was 40 percent of the historical 
median amount of habitats across all 
watersheds in the assessment area). 

 Current Watershed Index scores for golden 
eagles by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 

 

 
Current departure classes from the median 
natural range of variability of shrub-
steppe/grassland source habitat for golden 
eagles by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of 
source habitat for golden eagles by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area.  

Figure 30–(Golden eagle assessment maps)  
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Figure 31–Current and historical viability outcomes for golden eagles in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 32–Focal species assessment model for harlequin duck. 

 

Figure 33–Current and historical viability outcomes for the harlequin duck in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 34–Focal species assessment model for lark sparrow. 

 

 

 
Current departure classes from the 
historical amounts of source habitat for lark 
sparrows by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 Current watershed index (WI) scores for lark 
sparrows by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 
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Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
lark sparrows by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area 
(3,649 ac was 40 percent of the historical 
median amount of habitats across all 
watersheds in the assessment area). 

 Habitat conditions for management of 
source habitat for lark sparrows by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

Figure 35–(Lark sparrow assessment maps)  
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Figure 36–Current and historical viability outcomes for lark sparrows in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 37–Focal species assessment model for Lewis’s woodpecker. 
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Figure 38–Lewis’s woodpecker. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat departure 
(B), watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Lewis’s woodpecker by watershed in the 
assessment area.   
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Figure 39–Current and historical viability outcomes for the Lewis’s woodpecker in the northeast 
Washington assessment area 

 

 
Figure 40–Focal species assessment model for MacGillivray’s warbler. 
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Figure 41–MacGillivray’s warbler. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat 
departure (B), watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for MacGillivray’s warbler by 
watershed in the assessment area.   
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Figure 42–Current and historical viability outcomes for the MacGillivray’s warbler in the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 
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Figure 43–Focal species assessment model for marsh wren. 

 

 

 
Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
marsh wrens by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area (31.1 ac was 40 
percent of the historical median amount of 
habitats across all watersheds with habitat in 
the assessment area). 

 Current departure classes from the historical 
amount of source habitat for marsh wrens by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 

 

 
Current watershed index scores for marsh 
wren by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of source 
habitat for marsh wrens by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area.  

Figure 44–(Marsh wren assessment maps) 
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Figure 45–Current and historical viability outcomes for marsh wrens in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 46–Focal species assessment model for northern goshawk. 

 

Figure 47–Current and historical viability outcomes for the northern goshawk in the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 
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Figure 48–Focal species assessment model for northern harrier.  
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Figure 49–Northern harrier. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat departure (B), 
watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Northern harrier by watershed in the 
assessment area.   
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Figure 50–Current and historical viability outcomes for the northern harrier in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 
Figure 51–Focal species assessment model for the peregrine falcon. 
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Figure 52–Current and historical viability outcomes for the peregrine falcon in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

  

 
Figure 53–Focal species assessment model for pileated woodpecker. 
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Figure 54–Pileated woodpecker. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat departure 
(B), watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Pileated woodpecker by watershed in 
the assessment area.   
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Figure 55–Current and historical viability outcomes for the pileated woodpecker in the northeastern 
Washington assessment area. 

 

 
Figure 56–Focal species assessment model for sage thrashers. 
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Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
sage thrashers by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area 
(5,795 ac was 40 percent of the historical 
median amount of habitats across all 
watersheds in the assessment area). 

 Current watershed index scores for sage 
thrashers by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 

 

 
Current departure classes from the 
historical amounts of source habitat for 
sage thrashers by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of 
source habitat for sage thrashers by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area.  

Figure 57–(Sage thrasher assessment maps)  
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Figure 58—Current and historical viability outcomes for sage thrashers in the northeast Washington 
assessment area 

 
Figure 59–Focal species assessment model for the tailed frog. 
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Figure 60–Tailed frog. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat departure (B), 
watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for Tailed frog by watershed in the assessment 
area.   
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Figure 61–Current and historical viability outcomes for the tailed frog in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 62–Focal species assessment model for the tiger salamander.  
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Figure 63–Current and historical viability outcomes for the tiger salamander in the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 
Figure 64–Focal species assessment model for western bluebird.  
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Figure 65–Current and historical viability outcomes for the western bluebird in the northeast 
Washington assessment area.  

 

 
Figure 66–Current distribution of western gray squirrel populations in Washington: 1) Puget Trough, 2) 

Klickitat, and 3) Okanogan. 
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Figure 67–Focal species assessment model for white-headed woodpecker. 
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Figure 68–Whitehead woodpecker. Current amount of source habitat (ac) for (A), current habitat 
departure (B), watershed index (C), and habitat condition class for White-headed woodpecker 
by watershed in the assessment area.   
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Figure 69–Current and historical viability outcomes for the white-headed woodpecker in the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 
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Figure 70–Focal species assessment model for Wilson’s snipe. 

 

 

 

 
Current amount of source habitat (in ha) for 
Wilson’s snipes by watershed on the 
northeast Washington assessment area (150 
ac was 40 percent of the historical median 
amount of habitats across all watersheds 
with habitat in the assessment area). 

 Current departure classes from the historical 
amount of source habitat for Wilson’s snipes 
by watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

 

 

 
Current watershed index scores for Wilson’s 
snipes by watershed on the northeast 
Washington assessment area. 

 Habitat conditions for management of 
source habitat for Wilson’s snipes by 
watershed on the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

Figure 71–(Wilson’s snipes assessment maps)  
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Figure 72–Current and historical viability outcomes for Wilson’s snipe in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 

  

 
Figure 73–Focal species assessment model for the wolverine. 
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Figure 74–Current and historical viability outcomes for the wolverine in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 75–Focal species assessment model for the wood duck. 

  

Figure 76–Current and historical viability outcomes for the wood duck in the northeast Washington 
assessment area. 
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Figure 77–Relationship between focal species monitoring priorities and the viability outcome, predicted 
risk factors associated with the management option, and the degree of scientific uncertainty.  
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Tables 

Table 1–Cover types used to describe source habitats and their relation to the Johnson and O’Neil (2001) 
habitat type classification 

Cover type  Habitat types (Johnson and O’Neil 2001) 

Open water  Open water 

Marsh   Herbaceous wetlands 

Wet meadow  Herbaceous wetlands 

Coniferous riparian  Montane coniferous wetlands 
Eastside (interior) riparian wetlands 

Deciduous riparian/ shrub wetland  Montane coniferous wetlands 
Eastside (interior) riparian wetlands 

Alpine  Alpine grassland and shrublands 

Grasslands  Eastside (interior) grasslands 

Shrublands  Eastside (interior) canyon shrublands 
Shrub-steppe 
Dwarf shrub-steppe 
Desert playa and salt scrub shrublands 

Juniper woodlands  Western juniper and mountain mahogany woodlands 

Montane mixed conifer forest  Montane mixed conifer forest 

Eastside mixed conifer forest  Eastside (interior) mixed conifer forest 

Lodgepole pine forest   Lodgepole pine forest and woodlands 

Ponderosa pine forest   Ponderosa pine and eastside white-oak forest and woodlands 

Subalpine   Subalpine parkland 

 

Table 2–Structural stages used to describe source habitats and their relationship to the Johnson and 
O’Neil (2001) structural condition classes 

Structure 
stage 

Canopy 
covera 

 Definition of structure stage  Johnson and O’Neil 
(2001) structural 
condition classes 

Grass/forb  Open  Herbaceous seral stage in forested habitats  Grass/forb – open 
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Grass/forb – closed 

Post-fire Open  First 10 years post stand-replacing fire, 
abundant standing dead trees 

 None 

Sapling Open or 
closed 

 Earlier seral stages in forested habitats from 
shrub stage through closed forest of trees < 
10 inches diameter at breast height (dbh) 

 Shrub/seedling – open 

Shrub/seedling – closed 

Sapling/pole – open 

Sapling/pole – moderate 

Sapling/pole – closed 

Small tree 

 

Open  Primarily mid-seral stages 

May be later-seral on harsher sites 

Forested stages with trees 10 to 15 inches 
dbh 

 Small tree – single story – 
open 

Small tree – single story – 
moderate 

Small tree – multi-story – 
open 

Small tree – multi-story – 
moderate 

Small tree  

 

Closed  Primarily mid-seral stages 

May be later-seral on harsher sites 

Forested stages with trees 10 to 15 inches 
dbh 

 

 Small tree – single story – 
moderate 

Small tree – single story – 
closed 

Small tree – multi-story – 
moderate 

Small tree – multi-story – 
closed 

Medium 
tree  

 

Open  Usually mid- to late-seral stages 

Forested stages with trees 15 to 20 inches 
dbh 

 

 Medium tree – single 
story – open 

Medium tree – single 
story – moderate 

Medium tree – multi-
story – open 

Medium tree – multi-
story – moderate 

Medium 
tree  

 

Closed  Usually mid- to late-seral stages 

Forested stages with trees 15 to 20 inches 
dbh 

 

 Medium tree – single 
story – moderate 

Medium tree – single 
story – closed 
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Medium tree – multi-
story – moderate 

Medium tree – multi-
story – closed 

Large tree  

 

Open  Usually late-seral stages 

Forested stages with trees > 20 inches dbh 

 

 Large tree – single story – 
open 

Large tree – single story – 
moderate 

Large tree – multi-story – 
open 

Large tree – multi-story – 
moderate 

Giant tree – multi-story 

Large tree  

 

Closed  Usually late-seral stages 

Forested stages with trees > 20 inches dbh 

 

 Large tree – single story – 
moderate 

Large tree – single story – 
closed 

Large tree – multi-story – 
moderate 

Large tree – multi-story – 
closed 

Giant tree – multi-story 
aA break in canopy closure at 50 percent was used to separate open from closed canopy 
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Table 3–Risk factors assessed for each focal species through literature reviews, and used to develop 
focal species assessment models 

Risk factor  Effects of the risk factor 

Hunting and 
trapping 

 Mortality from hunting and trapping as facilitated by road and trail access 

Poaching  Increased illegal take of animals, as facilitated by road and trail access 

Collisions  Death or injury resulting from a motorized vehicle running over or hitting an 
animal as facilitated by road access 

Negative human 
interactions 

 Increased direct mortality of animals (e.g., shooting) as a result of increased 
contact with humans, as facilitated by road and trail access and increased 
building density 

Movement barrier 
or filter 

 Alteration of dispersal or other movements as a result of human activities 
(e.g., road or road networks, large openings from clearcuts, increased 
building density) 

Displacement or 
avoidance 

 Spatial shifts in animal populations or individuals away from human activities 

Habitat loss and 
fragmentation 

 Loss and fragmentation of source habitat resulting from human activities or 
fire  

Edge effects  Changes to habitat associated with human induced edges 

Snag and downed 
log reduction 

 Snag and down logged reduction associated with their removal along roads, 
trails, in timber harvest units, and during timber salvage operations 

Collection  Collection of live animals for use as pets (e.g., amphibians, reptiles), as 
facilitated by the physical characteristics of roads and trails or by road and 
trail access 

Access for 
competitors or 
predators 

 A physical human-induced change in the environment that provides access 
for competitors or predators that would not have existed otherwise (e.g., 
snow compaction by snowmobiles facilitates movements of coyotes and 
bobcats into lynx habitat) 

Disturbance at a 
specific site 

 Displacement of individual animals from a specific location that is being used 
for reproduction and rearing young 

Snow compaction  Direct mortality of animals crushed or suffocated as a result of snow 
compaction from snowmobile routes or groomed ski trails 

Physiological 
response 

 Increase in heart rate or level of stress hormones as a result of proximity to a 
human activity 

Reduction of food 
or cover 

 Reduction in the availability of food or cover as a result of human activities 
(e.g., cover reduction from forest thinning, forage reduction from domestic 
grazing) 
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Nest parasitism  An increase in the potential for nest parasitism as a result of human activities 
(e.g., nest parasitism by cowbirds facilitated by proximity to agricultural 
lands) 

 

Table 4–Categories used to describe a species distribution within the assessment area 

Distribution category  Descriptions 

Endemic  Species whose entire distribution was restricted to the assessment area 

Peripheral  Species with only a small portion of their population that occurs within the 
assessment area 

Inherently rare  Species with low population numbers and not naturally well distributed 
across the assessment area 

Large, interacting  Broadly-distributed species with one interacting population, the range is 
depicted as one large polygon that may encompass both used and unused 
areas 

Large, disjunct  Commonly occurring species with disjunct populations; range maps reflect 
the outer extent of individual populations; and the ranges consist of two or 
more separate polygons within the planning area, representing two or 
more separate populations that have limited interaction or do not interact 

Small, isolated; and 
small, fragmented 

 Locally endemic species or species with small, scattered populations that 
can have ranges expressed as one small polygon (one small, isolated 
population), or a series of small populations (a set of small, fragmented 
populations) 
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Table 5–Estimated reference conditions for forested habitats in the northeast Washington assessment 
area 
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Dry 10-18 10-22 10-25 18-32 5-8 18-32 5-8 11-31 2-5 1-8    0-1 

Mesic 15-22 15-27 15-35 2-5 8-20 2-5 8-20     0-3 0-12 4-9 21-42 

Cold-
moist 

10-14 10-20 10-36 1-4 9-27 1-4 9-27     0-1 0-5 3-7 23-59 

Cold-dry 10-22 10-30 10-52 5-7 18-26 5-7 18-26   3-7 12-33 
aEstimates of open/closed reference conditions were derived from Table 3-3 in the Interagency Fire 
Regime Condition Class Guidebook V1.0.5. 

 

Table 6–Estimated reference conditions for post-fire habitats by forest group in the northeast 
Washington assessment area 

Forest group Percent of forested landscape in post-fire 
source habitat (<10 years post-fire) 

Dry  10-18 

Mesic  15-22 

Cold-moist  10-14 

Cold-dry  10-22 
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Table 7–(Needs label) 

Huc5_name Current 
urban_ag_ha 

Current 
grassland_ha 

Current 
shrubsteppe_ha 

Current 
hatotal 

Historical 
grass ha 

Historical 
shrub ha 

American River     0   140          0      140    140          0 

Boulder/Deadman 110 3,665 10,565 14,339 3,693 10,646 

 

 

Table 8–Summary of how habitat departure was evaluated for each habitat group 

Habitat group 

Departure category 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Forested Absolute 
low 

   Median    Absolute 
high 

Non-forested RC *.4 RC * 
.55 

RC * .70 RC 
*.85 

RC median     

Wetlands RC *.4 RC * 
.55 

RC * 
.70++ 

RC 
*.85 

RC median     

Stream 
riparian     RC = 

current 
    

RC = reference conditions 

++ assumed departure class for current condition 

*? 

 

Table 9–Historical reference condition classes for snags by focal species 

Focal species Forest 
type 

Snag size 
(dbh) 

Low  
(per 

hectare) 

Moderate  
(per 

hectare) 

High  
(per 

hectare) 

Very high  
(per 

hectare) 

Lewis’s woodpeckera Dry >50 cm <2.47 2.47-<3.1 3.1-3.7 >3.7 

White-headed 
woodpeckera 

Dry >50 cm <2.47 2.47-3.1 3.1-3.7 >3.7 
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Western bluebirda Dry >37.5 cm <5.19 5.19-<6.9 6.9-<8.65 >8.65 

Black-backed 
woodpeckerb 

Dry, 
Mesic, 
Cool-
moist, 

Cold-dry 

>25 cm <9.13 9.13-17.9 18.0-45.0 >45.0 

Pileated woodpeckerb Mesic, Dry >50 cm <1 1.1-3.6 >3.6-39.3 >39.3 

Fringed myotisb Mesic, Dry >50 cm <1 1.1-3.6 >3.6-39.3 >39.3 
aBased on Harrod et al. 1998 

bBased on 50, and 80 Mellen-McLean et al. 2008 

 

Table 10–Hypothetical example showing the calculations for the overall weighted WI value 

 WI score  
current 

WI score 
historic 

Source 
habitat 
(acres) 
current 

Source 
habitat 
(acres) 
historic 

Weighted 
WI score  
current 

Weighted WI 
score  

historic 

Watershed A 1.3 3.0 50 80 65 240 

Watershed B 2.1 3.0 70 75 147 225 

Watershed C 2.7 3.0 90 95 243 285 

Totals   W=210 X=250 Y=455 Z=750 

Overall 
weighted WIs 

    Y/W=2.17 Z/X=3.0 

Current: 
historic 

     2.17/3.0=0.72 
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Table 11–Habitat variables and resistance values used to evaluate dispersal habitat suitability for 
American marten, bighorn sheep, Canada lynx and wolverine within the northeast Washington 
assessment area 

Habitat variable 
Resistance values for focal species 

American 
marten 

Bighorn sheep Canada lynx Wolverine 

 Vegetation zone 

 Alpine 0.1 0.1 0.8 1.0 

 Parkland 0.3 0.1 0.9 1.0 

 Subalpine fir 1.0 0.1 1.0 1.0 

 Mountain hemlock 1.0 0.1 1.0 1.0 

 Pacific silver fir 1.0 0.1 0.8 1.0 

 Western hemlock 1.0 0.1 0.8 1.0 

 Grand fir 1.0 0.1 0.7 0.8 

 Douglas-fir 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.8 

 Oregon white-oak 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.5 

 Ponderosa pine 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.8 

 Shrub steppe 0.1 1.0 0.5 0.5 

 Cover type 

 Mixed conifer 0.7  0.8 1.0 

 Douglas-fir 0.7  0.7 1.0 

 Engelmann spruce 1.0  0.8 1.0 

 Grand fir 1.0  0.7 1.0 

 Lodgepole pine 0.7  1.0 1.0 

 Mountain hemlock 1.0  1.0 1.0 

 Pacific silver fir 1.0  0.8 1.0 

 Parkland 0.5  0.9 1.0 

 Subalpine fir 1.0  1.0 1.0 

 Western hemlock 1.0  0.8 1.0 

 Western larch 0.7  0.7 1.0 
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 Western red cedar 1.0  0.8 1.0 

 Meadow 0.1  0.8 0.8 

 Non-vegetated 0.0  0.7 0.8 

 Ponderosa pine 0.4  0.6 0.8 

 Riparian deciduous 0.6  0.9 0.8 

 Wet meadow 0.1  0.8 0.8 

 Dry Meadow 0.1  0.6 0.6 

 Grassland 0.1  0.5 0.5 

 Shrub 0.2  0.5 0.5 

 Shrub steppe 0.1  0.5 0.5 

 Oregon white-oak 0.5  0.5 0.5 

 Urban/agriculture 0.0  0.1 0.1 

 Water 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Ponds/lakes 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Roads and motorized trail density (km/km2) 

 0-0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 0.1-1.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 1.6-3.2 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.8 

 3.2-6.4 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.6 

 6.4-9.7 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.5 

 9.7-12.9 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 

 12.9-16.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 

 >16.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

  Non-motorized trail buffer  

 <200 meters  0.6   

 >200 meters  1.0   

 Housing density (acres/unit) 

 0 or No Data 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 >80 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 50-80 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 
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 40-50 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 

 30-40 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 

 20-30 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 

 10-20 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 

 1.7-10 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 

 0.6-1.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 <0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 Elevation (meters) 

 0-1000 0.8  0.8 0.6 

 1000-1500 1.0  1.0 0.8 

 >1500 1.0  1.0 1.0 

 Slope (degrees) 

 0-20 1.0  1.0 1.0 

 0-31  0.4   

 20-40 0.8  0.8 0.8 

 31-38  1.0   

 >40 0.6  0.6 0.6 

 >38  0.6   

 Canopy cover ( percent) 

 0-40  1.0   

 40-60  0.6   

 >60  0.1   
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Table 12–Key indices used in the focal species assessment models and viability outcome model 

Index  Definition 

Watershed index 
(WI) 

 A measure of amount (reference condition vs. current) of source habitat, and 
the influence of habitat quality and risk factors for each watershed in the 
assessment area. Provides an index of the capability of the watershed to 
contribute to the viability of the focal species. 

Weighted 
watershed index 
(WWI) 

 The WI weighted by the amount of source habitat in the watershed. Provides 
a relative measure of the potential capability of the watershed to contribute 
to the viability of the focal species. 

Current WWI: 
historic WWI 

 Provides a measure of the current capability of the assessment area to 
contribute to the viability of the focal species compared to the historical 
capability. 

Dispersal habitat 
suitability 

 Calculated for Canada lynx, American marten, bighorn sheep, and wolverine. 
Provides a measure of the relative permeability of the landscape considering 
habitat characteristics (e.g., cover type, vegetation structure) and risk factors 
(e.g., road density, housing density) during current and historical conditions. 

Ecoregions with 
watersheds 
>minimum habitat 
amount 

 This node was calculated for each focal species in order to assess the 
distribution of watersheds with current source habitat amounts that were 
>40 percent of the historical median of source habitat. We used the 
estimates of the reference conditions of source habitat to calculate the 
median amount of source habitat across all watersheds that occurred within 
the distribution of the focal species in the assessment area. We then 
determined the number of ecoregions that contained >1 watershed that 
exceed the habitat minimum. 

Percent of 
watersheds 
>minimum habitat 
amount 

 An assessment of the proportion of watersheds with current source habitat 
amounts that were >40 percent of the median reference condition of source 
habitat. We used the estimates of the reference conditions of source habitat 
to calculate the median amount of source habitat across all watersheds that 
occurred within the distribution of the focal species in the assessment area. 

Viability outcome 
index 

 An index of how well the assessment area contributes to the viability of the 
focal species. 
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Table 13–Definitions for habitat conditions and the primary management strategies that used to address 
each habitat condition 

Habitat condition  Definition  Strategy 

Habitat condition 1a, b  The quality and quantity of 
source habitat is relatively 
unchanged from historical 
conditions. WI >2.0 and the 
amount of source habitat is:  
a) >40% of the historic median 
or b) <40% of the historic 
median. 

 The primary strategy would be 
protection of existing source 
habitat. Restoration would 
also occur as needed. Habitat 
condition 1a would be the 
priority for protection. 

Habitat condition 2a, b  The quality and quantity of 
source habitat has been 
moderately reduced (WI 1.0 to 
2.0) and the amount of 
potential source habitat is:  
a) >40% of the historic median 
or b) <40% of the historic 
median. 

 The primary strategy would be 
the restoration of source 
habitats. Protection of existing 
source habitat would also be a 
priority. Habitat condition 2a 
would be the priority for 
restoration. 

Habitat condition 3a, b  The quality and quantity of 
source habitat has been 
severely reduced (WI <1.0) and 
the amount of potential source 
habitat is: a) >40% of the 
historic median or b) <40% of 
the historic median. 

 The strategies could include a 
combination of protection and 
restoration depending on the 
juxtaposition of these 
watersheds in relation to HC1 
and HC2 watersheds. 

Habitat condition 4  Connectivity or habitat 
distribution indices identify 
significant gaps in the 
distribution of watersheds 
with >40% of the historic 
median of source habitats. 

 The primary strategy would be 
to manage for dispersal 
habitat that provides for 
habitat connectivity. 

Habitat condition 5  The amount of source habitat 
in the watershed for the focal 
species <25% on federal 
ownership. 

 Landownership limits the 
strategies that can be used to 
contribute to species viability. 
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Table 14–Focal species for the northeast Washington assessment area. (An ‘X‘ under the Forest name 
means that viability for the focal species was assessed. Whether or not a species was assessed for each 
Forest was based on the distribution of the species [e.g., the inland tailed frog does not occur on the 
Colville National Forest]) 

Focal species  Family/group association Focal 
type 

Okanogan Wenatchee Colville 

Water vole  Boreal forest F X X X 

Northern bog 
lemming 

 Boreal forest f X X X 

Canada lynx  Boreal forest F* X X X 

Northern 
goshawk 

 Medium-large trees/all 
forest communities 

F X X X 

Cassin’s finch  Medium-large trees/all 
forest communities 

F X X X 

Larch mountain 
salamander 

 Medium-large trees/Cool-
moist forest 

f   X  

Pileated 
woodpecker 

 Medium-large trees/Cool-
moist forest 

F X X X 

American 
marten 

 Medium-large trees/Cool-
moist forest 

F X X X 

White-headed 
woodpecker 

 Medium-large trees/Dry 
forest 

F X X X 

Western 
bluebird 

 Open forest/all forest 
communities 

F X X X 

Fringed myotis  Open forest/all forest 
communities 

F X X X 

Fox sparrow  Open forest/early 
successional 

F X X X 

Western gray 
squirrel 

 Open forest/pine/oak 
(medium-large trees) 

f X X  

Lewis’s 
woodpecker 

 Open forest/post-fire F X X X 

Black-backed 
woodpecker 

 Open forest/post-fire F X X X 

Peregrine falcon  Habitat generalist/cliff F X X X 

Wolverine  Habitat generalist F X X X 
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Golden eagle  Woodland/grass/shrub F X X X 

Lark sparrow  Woodland/grass/shrub F X X X 

Sage thrasher  Shrub F* X X X 

Tiger 
salamander 

 Grass/shrub f X X X 

Bighorn sheep  Grass/shrub f X X X 

Northern harrier  Grassland F* X X X 

Townsend’s big-
eared bat 

 Chambers/caves f X   

Inland tailed frog  Conifer riparian F X X  

Wood duck  Snag/open water F X X X 

Harlequin duck  Riparian/large tree f X X X 

Bald eagle  Riparian/large tree F X X X 

Red-naped 
sapsucker 

 Shrubby/deciduous riparian F X X X 

MacGillivray’s 
warbler 

 Shrubby/deciduous riparian F X X X 

Columbian 
spotted frog 

 Pond/small lake/backwater F* X X X 

Wilson’s snipe  Marsh/wet meadow F X X X 

Eared grebe  Marsh/open water F X X X 

*? 
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Table 15–Current (Cur) and historical (Hist) viability outcomes for focal species assessed in the 
Northeastern Washington assessment area 

Focal  
species 

Probability of viability outcome 

 A B C D E 

 Cur Hist Cur Hist Cur Hist Cur Hist Cur Hist 

American marten  1 59 37 30 36 8 22 2 4 0 

Bald eagle  0 76 23 16 73 7 4 1 0 0 

Bighorn sheep  0 51 0 33 53 12 45 4 2 0 

Black-backed 
woodpecker 

 9 81 25 13 40 5 26 1 0 0 

Canada lynx  4 71 65 19 26 9 6 1 0 0 

Cassin’s finch  0 81 0 13 40 5 60 1 0 0 

Columbia spotted 
frog 

 0 71 22 19 72 9 6 1 0 0 

Eared grebe  0 0 0 20 0 47 28 33 72 0 

Fox sparrow  0 86 0 10 0 3 20 1 80 0 

Golden eagle  32 81 56 13 8 5 4 1 0 0 

Harlequin duck  34 81 57 13 6 5 3 1 0 0 

Lark sparrow  0 71 3 19 45 9 52 1 0 0 

Lewis’s 
woodpecker 

 0 76 0 16 60 7 40 1 0 0 

MacGillivray’s 
warbler 

 0 76 22 16 73 7 5 1 0 0 

Marsh wren  0 59 21 27 71 14 8 2 0 0 

Northern 
goshawk 

 28 81 54 13 12 5 6 1 0 0 

Northern harrier  0 71 22 19 72 9 6 1 6 0 

Peregrine falcon  32 76 56 16 8 7 4 1 0 0 

Pileated 
woodpecker 

 0 81 21 13 71 5 8 1 0 0 

Sage thrasher  0 67 0 21 10 10 50 2 40 0 

Tailed frog  0 76 23 16 73 7 4 1 0 0 
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Tiger salamander  0 67 21 22 71 10 8 2 0 0 

Watervole            

Western Bluebird  0 76 0 16 6 7 66 1 28 0 

White-headed 
Woodpecker 

 0 76 0 16 3 7 50 1 47 0 

Wilson’s snipe  28 57 54 27 12 14 6 2 0 0 

Wolverine  5 79 68 15 22 5 5 1 0 0 

Wood duck  0 71 22 19 72 9 6 1 0 0 

 

Table 16–Results of focal species model evaluations 

Species  N Occ. N Rand. Mean WI 
Occ. 

Mean WI 
Rand. 

t, P 

Tailed frog  279 146 1.89 1.71 1.97,0.0008 

Northern 
goshawk 

 674 674 1.72 1.56 1.96,<0.0001 

Peregrine falcon  33 33 1.89 1.33 2.00,0.004 

Wolverine  64 63 2.01 1.58 1.98,<0.0001 

Golden eagle  296 296 1.251 0.905 -8.827, <0.001 

Bald eagle  153 153 1.612 1.588 -0.494, 0.622 

White-headed 
woodpecker 

 88 88 0.16 0.17 1.97, 0.78 

Occ. = occurrences, Rand. = random, WI = Watershed Index 
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Table 17–Relative sensitivity of watershed Index values to variables in the model for American marten 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Habitat departure (amount)  1 

Road density  2 

Percentage of landscape open  3 

Patch size  4 

Riparian habitat  5 

 

Table 18–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for the bald eagle 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Late-successional forest  2 

Habitat effectiveness  3 

 

Table 19–Estimated sizes of the bighorn sheep populations in the herds located in the northeast 
Washington assessment area (based on WDFW 2008) 

Herd name  Estimated numbers  Adjacent national forest 

Tieton  33-41  Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Clemens Mountain  140-172    Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Umtanum  156-190  Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Swakane  48-58  Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Lake Chelan  41-51  Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Sinlahekin  27-33  Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Mt. Hull  59-72  Okanogan-Wenatchee 

Vulcan Mountain  21-27  Colville 

Hall Mountain  26-33  Colville 
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Table 20–Zone of influence applied to each side of a trail or road based on road type and use level for 
bighorn sheep  

Trail or road type and status  Zone of influence 

(feet)a 

Non-motorized trail (ski or hiking)  650 

Motorized trail  1,150 

Road <1 vehicle per day  1,150 

Road >1 vehicle per day  1,640 
aBased on Gaines et al. 2003 

 

Table 21–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for bighorn sheep 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Domestic sheep grazing  2 

Habitat effectiveness  3 

Patch size  4 

 

Table 22–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for black-backed 
woodpecker 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Primary habitat departure   1  

Secondary habitat departure  2  

Snags secondary  3 

Road density  4 
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Table 23–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for Canada lynx 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Down wood  2  

Grazing   3 

Winter recreation  4 

 

Table 24–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for Cassin’s finch 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Grazing  2  

 

Table 25–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for Columbia spotted 
frog 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Habitat departure  1 

Pond size  2 

Grazing impact  3 

Invasive animals  4 

Road density  5 

 

Table 26–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for eared grebe 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Habitat departure  1 

Human disturbance  2 

Pond/lake size  3 

Invasive effect  4 
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Open water:  
wetland ratio 

 5 

 

Table 27–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for fox sparrow 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Shrub cover  1 

Habitat departure  2 

Grazing impact  3 

 

Table 28–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for golden eagle 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Cliff nesting habitat  1 

Shrub and grass departure  2 

High-elevation grassland  3 

Grazing impact  3 

Roads and trails  4 

Building density  4 

Forest nesting habitat  5 

Stand initiation departure  6 

 

Table 29–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for harlequin duck 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Late-successional forest  2 

Habitat effectiveness  3 

 

Table 30–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for lark sparrow 

Variable   Sensitivity rank 
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Habitat departure  1 

Patch size  2 

Grazing impact  3 

Invasive species  4 

 

Table 31–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for black-backed 
woodpecker 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Primary habitat departure   1  

Secondary habitat departure  2  

Snag density   3 

Road density  4 

 

Table 32–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for MacGillivray’s 
warbler 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Livestock grazing  2  

Nest parasitism  3 

 

Table 33–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for marsh wren 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Habitat departure  1 

Marsh size  2 

Invasive plants  3 
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Table 34–Relative sensitivity of model to variables 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Late-successional forest  2 

Habitat effectiveness  3 

 

Table 35–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for northern harrier 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Grazing   2  

Habitat effectiveness  3 

 

Table 36–Relative sensitivity variables in the model for the peregrine falcon 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Nesting habitat amount  2 

Foraging habitat amount  3 

Habitat effectiveness  4 

 

Table 37–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for pileated 
woodpecker 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Snag density  2 

Road density   3 
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Table 38–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for sage thrashers 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Habitat departure  1 

Patch size  2 

Road density  3 

 

Table 39–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for tailed frog 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Grazing  2 

Habitat effectiveness  4 

Invasive species  3 

 

Table 40–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for tiger salamander 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Grazing  2 

Fish stocking  3 

Habitat effectiveness  4 
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Table 41–Summary of the conservation status, habitat relations, and conservation actions for various bat species within the northeastern 
Washington assessment area 

Family Species Focala Statusb Western bat working group generalized 
habitat description 

Roosting 
sites 

Conservation actions (Oregon 
conservation strategy) 

Medium to 
large tree 
forests 

Hoary bat 
(Lasiurus 
cinereus) 

 I Solitary and roosts primarily in foliage of 
both coniferous and deciduous trees, 
near the ends of branches, 3 to 12 
meters above the ground. Roosts are 
usually at the edge of a clearing. Some 
unusual roosting situations have been 
reported in caves, beneath a rock ledge, 
in a woodpecker hole, in a grey squirrel 
nest, under a driftwood plank, and 
clinging to the side of a building. 

Trees, 
rocks 

Investigate data gaps and use 
results to guide management 
actions. 

Medium to 
large tree 
forests 

Silver-haired 
bat 
(Lasionycteris 
noctivagans) 

 I Maternity roosts appear to be almost 
exclusively in trees — inside natural 
hollows and bird excavated cavities or 
under loose bark of large diameter snags. 
Roosting sites are generally at least 15 
meters above the ground. Males and 
females change roosts frequently, and 
use multiple roosts within a limited area 
throughout the summer, indicating that 
clusters of large trees are necessary. 

Trees Maintain late successional conifer 
habitats; maintain and create 
large diameter hollow trees, and 
large diameter, tall, and newly 
dead snags during forest 
management activities. 

Medium to 
large tree 
forests 

Long-legged 
myotis 
(Myotis 
volans) 

 I A bat primarily of coniferous forests. Also 
occurs seasonally in riparian and desert 
habitats. Uses abandoned buildings, cliff 
crevices, exfoliating tree bark, and 
hollows within snags as summer day 

Trees, 
snags, 
rocks, 
cliffs, 
caves, 

Maintain and create large-
diameter hollow trees and large 
diameter tall, newly dead snags in 
riparian and upland habitat; 
maintain and restore diverse 
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roosts; caves and mine tunnels as 
hibernacula. 

mines riparian areas; complete bridge 
replacement and maintenance 
when bats are absent. 

Open forest California 
Myotis 
(Myotis 
californicus) 

 I While typical of deserts and interior 
basins in the western U. S., M. 
californicus also occurs in forested and 
montane regions. During summer, roost 
alone or in small groups in caves, mines, 
rocky hillsides, under tree bark, and in 
buildings. Recent studies in Canada have 
documented maternity colonies of up to 
52 individuals roosting under sloughing 
bark, and in cracks and hollows of large 
diameter, intermediate stage snags 
(preferably ponderosa pine). 

Trees, 
caves, 
mines, 

buildings 

Maintain and create large snags 
during forest management 
activities; complete bridge 
replacement and maintenance 
when bats are absent. 

Open forest Fringed 
myotis 
(Myotis 
thysanodes) 

F I Appears to be most common in drier 
woodlands (oak, ponderosa pine) but is 
found in a wide variety of habitats 
including desert scrub, mesic coniferous 
forest, grassland, and sage-grass steppe. 
Roosts in crevices in buildings, 
underground mines, rocks, cliff faces, and 
bridges. Roosting in decadent trees and 
snags, particularly large ones, is common 
throughout its range in western U. S. and 
Canada.  

Trees, 
snags, 
cliffs, 
rocks, 
mines, 

buildings 

Use gates and seasonal closures 
to protect known hibernacula; 
maintain and create large-
diameter hollow trees and large 
diameter tall, newly dead snags 
during forest management 
activities. 
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Open forest Long-eared 
myotis 
(Myotis 
evotis) 

 I Occurs in semiarid shrublands, sage, 
chaparral, and agricultural areas, but is 
usually associated with coniferous 
forests. Individuals roost under 
exfoliating tree bark, and in hollow trees, 
caves, mines, cliff crevices, sinkholes, and 
rocky outcrops on the ground. 

Trees, 
snags, 
cliffs, 
rocks, 
mines, 

buildings 

  

Woodland/ 
grass/shrub 

Western 
small-footed 
myotis 
(Myotis 
ciliolabrum) 

 I Occurs in deserts, chaparral, riparian 
zones, and western coniferous forest; it is 
most common above piñon-juniper 
forest. Individuals are known to roost 
singly or in small groups in cliff and rock 
crevices, buildings, concrete overpasses, 
caves, and mines 

Trees, 
cliffs, 
rocks, 
caves, 
mines, 

buildings 

  

Woodland/ 
grass/shrub 

Yuma myotis 
(Myotis 
yumanensis) 

 I Occurs in a variety of habitats including 
riparian, arid scrublands and deserts, and 
forests. Roosts in bridges, buildings, cliff 
crevices, caves, mines, and trees. 
Individuals become active and forage just 
after sunset, feeding primarily on aquatic 
emergent insects. 

Trees, 
cliffs, 
rocks, 
caves, 
mines, 

buildings 

  

Woodland/ 
grass/shrub 

Spotted bat 
(Euderma 
maculatum) 

 I Has been found in vegetation types that 
range from desert to sub-alpine 
meadows, including desert-scrub, 
pinyon-juniper woodland, ponderosa 
pine, mixed conifer forest, canyon 
bottoms, rims of cliffs, riparian areas, 
fields, and open pasture. During summer, 
bats may travel from roosts in desert-
scrub to forage in high elevation 

Cliffs, caves Maintain open water sources in 
desert landscapes. Manage rock 
features such as cliffs to avoid 
conflict with recreational use and 
rock removal. Maintain and 
restore native shrub-steppe 
habitat. 
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meadows, returning to roosts within an 
hour of dawn. 

Woodland/ 
grass/shrub 

Pallid bat 
(Antrozous 
pallidus) 

F I Day and night roosts include crevices in 
rocky outcrops and cliffs, caves, mines, 
tree boles, cavities in oaks, exfoliating 
Ponderosa pine and valley oak bark, 
deciduous trees in riparian areas, and 
fruit trees in orchards), and various 
human structures such as bridges 
(especially wooden and concrete girder 
designs), barns, porches, bat boxes, and 
human-occupied as well as vacant 
buildings. They forage over open shrub-
steppe grasslands, oak savannah 
grasslands, open Ponderosa pine forests, 
talus slopes, gravel roads, lava flows, fruit 
orchards, and vineyards. 

Trees, 
cliffs, 
rocks, 
caves, 
mines, 

buildings 

Use gates and seasonal closures 
to protect known roost sites 
during sensitive times (raising 
young and hibernation). Maintain 
open water sources in dry 
landscapes. Manage rock features 
such as cliffs to avoid conflict with 
recreational use and rock 
removal. Complete bridge 
replacement and maintenance 
when bats are absent. Maintain 
large pine snags in shrub-
steppe/forest ecotones. Maintain 
and restore native grassland, 
shrub-steppe and open 
ponderosa pine habitats. 

Chambers/ 
caves 

Townsend's 
big-eared bat 
(Corynorhinus 
townsendii) 

F C Reported in a wide variety of habitat 
types ranging from sea level to 3,300 
meters. Habitat associations include: 
coniferous forests, mixed meso-phytic 
forests, deserts, native prairies, riparian 
communities, active agricultural areas, 
and coastal habitat types. Distribution is 
strongly correlated with the availability of 
caves and cave-like roosting habitat, 
including abandoned mines. Foraging 

Caves Use gates and seasonal closures 
to protect known roost sites 
during sensitive times (raising 
young and hibernation). Maintain 
buildings used as roosts. Maintain 
and create large-diameter hollow 
trees during forest management 
activities. Monitor roosts.  
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associations include: edge habitats along 
streams, adjacent to and within a variety 
of wooded habitats. 

a 

b 
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Table 42–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for western bluebird 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Snag density   2  

Grazing  3 

Road density   4 

 

Table 43–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for white-headed woodpecker 

Variable   Sensitivity rank  

Habitat departure   1  

Snag density   2  

Road density    3  

Shrub density   4 

 

Table 44–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for Wilson’s snipe 

Variable  Sensitivity rank 

Habitat departure  1 

Wetland size  2 

 

Table 45–Relative sensitivity of variables in the model for the wolverine 

Model variables  Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat  1 

Patch size  2 

Den habitat  3 

Winter habitat effectiveness  4 
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Table 46–Relative sensitivity of watershed index values to variables in the model for wood duck 

Model variables Order of variable weighting 

Source habitat 1 

Snag density 3 

Habitat effectiveness 2 

 

Table 47–Conservation strategies to address habitat and risk-factors that would improve viability 
outcomes for focal species. Highlighted species were selected to guide the development of conservation 
strategies 

 Conservation strategies to improve focal species viability 
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Water vole X      X    

Northern bog 
lemming 

X     X X    

Canada lynx  X X  X X   X  

Northern 
goshawk 

 X X X  X      

Cassin’s finch   X X   X  X   

Larch mountain 
salamander 

  X       Talus 

Pileated 
woodpecker 

 X X X  X     

American 
marten 

X X X   X     

White-headed 
woodpecker 

 X  X X X     

Western 
bluebird 

 X  X X X     
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Fringed myotis X X X ? X X    Cliff 

Fox sparrow       X  X  

Western gray 
squirrel 

 ?  X  X X X   

Lewis’s 
woodpecker 

 X  X X X   X  

Black-backed 
woodpecker 

 X   X X   X  

Peregrine 
falcon 

X     X    Cliff 

Wolverine      X     

Golden eagle    X  X X X  Cliff 

Lark sparrow       X    

Sage thrasher      X X X   

Tiger 
salamander 

X     X X X   

Bighorn sheep    X  X X   Cliff 

Northern 
harrier 

X     X X    

Townsend’s 
big-eared bat 

X X    X    Caves/ 

Buildings 

Inland tailed 
frog 

X  X   X  X   

Wood duck X X    X     

Harlequin duck X X X   X     

Bald eagle X X X X  X     

MacGillivray’s 
warbler 

X      X X   

Columbia 
spotted frog 

X     X X X   

Wilson’s snipe X          

Eared grebe X     X  X   

Marsh wren X       X   
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Table 48–Priority watersheds for restoration of aquatic and riparian habitats 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is a 
high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and connectivity 
would occur as needed.  

Ashnola River 

Curlew 

Mill 

Pasayten River 

Ross Lake 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Upper Lake Chelan 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

American River 

Bumping River 

Chiwawa River 

Cle Elum River 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Columbia tributaries 

Cowiche 

Deep 

Entiat River 

Icicle Creek 

Lightning Creek 

Little Naches River 

Little Pend Oreille 

Lost River 

Lower Chewuch River 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Lower Okanogan River 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Lower Silkameen River 

Lower Tieton River 

Lynx/Hall 
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Mad River 

Middle Sanpoil 

Mission Creek 

Naches River 

Nason Creek 

Rattlesnake Creek 

Ruby Creek 

Salmon Creek 

Stehekin 

Toroda 

Twisp River 

Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Little Spokane River 

Upper Methow River 

Upper Sanpoil 

Upper Tieton River 

Wenatchee River 

West Fork Sanpoil 

White-Little Wenatchee 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of protection and 
restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 
higher priority (Habitat Condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

Manastash Creek 

Naneum Creek 

Peshastin Creek 

Swauk Creek 

Taneum Creek 
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 
conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Yakima River 
 

Habitat condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 

Boulder/Deadman 

Chewelah 
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depending on their juxtaposition to 
other watersheds, protecting or 
restoring source habitat conditions may 
still be important. 

Lake Entiat 

Lower Methow River 

Middle Methow River 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Middle Yakima River 

Myers 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Sherman 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Teanaway River 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Vulcan 

Wenas Creek 
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Table 49–Snag desired conditions by density distribution classes for small and large snag sizes for dry 
forests. These should be applied at the watershed scale 

Snag size  
class 

Percent of landscape in snag density classes (number/acres) 

0-4 4-12 12-20 20-28 >28 

>10 in dbh 82.2 13.7 2.1 1.4 0.4 

      

 0-2 2-6 6-10 10-14 >14 

>20 in dbh 89.0 9.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 

 

Table 50–Snag desired conditions by density distribution classes for small and large snag sizes for mesic 
forests. These should be applied at the watershed scale  

Snag Size  
Class 

 Percent of landscape in snag density classes (number/acres) 

0-6 6-18 18-30 30-42 >42 

>10 in dbh 70.0 18.0 4.7 4.1 2.8 

      

 0-2 2-6 6-10 10-14 >14 

>20 in dbh 77.9 12.0 6.0 2.6 1.6 
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Table 51–Priority watersheds for enhancing the sustainability of moist forest habitats for focal wildlife 
species 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is a 
high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and connectivity 
would occur as needed.  

American River 

Bumping River 

Chiwawa River 

Entiat River 

Little Naches River 

Lower Tieton River 

Pasayten River 

Ross Lake 

Ruby Creek 

Stehekin 

Upper Tieton River 

White-Little Wenatchee 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

Cle Elum River 

Icicle Creek 

Mad River 

Manastash Creek 

Middle Methow River 

Mission Creek 

Myers 

Naches River 

Peshastin Creek 

Rattlesnake Creek 

Swauk Creek 

Taneum Creek 

Teanaway River 

Upper Lake Chelan 

 Wenatchee River 
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Nason Creek 

Toroda 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Yakima River 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of protection and 
restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 
higher priority (habitat condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

Chewelah 

Columbia tributaries 

Curlew 

Deep 

Lake Entiat 

Lightning Creek 

Little Pend Oreille 

Lost River 

Lower Chewuch River 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Lower Methow River 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Mill 

Naneum Creek 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Sherman 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Twisp River 

Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Methow River 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Upper Sanpoil 

Vulcan 

West Fork Sanpoil 
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 

Middle Yakima River 
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conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Salmon Creek 

Nason Creek 

Toroda 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Yakima River 
 

Habitat Condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 
depending on their juxtaposition to other 
watersheds, protecting or restoring 
source habitat conditions may still be 
important. 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Cowiche 

Lower Okanogan River 

Lower Silkameen River 

Lynx/Hall 

Middle Sanpoil 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Upper Little Spokane River 

Wenas Creek 
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Table 52–Priority watersheds for enhancing the sustainability of mesic and dry forest habitats for focal 
wildlife species 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is a 
high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and connectivity 
would occur as needed.  

Salmon Creek 

West Fork Sanpoil 

Entiat River 

Lower Tieton River 

Mission Creek 

Naneum Creek 

Peshastin Creek 

Rattlesnake Creek 

Ruby Creek 

Taneum Creek 

Upper Lake Chelan 

Wenatchee River 

Lower Chewuch River 

Lower Methow River 

Middle Methow River 

Toroda 

Columbia tributaries 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Manastash Creek 

Naches River 

Swauk Creek 

Upper Sanpoil 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

Teanaway River 

Upper Yakima River 

Boulder/Deadman 

Chewelah 

Curlew 
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Deep 

Lake Entiat 

Little Pend Oreille 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Mill 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Sherman 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Twisp River 

Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Methow River 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Vulcan 

Wenas Creek 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of Protection and 
Restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 
higher priority (Habitat Condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

American River 

Ashnola River 

Bumping River 

Chiwawa River 

Cle Elum River 

Icicle Creek 

Little Naches River 

Lower Silkameen River 

Mad River 

Nason Creek 

Pasayten River 

Ross Lake 

Stehekin 

Upper Tieton River 

White-Little Wenatchee 
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Lightning Creek 

Lost River 
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 
conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Middle Yakima River 
 

Habitat condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 
depending on their juxtaposition to other 
watersheds, protecting or restoring 
source habitat conditions may still be 
important. 

 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Cowiche 

Lower Okanogan River 

Lynx/Hall 

Middle Sanpoil 

Myers 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Upper Little Spokane River 

Upper Okanogan River 
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Table 53–Priority watersheds for post-fire habitat associated focal species 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is 
a high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and connectivity 
would occur as needed.  

Ashnola River 

Chewelah 

Curlew 

Deep 

Entiat River 

Icicle Creek 

Lightning Creek 

Little Naches River 

Little Pend Oreille 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Lower Methow River 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Mad River 

Manastash Creek 

Mill 

Naneum Creek 

Nason Creek 

Pasayten River 

Upper Lake Chelan 

Upper Methow River 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

American River 

Boulder/Deadman 

Bumping River 

Chiwawa River 

Cle Elum River 

Lake Entiat 

Lost River 

Lower Chewuch River 
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Lower Tieton River 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Mission Creek 

Myers 

Naches River 

Peshastin Creek 

Rattlesnake Creek 

Ross Lake 

Ruby Creek 

Salmon Creek 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Stehekin 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Swauk Creek 

Taneum Creek 

Teanaway River 

Toroda 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Tieton River 

Upper Yakima River 

Wenas Creek 

Wenatchee River 

West Fork Sanpoil 

White-Little Wenatchee 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of protection and 
restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 
higher priority (habitat condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

Lynx/Hall 

Middle Methow River 

Middle Yakima River 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Sherman 

Twisp River 
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Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Upper Sanpoil 

Vulcan 
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 
conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

 

Habitat Condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 
depending on their juxtaposition to 
other watersheds, protecting or 
restoring source habitat conditions may 
still be important. 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Columbia Tribs 

Cowiche 

Lower Okanogan River 

Lower Silkameen River 

Middle Sanpoil 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Upper Little Spokane River 
 

 

Table 54–Watersheds with best habitat conditions for focal species associated with post-fire habitats  

Habitat conditions Watersheds 

Habitat conditions may provide for limited post-
fire timber harvest opportunities. 

Lower Methow River 

Upper Columbia-Swamp Creek 

Chewelah 

Sherman 

Stensgar-Stranger 

Upper Little Spokane River 

Upper Pend Oreille River 

Lynx-Hall 

Middle Sanpoil 

Okanogan River-Bonaparte 

Okanogan River-Omak Creek 
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Salmon Creek 

Upper Sanpoil 

Columbia River-Lynch Coulee 
 

Habitat conditions may provide potential post-fire 
timber harvest opportunities following additional 
fires. 

Icicle Creek 

Upper Lake Chelan 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Upper Methow River 

Upper Chewuch River 
 

 

Table 55–Priority watersheds for reducing the impacts of human access on habitats for focal wildlife 
species 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is 
a high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and 
connectivity would occur as needed.  

Ashnola River 

Chiwawa River 

Curlew 

Icicle Creek 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Nason Creek 

Pasayten River 

Ruby Creek 

Stehekin 

Twisp River 

Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Lake Chelan 

Upper Methow River 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

American River 

Boulder/Deadman 

Bumping River 

Chewelah 

Cle Elum River 
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Deep 

Entiat River 

Lake Entiat 

Lightning Creek 

Little Naches River 

Little Pend Oreille 

Lost River 

Lower Chewuch River 

Lower Methow River 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Lower Silkameen River 

Lower Tieton River 

Lynx/Hall 

Manastash Creek 

Middle Methow River 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Middle Sanpoil 

Mill 

Mission Creek 

Myers 

Naches River 

Naneum Creek 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Peshastin Creek 

Rattlesnake Creek 

Ross Lake 

Salmon Creek 

Sherman 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Teanaway River 

Toroda 
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Upper Little Spokane River 

Upper Sanpoil 

Upper Tieton River 

Vulcan 

Wenas Creek 

Wenatchee River 

West Fork Sanpoil 

White-Little Wenatchee 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of protection and 
restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 
higher priority (habitat condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

Mad River  
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 
conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Middle Yakima River 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Yakima River 
 

Habitat condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 
depending on their juxtaposition to 
other watersheds, protecting or 
restoring source habitat conditions may 
still be important. 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Columbia tributaries 

Cowiche 

Lower Okanogan River 

Swauk Creek 

Taneum Creek 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Middle Yakima River 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Yakima River 
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Table 56–Priority watersheds for applying the conservation measures for grazing 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is 
a high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and connectivity 
would occur as needed.  

Ashnola River 

American River 

Chiwawa River 

Icicle Creek 

Lightning Creek 

Little Naches River 

Lost River 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Pasayten River 

Ruby Creek 

Stehekin 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

Boulder/Deadman 

Cle Elum River 

Curlew 

Entiat River 

Little Pend Oreille 

Lower Chewuch River 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Lower Methow River 

Lower Silkameen River 

Lower Tieton River 

Middle Methow River 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Mission Creek 

Myers 

Naches River 

Naneum Creek 

Nason Creek 

Rattlesnake Creek 
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Ross Lake 

Salmon Creek 

Sherman 

Toroda 

Twisp River 

Upper Lake Chelan 

Upper Methow River 

Upper Sanpoil 

Vulcan 

Wenas Creek 

Wenatchee River 

West Fork Sanpoil 

White-Little Wenatchee 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of protection and 
restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 
higher priority (Habitat Condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

Bumping River 

Deep 

Lake Entiat 

Mad River 

Peshastin Creek 

Swauk Creek 

Teanaway River 

Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Tieton River 
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 
conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

Middle Yakima River 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Taneum Creek 

Upper Okanogan River 
 

Habitat condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 
depending on their juxtaposition to 

Chewelah 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Columbia Tribs 

Cowiche 
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other watersheds, protecting or 
restoring source habitat conditions may 
still be important. 

Lower Okanogan River 

Lynx/Hall 

Manastash Creek 

Middle Sanpoil 

Mill 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Little Spokane River 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Upper Yakima River 
 

 

Table 57–Priority watersheds for reducing the impacts of invasive species on habitats for focal wildlife 
species 

Habitat condition Conservation emphasis Priority watersheds 

Habitat condition 1 Protection of existing source habitat is 
a high priority. Restoration to enhance 
source habitat amount and connectivity 
would occur as needed.  

Icicle Creek 

Lower Tieton River 

Ruby Creek 

Stehekin 

Upper Chewuch River 

Upper Lake Chelan 
 

Habitat condition 2  Restoration to enhance source habitat 
amount and connectivity is a high 
priority. Protection of existing source 
habitat is also a priority.  

Boulder/Deadman 

Columbia River - Lynch Coulee 

Curlew 

Entiat River 

Lake Entiat 

Lightning Creek 

Little Naches River 

Little Pend Oreille 
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Lost River 

Lower Chewuch River 

Lower Lake Chelan 

Lower Methow River 

Lower Pend Oreille 

Lower Silkameen River 

Middle Methow River 

Middle Pend Oreille 

Mill 

Mission Creek 

Naches River 

North Lake Roosevelt 

Pasayten River 

Rattlesnake Creek 

Ross Lake 

Salmon Creek 

Sherman 

Sinlahekin Creek 

Swauk Creek 

Taneum Creek 

Toroda 

Twisp River 

Upper Methow River 

Upper Sanpoil 

Upper Tieton River 

Vulcan 

Wenatchee River 

West Fork Sanpoil 

White-Little Wenatchee 
 

Habitat condition 3  A combination of protection and 
restoration would occur in these 
watersheds. Restoration would depend 
on the availability of resources after 

American River 

Bumping River 
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higher priority (habitat condition 1, 2) 
watersheds have been restored. 

Chiwawa River 

Cle Elum River 

Deep 

Mad River 

Myers 

Naneum Creek 

Nason Creek 

Peshastin Creek 

Teanaway River 

Upper Yakima River 
 

Habitat condition 4 The primary emphasis in these 
watersheds is providing suitable 
conditions for species dispersal in order 
to enhance habitat connectivity. 

 

Habitat condition 5 The limited amount of source habitat 
that is in federal ownership limits the 
contribution of these watersheds to 
species sustainability. However, 
depending on their juxtaposition to 
other watersheds, protecting or 
restoring source habitat conditions may 
still be important. 

Chewelah 

Columbia tributaries 

Cowiche 

Lower Okanogan River 

Lynx/Hall 

Manastash Creek 

Middle Sanpoil 

Middle Yakima River 

Okanogan River - Bonaparte Creek 

Okanogan River - Omak Creek 

Stensgar/Stranger 

Upper Columbia - Swamp Creek 

Upper Little Spokane River 

Upper Okanogan River 

Upper Pend Oreille 

Wenas Creek 
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Table 58–Priority of focal species for monitoring based on current condition estimates of their viability 
outcomes 

Monitoring priority Focal species 

High Cassin’s finch, eared grebe, fox sparrow, lark sparrow, sage thrasher, 
western bluebird, white-headed woodpecker, Wilson’s snipe, bighorn 
sheep 

Moderate Bald eagle, black-backed woodpecker, spotted frog, Lewis’s woodpecker, 
MacGillivray’s warbler, marsh wren, northern harrier, pileated 
woodpecker, tailed frog, tiger salamander, wood duck, American marten 

Low Golden eagle, harlequin duck, goshawk, peregrine falcon, Canada lynx, 
wolverine 
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